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Those who meant well behaved in the same way  
as those who meant badly.

— Aldous Huxley, Brave New World
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 Introduction

sArAH is 32  years old and recently moved to Texas from New  York, 
looking for a new start— in more ways than one. Brooklyn had grown too 
expensive for her hipster pocketbook. A relationship she had hoped would 
blossom and mature there had instead withered. So to Austin she came, 
hoping she could improve upon her modest $22,000 annual earnings the 
previous year. Like many young Americans, Sarah’s cash flow is not in step 
with her expectations or her education. She finds the gap “very embar-
rassing.” Ten years removed from most of her college education, she still 
has about $20,000 in educational debt to pay off. The failed relationship, 
however, was the last straw. It was time to move.

Her most recent sexual partner— Daniel— was not actually a relation-
ship per se. He was not the reason she moved. Rather, he was a 23- year- old 
American she had met in China four years before during a three- week 
language immersion program. The acquaintance and the sex were not that 
unusual for her, historically: “I meet people in strange places. … It just 
happens.” When they first met, and slept together, Sarah was in a rela-
tionship with David, the man for which she had moved to, and then away 
from, New York. She ended up “cheating on him,” that is, David, several 
times. She felt guilty, because “I’d be heartbroken if someone was cheat-
ing on me, you know.” So she would stop.

If you’re having trouble keeping times, dates, and boyfriends straight, 
it’s understandable. Sarah herself laughs at the drama of it all. Relational 
reality for very many young adults is not easily mapped today. There are fits 
and starts, flames and flame- outs. Sarah conveyed an account replete with 
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honest attempts at working it out with David, a musician who seemed more 
committed to making it in the industry than to making it work with her:

I’m like, “I want to get married. I want to have kids.” And you know, 
he basically told me that I shouldn’t waste my time on him because he 
didn’t know. And I said, “All right then, I’m not gonna waste my time.”

David and Sarah were finally through. She plotted her move in part to 
make her decision stick. But then Daniel reappeared. He was not actu-
ally living in New York; he was in Rhode Island. But that did not matter 
so much, especially when on the rebound: “from then until three weeks 
ago we had this (arrangement), basically like whenever he came to town, 
we got together and dated and, like, slept with each other.” Getting seri-
ous was never much of an option. He was 23, and she was 32: “We both 
knew … he was graduating from college and, you know, like we both, at 
least I knew it was never gonna work out. I think he kind of felt the same 
way.” Why? “He’s 23 and I didn’t want to be in New York … we had fun 
and everything but I was like, I don’t wanna marry the guy.” Her mental 
age range for a mate is between 32 and 40.

Daniel and David were not Sarah’s only partners. She recounted 
“probably about 20” partners when asked about it. Most of them were 
during a several- year stint in Baltimore, before her time in New York. 
Four were one- night stands, the rest longer. Abstinence advocates, and 
their opponents, have long fought over the territory of teenage sex and 
how to curb it and its consequences, but that was not Sarah’s problem. 
Her first sexual relationship did not happen until she was 22. But the 
comparative delay in her case did not spell success in romance, as some 
social conservatives claim. Indeed, concern has largely shifted away 
from adolescent sexual behavior, which has dipped in the past decade, to 
the full- blown “failure to launch” that has quickly materialized and now 
characterizes many Americans in their mid- twenties to mid- thirties.

When asked how rapidly her relationships tend to become sexual, 
Sarah replied, “the first or second date.” That account did not stand out 
from those of many other interviewees. The numbers are on her side, 
too. In the 2014 Relationships in America survey, sex before the relation-
ship begins was the modal— meaning the most common— point at 
which Americans report having first had sex in their current relation-
ships. Is her timing of sex intentional? No. “It just happens,” she rea-
soned. Trained to detect unlikely passivity, I responded skeptically with a 
“Nothing just happens. Tell me how this works.”
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Well, it happens if there’s really strong physical chemistry. If 
there’s physical chemistry then usually it’s gonna, the date’s gonna 
end with some kind of, like, physical (activity), at least for me in 
my experience. [Even date number one?] Oh yeah, (laughs). Date 
number one, like, kissing, and then I feel like the kissing always 
leads to something else. [You feel like it, or you make it, or …?] It 
just does, I don’t know. I don’t think it’s me, I think it’s more the 
guy, and then I’m just OK with it. And then a lot of times, though, 
I will say, like, there are times when I feel comfortable with having 
sex on the first date, and other times I don’t feel comfortable. [How 
do you discern those?] Depending on if I like the guy more or not. 
[So if you like the guy more which one happens?] I don’t want to have 
sex with him. [OK. Can you explicate that a little bit?] (Laughs) … 
Because I wanna see him again, and I don’t want it to just be about 
something physical.

She nevertheless often finds herself regretting “first-date sex,” she admits, 
but finds it difficult to predict beforehand: during the date itself “I feel like 
I get (sighs) . . . caught up in the moment.” So waiting for the second or 
third date, she asserts, is a better strategy than first- date sex, because “he’s 
going to stay interested.” This, she claims, is the standard approach to dat-
ing among her peers, if not necessarily the most optimal: “I don’t think 
it’s unusual, but I think that for a lasting relationship, it’s not the best 
approach.” What is? “Um, to take things very slow physically.” How slow, 
I wondered.

I don’t know, like waiting to have sex maybe, like, one or two 
months. In theory that always sounds great to me. I’m always like, 
“OK, cool, I’m going to (wait) this time,” and then I meet the guy 
and there’s chemistry and the next thing I know I’m sleeping with 
them and I’m like, “Shit.” [So you often start out with the intention of 
waiting?] Oh, I always do.

Subsequent dates predictably expect sex.

That pattern is the way that most of my, maybe all, I don’t know, 
almost all relationships start, is that they start … really intense 
and passionate and they become like, it becomes like, you know. 
Like I go out with a guy. We really like each other and we have sex 
and then it’s like you see him every day and they’re just, like, they 
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become your world. And then all of a sudden it’s been like, I don’t 
know, months and you like come to (your senses) and you’re like, 
“What the hell just happened?” [What happened? Like what do you 
mean?] Like, where have I been the last two months? All I’ve been 
doing is hanging out with this guy. [And that bothers you?] Yeah, 
it bothers me because it’s just, that’s not, I don’t think, that’s not 
healthy. [What’s healthy?] (Laughs and claps hands) For me, it’s um, 
maintaining my own life and not … have the guy become my life. 
[Has that happened?] Oh, all the time. That’s what happens.

The move to Austin was intended to turn over a new leaf in several 
ways, including relationships. When asked about her ideal scenario for 
how a future romantic relationship would develop, she paused for a few 
moments, then responded:

I guess for me I feel like the way that I always felt like it was gonna 
happen was it would be, like, it would start out slower (laughs) than 
I’ve done in the past and then, like, we become friends, and then 
you know become romantic and, um, and then the engagement, 
and marriage coming within a year or two.

Her ideal and her reality almost couldn’t be more different. Her self- 
criticism around relationships has nothing to do with religious faith 
because she has none. A  few experiences with more devout men on 
eHarmony reinforced that religion was not for her. OKCupid was a better 
match, and not just because it was free. OKCupid users were more likely 
to fit her “independent, Bohemian” style and interests. Does online dating 
work for her? “Um, I mean, I met people. I, uh, it’s not like I’m with them, 
but (laughs) I think it’s, uh, yeah.” I asked if dating was more challenging 
in New York than in Baltimore. She thought it was:

I feel like New York men, not all of them, the ones … some that I’ve 
dated, it’s very about, they’re so them- focused and career- focused and 
like, I feel like the last thing on their mind is family and getting mar-
ried. … Whereas, um, I don’t know, in Baltimore it’s a little bit differ-
ent. I feel like here (Austin) it’s probably a little bit different as well.

Whether the drama around relationships contributes to her ongoing 
battle with depression is unclear. She does not make a connection. They 
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certainly do not seem responsible for its onset at least, which occurred 
when she was 18. She has seen a psychiatrist and has been on antidepres-
sants ever since.

As noted above, Sarah was 32 years old when we spoke with her. The 
thirties are notorious for their association with women’s “ticking biologi-
cal clock.” Sarah was well aware of her age and the fertility challenges it 
might soon present, but had grown ambivalent on the matter. Did she 
want children, as she noted in passing when discussing the end of her 
relationship with Daniel?

I don’t know. I’ve always wanted, it’s interesting because I’ve always 
wanted children. It was like, “Oh, I’m gonna be a great mom,” and, 
and umm, the last couple years, I, I don’t know. I definitely want to 
get married, like that, I definitely wanna get married and do that 
deal, but I don’t know if I wanna have kids or not. … [But you used 
to want them?] I used to want them.

Three years later, now 35, Sarah continues to live in Austin and contin-
ues to find commitment elusive. She does not dislike her life, but it is not 
the one she envisioned a decade earlier.

Her account is not unusual. In fact, the relationship histories that young 
Americans tell us about are growing increasingly predictable:  plenty of 
sex, starting early (before expressions of love but not necessarily before 
feelings of and hopes about it), underdeveloped interest in sacrificing on 
behalf of the other (especially but not exclusively discernable in men), 
accounts of “overlapping” partners, much drama, and in the end noth-
ing but mixed memories and expired time. Valuable “experience,” many 
call it. Some have fulfilling careers to focus on, steering their attention 
away from other, less- successful areas of their lives. Others, like Sarah, 
find themselves frustrated there as well. Some are becoming jaded, skepti-
cal. Others hold out hope or redirect themselves toward a different vision 
of the good life. While some observers are adamant that we are making 
progress in sex, sexuality, and relationships, others aptly wonder about the 
state of our unions.

This book takes readers on a tour of the romantic and sexual relation-
ships Americans are forming— with a particular (but not exclusive) focus 
on the ones they form in their mid- twenties through their mid- thirties. 
Mine is not an elegy for a lost era, though critics will try to convince you 
that it is so. No— it is an explanation of the present, occasionally with 
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reference to the past and hints about the future. It is an account of how 
young Americans relate today: what they think about relationships, how 
they interact sexually with their partners (and without them), what they 
hope for romantically, and my best efforts at explaining why. I draw on 
several large, population- based surveys to provide a representative over-
view of what Americans think and do, while sharing stories from the 100 
people my research team sat down with in person in five different parts of 
the country.

What emerges is a story about desired social change, yet with mixed 
results, about technological breakthroughs, but with unintended conse-
quences. In the end, many find themselves ambivalent about it all. There 
are personal and relational freedoms for which many fought hard. And 
there are certainly technologies that seem to boost equality and simplify 
our lives— including how people meet and evaluate each other— but 
somehow they have not spelled notably greater happiness and relation-
ship contentment. In fact, the harm and dissatisfaction is palpable. Young 
Americans appear to be having more sexual experiences, more partners, 
and more time to “try them on,” but seem less stable in, and less content 
with, the relationship in front of them. Why?

Part of the reason, I assert, is because most of us fail to recognize the 
underlying market forces at work around coupled sexual behavior, how 
those forces have shifted, and the reasons for that. You might think basic 
economics doesn’t or shouldn’t have anything to do with this most inti-
mate and private of actions, replete as it often is with romance or the pangs 
of desire. But it does. It must. And it always has. Mating market dynam-
ics continue to be consequential for the options people are afforded, the 
choices they make, even what they claim to want— as Sarah demonstrates 
when asked about children. I discuss modern mating market dynamics at 
length in the next chapter, but what preceded them— and perhaps brought 
them about— is a dramatic shift in how men and women relate to each 
other. It did not, however, appear out of the blue.

The Transformation of Intimacy

In part, this is also a book about a book. British social theorist Anthony 
Giddens— a leading public intellectual in England and one of the most 
famous sociologists alive today— offered what turned out to be a pre-
scient introduction to shifting sexual norms in his 1992 book entitled 
The Transformation of Intimacy. Although not chock- full of statistics or 
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interviews, Giddens nevertheless aided us immensely by beginning to 
name things that those of us who traffic in data on sex and sexuality now 
perceive with a good deal of regularity. For example, the wide uptake of 
contraception, Giddens wrote,

meant more than an increased capability of limiting pregnancy. In 
combination with the other influences affecting family size … it 
signaled a deep transition in personal life. For women— and, in a 
partly different sense, for men also— sexuality became malleable, 
open to being shaped in diverse ways, and a potential “property” 
of the individual. Sexuality came into being as part of a progressive 
differentiation of sex from the exigencies of reproduction. With the 
further elaboration of reproductive technologies, that differentia-
tion has today become complete. Now that conception can be artifi-
cially produced, rather than only artificially inhibited, sexuality is at 
last fully autonomous.1

Fully autonomous. That is, not only separated from its long- standing asso-
ciation with marriage and baby- making but free from even being embed-
ded in relationships— the malleable property of the individual. Almost all 
Americans take birth control for granted, and most of us alive today never 
inhabited a world before it. How did it change things? Giddens asserts 
that its uptake has, among other things, fostered the idea of sex as an “art 
form” and injected that into the heart of the “conjugal relationship,” which 
then made the

achievement of reciprocal sexual pleasure a key element in 
whether the relationship is sustained or dissolved. The cultivation 
of sexual skills, the capability of giving and experiencing sexual 
satisfaction, on the part of both sexes, [has] become organized 
reflexively via a multitude of sources of sexual information, advice 
and training.2

Sarah could be a case study. Despite all the sex and relationships she has 
had, she has never pursued pregnancy or become pregnant. The prospect 
of mutual sexual pleasure animates her dating life, even first dates. Sexual 
interest or its absence commonly dictates what happens next, even though 
her ideal relationship, she claims, would develop and mature before sex, 
not because of it.
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And all of these comparatively new achievements, Giddens asserts, 
have been sealed in language— how we talk about sex and relationships. 
And that is significant: “Once there is a new terminology for understand-
ing sexuality, ideas, concepts and theories couched in these terms seep 
into social life itself, and help reorder it.”3 What he means is that when 
we name something in the social world— unlike in the natural world— we 
are not only mentally mapping it, but we are also providing the idea with a 
reality that allows it to then act back upon us (and the wider social world), 
altering how we then must subsequently navigate it. Thus the world after 
something has been named is not as malleable as it was before it. To iden-
tify something socially is to give it life and power, not just a name. It’s been 
occurring for decades already in the study of sexuality, Giddens holds:

The Kinsey Reports, like others following on, aimed to analyze 
what was going on in a particular region of social activity, as all 
social research seeks to do. Yet as they disclosed, they also infl-
uenced, initiating cycles of debate, reinvestigation and further 
debate. These debates became part of a wide public domain, but 
also served to alter lay views of sexual actions and involvements 
themselves. No doubt the “scientific” cast of such investigations 
helps neutralize moral uneasiness about the propriety of particular 
sexual practices.4

Sociologist James Davison Hunter asserts similarly when he defines  
culture as the power of legitimate naming.5 That is, to classify something in 
the social world is to penetrate the imagination, to alter our frameworks 
of knowledge and discussion, and to shift the perception of everyday  
reality. In the domain of sexuality— fraught as it is with great moral 
valence— this can make all the difference. It’s why there is often poignant 
and bitter struggle over words and terms around sex, and the politics of 
using them or avoiding them. We tend to move, albeit slowly, from the 
“urban dictionary” to the everyday lexicon. But what is very unlikely is 
a return to the patterns witnessed prior to the “sexual revolution.” As 
Giddens asserts:

We are dealing here with much more deep- lying, and irreversible, 
changes than were brought about by such movements, important 
although they were in facilitating more unfettered discussion of 
sexuality than previously was possible.6
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Giddens makes this claim because he holds that what emerged in the 
domain of sex and relationships is not simply different norms or values 
among subgroups but new (or restructured) realities around the intimate 
life of the vast majority of Westerners. We now value and express what he 
calls the pure relationship. This is

where a social relation is entered into for its own sake, for what 
can be derived by each person from a sustained association with 
another; and which is continued only insofar as it is thought by 
both parties to deliver enough satisfactions for each individual to 
stay within it.7

Or, as sociologist Eva Illouz describes it, it is “the contractual assumption that 
two individuals with equal rights unite for emotional and individualistic pur-
poses.”8 The pure relationship is not just distinctive from the older regime of 
institutionalized matrimony. It is also unlike the more recent romantic love 
model, which seeks relationship fulfillment and is the stuff of “soul mates.” 
In the pure relationship model, Giddens holds, love is “confluent.”

Confluent love is active, contingent love, and therefore jars with the 
“for- ever,” “one- and- only” qualities of the romantic love complex. 
The “separating and divorcing society” of today here appears as an 
effect of the emergence of confluent love rather than its cause.9

Confused? That’s understandable. These are not terms we use every day. 
In a nutshell, in romantic love there may be stops and starts, but the quest 
is for settled- ness, the destination is a family, and the assumption is dis-
tinctiveness (and magnetism) between men and women. Its type of love 
is not “liquid,” to use social theorist Zygmunt Bauman’s term, but instead 
seeks to solidly preserve the object of care and add to the world, to expand 
by giving itself away to the object of love.10

With confluent love in the “pure” relationship, contingency is its 
foundation, equality is its organizing principle, taste and emotion are its 
barometers, discovery is a key goal, and while the dyad— the couple— is 
the basic structure to the union, it is never to usurp the individual’s pri-
macy and will. Indeed, “in lasting commitments, liquid modern reason 
spies out oppression.”11 Bonds make human relations “impure,” and chil-
dren are expensive, they complicate things, and are for much, much later 
in a relationship.
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The realities I document herein suggest the “transformations” in inti-
macy that Giddens detected back in 1992— just before the Internet era— 
are blossoming today. In a time wherein childbearing can be avoided, thus 
making possible an extensive and diverse sexual life, what he claimed 
would result is what has materialized, now almost 25 years later:

 • Strong norms about emotional and physical satisfaction in relationships
 • Expectations of paired sexual activity emerge quickly in budding 

relationships.
 • Sexual exclusivity is no longer assumed but rather the subject of 

negotiation.
 • Shorter- term relationships, together with perceptions of commitment 

“phobia”
 • Plastic sexuality— interests and directions are shaped and remodeled
 • The flourishing of non- heterosexual identities and expressions
 • Obsession with romance among many, and yet stability seems increas-

ingly elusive

To most young Americans, these are all self- obvious realities— the way 
things are. To write them down here seems almost an unnecessary exer-
cise for them. They are that obvious. And yet each is a profound social 
accomplishment. They are far from a historic certainty, and not the prod-
uct of some sort of social or sexual “evolution.” Not all of them are univer-
sally welcomed by everyone, as ought to be obvious. And plenty of people 
are fond of some of the changes more than others.

In tandem with these transformations in intimacy, sexual acts them-
selves can be said to have become comparatively “cheaper” or less expen-
sive, economically and socially speaking. That statement may throw some 
for a loop, but it is not a very controversial one. What I mean by it is that 
coupled sexual activity has become more widely accessible, at lower “cost” 
to everyone than ever before in human history. Pregnancy, childbearing, 
and childrearing are, after all, extremely expensive in terms of time, invest-
ment, lost (paid) labor and income. (They have their rewards, no doubt.) 
But infertile sex is surely “cheaper” than sex that risks— and occasionally 
entails— pregnancy. Sexual intercourse also costs men less today than ever 
before, on average. (And paying for sex is becoming rarer.12) If Giddens’s 
claims are true— and few would suggest he is wrong— then it means that 
men have to do less wooing (fewer dates, less costly indicators of commit-
ment, etc.) in order to access real sex. Hence, sex is cheaper. Additionally, 
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solitary sex— masturbation— is now able, by use of digital pornography, 
to mimic coupled sex more realistically than ever before. That, too, is a 
source of cheap sex. You may prefer I  not speak about sex in this way. 
That’s fine. But your preference for a different lingo about sex does not 
make any of this untrue.

While cheaper sex is a straightforward result of several significant 
technological developments, some of which were desired by men, some 
by women— and some by both— the ramifications of cheaper sex are just 
beginning to unfold on a panoramic scale. Greater sexual access is no 
longer just the purview of the most attractive, the wealthiest, the most 
discreet, or the biggest risk- takers. No— coupled and uncoupled sexual 
experiences of wider variety and novelty are now democratized. They’re 
more accessible to everyone. The supply has increased dramatically while 
the cost has diminished, but not necessarily because all the participants 
wish for that to be so. Even Sarah expressed ideals that were out of step 
with her own choices.

Cheaper sex has been facilitated by three distinctive technological 
achievements: (1) the wide uptake of the Pill as well as a mentality stem-
ming from it that sex is “naturally” infertile, (2)  mass- produced high- 
quality pornography, and (3)  the advent and evolution of online dating/ 
meeting services. All three are price “suppressors” that have significantly 
altered mating market dynamics, often in ways invisible to the individuals 
in the market. They have created a massive slow- down in the development 
of committed relationships, especially marriage, have put the fertility of 
increasing numbers of women at risk— subsequently driving up demand 
for infertility treatments— and have arguably even taken a toll on men’s 
economic and relational productivity, prompting fewer of them to be con-
sidered marriage material than ever before.

Certainly men are languishing when compared with women. There are 
2.4 million more women in college than men.13 In 2015, 39 percent of 
25-  to 34- year- old women, but only 33 percent of men, had earned at least 
a bachelor’s degree. There are now more women than men in the paid 
labor force. Documentation of the dismal state of men almost constitutes 
a genre of literature today. Where exactly are all these missing men? As 
recently as October 2016, the Bureau of Labor Statistics revealed that over 
11 percent of men between the ages of 25 and 54— about seven million 
people— were neither employed nor seeking work. What are they doing, 
and why have they come to languish? How, if at all, does some men’s 
failure to thrive shape not only their own relationship behavior and sexual 
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and marital decision- making but also those of their more successful male 
counterparts? There are, of course, a variety of reasons that have been 
floated to explain the plight of men, and the state of marriage and rela-
tionships. But few if any have wrestled with the possible sexual sources of 
these significant shifts. Basically, does cheap sex undermine men’s moti-
vation to achieve? Perhaps. I will explore the evidence for it.

What the West has witnessed over the past several decades may not 
simply be the social construction of sexuality or marriage or family forms 
toward different plausible ends as a product of political will, but the reality 
of technology- driven social change. Recognizing this counters the simple 
and reductionist explanations like “social construction,” “the right side 
of history,” “liberation,” “enlightenment,” or “the triumph of rights and 
freedom over ignorance and bigotry” for the new variations in socially 
sanctioned intimate relationships, including the decoupling of sex from 
committed relationships and the altered meaning and now altered struc-
ture of marriage. These technological developments helped spawn a series 
of social changes in human sexual behavior and the wider world of rela-
tionships that remain commonly misunderstood. Various authors have 
noted, praised, or lamented aspects of these shifts, but an explication of 
the big picture is overdue.

The story about how exactly technological uptake has made sex cheaper 
and relationships more challenging is nevertheless not straightforward. 
They don’t change things overnight. Or even over a decade. Or for every-
one in an identical fashion. But this is how “sea change” works— slowly 
but surely. And once such change happens, undoing things is pretty much 
impossible, and by then perhaps even undesirable to most since they will 
have calibrated much about their lives in light of the new realities.

A Guide to the Rest of the Book

This book not only assesses the modern mating market and its dynamics, 
it also explicates the sexual ideas, habits, and relationships of Americans, 
with a recurrent focus on those in their mid-  to late twenties and thirties. 
They are out of college, if they ever went at all, and coming face- to- face 
with what it has historically meant (in America, at least) to be an adult: liv-
ing apart from your parents, working, earning financial independence, 
marrying, and having children. But for many, that pathway is no longer 
obvious, direct, quick, or even desired. In particular, I am after answers to 
several important questions, including:
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 • How common is non- monogamy— the practice of overlapping sexual 
partners— today?

 • How exactly have contraception, porn, and online dating affected the 
mating market?

 • Do women think men are afraid of commitment, and do men genu-
inely fear it?

 • Is marriage still perceived as a key goal, or is it increasingly perceived as 
optional?

I tackle questions like these using nationally representative survey data 
as well as in- person interviews. Both are necessary. The one offers a 
30,000- foot view that enables us to effectively compare lots of different 
people at once and to speak authoritatively to what is going on with young 
Americans. The other offers illumination of the dynamics at work in real 
relationships themselves— how people actually think and act when asked 
about such matters.

I lean on a variety of data sources here, but I privilege one survey in 
particular— the Relationships in America survey project, which interviewed 
just under 15,000 Americans between the ages of 18 and 60 in 2014. The 
large sample size enables me to analyze particular subgroups of respon-
dents that smaller data- collection efforts often cannot. Most of the time 
I concern myself with those young adults under the age of 40, but occa-
sionally it is helpful to look at the 40-  to 60- year- olds for comparison pur-
poses. And this survey enables that. The data collection was conducted by 
Knowledge Networks (or KN), a research firm with a very strong record of 
generating high- quality data for academic projects.14

Other datasets provide assistance as well. The National Survey of 
Family Growth (NSFG) is a nationally representative survey of Americans 
ages 15– 44 that concentrates on fertility, health, and parenting. It is not a 
longitudinal study, but rather asks detailed questions to a different group 
of people over time. It includes thousands of men and women, and is 
now in the process of near- continuous administration. The New Family 
Structures Study (NFSS) is a survey of just under 3,000 young adults 
administered in 2011 and early 2012. The NFSS asked numerous questions 
about respondents’ social behaviors, health behaviors, and relationships, 
including numerous questions about their sex and sexuality. It is cross- 
sectional in nature, having collected data from respondents at only one 
point in time, when they were between the ages of 18 and 39. I oversaw 
both the NFSS and Relationships in America projects, and so was enabled 
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to ask the sorts of survey questions to which I sought answers, rather than 
rely on the judgment of others’ data- collection interests and efforts.

The combination of these three surveys— plus discussions of numer-
ous other studies drawing upon still other data and a few statistics from 
the Census and from the longitudinal Add Health project— gave me more 
than enough numbers to think through, crunch, and present. More com-
plicated regression models are sometimes helpful, and they appear in 
Appendix A.

I supplement these survey statistics with in- person interviews with 
adults between the ages of 24 and 32 who live or work in or near five differ-
ent metropolitan areas: Austin, Denver, Milwaukee, Washington, DC, and 
the Tri- Cities region of Tennessee (Bristol, Johnson City, and Kingsport). I 
selected these areas for a variety of reasons: convenience, diversity, rural/ 
urban mix (especially in Tennessee), regional variation, and information 
vs. industrial economies. My interview team and I conducted in- depth, 
semi- structured interviews that ranged from 90 to 120 minutes in length. 
Such interviews allowed me to inquire about attitudes, processes, and rela-
tionship dynamics in ways just not suited to surveys. Survey participants 
were compensated $30 for their time. Considerably more than 100 people 
indicated a willingness to be interviewed, but I limited the interviews to 
100 overall. My selection criteria primarily concerned getting ample rep-
resentation on gender, age, relationship status, and employment status— 
that is, ensuring we spoke with men and women who were unemployed, 
underemployed, those working blue- collar jobs, and those in professional 
positions. The participants in this current study were an average age of 27 
years old. Half were men and half were women. Sixty- three percent of the 
sample was working full time, 19 percent were working part- time, and 18 
percent reported that they were currently unemployed.15 I have changed 
their names to protect their identity and ensure their confidentiality.

Critics will no doubt be quick to point out that a self- selective sample is 
hardly representative of the American population. I agree, and will not por-
tray the interviewees as more generalizable than I ought to. And yet such a 
sample may actually be very fitting for this book. Given the focus of books 
like Hanna Rosin’s The End of Men on underemployed and underachiev-
ing men, perhaps this interviewee pool is ideally poised to help answer my 
research questions, for my claims have less to do with lawyers, doctors, 
and executives than they do with regular people farther down the socio-
economic ladder— the kinds of men and women social scientists often 
claim to represent but frequently overlook in their own research methods. 
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Additional information on the data collection processes, including the  
in- person interview questionnaire and survey instruments, is available 
upon request.

In the following chapters, readers will be offered my best understand-
ing of what is happening in American relationships and my attempt to 
answer the questions I  have posed. It is not a dry presentation of aca-
demic facts and theories, one in which the fascinating is made dull, but 
rather will explore several narratives and answer a variety of questions 
about contemporary sexual behavior patterns, including these: How often 
do Americans have sex? Has masturbation actually increased, and if so, 
why? How frequently are men using porn today? Is there an uptick among 
women? Who cheats on a spouse or partner?

I spend time outlining the contemporary mating market and its 
dynamics, detailing how the sexual behavior patterns witnessed today 
both favor men’s interests and yet subtly undermine them, drawing upon 
men’s and women’s own words as well as the assertions of scholars rang-
ing from evolutionary psychologists to gender theorists. Virtually no one, 
it seems, is happy with the state of maleness today, and yet the male behav-
ior we witness today seems a rational, if short- sighted, response to their 
circumstances.

Chapter  2 wrestles first with conceptual questions of “What hap-
pened?” and “How did we get here?” It offers my best explanation for 
why young Americans’ relationships look the way they do today, and why 
they do not readily resemble the patterns as recently as 40 to 50  years 
ago. It is here where I elaborate more extensively on the subject of “sexual 
economics,” an increasingly popular set of general conceptual tools that 
enables us to better understand the exchange behavior we continue to see 
in romantic relationships around us. The theory’s explanatory fit is exten-
sive, and reaches into Americans’ minds, bedrooms, and marriages, even 
though many ignore it, deny it, or actively resist it. It is also here that 
I define cheap sex and describe the modern mating market, how it has 
changed and in particular how it has become imbalanced, and how such 
sex- ratio imbalances have had profound consequences for how men and 
women form relationships today. That is, I detail how the thing so many 
Americans now take for granted— the Pill— ironically created new barri-
ers in the mating market for those who seek long- term relational security. 
Contraception, which is firmly embedded in Western relational systems 
and practice now, was more of a “grand bargain,” or a trade- off than a 
magic pill. This and other technological innovations have functioned to 
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lower the cost of real sex, access to which women control. And again, all 
this is largely invisible to casual observers, who commonly assert that men 
have become afraid to commit. I  just don’t see it. Men are not afraid to 
“man up” and commit. They simply don’t need to. We should not be sur-
prised in the least, except at our remarkable failure to anticipate it. Men, 
I argue, work best under pressure— from women— but social constraints 
upon what motivates men are rapidly disappearing today, with little sign of 
a return. And yet many eventually fall in love and commit, but later than 
in previous eras.

Anthony Giddens, whose observations and predictions shape the 
flow of this book, held that the revolution in sexual autonomy also ush-
ered in an era of plastic sexuality and paved the way for the flourishing 
of non- heterosexual identities. I hold that Giddens’s observations actually 
fit (albeit imperfectly) expectations of exchange behavior in a domain— 
non- heterosexual relationships— that has long been presumed to oper-
ate independently of male and female exchange relationship preferences. 
I consistently find a key source of influence upon straight and gay relation-
ship behavior is sex (that is, male/ female) differences, not orientation.

Chapter  3 revisits the “cheap sex” motif of the book in an overview 
of Americans’ sexual behavior patterns. There I  develop the conceptual 
claim that online dating makes sex cheaper simply by doing what it does 
best— making the search process more efficient. No wonder the online 
dating sphere is so attractive, yet so maddening, to so many. I also spend 
time documenting the latest estimates of sexual behavior of both unmar-
ried and married young adults, again with a particular (but not exclusive) 
interest in those no older than 35. I highlight sexual partner numbers— 
and test a popular theory about them— before exploring sexual inactivity 
rates, the strange politics of expressed sexual desire, and the emergence 
of “monogamish,” the overlapping of partners. I also explore a key piece 
of evidence about the falling price of sex— the timing of its addition in 
relationships— and conclude with a discussion of satisfaction with sexual 
unions in the era of the “pure” relationship.

The topic of Chapter  4 is the cheapest forms of sex— pornography 
and masturbation— sibling subjects that are seldom given the scholarly 
treatment they deserve. I use new data and new methods of inquiry to 
generate the most up- to- date information yet on their patterns in the 
wider population. They signal still more compelling evidence for the 
robust nature of sexual exchange and economic insight into intimate 
(and in this case solitary) sexual behavior. Questions about gender and 
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orientation effects on pornography use are considered, as is the claim 
that a share of men are exiting the mating market altogether, choosing 
porn over the pursuit of the real thing. Masturbation, the subject of spec-
ulation but little hard data, is given more space than it typically receives, 
including questions of its rising prevalence in the era of digital porn.

Chapter 5 is the longest chapter and dwells on the matter of mar-
riage— the source of so much political and legal conflagration in recent 
years. Are men opting out— going their own way— because marriage 
appears to them a worse deal than ever? (The answer, surprisingly to 
many, is no.) Instead, cheap sex seems to be contributing— if only indi-
rectly— to the decline in men’s marriageability, a perennial key variable 
for women in discerning with whom and when to tie the knot. What is 
occurring, then, is a massive slowdown in marriage, the result of uncer-
tainty in the terms of exchange that has diminished its economic (but not 
personal) appeal among women. The institution of marriage is in reces-
sion, and cracks are appearing in the tight historical connection between 
monogamy and marriage. Although polyamory is a minority behavior 
and practiced by men and women alike, I detail why it too— like so much 
else in contemporary sexual patterns— reflects men’s power in the mat-
ing market. In turn, women find the mating market increasingly frus-
trating and the process of meeting and falling in love more convoluted, 
despite the supposed speed and ease promised by online dating’s effi-
ciency. Organized religion appears to be marriage’s key, and increasingly 
solitary, institutional supporter, but it too is hamstrung by the develop-
ment of the pure relationship and its own decentralized and diminishing 
authority in America.

The book ends with Chapter 6, entitled “The Genital Life” because 
the data, the interviews, and Giddens’s prescient perspective all point 
to the increasing centrality of sex and its satisfactions in contemporary 
life. No longer playing a supporting role in enduring relationships, sex 
has emerged on center stage, worthy of its own attention. It is “like 
a big, big, big, big part of everything now,” claimed one interviewee 
who reported both gratification and consternation at that prospect. 
The book ends with eight projections about our collective relationship 
future. Giddens’s The Transformation of Intimacy is now 25  years old, 
but a quarter- century seems like forever in a dynamic domain like sex, 
so I  speculate about what we can expect by the year 2030. I  predict 
what’s next for sex, gender, relationships, marriage, living arrange-
ments, and the future of monogamy. No, the sky is not falling, and I am 
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not interested in overreaching and sensationalism. In the end, relation-
ships between the sexes are not at risk; only the norms and structures 
around them are. For some, such changes are welcome. For others, 
these are matters of grave concern. After reading this book, I hope you 
will have a clearer sense of how you perceive such significant changes. 
Even if you and I do not share the same conclusions, I hope you learn 
much herein.

There are a variety of sex- related matters that I do not cover in- depth, 
including pregnancy experiences, sexually transmitted infections (STIs), 
and personal sexual assault (beyond simple reporting rates). Why not? In 
part because the book’s focus is on the consensual exchange relationship, 
not its violations nor its desired or unwanted fruits. While intended to be 
general and provide an overview of new population- based data on sex, it 
cannot be all things to all readers. Any time a theme (like STIs) found no 
obvious place in a discussion of sexual economics, out it went for consid-
eration by other competent observers.

Politics, Scientism, and Realism  
in the Study of Sex

It is nevertheless difficult to write a book like this one, for the following 
reasons:

 1. Things are changing rapidly in this oldest of subjects. It is challenging 
to keep current.

 2. The topic matter is a sensitive one, subject to political and ideological 
concerns.

 3. High- quality information in the domains of sex and sexuality didn’t 
exist before the mid- 1970s, and then only sparingly until the 1990s.

 4. There has been an explosion of interest in and data collection on sex- 
related matters recently, but it has yielded both quality and dubious sci-
entific inquiries.

 5. Public— as well as researcher— expectations of what can be known with 
confidence about what happens largely in private are unreasonably high.

 6. There remains popular skepticism about the reality of social structures 
and their influence.

Together these concerns can be summarized as about politics, scientism, 
and realism.
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First, there is the politics. Even as secularization proceeds apace, the 
domains of sex and sexuality remain saturated with moral idealism— what 
is good to do or to be, what criteria are legitimate or illegitimate, what is 
important to support, affirm, or denigrate. Young adults do lots of virtue 
signaling here. And while Americans seem to be increasingly at ease in 
answering questions about their sexual behavior, the process of interpret-
ing and drawing (public) conclusions has become more difficult. Whereas 
not long ago conservatives policed discourse concerning human sexuality, 
today liberal voices have replaced them. The only thing that has remained 
constant is the presence of policing. It is not that quality data and argu-
ments cannot get a fair hearing. They can. But there is struggle over who 
gets to be heard, what can and cannot be spoken, and what must be said or 
left unsaid.16 Many “truths” in the domain of sex and sexuality seem more 
politically sculpted than empirically accurate.17 There are tacit ideologies 
that saturate sociology, and if you trespass them you can be informally (and 
occasionally formally) punished.18 The problem lies not with the scientific 
method, but with a politicized academic culture made worse by the pull of 
the media news cycle. There is wisdom to the slower pace of science.19 And 
yet it is difficult to operate here with what could be considered a “neutral” 
perspective. I recognize that I do not. (I don’t think it’s genuinely possible.)

We would do well, in such a challenging context, to heed popular social 
networks scholar Duncan Watts’s warning about how we tend to approach 
knowledge we dislike. Watts asserts that we tend to think of ourselves as 
rational actors— reasonable people— and so when we meet information 
which challenges us, our first impulse is to dismiss it:  “People subject 
disconfirming information to greater scrutiny and skepticism than con-
firming information.”20 Watts hits upon the very human impulse toward 
confirmation bias, or the tendency to look for, favor, or remember infor-
mation that confirms your own beliefs or hypotheses. (I am surely not 
exempt, either.) While we are all prone to it, the tendency toward it is even 
stronger when it concerns emotionally charged issues. The domain of sex 
and relationships is certainly that.

A second warning before leaping into the rest of the book is to beware 
of scientism, especially in the domain of sex and sexuality. Scientism is a 
perspective that suggests that empirical data collection and analysis is the 
only viable approach to learning what can be known about social reality. It 
is skeptical about meanings, values, and certainly about spirituality. (Sex 
and sexuality, on the other hand, seem to traffic in each of these.) It claims 
science can be truly neutral— again, better in theory than in the hands of 
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real scientists— and prefers reductionist analysis that breaks down reali-
ties into their constituent, materialist parts.21

This book, meanwhile, bridges macro-  and microsociology, asserting in 
one section claims about how survey respondents make sense of their own 
personal sexual satisfaction and how interviewees discern their relation-
ship decision- making, while offering in another section larger arguments 
about macro concepts like mating markets, contraceptive “uptake,” con-
fluent love, sex as transcendence, and monogamous systems— structured, 
influential realities that the people we survey and interview tend neither 
to refer to nor even perceive. I caution readers from leaping to a scientism 
that holds that if we cannot measure it in a survey or tap it discursively in 
interviews, then claims about it cannot reasonably be offered and certainly 
not believed. This book instead takes the reality of social structures very 
seriously, but nevertheless holds that they are not easily amenable to inser-
tion in cross- tabs or regression models. I cannot document the influence 
of “wide contraceptive uptake” simply by controlling for respondent’s use 
of birth control in the past month. The former is a structured reality whose 
affect is difficult to avoid regardless of one’s own personal decisions. The 
same can be said of confluent love and the pure relationship system. They 
are just not the kind of idea that is easily measured on surveys, though 
some have tried.22

Finally, I try to be a blunt realist about empirical matters concerning 
sex, sexuality, marriage, and family, because I really want to know what is 
going on in social reality, even if I dislike what I see. I lean conservative 
in my own life and personal perspective, but I want to know the facts, 
the theories, and the best guesses of experts— whether I agree with their 
interpretations of the data or not. I am not naïve about realism, though. 
Even it is perspectival. Although most sociologists are quick to assert a 
strong distinction between facts and values, documentation contributes 
to social valuing. Hence social science contributes profoundly to values 
by way of our facts. We are not simply writing down what is, because to 
observe is to reinforce. Giddens wrote about that, too— he called it the 
double hermeneutic.23 Our very preferences— what we are convinced we 
want and believe we have a right to— are now boxed in by what Eva Illouz 
calls the “architecture of choice” framed by new “languages of the self.”24 
It is nevertheless paramount to appreciate the limits of social science, so 
that we do not make the error of solely relying on science to settle ques-
tions or to resolve issues that rest well beyond the competence of the 
scientific method.
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I write, too, as a man, yet one who has concerns that are in histori-
cal alignment with women’s (and many men’s) long- standing relational 
interests— things like commitment, stability, monogamy, tranquility, and 
a family. I want to help people accomplish these goals, but I won’t alter my 
published perceptions of reality in order to do that. If the mating market 
is a gritty place, I do readers no favors by sugar- coating it. This book is not 
a clarion call to return somehow— by hook, crook, or political will— to an 
earlier era. That is not going to happen. This book is, instead, a documen-
tary, an assessment of where things stand and an argument about how we 
got here, with some space at the end donated to educated guesses about 
what happens next. My goal in this book is to explain. There are, of course, 
occasional expressions of concern herein, because I think some important 
things have been lost, or are receding. You may or may not share those 
with me. But it is my hope and goal that we can all agree about what is 
going on in human social and sexual life. What you do with what I say 
here is your own business. (I do not pose many solutions, to the relief 
of some and the chagrin of others.) For those of you who are fans of our 
new relational realities— don’t worry, they are not going anywhere. And 
to those who oppose these, I am sorry I don’t have better news for you. 
There is, however, power and wisdom in seeing and assessing the social 
world realistically.
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 Cheap Sex and the Modern 
Mating Market

sex is, Among other things, a social transaction.1 It is not the only way 
to understand the matter, and sex is, of course, not reducible to transac-
tion. But whether we wish to admit it or not, there is a basic exchange 
that typically constitutes the social setting in which sexual relationships 
begin, end, or continue— even one- night stands. In their 2004 Personality 
and Social Psychology Review article entitled “Sexual Economics,” social 
psychologists Roy Baumeister and Kathleen Vohs explicate the economic 
and market principles that characterize and shape the genesis of het-
erosexual relationships between unmarried adults.2 Each person gives 
the other person something of themselves. Although it might appear at 
face value to be the same something— intimate access to each other’s 
body— there is typically more going on than meets the eye. Men, on aver-
age, are more often principally drawn to the powerful physical pleasures 
of sex than women are. This does not mean that women are uninter-
ested in pleasure, just seldom in quite the same way— or with the same 
single- mindedness— as men. More often than men, women’s interests 
also include the affirmation of desirability, expressing and receiving 
love, the validation of worth, and fostering or reinforcing relationship 
commitment. Men can appreciate each of those too, and plenty do, but 
they will tend to be secondary or tertiary reasons for sex. Think this is a 
tired, unmerited, insensitive stereotype? Have an anecdote to the con-
trary? Too much data collected for too long suggests this claim about 
gender and sex may be unpopular, but it is not inaccurate.3 Across mul-
tiple studies, women were found more likely to have regretted casual 
sexual interactions, while men’s regrets were more often about missed 
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sexual opportunities.4 When we asked Kevin, a 24- year- old recent college 
graduate from Denver, what he wished he had known earlier about sex, 
he was frank:

I wish I  would have known everything I  do now about … [how] 
girls work, how girls function, how girls think so that I when I was 
younger I could have taken more advantage of that …

To be sure, men can and do express regrets. But you won’t hear women 
assert anything like Kevin just did.

I know that women can and do like sex. Rest assured, though, that 
men— historically, and on average— tend to want sex more and pursue 
it with greater abandon and single- mindedness. Sociologist Catherine 
Hakim documents this phenomenon over decades and dozens of data 
sets.5 The vast majority of women simply do not operate like the aver-
age man— walking down the street ogling the average woman with 
his eyes, wondering what sex with her would be like. Men initiate sex-
ual activity more often than women do. They fantasize about sex more 
often, and masturbate more. (I’ll reinforce that claim later, in Chapter 4.) 
Masturbation, Baumeister claims, is the best measure of “excess” sexual 
drive, since it requires nobody else to help accomplish it. Men are more 
sexually permissive— in reality and not just in theory— than women. Men 
will take remarkable risks for sex. They need little convincing to sleep 
with someone they just met.6 Many men stand ready to jeopardize their 
careers and marriages and risk paying a profound cost— both financial 
and to their reputation and family— over sex. They connect romance to sex 
less often. (Sarah can attest to that.) And men tend to navigate rejection 
with far less introspection, self- blame, and second- guessing than women.7 
Whether they actually stray from their primary partnership or not, men 
direct far more mental time, attention, and effort toward other potential 
sexual partners than do women. This is a global reality:

Nationally representative sex surveys carried out around the world 
confirm that the “myth” of men having greater sexual motivation/ 
drive/ interest than women is fact, not fantasy.8

Remember— all men do not have to exhibit more of such traits and behav-
iors than all women for a sex difference between them to be “real” and 
wield social consequences.9
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Women, on the other hand, tend to be more malleable sexually, as 
I discuss at length later in this chapter. They are more likely to change 
their mind about sexual matters— either to engage or to refrain— and tend 
to go without any sexual activity for longer periods than men. Women 
take far fewer risks for sex and are more apt to regret one- night stands. 
Women’s level of interest in casual sex with a stranger is far lower than 
men’s. Women politicians seldom find themselves embroiled in sex scan-
dals of their own making. (None come readily to mind.) Men’s motivations 
are certainly more complex than simply maximizing pleasure, but they do 
seem more subject than women to sex- drive impulses. In the world of sex, 
men and women often display differences, and it has significant and far- 
reaching consequences.

You may think that this is all a simple matter of socialization, and that 
a different approach to raising boys and girls will change things. If only it 
were that easy. (And be careful what you wish for.) Sociologist J. Richard 
Udry, who helped pioneer the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent 
Health, documented how boys are typically “highly immunized against 
feminine socialization experiences,” and concluded that “hypothetical 
changes in the social regimen of gender,” that is, efforts to make boys less 
masculine and girls more so, “would change [boys] little, while females 
would change to exhibit more masculine or less feminine behaviors.”10 
In other words, you can help girls act like boys more readily than vice 
versa. Our interviews with 100 men and women reinforced this observa-
tion thoroughly.

So men want more sex than women do, on average. Economically 
speaking— at least in the heterosexual world— women have what men 
want. Thus, they possess something of considerable value to men, some-
thing that conceivably “costs” men to access. Historically, men have had 
to give something in exchange, most typically significant (economic and 
relational) commitments or promises, to gain access to her body.11 Yes, 
men appreciate women for other reasons— and I will get to that— but that 
fact doesn’t make this claim less true. The very same thing, sex, is not typi-
cally of value to women in quite the same way. As Baumeister and Vohs 
observe, women never pay men for sex.12 Across multiple data sets over 
many years, I have still not witnessed a female respondent who claims 
to have paid for sex.13 That is not how they operate. (And that is, on bal-
ance, a good thing.) Economically speaking, women would never need 
to pay for sex. She need only signal, since men are willing to provide it 
for free. So in the heterosexual mating market broadly understood, there 
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is demand— interested men— and supply: women. But what if a man is 
attracted to another man? Then obviously that other man has something 
that he wants (in the way that a woman has something that a heterosex-
ual man wants). So does men’s sex objectively still have no value or only 
no value in the heterosexual exchange? The latter: men’s sex does have 
value in same- sex exchange in a way that it does not in a heterosexual 
exchange, for men are the only ones who will pay men for sex. As you will 
see throughout this book, a sexual- economics approach can illuminate the 
relationship behavior of gay and straight by highlighting the priority and 
significance of long- standing male and female preferences, regardless of 
the objects of their affections.

Don’t confuse my use of the term “market” with “marketplace.” A mat-
ing market is an invisible social structure in which the search for a partner 
occurs, while a sexual marketplace— a theme I do not concern myself with 
in this book— is a visible, particular place where one searches for a partner 
(like a bar, a church, a gym, or a workplace). I  sometimes use “mating 
pool” and “mating market” interchangeably, though in reality the pool is 
all- encompassing but within it there are distinctive markets (such as the 
market in short- term and long- term relationships, the marriage market, 
and even the market in sex for sale). Treating markets as social structures 
is a smart thing because it integrates perspectives from economics as 
well as demography, social networks, and the study of cultural diffusion.14 
Market talk sounds utilitarian, unromantic, and objectifying, but it need 
not be. It simply recognizes that people do not meet other people ran-
domly. Nor do they meet whomever they wish and do whatever they want. 
There are constraints. And despite the sound of it, constraints actually 
enable and organize behavior. But there are far fewer constraints in the 
modern mating market than in the past.

So when does sex actually commence in a (heterosexual) romantic 
relationship in which sex is consensual and men desire it more than 
women? The theory, as articulated by Baumeister and Vohs, provides a 
clear answer: sex begins in consensual relationships when women decide 
that it should. From both qualitative and quantitative assessments, this 
claim garners support. Elizabeth, a 26- year- old interviewee from Denver, 
summarizes how it works when asked who (in her relationship with her 
boyfriend) decides when and how they will have sex:  “Ummm … ulti-
mately me (laughs).” She’s right. Her use of the qualifier “ultimately” 
aptly characterizes the typical deliberations and negotiations— spoken or 
implicit— that precede consensual sex. But in the end, it hinges on her 
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permission. This is why the correlation between sexual intention and 
actual sexual behavior is much higher among women than among men, 
meaning that women are far more likely to see their sexual intentions 
fulfilled than men are.15

The gender imbalance in sex drive also means there are sexual “haves” 
and “have nots,” by which I mean those persons who have access to sex— 
a willing partner— and those that do not. For women, however, being a 
“have not” is almost always by choice, whereas for men it is often invol-
untary. A woman spurned by her lover and seeking sex can find it quickly. 
A dumped boyfriend can only try.

The bottom line is this: women are the sexual gatekeepers within their 
relationships.16 Men infrequently function as the “gatekeepers” of sex 
in their relationships. (If they are, they are comparatively easier to con-
vince.) And it doesn’t much matter whether we are talking about gay or 
straight relationships. Gay men’s relationships are less likely to be sexually 
monogamous when compared with lesbian or heterosexual relationships, 
as Chapters 3 and 5 reinforce.17 Why? It is due to stable sex/ gender differ-
ences in sex drive, relationship preferences, and permissiveness. Men in 
gay relationships cut more deals with each other concerning outside part-
ners, and those deals are easier both to make and to realize because men 
are not typically sexual gatekeepers. Men can play the role, and some do, 
but they are far less adept at it. It is about the difference between XX and 
XY, not sexual orientation.18

The times have changed, however. Women have plenty of agency, 
opportunity, and success— more than ever before— and that across mul-
tiple domains, including education and the labor market. Women can 
more openly pursue sex for its own sake in a manner utterly foreign to 
their great- grandmothers. They can try the demand side of the equation. 
Of course, they will succeed in their efforts. Indeed, Sarah never once 
recounted an unwilling first date. In her grim title The End of Men, author 
Hanna Rosin writes, “Young women are more in control of their sexual 
destinies now than probably ever before.”19 There is no need for qualifying 
it with a “probably.” Rosin is right. It is not as if women receive nothing 
in return for sex, but they are asking for less in return— sexual pleasure, 
attention, affirmation, or simply an evening’s worth of drinks and dinner.

What women are less in control of— in exchange— is their relational 
(and emotional) destinies. Today’s mating market is no less dominated by 
men’s interests, and arguably far more so than in previous generations.20 
I am not suggesting that all men direct the course and outcomes of their 
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relationships— absolutely not. Sarah left David, but only after it became 
obvious that he was not going to become someone in whom she could 
have confidence, and with whom she would have children. Rather, it is 
increasingly clear that the relationships and the norms and rules about 
them favor men’s interests, even while what men typically offer to women 
in return for sexual access has profoundly diminished. Kevin, the 24- year- 
old from Denver, was uber- confident about this, and only regrets not figur-
ing it out sooner:

Girls are more emotional than guys, simple as that. Girls get 
attached more. Girls are easier to mislead than guys just by lying or 
just not really caring. If you know what girls want, then you know 
you should not give that to them … until you see the proper time 
and if you do that strategically then you can really have anything 
you want in any way you want it, any form you want it, whether it’s 
a relationship, sex or whatever. You have the control.

Kevin sounds like a jerk. But it’s hard to tell him that his strategy will not 
work because it has (for him and countless others). The novelty of sexual 
experience appeals to him, and he has over 35 previous partners to show 
for it. He’s hardly alone. Anthony, an attractive 26- year- old from Austin, 
is anything but a jerk. He, too, knew something about sexual access. 
Reflecting on his single days, before he met his current girlfriend:

I felt like I could have sex anytime I wanted, you know. [What would 
it usually take to have sex with someone?] A phone call. Um, go to the 
bar and, I don’t know. Have a few drinks and smile and laugh and 
I don’t know. … [W] hen I got out of college I felt like it got even 
easier than it ever was in high school and I don’t, I couldn’t tell you 
the reasons why on that. I mean high school I think I can tell you 
the reasons, like I was, you know, captain of this team, that team, 
whatever people thought was important back then. And then now in 
my professional life I felt like when I was single it got much easier 
even than it was in high school. I don’t know why that is. I think, 
I don’t know why. Everybody’s looking for a relationship I guess, 
I don’t know.

While I hold that the modern mating market plays more to men’s advan-
tage than to women’s— that is, he gets what he wants more readily and 
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consistently than she does— that does not mean women are uniquely 
prone to experience the mating market’s negative externalities. Men, too, 
get dumped, hurt, infected, and depressed. They feel guilt. And they com-
plain. But what men seldom complain about is the price of sexual access, 
as Giddens discerns:  “Men mostly welcome the fact that women have 
become more sexually available.”21 Put differently, men gravitate toward 
cheap sex:

We have found no evidence to contradict the basic general principle 
that men will do whatever is required in order to obtain sex, and 
perhaps not a great deal more. … If in order to obtain sex men 
must become pillars of the community, or lie, or amass riches by 
fair means or foul, or be romantic or funny, then many men will do 
precisely that.22

It was, Baumeister and Vohs assert, a giant trade, in which both men and 
women offered something of lesser importance to them in order to get 
something they wanted more. That’s a too- active account of what was cer-
tainly a more passive process— the development of world- altering repro-
ductive technology that boosted women’s labor force fortunes. But you get 
the point.

Men provide the social support for cheap sex, while women provide— 
on average, but far less today than in previous generations— the social 
control against it. The double standard around sex has weakened but not 
disappeared. That is in part because women do not gravitate toward cheap 
sex but can learn to accommodate it. A minority even appreciates it, at 
least for a time. What neither men nor women tend to apprehend are the 
unintended consequences of cheap sex.

What is Cheap Sex?

Cheap sex is not a subjective thing. Narratives of regret may signal the 
presence of cheap sex, but they do not define it. Cheap sex is both an objec-
tive fact and a social fact, characterized by personal ease of sexual access 
and social perceptions of the same. Sex is cheap if women expect little 
in return for it and if men do not have to supply much time, attention, 
resources, recognition, or fidelity in order to experience it.

Cognitively, we associate cheap sex with diminished risk (of pregnancy, 
for example). But it is not a simple inverse function of risk. Risk tends to 
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curb sexual access. Risk of getting (or making someone) pregnant, risk of 
transmitting or acquiring a significant or chronic infection (such as HIV 
or herpes), or risk of feeling pronounced emotional pain or regret often 
curbs access to sex or restricts sex to a trusted person who has promised 
or signaled their trustworthiness by their actions. In other words, they are 
a familiar partner, a faithful partner, or a partner who uses prophylactic 
measures.

However, it doesn’t always work like this. Risk can in fact ease sexual 
access, typically by way of emotional pain or depressive symptoms that 
echo in the pursuit of sex or reduced barriers to it. For example, a woman 
who feels “used” or hurt after being dumped by her boyfriend may in her 
emotional distress pursue sex with other men either as “payback” or in 
an effort to make herself feel desired. Or a man diagnosed with HIV may 
respond to the news with hopeless resignation issuing in a reckless pur-
suit of sex. So cheap sex can be risky sex. It can be safe sex. It can be 
measured by the speed with which new partners can be found, or in the 
frequency with which one has sex. The key lies in the ease of access. Cheap 
sex charges little and costs little.

Sexual risk is old and familiar. But its risks can and often are eradi-
cated, managed, or normalized. “Safe” sex facilitates cheap sex if the 
primary barrier to having sex with someone is concern about avoiding 
pregnancy. When a 30- year- old woman forgets to take the Pill for a couple 
days, or overlooks a condom on a visit to her boyfriend’s place, these are 
instances and examples of more risky sex. But it remains cheap sex if it is 
subsequently still easy for her boyfriend to access it. Masturbating alone 
while watching porn is cheap sex— the cheapest, really— nobody will get 
infected or pregnant on their way to sexual pleasure or satiation, and it is 
easy to accomplish (that is, access).

I am not making a moral assessment of cheap sex at this point, just an 
observation of what it is. My central claim in this book is that cheap sex 
is plentiful— it’s flooding the market in sex and relationships— and that 
this has had profound influence on how American men and women relate 
to each other, which in turn has spilled over into other domains. Cheap 
sex has made some things more accessible— including but not limited to 
diverse sexual experiences— and some things more difficult, like sexual 
fidelity and getting and staying married (long a predictable pathway to 
greater economic, social, and emotional flourishing).

As noted at the beginning of this section, cheap sex is more than an 
objective personal act. It is not just an odd way to categorize your own or 
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others’ easy- to- accomplish sexual events like a one- night stand or an eve-
ning spent watching pornography. More significantly, ease of sexual access 
has become a social fact. It has become part of Western social “doxa,” to 
draw upon a term popularized by the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu.23 
The presumption of sexual access lacking significant cost is becoming a 
taken- for- granted, self- evident social value and expectation. It has rapidly 
established a dominant, favorable position pivotal to the organization of 
the modern sexual “field,” to use another of Bourdieu’s terms. Cheap sex 
is “doxic,” then. It’s a presumption, widely perceived as natural and com-
monsensical, and hence connected by persons to expectations about their 
own and others’ future sexual experiences (as similarly low- cost). It has 
become normative, taken for granted. And that is a remarkable— indeed, 
huge— social accomplishment.

That plenty of American couples use contraception unevenly, or dis-
cover that it has failed, actually does little to jeopardize this doxic, norma-
tive status of cheap sex. This is in part because contraception’s failures 
are not random, but track with socioeconomic status (i.e., poorer women 
are less careful to use contraception correctly). Meanwhile, the production 
of public norms about cheap sex— evident in film, journalism, and other 
media sources (e.g., HBO’s Girls)— is far more the reverse, the result of 
efforts by higher- SES Americans among whom complete contraceptive 
failure is uncommon. In this a comparison can be drawn from the work 
on marriage by sociologists like Andrew Cherlin and Kathryn Edin.24 Both 
hold that poor and working- class Americans have adopted the same men-
tality about marriage— its symbolic status of love, privilege, and social 
arrival— even though they are in a far less optimal position to “afford” this 
mentality. (As a result, fewer and fewer of them marry.) In a similar way, 
poor and working- class adults perceive sex as cheap, even though their 
comparatively uneven use of contraception renders sex far more costly 
in terms of pregnancy. This is ironic— that the once- obvious mental link 
between sex and pregnancy has weakened considerably.25 In other words, 
the idea that “sex is fun, and pregnancy is unlikely” is infectious. When 
many men and women (like Sarah) never experience a pregnancy scare 
despite having plenty of sex— or quietly secure an abortion— the link 
between sex and pregnancy is both weakened and socialized.

The bottom line is that people think sex is for fun, and if fun can be 
generated more cheaply and efficiently, why not? Women are more apt 
than men to have reservations about cheaper sex, but they do so incon-
sistently, intermittently, or only in their own relationships. Hence, sex is 
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socially meant to be cheap. In turn, men and women alike tend to exhibit 
cheap sex, regardless of what they personally think about it.

Cheap sex becomes cognitively structured in the mind, affecting how 
men and women perceive subsequent encounters and even the purpose of 
sex. It becomes a mentality, not just an act. It shapes how Sarah approaches 
an evening out with a new man. And if her date has spent time with other 
women like Sarah (and he very likely has), then it affects him too, shaping 
his expectations for the evening or for subsequent dates. That seminal 
fluid is essentially sperm cells seeking an egg with which to reproduce is 
cognitively “forgotten” (or seldom considered) in a way that it could not 
readily be dismissed in an era prior to effective barrier- free contraception. 
When cheap sex is doxic, seminal fluid becomes cum. Its inseminating 
property is (largely) overlooked or, in the case of gay sex, irrelevant.

Speaking of sex in this blunt manner— as cheap— engenders many 
critics. And more of them tend to be women than men. Most suppose 
I am seeking to turn back the clock, to criticize emergent sexual norms, 
or to “slut shame” women. Such objections have less to do with empirical 
evidence than with ideology or idealism. I am, instead, excavating mod-
ern sexual activity patterns and seeking explanations for how we got here. 
Critics tend to only speak of the sexual exchange model by disparaging it 
and asserting that it is archaic— on the “wrong side of history,” patriar-
chal, and ignores love in its many modern expressions. I understand. But 
this archaic idea of sexual exchange will not disappear, not because it is 
backed by powerful ideologies or institutions that support it— it is not— 
but because powerful realities do not operate well without it.

The Evolution of Cheap Sex?

Some critics suggest that cheap sex is actually very old, and it is only 
recently— due to greater attention paid to human evolution— that we 
are able to come to grips with our own deep- rooted non- monogamous 
natures. The authors of the immensely popular 2010 book Sex at Dawn do 
this, claiming that on all matters sexual humans have never really evolved. 
Christopher Ryan and Cacilda Jethá wonder aloud over the course of nearly 
400 pages about why people seem to be such catastrophic failures when 
it comes to living up to their stated sexual moralities. Although genetically 
Homo sapiens is similar to the chimpanzee, who fights and feuds over sex, 
we would do well— the authors reason— to mimic the Bonobo, that likable 
cousin of the chimp who appears both gracious and generous in its sexual 
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expressions. Bonobos apparently resolve their power issues with sex. And 
their anxiety issues. And pretty much any issue. “In terms of sexuality,” 
the authors conclude, “history appears to be flowing back toward a hunter- 
gatherer casualness.”26

They are onto something. Data from the Relationships in America 
survey— about which I  will have plenty to say over the course of this 
book— suggest that 41 percent of adult Americans (up through age 60) say 
they first had sex with their current partner no later than two weeks after 
they began to consider themselves as being in the relationship (and often 
well before that), and 30 percent admit to overlapping sexual partners at 
some point in their life. And even though most young adults still pay def-
erential lip service to marriage, they are clearly voting with their feet, as 
I elaborate in Chapter 5. The marriage rate among 25-  to 34- year- olds in the 
United States has declined 13 percentage points in 13 years, with no sign of 
slowing. Something is going on.

That something, the authors of Sex at Dawn proclaim, is a gradual 
return to our non- monogamous past, the one they declare our bodies were 
made for. Monogamy, they claim, is not natural. The two spend much of 
the book amassing evidence for their case against monogamy past and 
present. Much of it comes from looking at our bodies and practices today, 
deducing why such things exist in the shapes and lengths that they do, and 
what that all must have meant about human social and sexual behavior 
many, many millennia ago. They call it the “hieroglyphics” of the human 
body, and claim that such facts as the comparatively large human penis and 
testicles or the more vocal female orgasm testify to a non- monogamous 
past. They also point to the simple observation that even chaste moderns 
spend time resisting their sexual drives. Is monogamy natural? I have no 
idea. It remains, however, the aspiration— if not always the actuality— of 
the vast majority of Americans. Most of them— especially women— are 
still invested in monogamy and marriage. Only 10  percent of men and 
5 percent of women in the Relationships in America data agree that “it is 
sometimes permissible for a married person to have sex with someone 
other than his/ her spouse.” Recent trend analyses of the General Social 
Survey reinforce this.27 Even the book’s authors admit gender distinctions 
in preferences for non- monogamy:  “There are zones where it’s always 
going to be difficult for men and women to understand one another, and 
sexual desire is one of them.”28

I do not know enough about anthropological methods, physiologi-
cal legacies, or the distant past to know whether the authors are onto 
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something or not. They have their fans and their critics.29 The sociolo-
gist in me, however, prefers answers to the question about modern sexual 
behavior that are sensibly rooted in far more recent developments.

The Modern Mating Pool

Not long ago I was watching the last episode of HBO’s series The Pacific, 
in which the surviving characters return home after battling the Japanese 
on the island of Okinawa in 1945. One veteran in particular returns to 
Alabama, another to New Jersey. In the case of each, it becomes obvious 
to viewers that regardless of the young men’s sexual wishes, marriage was 
considered the only intelligible way not simply to access sex but to live 
your adult life. Culturally, marriage was in the cards, and the men— who 
had sacrificed so much on the field of battle— were going to have to sacri-
fice some more in order to be considered marriageable by the women in 
their community (who protected and policed each other in the domain of 
relationships). Marriage was the only way that anyone could access stable, 
“legitimate” sex.

Then everything began to change. The advent of artificial hormonal 
contraception in the early 1960s brought what economists call a techno-
logical “shock” to the social system, and the mating market in particular.30 
Though no economist, Anthony Giddens agrees that contraception altered 
the playing field.31 (I know of no serious scholar who denies it, but few 
discuss it.) Without it, the emergence of the “pure relationship” Giddens 
speaks of would simply not have been possible. Nor would Sex at Dawn’s 
talk of a “return” to our ancient non- monogamous roots have arisen with-
out this very modern technology. And claims like those made by actor Ethan 
Hawke— that society holds a perspective on monogamy that is childish— 
would not have been made.32 Our new interest in “primal” sexuality was 
made possible not by more rigorous historical or anthropological study 
but by a mid- twentieth- century invention— synthetic hormonal contracep-
tion.33 To be sure, things did not change overnight following its debut in 
1960. No social shift of significance ever does. Fertility rates did not sud-
denly plunge, although hormonal contraception began doing its job of reg-
ulating users’ periods and preventing many pregnancies from occurring. 
(Legal barriers to access continued for years in some states.34) But change 
things it did.35 The vagaries of less- reliable contraceptive devices or con-
doms, which men have never much appreciated, could now be avoided. 
Marriage plans could be stalled. Careers could be developed without fear 
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of interruption. Women could have two children instead of five or six. This 
novel technology, economist Claudia Goldin correctly observes, “affected 
all women,” including “women who were never ‘on the pill.’ ”36 It also, she 
briefly notes, affected men.

Over time the wide uptake of effective contraception split what once 
was a relatively unified mating pool into two overlapping (but distinctive) 
components or markets— one for sex and one for marriage, with a rather 
large territory in between comprised of significant relationships of vary-
ing commitment and duration (e.g., cohabitation).37 Figure 2.1 displays 
this. The mating market— that large pool of single men and women out 
there looking for company of some sort— no longer functions in quite 
the same way it once did.38 By “relatively unified” I mean that the major-
ity of sex among singles used to occur in and during the search for a 
mate— someone to marry. My grandfathers may or may not have mar-
ried the first women they slept with— I do not know— but it is safe to say 
that they did not approach their twenties in quite the same way that many 
American men do today. To them, sex implied commitments because it 
risked pregnancy.

Relationship security was often a value and a precursor to sex. In a 
survey of Americans conducted in 1970— which interviewed over 3,000 
adults, some of whom were born before 1900— 54 percent of the oldest 
men but only 7 percent of the oldest women reported having had premari-
tal intercourse. With each successive cohort, those numbers rose, until 
89 percent of men and 63 percent of women in the youngest cohort (born 
in 1940– 49) reported premarital sex.39 This does not mean that your great- 
grandparents never messed around (whatever that meant to them). But, 
in general, the average woman could and did count on seeing evidence 
of commitment before sex. If she did not— and got pregnant— her family 
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Figure 2.1 The split, gender- imbalanced modern mating pool
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might step into the role of guarantor. Thus was born the “shotgun wed-
ding,” a once- popular phenomenon in which my maternal grandparents 
participated.

The mating market in this “state of nature” was populated by roughly 
equal numbers of men and women, whose bargaining positions— 
averaged together— were roughly comparable and predictable, with men 
valuing attractiveness more than women, and women valuing productivity 
and economic promise more than men.

But since pregnancy can be easily prevented now— a reality we take for 
granted today, but one that was unimaginable not so long ago— having sex 
and thinking about or committing to marry are two very different things 
today. Now we have a split mating market, one corner of which is for peo-
ple primarily looking and hoping for sex with no strings attached (NSA) 
and the other corner of which are people interested in making the stron-
gest of commitments (marriage), with a rather large territory in between 
comprised of significant relationships of varying commitment and dura-
tion.40 Marriage is still widely considered to be expensive, by which I mean 
that it is a big deal, not entered into lightly, and is costly in terms of fidel-
ity, time, finances, and personal investment. Sex, meanwhile, has become 
comparatively cheap. Not that hard to get.

If baseline interest— or change in interest— in NSA sex as well as in 
marriage were randomly distributed, this story would not be all that illu-
minating. But this bifurcated mating pool is gender imbalanced, as Figure 
2.1 depicts. The sex ratio of it is uneven, and this makes all the difference. 
There are more men in the sex corner of the pool than women, and more 
women than men over in the marriage corner of the pool. You can wit-
ness the reality of all this in how men and women communicate their 
relational interests in online dating profiles. Some people are genuinely 
looking to mate for life, while some are just looking to score. Some write 
that they are “looking for fun,” signaling that they are not really interested 
in a committed relationship at the moment. More of these are men than 
women. When women signal interest in sex, men pounce. One woman’s 
recent anonymous account of time spent on the extramarital affairs site 
AshleyMadison.com noted that her posting received 200 local inquiries 
in the first 24 hours.41 Author Lisa Taddeo did the same, posing as a mar-
ried woman.42 Overnight she received 164 inquiries. While a pair of anec-
dotes is hardly scientific, it strains the imagination to suggest that a man 
could garner such interest from 200, or even 164 (or 80, 40, 10, or even 
5) women quite so quickly. Instead, it reinforces the assertion that women 
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are sexual gatekeepers in their relationships— that is, they can have sex 
when they wish to— and that the mating market is indeed now divided.

Meanwhile, people in the marriage pool tend to signal very differ-
ent things online, using phrases like “only serious inquiries, please” or 
“looking for an emotional connection.” This approach is far more com-
mon among women than men. An advertisement for a dating service 
that recurs in my email markets itself in this way: “No games. Just real 
women looking for a faithful guy.” The service is attempting to capitalize 
on the popular (and accurate) assumption that women are more interested 
in securing commitment than men. Hence, when a woman signals that 
she is more interested in sex than stability, men gather, but she can be as 
picky as she wishes. As people age, they tend to drift toward the marriage 
market— meaning they more intentionally wish to pursue marriage and 
intend for their sexual behavior to serve that goal. But given their distinc-
tive biological clocks and sexual preferences, men and women tend to drift 
over at different paces and ages, on average.

It is a basic economic idea that relative scarcity or abundance affects 
human behavior in lots of important ways. So why in the world would 
anyone think that newfound abundance and scarcity in the modern mat-
ing market does not affect our relationship decision- making? Probably 
because the dominant liberal and conservative interpreters in this domain 
have been more concerned with (feminist and romantic) idealism— how 
they think our relationships ought to form, proceed, and conclude— than 
with realism about how they actually do come to be, what they look and 
transpire like, and when and why they end as they do.

I am not suggesting analysts or readers drop their ideals, but I do rec-
ommend they not allow their ideals to trump their ability to see what is 
going on in social reality. Some will try, though. University of Texas psy-
chologist David Buss relays this anecdote: “After a lecture of mine on the 
subject of sex differences in mate preferences, one woman suggested that 
I should suppress my findings because of the distress they would cause 
women.”43 If sociologists cannot first describe accurately what is going on, 
our project is lost and our discipline has wandered away from privileging 
the empirical in favor of the imperative.

The Sex- Ratio Hypothesis

The sex- ratio hypothesis holds that an oversupply of unmarried women 
in a community or group gives men therein considerably more power in 
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romantic and sexual relationships, which translates into lower levels of 
relationship commitment, less favorable treatment of women by men, 
and a more sexually permissive climate wherein women receive less in 
exchange for sex.44 Keep in mind this occurs not because women are more 
permissive but because men are. How does this process work?

It’s about power. The split mating market, the gender imbalance in it, 
and the age- graded drift patterns— all of it affects expressions of power in 
relationships. Social psychologist Karen Cook spells out the basics of how 
this happens:

Differences in the nature of the valued resources among actors 
result in interdependence and thus the need for exchange. They also 
serve as the basis for emerging inequalities in exchange outcomes 
as well as power differentials between actors linked by exchange.45

In this case, men and women seek to be in relationship with each other, 
but tend to value different things— hence the need for an exchange rela-
tionship. Nevertheless, you should expect inequalities and power plays to 
develop. And they do. Power is relational; it’s a function of the dependence 
of one actor upon another. While Cook continues, imagine A and B here as 
a young man and woman, respectively, who tend to want different things 
in the mating market. In the (sexual) exchange relationship, y is sexual 
access while x represents desirable resources of various types:

In an exchange relation between two actors, A  and B, the power 
of actor A  over B in the Ax:By exchange relation (where x and y 
represent resources of value) increases as a function of the value 
of y to A and decreases proportional to the degree of availability of 
y to A from alternative sources (other than B). These two factors— 
resource value and resource availability— determine the level of B’s 
dependence on A and thus A’s power over B. The more dependent 
B is upon A, the more power A has over B.46

Power within relationships is determined not simply by such things as 
inequalities in the social status or physical attractiveness of the partners 
but also by surrounding market realities, like the availability of sex from 
other sources.47 The key is the level of a partner’s dependency. All else being 
equal, the availability of attractive alternatives outside of the relationship 
yet inside the local market tends to reduce an individual’s dependency and 
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result in lower levels of commitment to and investment in a relationship. 
Alternatives are more available in markets where there is an oversupply of 
the opposite sex.

Some demographers hold that since women are apt to consider a wider 
(age) range of men, then the actual marriage market contains more men 
than women, which ought to afford the latter “greater marital bargaining 
power” over the former.48 But this matters little because the marriage mar-
ket is sensitive to far more than just sex and age distributions. For example, 
women have long preferred marrying men with at least as much education 
as they have— a reality that is beginning to decline due to its increasing 
impossibility (as Chapter 1 indicated). But more important than any of this, 
however, is the game- changing reality that the mating market itself is now 
split— as Figure 2.1 displayed— with rather prominent sex- ratio disparities 
in what men and women are looking for. If the sex corner of the mating 
market has more men than women in it, then women there have greater 
bargaining ability and can be more selective, as the Ashley Madison enroll-
ee’s testimony confirms. It is hardly surprising, then, that young women 
tend to feel empowered by sex appeal. It is very empowering in the market  
for short- term (exchange) relationships. But sex appeal that generates 
“interest from men” is hardly the same as “potential for marriage”— not in 
the post- Pill mating market. And the very reason there are fewer women 
than men shopping for sex is because most women tend to prefer sex in 
stable, committed, romantic relationships. This is not new. Most evolution-
ary psychologists, save perhaps for the Sex at Dawn authors, would agree.

Meanwhile, we see more women than men in the marriage corner of 
the mating market. The gender disparity there may not seem like a mas-
sive one, at face value. Among unmarried respondents under age 40 in the 
Relationships in America survey, the sex ratio of those who said they would 
prefer to be married is 0.82, which can be translated that for every 82 men 
who wished to be married, 100 women said the same. But the ratio need not 
be profoundly divergent for the effect on power dynamics to be keenly felt. 
This allows men to be more selective, fickle, cautious, and insist on extensive 
sexual experience before committing. Pickiness is not a personality trait. It’s 
a result of the new ecology of choice.49 Sociologist Eva Illouz explains:

[M] en are more likely to view the marriage market as a sexual mar-
ket and tend to stay longer in such a sexual market, whereas women 
tend to view the sexual market as a marriage market and would tend 
to stay in it for less time.50
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Jessica, a 29- year- old from Austin, learned this lesson the hard way. While 
engaged now to a man she adores, she had spent four years in a dead- 
end relationship not long after completing college. It began as a “friends 
with benefits” arrangement, but she always hoped it would turn into 
something more:

I really thought that it was sexual but would lead to romantic, … 
and apparently for him it was just sexual. And I just did not, I mean, 
I had to be hit over the head with it to see that “You know, that’s 
right, it really wasn’t what I  thought it was.” … [And so did you 
eventually confront him and he told you, or what, how did you … ] No, 
I just, I started taking a good look at the things that had happened 
in the past. He would only call me when, we would have, you know, 
these big heartfelt conversations, but … I began to realize it was 
only like, at two in the morning, when he was drunk and couldn’t 
get a hold of anybody else. And I just never really thought of that 
before. So I just needed somebody to help me put it into perspective.

To plenty of women, it appears that men have a fear of commitment. But 
men, on average, are not afraid of commitment. The story is that men are 
in the driver’s seat in the marriage market and are optimally positioned to 
navigate it in a way that privileges their (sexual) interests and preferences. 
It need not even be conscious behavior on their part. And their ability 
to do so seems to improve with age, up to an unclear tipping point (but 
likely before age 40). The sex- ratio difference prompts an oversupply of 
women searching for a marriage partner, compelling them to compete for 
marriageable men in a far more evident fashion than among prior genera-
tions. This competition prompts some women, economist Tim Reichert 
claims, to cut poorer deals.51 That is, to marry and then regret it.

Any talk of the emerging power of “cougars,” that is, sexually experi-
enced older women pursuing younger men, is limited to the market in 
sex, a domain in which they can compete with younger women by appeal-
ing to their own experience and skills (and find ready interest, given high 
demand). Age, divorce, diminished fecundity, and the presence of other 
men’s children curb the abilities of cougars to compete effectively in the 
marriage portion of the mating market. It is not that they cannot remarry; 
they can, and plenty do. The competition to do so, however, is taller, men’s 
selectivity greater, and the pathway to successful remarriage no less daunt-
ing than that facing women in the (first) marriage market.
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The mating market “split” is not absolute, of course. The divide is 
real, but invisible. Men and women can and do participate in both cor-
ners of the mating market at the same time— drifting over from marriage- 
mindedness to pursue a one- night stand, and then back again.52 That was 
the case with Abby, a 30- year- old Austin woman who told us she was defi-
nitely searching for a long- term partner, but had a one- night stand recently 
after meeting a man at a Longhorn football tailgate party. She said she 
knew nothing would come of it and expressed no interest in a relationship 
with the man she slept with. Indeed, most Americans do not perceive the 
market as bifurcated at all, and many women (and some men) engage in 
sexual intercourse with varying degrees of hope or expectation that they 
will eventually marry their partner.

It is not true, of course, that starry- eyed women are now simply being 
more efficiently duped or hoodwinked by skirt- chasing, commitment- 
phobic men. Not at all:  many, many women don’t mind the new mat-
ing market and its dynamics, at least for a while. Plenty of them like to 
spend some time in less- serious relationships before hoping for a more 
significant commitment, and more than ever are eschewing marriage 
entirely (though not always voluntarily). But ignoring the economics of 
this doesn’t mean you can escape it. There is an exchange whether either 
party recognizes it or not. And the “price” of sex is conveyed— that is, 
socialized. The irreligious author of Chastened experimented with a high 
price for sex, electing to go for a year without it.53 At the conclusion of her 
year of chastity, she opted back in to a life including sex but noted her time 
spent away from it “has really changed everything. And it [sex] seems to 
proceed at a much slower pace [now].” When asked what she would do 
differently if she could relive her twenties, she responded with new terms 
of exchange:

I’d be more assertive about my right to be romanced. And I think 
that would have probably sent some of the cads running, and then 
I might have then noticed some more interesting fellows.54

The Emergence of Love in an Era of Cheap Sex

Sex ratio imbalances. Deceit. Conflict. Power plays. It’s starting to seem like 
a wonder that any couple ever actually elects to commit in a world awash in 
cheap sex. But people do fall in love, and many still marry. Observation and 
experience, together with evidence from the psychology of interpersonal 
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relationships, reveals that a common shift occurs wherein love— and trust, 
confidence, and self- sacrifice— emerges in relationships.55 It is quicker to 
develop in women, on average, though that is hardly always the case. But 
the exchange model would seem to suggest that men willingly, eventually, 
pay a much higher price for sexual access than they need to, confirm-
ing that the pricing of sex is hardly a straightforward supply- and- demand 
function. Why?

Because they want to. Men are more than just consumers of sex, 
objectifying women and feigning commitment as a ruse to gain sexual 
access. (We’re not that simple.) But there tends to be a more significant 
and difficult transition away from a consumptive mentality about relation-
ships in men than in women. Psychologist and cohabitation expert Scott 
Stanley perceives it, too, noting that a man’s developing commitment— 
typically visible in daily sacrifices— uniquely signals a transition from a 
winner/ loser, zero- sum scenario to that of trust and expectation of a future 
together.56 Such signaling, in turn, reinforces additional sacrifices, foster-
ing “an exchange market (between partners) that is noncompetitive, where 
the goal is to maximize joint outcomes.”57 The key word here is noncom-
petitive, that is, external options become decreasingly attractive and the 
couple invests in the good of each other. In other words, love.

Love— and here one cannot but break from straightforward exchange 
language— emerges. That is, an intrinsic relationship like love is not some-
thing one could readily model statistically as the product of units of joint 
attraction, educational match, sexual interest and compatibility, personal-
ity fit, rational evaluation, and happenstance. Nor is love a “threshold” of 
sorts, below which is “not love.” No, love “emerges,” occupying a reality 
heretofore nonexistent and yet one that tends to act back on the two indi-
viduals (as well as outward onto others).58 The emergence of love, however, 
is a mysterious process. It hinges on the exchange relationship, but that is 
far from sufficient to generate it. It involves attraction, of course, but fall-
ing in love defies simple hormonal or economic or psychological descrip-
tions and requires— when asked about it— lengthy personal narratives to 
do it justice, since these are more holistic and rooted in a lived experience. 
You can learn more about love in a novel than in a textbook. Indeed, “fall-
ing in” love is an unfortunate way of speaking about it. Love emerges, 
sometimes promptly, oftentimes more slowly. Cheap sex, however, is 
poorly adept at generating love, if the interviewees are to be believed. It 
can, however, harm or unravel love, as countless breakups and divorce 
proceedings attest.
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Historically, signaling love by sacrificial acts has been particularly 
important for men, given the nature of the exchange relationship and the 
lopsided cost to women of pregnancy and childbirth.59 Without such acts, 
a more committed partner becomes aware of their more vulnerable posi-
tion (in terms of power) in the relationship, senses little or no recognition, 
and is more apt to feel devalued and taken advantage of.60 In his 1964 
classic Exchange and Power in Social Life, sociologist Peter Blau observed 
that “if one lover is considerably more involved than the other, his greater 
commitment invites exploitation or provokes feelings of entrapment, 
both of which obliterate love.”61 This scenario is remarkably common, and 
becoming even more so, not just because young adults are spending more 
time on the mating market than previously, or because fewer of them are 
marrying, but because Stanley and his colleagues perceive a thinner asso-
ciation between romance and commitment today. It means they detect 
cheap sex:

The linkage between romantic attachment and dedication has 
weakened over the past few decades as romantic and sexual connec-
tions fueled emotional attachments without necessarily leading to 
the development and clarification of commitment.

Instead, premature “entanglements” are apt to lead to ambiguity, frustra-
tion, anxiety, and power plays— not exactly fertile soil for commitment to 
emerge.62 It’s prompted Stanley to distinguish “sliding” into cohabitation 
from “deciding” to do so.63 Sliding adds constraints (e.g., shared rent, pets, 
debts) on a relationship before commitment has been amply signaled and 
trust matures. The future for such unions— about which we heard plenty 
in the interviews— is often a short one.

All of this suggests that men are considered safer marital bets as they 
age. Some men are prepared for the costs and responsibilities of marriage 
at age 20, but not very many. Even Kevin wants to get married someday, and 
“is almost 100 percent positive I will,” but not yet, “because I am not done 
being stupid yet. I still want to go out and have sex with a million girls. I still 
want to do stupid stuff. I still want to make mistakes.” Kevin anticipates 
willingly committing to one woman someday. Just not yet. Many men antic-
ipate their own greater willingness to eventually pay the elevated price (of 
marriage), in no small part because sex does not remain a solitary pursuit; 
other motivations encroach. They want to fall in love. They want children. 
Their autonomy becomes less valuable to them. They may perceive their 
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own attractiveness begin to decline. And even though they may feel like 
they’re in the driver’s seat in the marriage market, ideal spouses grow less 
numerous with time. (The market, it seems, has a sense of karma.)

But at 24, Kevin is not yet interested in those things. Commitment— a 
pledge of monogamy, acts of self- sacrifice, and investment in growing a rela-
tionship with one woman— seems unattractive to him, and unnecessary. 
Long- term monogamous commitment— less sexual variety, a shorter search, 
and a more circumscribed social life— is a much taller order for gay and 
straight men alike at age 24 than the very same thing at age 34. The rising 
median age at first marriage reinforces this claim. In sum, then, commitment 
and its boundaries (and benefits) become more attractive to men over time.

So why care about sex and marriage markets, ratios, prices, early entan-
glements, and exchanges, since people should be free to do whatever they 
want, right? Choice and options are sacred, the “defining cultural hallmark 
of modernity,” after all.64 So long as love isn’t forced and consent is our 
byword, let people do what they want, no? But truly free choice does not 
exist here. It never has. We have exchanged an older set of challenges for 
a newer set now that the general mating market has morphed into two 
distinctive components and given rise to vastly different power dynam-
ics within each. Talk to most any thirty- something woman who wishes 
to marry and you are apt to get an earful, a window into the vagaries and 
frustrations of finding a mate today.

It is a very different world than before. The physical risks of sex have been 
dramatically lowered and the independent, economic trajectories of women 
have soared, both a product— directly and indirectly— of significant advance-
ment in fertility control. Thus this new era has been remarkable for women 
in terms of career options and labor force successes, but more challenging 
on them relationally. This is not the account of every young woman, for sure, 
but the route to marriage— something the vast majority still holds as a goal— 
is more fraught with years and failed relationships than in the past. Once- 
familiar structures, narratives, and rituals about romance and marriage— how 
to date, falling in love, whom to marry, why, and when— have largely collapsed, 
sustained only in subgroups, and that with increasing difficulty.

After the Gender Revolution, Does the Exchange 
Model Still Work?

Some critics argue that fertility control and women’s flourishing careers 
are clear signs that the exchange model of sex- for- resources is breaking 
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down, since women no longer need men’s resources. Certainly the latter 
observation is accurate. In reality, both sides of the exchange model have 
taken a hit, since men’s options for accessible and satisfying sexual expe-
riences have likewise increased. Do these mean the underlying model is 
faulty? Am I leaning on a house of cards?

No, the underlying model is not faulty because the exchange model 
is rooted in stable realities about male– female differences that are not 
socially constructed and will not disappear. In a July 2015 New York Times 
article about the slow normative uptake of state- mandated campus sexual 
consent laws, Kinsey Institute graduate and health education professor 
Kristen Jozkowski critiqued “traditional sexual scripts,” that package of 
behavioral norms “whereby men are the pursuers and women the gate-
keepers of sex, trained by society to be reluctant.” Her aggravation is 
predictable, and yet she nevertheless admits, “Studies have found these 
stereotypes, even in the age of hookup sites like Tinder, to be generally 
true.” Yes— empirical data still reinforce the fundamentals of the basic 
sexual exchange model, even if you wish it was not so.

Why Don’t Women Ask Men to Marry Them?

A very liberal acquaintance of mine recently became engaged, not long 
before turning 35. She told me she never intended to avoid marriage, but 
was never entirely attracted to it either. She became engaged, however, by 
proposing to her boyfriend— baking a cake with the words “Want to Get 
Hitched?” spelled out on it. He said “yes.” The unique experience prompted 
me to reflect on the gendered way in which (heterosexual) marriage deci-
sions happen. One of the most enduring distinctions around relationships 
is the practice whereby men ask women to marry them. Marriage may be 
in decline as an institution. (It is.) The age at first marriage may be rising. 
(It is.) The share of Americans who are married may be shrinking. (It is.) 
And some women may hint and wonder aloud about marriage and all but 
outright ask men to marry them. (Plenty do.) So how come so few women 
actually explicitly ask men, “Will you marry me?” Why does a marriage 
proposal from a woman to a man feel or sound so egalitarian and appro-
priate to this era in the United States, and yet so illegitimate? It’s because 
it seeks to overturn or reverse the exchange model of relationships, if only 
symbolically and momentarily. And that’s a difficult thing to do. Indeed, 
that so many modern, egalitarian relationships still await a man’s proposal 
of marriage is ironic.
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Same- sex marriage proposals by definition witness something differ-
ent here. In that case, a man will, of course, propose to another man, or 
a woman to another woman. In plenty of accounts the proposal is not 
quite formal, but more of a conversation (which, of course, someone must 
broach). In reality, that is what my friend did with her fiancé, avoiding 
the classic will- you- marry- me question in favor of something more subtle, 
couple- focused, and egalitarian- sounding— a “what do you think of this 
idea” method.

It is nevertheless testimony to the historic robustness of the exchange 
model, even in the absence of an obvious exchange, that a man is still 
expected to ask a woman to marry him rather than vice versa. But given 
the progress of confluent love, might we witness a shift here too, such that 
far more women than in the past will propose marriage to men? I don’t 
see it. Men have the advantage in the contemporary marriage market and 
“conceding” to marriage proposed by a woman is just not how they roll. 
Evidence of a shift here remains anecdotal and rare. Clare, a 30- year- old 
African American living in Austin, tried it— asking her boyfriend to marry 
her after a year together. He said no. They lasted awhile longer, and then 
it was over.

More significantly, what do women offer in a marriage proposal that 
they are not already commonly providing? A man’s proposal to a woman, 
on the other hand, typically signals a significant shift in intentions, readi-
ness, commitment, and willingness to sacrifice for one woman whom he 
has grown to love and trust (whether she needs the provisions or not). My 
best guess is that we will not see any turnaround in marriage rates due to 
women pursuing it more doggedly than men. The exchange model can 
neither be reversed nor declared dead.

The Exchange Model May Bend But It Won’t Break

The model may be old- fashioned, but it is not faulty. For the exchange 
model to fail, men and women would have to alter their (collective, not 
just personal) preferences and long- standing sources of status. That is, 
men would no longer be known (and socially rewarded) for seeking sex, 
while women would begin to seem more commitment phobic. More men 
would be longing for emotional satisfaction and validation, while more 
women would pursue bedding complete strangers. Men would pine to 
stay at home longer with their infants. Women would play fantasy foot-
ball. All unlikely scenarios. Rather, what has happened is that each side of 
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the model— the supply of sex and the supply of resources— is increasingly 
being met outside of a relationship between persons in a manner that is 
perceived to be less costly or risky to each, rendering their sexual unions 
less consequential and less stable.

And yet men and women themselves continue to make use of economic 
signaling that highlights the exchange model. That has not disappeared 
with the shrinking earnings gap between men and women. As historian 
Yuval Harari accurately points out in his tour- de- force book Sapiens:

Previously bride and groom met in the family living room, and 
money passed from the hands of one father to another. Today court-
ing is done at bars and cafés, and money passes from the hands of 
lovers to waitresses. Even more money is transferred to the bank 
accounts of fashion designers, gym managers, (and) dietitians.65

Harari is right:  relationships are still being brokered, and resources are 
still being expended. While American fathers and mothers often have little 
to do with whom their children marry today, and have not for quite some 
time, online dating is a very blunt market tool wherein people assess the 
gain- in- trade they would make for simply going out with another person. 
If anything, the modern mating market feels more nakedly economic, and 
far less social, than the pre- Pill one. There is little shelter offered anyone, 
and every man and woman is now on their own to discern their feelings 
and to make “authentic” decisions to live in step with them. Eva Illouz 
gets it:

What we call the “triumph” of romantic love in relations between the 
sexes consisted first and foremost in the disembedding of individ-
ual romantic choices from the moral and social fabric of the group 
and in the emergence of a self- regulated market of encounters.66

Interdependence has faded, leaving only independence. It is freer but also 
far more vulnerable than many wish to acknowledge. Moreover, the cul-
tural suppression of female sexuality that many presume the exchange 
model depends on was never the concerted accomplishment of men— the 
patriarchy— but rather of women.67 In fact, men’s actions were far more 
scrutinized than women’s.68 Only sexual economics could have guessed 
that. That era is gone, deconstructed by the uptake of contraception. 
Baumeister and Vohs even call it a “market correction”:
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Men’s access to sex has turned out to be maximized not by keeping 
women in an economically disadvantaged and dependent condition, 
but instead by letting them have abundant access and opportunity. 
In an important sense, the sexual revolution of the 1970s was itself a 
market correction. Once women had been granted wide opportuni-
ties for education and wealth, they no longer had to hold sex hostage.69

The idiom and language they use implies an active process, but in reality 
the developments were passive ones. And suggesting that the exchange 
model depends on sexual suppression or repression or “holding sex hos-
tage” is an overstatement.

Romantic and sexual choices have not been altogether deregulated. 
Rather, the guiding morality of one’s group and community has been 
replaced by that of the corporation and consumer culture, the sources of 
modern centralized ethics and the commodification of sex and sexuality.

Fifty Shades of Exchange

Love it or hate it, the wild popularity and success of the Fifty Shades of Grey 
film and book series reminds us of the dominance of men, as well as the 
corporation, in the mating market. One could simply perceive in it the tri-
umph of a sadomasochistic sexuality— there is that— but I think it would 
be shortsighted to see no more than that. What its publishing and box 
office success (among women, largely) suggests to me is threefold: (1) that 
the exchange relationship between men and women is alive and well, 
(2) that men and women tend to appreciate that, but that (3) men have the 
distinctive upper hand in this mating market. In order to be with a desir-
able man, it is the woman who makes the sacrifices. The “contract” that 
wealthy and handsome Christian Grey offers to Anastasia Steele stipulates 
that she agree to “any sexual activity deemed fit and pleasurable by” Grey, 
after procuring “oral contraceptives from the physician of [Grey’s] choos-
ing.” The list continues and includes monogamy on Anastasia’s part, as 
well as good diet, dress, and exercise.70 And what does she get? Him.

 • Anastasia: So you’ll get your kicks by exerting your will over me.
 • Christian: It’s about gaining your trust and your respect, so you’ll let me 

exert my will over you. I will gain a great deal of pleasure, joy even, in 
your submission. The more you submit, the greater my joy— it’s a very 
simple equation.
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 • Anastasia: Okay, and what do I get out of this?
 • Christian (shrugs and looks almost apologetic): Me.

What about dinner and a movie? “That’s not really my thing,” Christian levels. 
I recognize that Fifty Shades is fiction. It’s made up. But when you sell 100 mil-
lion copies in two years, your narrative is resonating. There’s something to it.

Its success dismayed not only religious conservatives— a predictable 
response— it also irritated many feminists, who perceived in it a significant 
step backward by admitting, and even glamorizing, uneven power rela-
tions between the sexes. Fifty Shades is not very egalitarian, to be sure. But 
perhaps sexual relationships don’t thrive on egalitarianism. Sociologists 
analyzing data from the National Survey of Families and Households 
recently examined how husbands’ participation in what they called “core” 
and “non- core” (or traditionally female and male, respectively) household 
tasks corresponded with their sexual behavior self- reports.71 The authors 
wondered whether tweaking the exchange model to accommodate egali-
tarian norms might work here. Perhaps wives, they surmised, would use 
sexual access to convince men to do more domestic tasks— the “sex begins 
in the kitchen” hypothesis. (There is no shortage of “academic work predi-
cated on the demise” of forms of non- egalitarianism.)72

So do egalitarian men find a fairer division of labor rewarded in the 
bedroom? No. Regardless of who reported on sexual frequency— husband 
or wife— it was apparent that the more that men did traditionally women’s 
housework, or women did men’s tasks, the less marital sex they reported, 
controlling for lots of alternative variables and pathways. (The converse is 
also true.) Moreover, the bedroom penalty was the most severe when men 
did traditionally women’s work rather than vice versa. Household egali-
tarianism talks a good game about sex- positivity. That it fails to live up to 
it should surprise no one.

A gendered exchange model is clearly evident whether we observe men 
and women in a buttoned- down society or in a libertine Fifty Shades one. It 
rests, rather, on the stable observation that men and women tend to seek dif-
ferent goals in their sexual relationships and tend to display or value different 
aspects of sexual connection, and reward distinctively sex- typed behaviors.

The “Paradox”

But some still remain unconvinced. What about independent women with 
a high sex drive? Female versions of Christian Grey, that is. They seem at 
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face value to need none of men’s available resources, and they mimic more 
masculine values. Don’t they alter the exchange model by utterly ignoring 
it? Not really. The fact that some women actively pursue sex signals little 
power. It just means they will have predictable success in accomplishing 
that goal, which is not really an accomplishment once you understand 
men. But they tend to have greater difficulty in navigating successful, 
long- term relationships of the type many claim to want.

Alyssa, a 27- year- old from Milwaukee, told us she had a higher libido 
than her live- in boyfriend. While nearly everything about her past shouts 
“cheap sex” and the problems that often accompany it, she cannot shake 
the idea that the exchange relationship between men and women is in the 
order and design of things. (I’m not talking about religion, either, since 
she professes none.) When we asked her whether she thought sex is some-
thing men should “work” to get, the words spilled out:

This is a tough question. I know in my mind, and from my feminist 
perspective, that sex is something that people come together for, 
that women and men should enjoy equally, and that there shouldn’t 
be any work on either part, there’s no trade- offs, there’s none of 
that. But culturally, there’s definitely ingrained in me something 
that says that it’s a gift that a woman is giving a man, and that he 
needs to deserve it. And so, yes, he should work for it … (but) it’s 
conflicting! It’s something that conflicts like on a daily basis, it’s 
hard for me to deal with! Um, but yeah, the idea of like, if I, like 
what I said to my boyfriend yesterday, “Are we splitting this or are 
you paying for it?” When we first started dating, he paid for every-
thing, and I assumed that he would pay for everything, and that’s 
apparently why he paid for everything. He didn’t like it— he never 
liked it. He never thought that that was a good idea. He thought 
it should be equal. But I was like, “I thought we were dating. Are 
you not courting me? Are we not trying to establish a boyfriend- 
girlfriend pattern? Isn’t this what you do?” That’s how I  thought. 
I feel entitled to be taken out on dates. And like I said, that conflicts 
with a part of me inside where I’m like, “No you don’t! What are 
you talking about, like, you make the same amount of money, there 
is no reason for this, cough it up (chuckles), and stop feeling so 
deserving, like why are you so special? You’re getting just as much 
out of this as he is.” So, it’s a conflict. [So you have this tension?] Yes. 
So um, what we came to decide in our relationship, is that there 
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was a courting period in the beginning, and now it’s over, and he 
can’t afford to do that forever, and so we split everything evenly, we 
are, have been in the process of the last few weeks of looking for a 
joint bank account, so, to make it easier to split things evenly. And 
um, in that way, he is no longer working for it. But, at the same 
time, last night, when he said “Is this a date or are we splitting it?” 
(I realized) that has a direct relationship to how interested I would 
be in having sex that night. [And in what way? Describe that relation-
ship.] Um, when I feel like I have been taken out, I feel a lot more 
romantically inclined because it just feels more romantic, it’s less 
like utilitarian, like um, I’m willing to do it, but it doesn’t feel good. 
It feels much better, romantically, and it’s more arousing to be taken 
out and treated well, to have gifts, to have all of that stuff, and like it. 
[And have you known this for a while, or is this a new revelation for you?] 
It was kind of a new revelation (chuckles) because I’ve been fighting 
it for so long, ’cause I thought that it was wrong, and I still do, kind 
of. Like I said, it upsets me that I feel that way, but I acknowledge 
that I feel that way and I try to work with it and make it reasonable.

Lots of women we interviewed, many of whom had extensive sexual expe-
rience, would say that Alyssa is right on. And yet at the same time most 
would acknowledge that they too, like her, have often strayed from the 
model’s assumptions— that is, the provision of sex with few resources in 
return. They feel tension: freedom to do what they wish, craving for the 
recognition and status that relationships can (but don’t necessarily) pro-
vide, raw desire, and yet the suspicion that offering sex and signaling com-
mitment with little in return is giving away too much.

A key source of this tension rests in another of the model’s 
assumptions— the availability of y (sex) to A  (him) from alternative 
sources besides B (her). It means women have a social problem (not just a 
personal one) getting the x (treatment or resources) they want. Kendalia, 
a 32- year- old African American woman from Milwaukee cohabiting with 
an unemployed man who spends most of his days playing video games 
and watching pornography, knows this only too well. When asked if she’s 
ever felt guilty about sexual activity, she doesn’t have to think very hard, or 
very far back in time: “I just don’t feel like he deserves it at times. Like sex 
should be deserved sometimes. [So you feel guilty for . . . ?] Giving in, just 
letting him have it.”
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Leslie Bell, a combination of sociologist and psychotherapist, per-
ceives such women’s lives as profoundly enigmatic. (Alyssa would 
agree.) Why? Because, she laments, their “unprecedented sexual, edu-
cational, and professional freedoms” have spawned “contradictory and 
paradoxical consequences” in the realm of sex and relationships.73 The 
skills they developed “in getting ahead educationally and professionally 
have not translated well into getting what they want and need in sex and 
relationships.”74

Nonsense. The only contradictory and paradoxical thing here is the 
unrealistic expectation of so many that the securing of ample resources 
independently of men should have no consequences, or only positive 
effects, on the success of their intimate relationships. It’s not surpris-
ing that women would expect it. The emotional energy bred by success 
would seem to be transferable. Instead, what Bell uncovers— and labels 
as enigmatic— is the straightforward economic reality that sex and even 
marriage are, at bottom, exchanges. If women no longer need men’s 
resources— that which men can and will always be willing to exchange, if 
necessary— and can minimize sexual risk, then sex simply becomes less 
consequential, easier to get or give away, and relationships far more diffi-
cult to navigate because strong commitments and emotional validation are 
just plain less necessary (and thus slower to emerge) from men. Women 
still want them— they want love, which is a noble pursuit— but the old 
terms that prompted men’s provisions are on the rocks. There is no para-
dox here. Rather, it is what you should expect.

Given this turn of events, the recent rise in popular defense of 
the short- term relationship is not surprising (“When life gives you  
lemons …”). But participating in a “mate circulation” system of sexual  
partners is far less of a social accomplishment— and typically less 
satisfying— than is partnering long- term and exiting the market through 
marriage. While Giddens was on target to hold that “sexual freedom fol-
lows power and is an expression of it,” it simply does not spell the power 
to make relationships flourish and last.75 To be sure, many men fall head- 
over- heels in love, seek to accelerate a relationship faster than she pre-
fers, and even propose marriage. But most such men are not so speedy. 
New partners remain available without great difficulty, and the historic  
signposts and transitions from sexual partnering to cohabitation to mar-
riage seem far less distinctive anymore. The marriage process slows down, 
but the sex speeds up.
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When Gender Egalitarianism and Men’s  
Mating Market Power Collide

Gender egalitarianism, or the commitment to equal treatment and oppor-
tunity for women (and men), is a sacred commitment among sociologists. 
It’s challenging to realize, however, in the domain of committed relation-
ships. That is because women’s remarkable advances— their unprece-
dented educational, professional, and sexual freedoms— did not simply 
collide with, but rather helped create, the newfound power that men hold 
in the marriage corner of the modern mating market. The only paradox 
here is that it caught people off guard and continues to confuse them. It 
does so because so many earnestly wish that the sex act would no longer 
have anything to do with exchange relationships and that men and women 
would perceive and pursue sex in comparable ways, displaying equality. 
That power asymmetries could have been worsened by egalitarianism is 
almost unthinkable. Eva Illouz describes the contest:

Feminism and scientific language have in common the aim of con-
trolling relationships, of making them the object of procedures and 
rules, of subsuming them under abstract principles and procedures 
that derive from the legal and economic spheres.76

Eros cannot but suffer under these circumstances. Alyssa’s compelling inter-
nal dispute characterizes both how exchange relationship dynamics have 
shifted in light of growing equality among the sexes, and yet how some things 
may never change. There is no paradox here, but there is certainly tension.

Such tension is being keenly felt on America’s university campuses as 
administrators (finally) seek to curb sexual assault. Even former President 
Obama weighed in on the matter, suggesting that 20 percent of women 
are sexually assaulted at some point in their collegiate careers.77 And he is 
right, or very nearly so. In the Relationships in America data, among women 
no older than age 25 who have already earned a college degree, 19 percent 
of them report having been physically forced to have sex against their will 
at some point in their life.78 I am unable to say anything about the when, 
where, or by whom of such assaults, but the reality of significant sexual 
violence is a fact. There is a social problem here. The problem, of course, 
extends well beyond college campuses.

Where facts turn to fiction, however, is when the discourse about sexual 
violence formally ignores (yet implicitly admits) the robust reality of sexual 
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exchange. This is evident in how scholars, administrators, journalists, and 
activists talk about such violence and the key way in which campuses are 
seeking to reduce it— by pressing for more explicit consent laws.79 On the 
one hand, it is heartwarming to see universities wonder aloud about how 
to ensure the sexual behavior of their students could be more wanted and 
mutual. On the other hand, presuming the sex act is malleable by fiat and 
subject to bureaucratic oversight is hubris.80 And sexual consent, while no 
doubt a key value, is more of a spectrum than a dichotomous variable.81 
There is no way to create sexual encounters free of nuance, judgment calls, 
and the possibility of regret.

What does this recent turn have to do with sexual economics and 
the exchange relationship? Plenty. The concept of consent implies the 
giving and receiving of something valued. Normative and legal forms 
of consent— whether “yes means yes” or “no means no”— presuppose 
distinctive roles, with men as primary pursuers and women as the 
recipients of sexual pursuits.82 The nature of heterosexual exchange 
is deeply imprinted on our collective psyche. It’s more than a mere  
cultural script, as some sociologists suppose.83 “[E] quality,” Illouz 
observes, “demands a redefinition of eroticism and romantic desire that 
has yet to be accomplished.”84

To imagine pressure- free, sex- positive, egalitarian utopias is to ignore 
the real world of men and women who, for all their fine qualities, nev-
ertheless experience and demonstrate no shortage of brokenness, lying, 
cheating, deception, and aggression. Collectively, we remain unwilling to 
wrestle with the dark side of human personhood, concluding instead that 
enforcing speech laws will reform people’s motivations and actions.85 We 
want men to act better, but are unwilling to admit that men are more apt 
to do the right thing when they are socially constrained, not just individu-
ally challenged. Since women’s freedom to choose— that is, the freedom 
to have sexual encounters— will not be questioned, we seek instead to alter 
how their encounters must transpire. It is a fool’s bargain. The sooner 
we recognize that campus “rape culture” and “hookup culture” are both 
children of the same parent— the split, gender- imbalanced mating market 
depicted in Figure 2.1— the quicker we will see the wisdom of privileg-
ing some sensible social control (of sexual behavior), not just self- control. 
Thoughtful restrictions on Greek social functions (i.e., parties), as well as 
sex- segregated residence halls with sensible visiting hours, make sense in 
this light. These do not prevent lovers from being together. Rather, they 
undermine social situations that promote cheap, as well as unwanted, sex. 
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Everyone wins. Because men, argued Alfred Kinsey, will pursue diverse 
sex partners their entire lives were it not for social restrictions.

Does Sexual Economics Only Apply 
to Heterosexuality?

It is increasingly impossible to talk intelligently about heterosexual behav-
ior without making reference to nonheterosexuality and its forms and 
expressions. While I pay more attention to heterosexual relationships than 
to gay and lesbian ones in this book, it is certainly the case that the two do 
not orbit different planets. Scholars increasingly recognize this. Moreover, 
a sexual economics approach concerns the distinctive relational interests 
of men and women, whether they are gay or straight. In fact, it proves an 
optimal test of aspects of the exchange model. Has the advent and uptake 
of cheap sex, something valued from Chelsea to Chattanooga, affected 
nonheterosexuality? Certainly. One of the key observations Giddens made 
in The Transformation of Intimacy concerned the malleability of human 
sexuality, which he linked to our dramatic advancement in fertility control:

The creation of plastic sexuality, severed from its age- old integration 
with reproduction, kinship and the generations, was the precondi-
tion of the sexual revolution of the past several decades.

And of that sexual revolution, in turn, he had more to say. It was not 
“gender- neutral.” Instead, it was “a revolution in female sexual autonomy,” 
one that nevertheless held “profound consequences” for male sexuality. 
Finally, it prompted “the flourishing of homosexuality, male and female.”86 
Giddens draws an arrow from the advent and uptake of contraception— 
and with it the dramatic decline in the cost of sex— to the plasticity made 
possible by the sexual revolution, and then from there to sexual experi-
mentation and the flourishing of non- heterosexual expressions.

We now think and act quite differently in regard to sexual orientation, 
and not primarily because of a recession in religious authority or emer-
gence of political progressivism (though those have certainly mattered). 
Social psychologist Jean Twenge detects an upswing in same- sex sexual 
behavior among women that cannot be accounted for by controlling for 
greater acceptance of such relationships, suggesting it’s not just about 
shifting attitudes.87 It is the new attention people are able (and perhaps 
encouraged) to pay to sexuality when it is no longer “held hostage” to 
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reproduction. If sex is less risky and life- altering, as well as more acces-
sible, then it is far more conducive to exploration, personal discovery, and 
cultivation. Sexuality became “something each of us has … no longer a 
natural condition which an individual accepts as a preordained state of 
affairs” but, rather, is malleable, “a prime connecting point between body, 
self- identity and social norms.”88

Giddens held that gay and lesbian relationships were thus in the 
vanguard of the pure relationship form, the pioneers of the confluent 
love model. But they would not remain alone, eventually joined by non- 
marital— and then marital— heterosexual relationships. It seemed simply 
a matter of time back in 1992. Today, scholars are increasingly recognizing 
that sexuality and desire can be cultivated. Immutability, a foundation for 
legal shifts in LGBT rights as recently as 2015, seems on the way out. It does 
not adequately capture the complexity of sexuality or give credit to the social 
directedness of desire— especially among women. Jane Ward, a sociologist 
of sex, gender, and queer politics at UC- Riverside, thoughtfully captures the 
dilemma that survey self- report data pose to the idea of immutability:

If we all really believed that sexual orientation was congenital— or 
present at birth— then no one would ever worry that social influ-
ences could have an effect on our sexual orientation. But I think that 
in reality, we all know that sexual desire is deeply subject to social, 
cultural, and historical forces.89

Self- identified sexual orientation appears both more discernible and more 
stable for men than for women.90 Psychologist J. Michael Bailey agrees 
with Ward that women’s sexual orientation is more sensitive to social 
influence and more subject to personal decision- making:

Even if they had the potential to enjoy sex with men and women, 
most women might choose men due to overwhelming socializa-
tion pressures. From early childhood most people are exposed 
to a largely heterosexual world, are encouraged in various 
ways to behave heterosexually, and discouraged from behaving  
homosexually. … Current social forces in most of the world work to 
mold heterosexual lives.91

Kara, a 31- year- old from Washington, DC, exemplifies this. She had 
explored oral sexual experiences with women both when she was in 
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college and then again a few years later, but suspected it would not 
be an enduring phenomenon with her. She is confident that she’s not 
a lesbian, but self- identified to us as bisexual. Nevertheless, that too 
wouldn’t likely last, she believed:  “I prioritize males … I  guess you 
could say (I’m) bisexual, but I  know when I  get married I  probably 
won’t be doing all that [i.e., having girlfriends].” Not so for Uneek, a 
24- year- old from Maryland. After finishing college, she began work as 
a health outreach coordinator, a placeholder position until she goes 
back to school to become a physician’s assistant. Uneek identified as 
“gay,” but has had sex with men, including recently. Moreover, “most 
of the girls I have sex with are straight,” she claims. She’s religious, 
too— she attends an AME Church every Sunday. Her name character-
izes her, because stereotypical she is not. It all makes for a socially 
awkward existence, but Uneek seems to handle it with aplomb. Her 
parents back home in Missouri are not thrilled, but that did not sur-
prise her. Nor did the malleability of the women she has slept with, 
because she knows all about that. When we inquired of whom she 
confides in about relationships, Uneek expanded upon the impulse 
she observes in others to “cultivate” sexuality. It becomes challenging 
for her to navigate:

I just don’t think you should discuss sex with friends because, one, 
I  have learned that I  don’t talk to straight people about gay sex, 
because they want to do it and that’s half the issues I have in my 
life. And then— yeah, they want to do it, and so I don’t even like to 
tell people I am gay, but they find out that I am so gay, so. (Laughs) 
I just don’t do it because they are going to want to know. They are 
going to want to try it and I have ruined (my relationship with them) 
and that’s why I  don’t have any friends. [So do you have any gay 
friends that you can talk to about it … ?] I mean I have, like, one or 
two but they are not like me. They are not the same. [How do you 
mean?] They are not like me, like they are studs. They are like girls 
that just try guys.

The same fluidity at work in Bailey’s description is evident in Leslie 
Bell’s qualitative study of northern California women.92 Half of the les-
bian, bisexual, and queer women Bell interviewed experienced no clear 
sexual identity transformation in moving between male and female 
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partners. Kara and Uneek highlight how we cannot ignore the effects of 
non- heterosexual behavior in heterosexual life. They overlap, sometimes 
briefly, sometimes for much longer. Toward that end, Figure 2.2 displays 
the share of American adults ages 18– 60 who self- report being completely 
heterosexual (or straight), graphed by age, in the 2014 Relationships in 
America survey. Whereas men’s self- reported heterosexuality varies only 
modestly with age, women’s does not, displaying instead a U- shaped curve 
whose trough— the lowest share self- identifying as entirely heterosexual— 
bottoms out in the mid- twenties. Shortly before age 50 the share of women 
self- reporting heterosexuality eclipses that of men for the first time.93 
A similar U- shape curve is visible in the 2011– 13 NSFG estimates on sexual 
attraction (not shown).

Women nevertheless face a fixed fertility schedule. Thus we should 
not be surprised to see an age- graded shift in self- reported sexual iden-
tity around the time their peak fertility years begin to decline with 
the advent of their thirties.94 The distinctive U- shaped curve visible 
in Figure 2.2 is evidence of that. As an aside, bisexuality follows the 
same curve, with the self- reported orientation peaking among women 
in their early twenties (at 8 percent, not shown). Ditto for the share of 
women who claim to be “mostly attracted to males.” It peaks at 15 per-
cent in the early twenties, and bottoms out at 7 percent in their early 
forties.95
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Figure 2.2 Percent self- identifying as “100% heterosexual,” by age and sex
Source: Relationships in America.
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Mating Market Dynamics and  
Sexual Malleability

The malleability of female sexuality and the age- graded trends in self- 
reported sexual identity raise questions about a possible role of the wider 
mating market and its dynamics on the formation of some share of same- 
sex relationships among women. Sexual economics has not often been 
a lens through which to understand developments in same- sex relation-
ships. While I understand why that is the case, I think it is premature to 
write off mating market dynamics as having nothing to do with men’s and 
women’s same- sex relationships, especially in this era of experimentation, 
cultivation, later marriage, and more and better data.

Let me recount a story as an example. Recently I was chatting with a 
friend of mine whose sister Amanda is in a same- sex relationship. I asked 
her to relay the account of her sister’s “coming out” as a lesbian and was 
told that it coincided with early twenty- something difficulty navigating the 
relationship world of men as a tall, athletic woman. She didn’t fit in and 
was seldom asked out. I am not at all suggesting this experience was a key 
reason for trending toward relationships with women. Most women in her 
situation do not do this. But my friend wondered aloud whether at a criti-
cal time in normative sexual relationship development— the late teens and
early twenties— her sister found little relational interest from men. 
Indeed, a competitive hierarchy based almost entirely on sexual attrac-
tiveness has emerged from the long- standing embeddedness of men and 
women within group and communal frameworks that characterized ear-
lier eras.96 And it happened for Amanda in a historic period of political 
change around sexuality, a local social context (Washington, DC) that was 
becoming increasingly open to sexual exploration and the generation of 
same- sex relationships, and a city known for having the worst sex ratio in 
the country (that is, far more unmarried women than men).

Table 2.1 Share of “100% homosexual” and “mostly homosexual” adults 

reporting a sexual relationship with someone of the opposite sex

Sexual Orientation Time Period Men (%) Women (%)

100% homosexual Lifetime 30.7 69.4
Past year 0.3 4.6

Mostly homosexual Lifetime 77.8 69.0
Past year 15.2 22.3

Source: Relationships in America.
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Very few scholars— perhaps paralyzed by fear of being wrong about the 
matter— have wondered aloud about why exactly it is that the early twen-
ties is the period of greatest experimentation with same- sex relationships 
among women, as attested in Figure 2.2. It may be in part the product of 
the time (and following that, mentalities) created by wide contraceptive 
uptake, allowing— as Giddens asserts— the social space to cultivate and 
explore sexuality with diminished risk. As Table 2.1 documents, 69 percent 
of women who self- identify as homosexual in the Relationships in America 
survey reported having had sex with a man at some point in their life. The 
figures on having had sex with a man in the past year are far lower, but 
well above (15 times) that of recent sex between self- identified gay men 
with women.

Amanda eventually married a woman. For others (like Kara), follow-
ing the trend line, their experiences do not fit well and they shift toward 
relationships exclusively with men. So does a poor experience with the 
mating market— whether by problematic interaction with men, sexual 
violence, or, in Amanda’s case, a lack of interaction with them— lower 
some women’s barriers to a same- sex relationship they otherwise might 
never have entered? Anecdotes and indirect observational data (like that 
cited just above) are unfortunately about all we have to go on, but they 
nevertheless suggest so. If scholars like Giddens and Bailey are right— 
that women’s sexual plasticity and autonomy have increased— then 
we should expect that some share of women will respond to perceived 
mating market constraints and struggles by experimenting with same- 
sex relationships in a way their grandmothers could not have imag-
ined. This need not be the case for all or most self- identified lesbians 
or bisexual women. No matter. In Amanda’s case, she told her sister 
that she very well could have settled into a relationship with a man had 
interest from such been expressed and received at critical times. But it 
did not happen.

Frustration with the mating market may not be a primary (and cer-
tainly is not a conscious) reason for the pursuit of many women’s same- 
sex relationships. I  hold, however, that it may be an indirect effect— a 
factor that contributes to the consideration of alternatives or options oth-
erwise unlikely to occur if the general mating market was “clearing” more 
efficiently. That is, if it were more quickly enabling men and women to 
meet, fall in love, and “get out” of the market and into permanent (or long- 
term) relationships. That clearing process has slowed down dramatically, 
as attested to by the rising age- at- first- marriage and the diminishing share 
of married twenty-  and thirty- somethings (more on that in  Chapter  5). 
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The diminishing price of sex has no doubt made the market in relation-
ships more inefficient— in lots of ways. And following Giddens’s logic, 
only a Pill- era mating market is even poised to witness and enable par-
ticipants’ experimentation with numerous types of relationships (e.g., 
long- term, short- term, same- sex, non- romantic, etc.). Prior to it, pregnan-
cies would have sealed many sexual relationships promptly, if also prema-
turely and unhappily.

Markets constrain and enable, and so what alters market dynamics— in 
this case, reproductive technology— matters a great deal for what is pos-
sible, including women in same- sex relationships who have previously 
been in relationships with men. Reproduction, Giddens claimed, was 
once far more squarely embedded in nature. But now that conception can 
be avoided or artificially generated, heterosexuality is at risk of becoming 
“one taste among others.”97 And if Bailey is correct— that women’s sexual 
behavior and relationship decision- making are more subject to social cues 
than men’s are— then the cultural expectations of women’s behavior in 
the mating market matters.98 The bottom line is that as Americans’ sexual 
culture becomes less heteronormative, which appears to be the case, the 
effect of it on mating market dynamics is almost certain, but is not simple 
to predict. For that reason alone, we ought to pay attention.

Conclusion

Heterosexual sex exhibits an exchange relationship wherein men access 
sex that women provide, typically in return for desired resources. Sexual 
access today, however, has gotten easier or “cheaper.” It is the cognitive 
and behavioral norm today. Some say we have simply recognized our 
ancient amorous natures, but the more recent invention and uptake of 
synthetic hormonal contraception seems a far more plausible explanation 
for the diminished price of sex. The Pill’s injection into the mating mar-
ket altered much about modern life and relationships, reducing women’s 
dependence on men’s resources while dropping the price of sexual access 
for men. It also split the mating market in two, laying bare men’s long- 
standing hopes for sex with fewer strings alongside women’s stable inter-
ests in stronger signals of commitment first. This altered power dynamics 
between them, since power in developing relationships is determined in 
part by the ability to secure things outside the relationship. In this case, 
women want men but don’t need them while men want sex but have more 
options now. Relationship frustrations, especially among women, mount, 
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but are mischaracterized as a paradox when they are instead quite predict-
able. It’s not that love is dead, but the sexual incentives for men to sacrifice 
and commit have largely dissolved, spelling a more confusing and circu-
itous path to commitment and marriage than earlier eras. The exchange 
relationship isn’t dead, either. Bona fide egalitarianism is punished in 
the bedroom— and on the big screen— to the chagrin of ideologues. An 
examination of sexual self- identity and behavior patterns suggests Pill- 
altered mating market dynamics even reach beyond heterosexuality to 
affect how women navigate same- sex relationships. Markets constrain and 
enable, and thus whatever alters their dynamics— in this case, reproduc-
tive technology— matters.
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 Cheaper, Faster, Better, More? 
Contemporary Sex in America

noT A week seems to go by without a new journalistic probe into the 
world of hookups. I  certainly didn’t start it, but I  contributed to it back 
in 2011 when I wrote a piece for Slate entitled “Sex is Cheap.” (Obviously 
I  still believe it.) It was the ninth- most downloaded article in Slate that 
year. It struck a nerve, as discussions of this subject matter typically do. 
One very popular iteration of the genre appeared in the September 2015 
issue of Vanity Fair, describing how the dating app Tinder has exacerbated 
the hookup culture and created what author Nancy Jo Sales dubbed the 
“dating Apocalypse,” the catastrophic collapse of romance.1

In truth, I was wrong about Tinder (though nobody knew it because 
I never publicly wrote about it). Tinder came about as a “straight” alterna-
tive to Grindr, a popular meetup app for gay men. I surmised that women 
would not take to Tinder, given it features no clue about a man’s resources 
other than that which can be discerned in a photograph. (Grindr’s popular-
ity, on the other hand, makes more sense.) But I was wrong.

“Sex is easy,” penned Sales. But what neither she nor many women 
wish to admit is that when you say “sex is easy,” what you mean is that sex 
is cheap. And that is something men will commonly appreciate more than 
women. Again, this fact does not debunk the exchange model; it just signi-
fies that increasing numbers of women don’t really need men’s resources 
anymore, and that they outnumber men in the market for committed rela-
tionships. That is not to say that they prefer anonymous sex— few do— or 
are happy that little resources are expended for their company. They are 
not. Sales quotes frustrated women at length, women who do not recog-
nize that they are competing for men now. But when the supply side rises 
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to meet demand, the price of anything— including sex— will fall.2 Tyler, a 
28- year- old from Denver with whom we spoke, makes an astute observa-
tion about dating in an online era. It is, he calculated, “somewhat of a 
numbers game.” How so? “As many potential contacts that you can make 
with members of the opposite sex, you know, the more likelihood is that 
you’re gonna be able to have sex with one of them.”

It may be crass, but it is not unscientific. Sales interviewed psychologist 
David Buss, an expert on the evolution of mating strategies. He spells out 
the discouraging scene:

When there is a surplus of women, or a perceived surplus of women, 
the whole mating system tends to shift towards short- term dating. 
Marriages become unstable. Divorces increase. Men don’t have to com-
mit, so they pursue a short- term mating strategy. Men are making that 
shift, and women are forced to go along with it in order to mate at all.3

It is far from the only economic reference in her piece. In fact, the Vanity 
Fair feature is rife with exchange claims. A short sample includes:

 • “Dating apps are the free- market economy come to sex.”
 • “The act of choosing consumer brands and sex partners has become 

interchangeable.”
 • “A few young women admitted to me that they use dating apps as a way 

to get free meals. ‘I call it Tinder food stamps,’ one said.”

Sales goes on to interview Elizabeth Armstrong, a sociologist (at the 
University of Michigan) and co- investigator of a fascinating look into the 
lives and sexual decisions of Indiana University undergraduate women. 
Armstrong makes a common qualification— predictable among sociolo-
gists because it is in the air they breathe— when she begins by making 
reference to unacceptable inequalities:

For young women the problem in navigating sexuality and relation-
ships is still gender inequality…  . Young women complain that 
young men still have the power to decide when something is going 
to be serious and when something is not— they can go, “She’s girl-
friend material, she’s hookup material.” … There is still a pervasive 
double standard. We need to puzzle out why women have made 
more strides in the public arena than in the private arena.4
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Like Leslie Bell, Armstrong is puzzled by the paradox. Being a sociologist 
myself, I understand the language of my peers. Many feminists fear the 
gender revolution is only partly successful, having stumbled not in the 
workplace but in the bedroom. But family historian Stephanie Coontz’s 
blinders make Armstrong’s seem mild by comparison when she asserts 
that somehow men have failed to evolve:

Exploitative and disrespectful men have always existed. There are 
many evolved men, but there may be something going on in hookup 
culture now that is making some more resistant to evolving.5

Evolution— whether the real or the rhetorical kind— has nothing to do 
with this because men’s sex drive will nearly always trump their manners 
in the absence of social and community pressure to the contrary. Coontz 
wants men to behave nicely in the domain of sex and relationships, just 
because. Again, the only paradoxes here are the unrealistic expectation 
that economic and educational equality should spell the same in determin-
ing how their relationships transpire, and the equally striking failure to 
recognize that in the domain of sexual expression, women’s unique power 
to accomplish what they want is in gatekeeping. Even Sales, who writes 
not with amusement or approval of the hookup scene but with alarm, fails 
to appreciate how the exchange model works:

Men in the age of dating apps can be very cavalier, women say. 
One would think that having access to these nifty machines (their 
phones) that can summon up an abundance of no- strings- attached 
sex would make them feel happy, even grateful, and so inspired to 
be polite. But … the opposite seems to be the case.6

There is no puzzle here. The double standard is not a mystery. It is not some-
thing to which one “subscribes” or a structure that one can reject at will with 
few repercussions. It is about robust, deep- seated distinctions between the 
sexes that may be malleable but are not simply socially constructed. And it is 
about women devaluing (or in the case of Tinder, altogether ignoring) men’s 
productivity and winsomeness while still expecting to be esteemed and not 
objectified in relationships. That is not how men work. In her excellent and 
kind review of my previous book, Premarital Sex in America, NYU sociologist 
Paula England chides my co- author and me for suggesting that the double 
standard is not a social construction: “Instead of recognizing it as a socially 
constructed piece of culture that could be otherwise, they explicitly state that 
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it cannot ever be changed. They see it as a logical deduction from the ‘sexual 
economics’ theory when combined with the assumption that men want casual 
sex more than women.”7 She is right that I do not recognize it as a socially con-
structed piece of culture (and hence in need of constant social reinforcement), 
but she’s mistaken to believe that I deduce it from sexual economics. No, the 
double standard precedes sexual economics. The contemporary mating mar-
ket does not cause men to, in her words, “morally disrespect women who, 
when they find themselves competing with more women for men, switch to 
offering sex with fewer requirements for commitment.” Men are more apt to 
morally disrespect such women as possible long- term partners and spouses 
due to their concern about future fidelity in the exchange relationship. At the 
same time, they value them as possible short- term partners. This is madden-
ing to many, I understand. But it is going nowhere fast, even as women are 
increasingly besting men in the labor market.

Tinder— and online dating in general— did not cause cheap sex. It sim-
ply made the acquisition of it more efficient. And it is not just a New York 
problem, or one confined to university campuses. Jennifer, a 24- year- 
old from Bristol, Tennessee, waxed eloquent on the dating scene in and 
around the Tri- Cities area:

Today, and I’m speaking for myself and what I also know from my 
girlfriends, guys don’t ask girls on dates. They, it’s you know, “Do 
you wanna go get a drink? Do you wanna do this?” It’s never a for-
mal date where a lot of times she’d get dressed up and he would take 
her out and, you know, try to woo her. … That doesn’t really exist. 
Not here anyway (chuckles). [Do you have thoughts as to why that is 
the case?] I feel like the guys don’t do it because they don’t have to. 
[OK.] I feel like the girls don’t make them, they don’t express that 
they should be doing this, you should be taking me out when you 
meet me and trying to win my affections. They make it almost too, 
I  feel like, well the guys, what’s the point when you’re not gonna 
make me if I can get it easier? [Are you referring to sex when you’re 
talking about this?] Sex, relationships, I mean either way, you know, 
what you would expect or want when you start a date with some-
body, hopefully it’s not just sex, you know. If you’re going on a date, 
then hopefully they like you and you like each other. I don’t feel like 
that even exists for people who just, you know, have a connection 
or are attracted. I feel like it’s just too easy for guys just to say “Hey, 
let’s you and I hang out and see what happens.”
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Why such modest investment by men? Jennifer knew, even as she 
participated in it:

Because they don’t have to. And the girls aren’t saying, “You need to 
do this.” [OK.] You know, to win my affection, you need to take me out. 
You know, guys aren’t gonna do it, I guess, if we’re not making them. 
[So why do you think girls are not making them?] I don’t think they put 
enough value, and this is myself included, on and in themselves to 
think that a guy would take them out on a date. To make them, I think 
that they don’t have, and this is, you know, maybe just me, but there’s 
gotta be a reason and when I think about it I think they wouldn’t want 
to on this. They wouldn’t want to put forth the effort. … I should be 
asking, you know, “You need to take me out, you need to show me a 
good time… . You need to woo me. . . . But we don’t, and I think that 
has something to say about our value on ourselves.

The dating scene in Bristol sounds as blunt as it does in the Vanity Fair 
description of New York City, a world away from eastern Tennessee both 
economically and culturally. It highlights the social challenge of the “col-
lapsed cartel” among women, about which I  will have more to say in 
Chapter 5. Jennifer identifies what amounts to a collective problem among 
women— a low price for sex and a concomitant failure by men to woo them. 
It is collective because she can identify its sources yet feels personally pow-
erless to do anything about it. This is what cheap sex hath wrought: men 
perceiving women (and women in turn perceiving themselves) as having 
diminished “value,” to use Jennifer’s own term. Sociologist Eva Illouz 
would agree, having diagnosed modern women’s assessments of their 
own value not as “less dependent on a man’s gaze,” as we might suppose 
in our more egalitarian era, but more.8

In a near- miss attempt at explaining the problem, Sales revisits Naomi 
Wolf’s theory, articulated in her 1991 book The Beauty Myth, that “as women 
achieved more social and political power, there was more pressure on them 
to be ‘beautiful’ as a means of undermining their empowerment.” Then Sales 
wonders aloud, “Could the ready availability of sex provided by dating apps 
actually be making men respect women less?” However, apps don’t provide 
sex, people do. The apps simply make more efficient the historic male pur-
suit of sex. That smart people continue to misunderstand this is befuddling.

When relationships start with sex— as I will shortly document that many 
do— the odds that women will flourish and enjoy a long- term relationship 
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are dramatically lowered. It is not impossible, just rare. It reminds me of 
social network scholar Duncan Watts’s assertion that people are “always 
convincing ourselves that this time we are going to get it right, without ever 
learning what it is that we are doing wrong.”9 And since men tend not to 
make for diligent sexual gatekeepers, it turns out the puzzle here is not of 
Sherlock Holmes caliber. The question to ask is not why double standards 
exist or why women’s strides in the private arena have not matched their 
gains in the public arena. The question to ask is why women demand so 
little of men in return for offering men what they want— what they are will-
ing to sacrifice a great deal for. And the answer is economic: it is because 
many do not need what men can offer. And that is not going to change.

The gender revolution is a profound one, but it stops here. It cannot 
make men “better behaved,” save perhaps by force of law. But law here will 
only foster modestly better external behavior. In an increasingly sexual-
ized world, law will not alter interior motivation and mentalities. Until the 
exchange model no longer works— and I do not perceive how that would 
happen— sex will continue to be cheap, journalists will have plenty to write 
about, sociologists will continue to overlook the obvious and feign conster-
nation, and women will find themselves frustrated.

Like much of the investigative journalism about hooking up, the Vanity 
Fair piece is illuminating and highlights the reality of sexual economics at 
work. But like almost all such narratives, its sample is a decidedly nonran-
dom one, comprised of the people the author elected to speak with. For all we 
know, they may be acquaintances of hers, or friends of friends. Not exactly the 
sort of data one wants to rely upon for making claims about what is going on 
in the population as a whole. Perhaps young- adult New Yorkers are providing 
an account of what is going on in their relationship lives that is not consonant 
with the rest of America. Heck, even Tinder criticized her sampling strategy.10

Is Online Dating a Cheap Sex Delivery System?

Dan Slater is the author of a variety of manuscripts about online dating 
and two books on the same. His Love in the Time of Algorithms levels with 
readers about the consequences of online dating for the mating market. 
But first he reminds readers of what came before:

For virtually all of human history the search for a mate has been 
predicated on scarcity: One met only so many people in his or her 
lifetime. They optimized their options within a circumscribed pool, 
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chose someone, settled down, and, in the best of cases, found some-
thing they called happiness.11

Online dating forces participants to play by its rules— a carefully 
selected photo, a honed narrative about ourselves— hemmed in by 
what sociologist Charles Cooley called the “looking- glass self” (way 
back when a mirror was called a looking glass).12 Cooley asserted that 
people imagine how they appear to others, interpret those others’ 
reactions to them, develop a self- concept accordingly, and then live in  
consonance with that self- concept. It seems an almost juvenile claim 
when contrasted to our contemporary clichés about the self— that we 
can become whoever we wish to be, achieve our biggest dreams, and so 
on. But the looking- glass self characterizes us more today than when 
it was coined.

Let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves, though. Although common, 
online dating is not yet the modal or typical way heterosexual couples con-
nect. In a recent study of how couples meet, it was the third- most likely 
way among them, after the mediation of friends, and was comparable to 
meeting at bars, restaurants, and other public places.13 But demographer 
Michael Rosenfeld finds that for gays and lesbians, who endure what he 
calls “thinner” markets— that is, fewer possible social ties with potential 
romantic interests and less help from family or schoolmates— online 
meetings are the most popular source of relationships, by a long shot, and 
have been for some time now:

The most striking difference between the way same- sex versus het-
erosexual couples meet is the dominance of the Internet among 
same- sex couples who met after 2000, with over 60  percent of 
same- sex couples meeting online in 2008 and 2009. Meeting 
online has not only become the predominant way that same- sex 
couples meet in the United States, but meeting online is now dra-
matically more common among same- sex couples than any way 
of meeting has ever been for heterosexual or same- sex couples in 
the past.14

From this distinction we know nothing of what online dating users intend, 
male or female, gay or straight. Grindr’s popularity suggests that gay men 
often use the site for sexual couplings, but Tinder’s surprisingly compa-
rable rapid emergence among straight couples undermines any blanket 
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statements about what particular users of such media hope. While writers 
at Slate were content to declare that the uproar over the Vanity Fair article 
simply signaled age- old anxiety about the emerging equality of women 
and their own pursuit of sexual pleasure, Tinder itself took to social media 
to assure the concerned that plenty of men and women do not use it solely 
for sexual hookups.15

Tinder is not Match.com, and both of those are distinct from  
eHarmony or religiously inspired dating services like Catholic Match 
and Christian Mingle. But a comparable underlying template to each 
of them boxes in most users of such platforms, and it is one domi-
nated by market- driven questions:  What does he have to offer? How 
attractive is she (or he)? Is she out of my league? Is there a better fit 
out there? (Probably.) How good is “good enough”? While online dat-
ing sites turn qualitative traits into quantitative rankings, algorithms  
nevertheless figure out pretty readily that what you say you want— in 
your profile— and how you actually behave online can be quite different. 
As I stated at the outset of this book, reality— how relationships work— 
is always more interesting and compelling than ideology, how we wish 
they would work.

As online dating increases in popularity, there is growing interest in 
evaluating its successes and failures, and especially what sorts of people 
tend to be attracted to other sorts of people.16 That is all interesting, I sup-
pose, but it is often intuitive and utterly unsurprising. From a sexual 
economics perspective, on the other hand, the most relevant thing about 
online dating is not its ability to match preferences before you meet but 
rather that it enables people to sort through sexual and romantic “options” 
more efficiently. What it signals socially is that while persons are not 
commodities, sex is often considered exactly that (especially by men), 
and online dating is a means by which sex can be secured. It may link 
you to your eventual beloved spouse, but along the way online dating is a 
remarkably efficient cheap sex delivery system. It puts far more choices— 
in human beings and relationship types— in front of us than we have ever 
had before. It’s like a platter of people.

And if social media use in general fosters relationship discontent— and 
a recent study using the NFSS data demonstrates it does— then it would 
be prudent to suspect that online dating encourages even greater discon-
tent.17 Have an awkward time on a second date? A petty dispute on your 
third date? Why bother working at it— log on and see who else is inter-
ested in you. It gets better, right?
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Online dating’s superior efficiency works against relationship develop-
ment and problem solving, and positively rages against the goal of effi-
cient marriage market “clearing,” that is, people exiting the market for 
good by having found someone who fits them. Slater agrees: “What do you 
think will happen to commitment when people discover how much easier 
it’s become to find new relationships?”18 In a conversation with Jacob, an 
experienced online “dater” who had just concluded a two- year- long cohabi-
tation with a younger, attractive woman he’d met online, Slater’s inter-
viewee approaches the answer:

“I’m about 95  percent certain,” he says, “that if I’d met Rachel 
offline, and if I’d never done online dating, I  would’ve married 
her. At that point in my life, I would’ve overlooked everything else 
and done whatever it took to make things work. Did online dating 
change my perception of permanence? No doubt. When I sensed 
the breakup coming, I was okay with it. It didn’t seem like there 
was going to be much of a mourning period, where you stare at your 
wall thinking you’re destined to be alone and all that. I was eager to 
see what else was out there.”19

Note Jacob’s choice of words. Not who else, but what else. It reminds me of 
Zygmunt Bauman’s observation, “Once permission (and the prescription) 
to reject and replace an object of consumption which no longer brings full 
satisfaction is extended to partnership relations, the partners are cast in the 
status of consumer objects.”20 Online dating could simply be a more effi-
cient way to meet potential romantic interests and democratize the marriage 
market, maximizing the likelihood of locating a spouse who is more desir-
able to you (and vice versa) than to most other people. I have seen it work 
that way. But more often, we are allowing ourselves to treat human beings 
as commodities, even while we purport to be better than that. Back to Slater:

One industry insider admitted wondering whether “matching you 
up with great people is getting so efficient, and the process so enjoy-
able, that marriage will become obsolete.” Match.com’s parent com-
pany CEO was realistic: “Look, if I lived in Iowa I’d be married with 
four children by now. That’s just how it is.”21

When my own girlfriend (now wife) dumped me in 1991 after I was being 
distant, unpleasant, and uncertain about us, she promptly went to the 
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annual Chicago Auto Show with another man, on a date. I stayed in my 
dorm room watching One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, a course assignment. 
Questioning my own sanity, I quickly perceived my options as limited, the 
search costs fairly tall, and the challenges of my romantic relationship not 
so bad. We were back together before the weekend was out. But that era is 
over. Today I might have logged on and moved on.

Online dating encourages throwing a potential relationship away and 
starting with a new one (again). And sites like Grindr and Tinder privilege 
sexual attraction— a notion that is actually distinct from beauty— as the 
primary currency in (early) relationships.22 It fosters overlapping sexual 
partners, since options can be kept open. Not exactly the pinnacle of mod-
ern enlightenment or “evolution.” That is because very little about men 
(and women) has evolved or become enlightened. The exchange model 
is not only old, it’s robust. Slater explicitly respects the sexual economics 
of online dating, noting that historically heterosexual men who wished to 
pursue what he calls “a short- term strategy” faced three barriers to their 
wishes, all of which have been dramatically lowered (in part) by online 
dating:23

 1. Sexual variety was hard to get.
 2. Identifying which women were “sexually accessible” was difficult.
 3. Minimizing commitment and investment in a sexual relationship was 

a challenge.

Just like the psychological impulse to check your email frequently— so too 
with online dating. It has altered how we approach getting to know people. 
And like pornography, very many people spend lots of time circulating 
through hundreds of photos (i.e., profiles) on your way to finding “just the 
right one” that they’re looking for. And given the ubiquity of online dating 
today— again, like porn— this psychological process is becoming difficult 
to avoid.

Finally, there is the basic economics of the online dating industry to 
remember. There is a good deal of money being made in the circulation 
of partners, but no profit at all in the successful cessation— via marriage 
or even monogamous cohabitation— of an online dating career. Like most 
organizations, when you peel back the layers you realize it is built to sur-
vive more than it is to help its clients. Such companies want you to keep 
dating. They want you to commodify persons and sex, even while they are 
trying to convince you that they are doing their best to help you get off the 
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mating market for good. Social embeddedness in a community, not the 
efficient circulation of potential partners, is what promotes stable relation-
ships and the formation of marriage.24

So yes, online dating has become an efficient cheap sex delivery sys-
tem. Its very efficiency powerfully functions, if even only as an unintended 
consequence, to foster a short- term relationship mentality.

Oversexed? The Frequency of Intercourse 
among Young Adults

Are the men featured in the Vanity Fair article unique in their sexual 
access? Probably. On any given day— across America as a whole— 
19 percent of young adults between ages 24 and 35 have sex.25 Of course, 
sex is not randomly distributed among them. There is an inequality 
to it that is directly connected to opportunity: 25 percent of cohabiting 
young adults have sex on any particular day, compared with 22 percent 
of married young adults, and only 10 percent of never- married young 
adults. But few have ever considered inequality in sexual frequency a 
problem.26

How much more sex are we talking about? Not that much:  cohabit-
ers reported a sexual frequency of about 2.9 times in the past two weeks, 
compared with 2.6 times among married respondents. The difference 
is a statistically significant one, though only in the full sample of 18-  to 
60- year- olds. It holds up in regression model results (in appendix Table 
A3.1) that control for age, sexual orientation, race/ ethnicity, gender, church 
attendance, health, education, and number of children. In other words, 
it’s robust: cohabiting adults report having more sex than married adults. 
When I limit the sample to young married and cohabiting adults, the dif-
ference is not a profound one.

Any suggestions that average young Americans are oversexed, then, 
are not borne out by the data. Psychologist Jean Twenge notes— using 
GSS trend analyses— that a higher share of young adults ages 20– 24 
are reporting complete sexlessness than in previous cohorts. It would 
be unwise, however, to presume from this that partnerless young 
Americans are simply failing in their efforts to access sex. Slightly 
more of them are opting out of the market, at least temporarily.27 
Hence, some have more sex than others. (Nothing new about that.) 
The following list reveals the types of young Americans age 35 or under 
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(and currently in a relationship) who report having statistically more 
frequent sex:

 • Those who have had more than one STI, compared to those who have 
never had one

 • Those who have been sterilized compared with those who have not been
 • Those who have ever had anal sex, compared with those who have not
 • The happiest people (top of the scale), when compared with less- happy 

respondents
 • Self- identified heterosexual women, compared with self- identified 

homosexual women
 • Persons with a college degree (or less), compared with a master’s or 

doctor’s degrees

I will not argue causality here, especially since effects are often two- way. 
Sterilization predicts more sex, but one can also guess that frequent sex— 
combined with concern about pregnancy— may also predict a decision to 
sterilize. More sex and greater happiness is likewise a two- way street. The 
STI and anal sex links are most likely a selection effect; that is, persons 
who have had anal sex or have acquired an STI are also more apt to be the 
same persons who pursue more frequent sex, and with more people.

What may surprise some readers is what is not on this list:  nearly 
everything else. Political perspectives, religion, health, race— you name it. 
While each of them may be factors that predict being in a relationship 
rather than not being in one, or having had more or fewer sexual partners, 
among those already in a relationship they are not remarkably influential 
as far as sexual frequency is concerned.

Sex Is for Singles?

After sex columnist Anthony D’Ambrosio split with his wife of three years, 
he penned a popular autopsy for matrimony entitled “Five Reasons Marriage 
Just Doesn’t Work Anymore.”28 While I seldom hold out hope for genuine 
insight in such places, D’Ambrosio offers some thoughtful explanations, 
most of them rooted in technology. Social media, he claims, uproots us from 
physical space and materiality, invites too many people (if only virtually) 
into our relationships, and encourages the desire for attention rather than 
for genuine love. I think he’s onto something. Where I think he strikes out, 
however, is in his claim that married people just don’t have sex. Consistent 
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sex remains a normative expectation for most married Americans.29 A 2007 
Pew Survey found that a happy sexual relationship was the second most 
important predictor of marital satisfaction, with 70 percent of adults saying 
it was “very important” for a successful marriage.30

D’Ambrosio’s impression raises the question of just how widespread 
sexless marriages are in this era of increasingly confluent love and ele-
vated sexual expectations. Baumeister argues that marriage typically wit-
nesses the return to a “natural” (and lower) level of female sexual interest 
unburdened by concerns about closing the deal that is marriage, a move 
he holds frustrates many husbands who didn’t see it coming.31 Is it true 
that there are a great many sexually frustrated husbands (or wives)?

Yes and no. It is the case, at least in the Relationships in America data, 
that 61 percent of married women say they are satisfied with the amount 
of sex they are having, a figure higher than that of any other arrange-
ment (including cohabiters, divorcees, and the unmarried). But it is not 
far higher:  those other arrangements hover around 50– 54  percent satis-
faction. Baumeister and Bettina Arndt, an Australian clinical psychologist 
and sex therapist, would hold that the best test of whether the exchange 
model collapses in marriage— with husbands living sexless lives against 
their will— is by assessing the sexual wishes of husbands.32 But among 
them the story is not that different than among wives:  53  percent of  
married men say they would like to have more sex, a figure only modestly 
north of the 46 percent of cohabiting men who say the same, and below 
that of divorced and widowed men (at 57 and 64  percent, respectively). 
Married men are very unlikely, however, to say they want less sex. Only 
one- half of 1 percent said so.

Moreover, sexual inactivity in marriage is neither new nor terribly 
surprising, and is sometimes rather explicable.33 In their 1992 land-
mark study of human sexuality, sociologist Edward Laumann and his 
colleagues reported that 1.3 percent of married men and 2.6 percent of 
married women between the ages of 18 and 59 had not had sex within 
the past year. By contrast, twenty years later— in the Relationships in 
America data— 4.9 percent of married men and 6.5 percent of married 
women in the same age range report that it has been over a year since 
they have had sex with their spouse.34 Just under 12 percent of all married 
persons ages 18– 60 reported not having had sex for at least three months 
prior to participating in the survey. What about younger adults? Sexless 
relationships characterize only 5.8 percent among married respondents 
aged 24– 35, just slightly above the figure among cohabiting young adults 
(4.5 percent).35
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Although the questions were asked in slightly different manners— and 
thus not directly comparable— could it be that there has been an uptick 
in marital sexual inactivity in the past twenty years? The General Social 
Survey, which has consistently employed the same question since 1989 
to determine sexual frequency, confirms this trend (results not shown). 
Commuter marriages have, no doubt, increased in frequency.36 But a 
12 percent sexless (in three months) figure is nothing to dismiss lightly. 
What prompts sexual inactivity in marriage? The presence of children? 
Age- related sexual disinterest? Or something less relationship- oriented, 
such as spouses working and living in two different places?

Unfortunately, it’s difficult to assess the last of these— the share of those 
who live apart— in a social survey that also includes sexual behavior ques-
tions. (I don’t think such data exist.) But commuter marriages have most 
certainly grown more numerous. In fact, the number of them has increased 
17 percent since 2003, according to the 2015 Current Population Survey.

For those couples whose sexual inactivity is not explained by being 
in a commuter marriage, sociologist Denise Donnelly of Georgia State 
University argues that habituation may be at fault: while sex may be excit-
ing at first, over time one becomes accustomed to sex with a spouse, until 
what was exciting becomes dull and predictable.37 Such an explanation 
is also increasingly on the lips of non- monogamy proponents.38 This is 
hardly new news, of course, and not an uncommon experience.

Habituation— if you were to measure it by duration of marriage— 
may well be responsible for sexual inactivity in relationships. Analysis 
of Relationships in America data (not shown) reveals a tight association 
between sexual inactivity rates and the length of time a couple has been 
married. Those who have been married for longer are quite a bit more 
likely to be sexually inactive. But length of marriage and age are highly 
correlated, making it appear as if the length of a marriage is responsible 
for sexual inactivity, when in reality the age of the respondent may be the 
culprit. So what happens to sexual inactivity among married couples when 
I account for the effects of age? For starters, older couples are much more 
likely to be sexually inactive, as you would expect. Older people are more 
likely to be ill, have lower energy levels, and experience decreased testos-
terone and libido, all of which contribute to decreased sexual activity.39

For most age groups, there emerges a brief “honeymoon phase” where 
sexual inactivity levels are lower for those who haven’t been married for 
long, but then increase sharply for those married a few years. However, 
after the first several years of marriage, sexual inactivity levels off (or trends 
downward), meaning that those respondents who are the same age— but 
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who have been married longer— are actually less likely to be sexually inac-
tive than their comparable- age peers who were married more recently. As 
length of marriage increases, sexual inactivity actually decreases.40

What else predicts being in a sexless relationship? Not much. Those 
who are in sexless relationships tend not to be on artificial contracep-
tion (which makes sense), and unhappy both personally and with their 
relationship. No surprise there. It is also slightly more characteristic of 
respondents who report having been sexually abused by a parent or other 
adult caregiver at some point while they were growing up, an experience 
that can (but does not always) echo into respondents’ futures.

In the case of Anthony D’Ambrosio, however, there is a good chance 
that simple mismatch in interest was to blame. (He’s hardly unique in 
that, however.) For a sex columnist who describes himself as “very sexual,” 
all but a high frequency of sex will not likely suffice. It is quite possible, 
however, that he misses cohabiting far more than marriage. Many young 
adults— saturated in Hollywood narratives about the single life— worry 
that marriage spells the end of stable sex. As I just demonstrated, it is not 
true. And yet married Americans report slightly less sex, on average, than 
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cohabiting couples. And bona fide singles? When I restrict the analyses to 
those people who have never been married but who are currently roman-
tically involved with someone, they report having sex 1.1 times per week, 
just under the married couple rate. Altogether un- partnered adults report 
a more modest average of 0.3 times per week.

It might seem that moving in with a significant other increases sexual 
frequency (by expanding opportunity) but that getting married reduces 
it (by familiarity). Figure 3.1 illuminates the age- and- relationship associa-
tion with sexual frequency. To be sure, cohabiting couples still report more 
frequent sex than married couples, but the difference is brief— it is only 
pronounced until around age 25, by which time married and cohabiting 
couples display parallel patterns of similar sexual frequency. Moreover, the 
decline with age is not a very pronounced one. By contrast, never- married 
singles report notably less sex at every age.

In the end, what was true in high school remains true (theoretically) in 
the assisted living facility: it’s about opportunity.

The Strange Politics of Sexual Desire

Plenty of young Americans are not in relationships that afford them sex-
ual access. But many who are nevertheless report wanting more sex than 
they are currently having. This is hardly a new complaint, I realize. But 
since such a question is not asked on a large, population- based survey very 
often, we should take advantage of it and learn more about such persons 
and what might prompt some to say “enough” and others to say “I want 
more,” and a few others to say “I’d actually prefer less.”

Among the sexually discontented, men are overrepresented, as 
expected: 53 percent of men wish for more sex, compared with 35 percent 
of women. Baumeister notes the same in his book Is There Anything Good 
about Men? Therein he detects the persistent gender distinction in the 
pursuit of sex, despite contrarian claims that women’s sex drives are just 
as intense as men’s. He doesn’t buy it. Nor has any population- based data 
of which I am aware ever revealed it. But that does not mean all sex drives 
are equal among men and women, either. While asking respondents about 
how content they are with the amount of sex they are having is not a per-
fect measure of sex drive, it is nevertheless illustrative.

For some reason, more politically liberal young- adult women report 
wanting more sex than they have been having.41 Indeed, it is one of 
the strongest (non- sex- related) associations visible. No such political 
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correlation appears among men. Here are the estimates of which women 
said yes, they would prefer to have more sex:

 • 16 percent of “very conservative” women
 • 30 percent of “conservative” women
 • 38 percent of moderate women
 • 44 percent of “liberal” women
 • 53 percent of “very liberal” women

As you can see, the association is strong and quite linear. It is obvious that 
more politically liberal women are apt to say they would prefer more sex. 
Why? Here is where the plot thickens.

Remarkably, the association has little to do with how much sex women 
have actually had recently. That is, while greater recent frequency of sex 
understandably predicts less desire for more sex, accounting for it does 
not erase— at all— the link between political liberalism and wanting more 
sex. Moreover, there is only a modest correlation between political conser-
vatism and greater frequency of sex. The mystery deepens. In regression 
models (in Table A3.2), political liberalism remains significantly associ-
ated with the odds of wanting more sex even after controlling for the fre-
quency of recent sex, women’s age, marital status, education level, whether 
they’ve masturbated recently, sexual orientation, race/ ethnicity, depressive 
symptoms, self- reported happiness, number of lifetime (male) partners, 
and current pornography use. (A few of these are significant predictors of 
wanting more sex.) And still personal politics matters. Perhaps this mea-
sure of political liberalism is reflecting more than just the respondent’s 
Democratic Party affiliation or voting habits. It would seem so. Rather, 
political identity today likely captures embeddedness in distinctive world-
views, sets of meanings, and ideas about the self and relationships.

With regard to sex and sexuality in America, being politically liberal tends 
to mean valuing sexual expression as a good- in- itself, not only as a means 
to an end or contingent on the context (such as being in a relationship or 
being married). Talk of “sexual health” is also more common among them 
and typically takes acts of sexual expression for granted. In this perspective, 
it is a moral good to express one’s sexuality in actions of one’s own free 
choosing. Pleasure is reached for and should be. In keeping with this, liberal 
women are more than twice as likely as conservative women to report past- 
week and past- day masturbation. Sexual expression among liberal women 
is perceived in personal terms at least as much as it is in relational ones.42
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All this may be true, but I  am still not sure it explains why liberal 
women want more sex, regardless of how much they are already having. 
I discussed this conundrum with others, and a plausible, four- part path 
explanation emerged:

 1. More liberal women are less religious than conservative women. (True.)
 2. More liberal women are therefore more likely to have a difficult time 

attributing transcendent value to aspects of life such as work, relation-
ships, children, and daily tasks. Some psychologists speak of this attri-
bution as “sanctifying daily life.”43 That is, liberal women are less apt to 
conceive of mundane, material life as somehow imbued with or reflect-
ing the sacred. For them the world is, to use Max Weber’s term, more 
disenchanted— predictable and safer, but emptier and less mysterious.

 3. Nevertheless, most people experience sexual expression as, in some sig-
nificant way, transcendent, or higher- than- other experiences. Giddens 
concurs: “Sexuality for us still carries an echo of the transcendent.”44

 4. More liberal women therefore desire more frequent sex because they 
feel poignantly the lack of sufficient transcendence in life. If sex is one 
of the few pathways to it, then it is sensible for them to desire more of it.

In essence, this line of reasoning asserts that the demand for transcen-
dence in life is either stable across persons or at least reflects a normal 
curve. But liberal women are more apt to be less religious, and hence— so 
the argument goes— longing for sex serves as a replacement for religious 
transcendence.

So I  added religious service attendance, importance of religion, and 
a unique measure of having become less religious in the past decade to 
the regression model predicting wanting more sex, and— as theorized— 
becoming less religious predicts wanting more sex. And what is more, 
political liberalism no longer matters for wanting more sex. This theory 
about replacing the loss of the sacred (with a quest for sex) is a plausible 
one, and it is not the first time this theory has been floated.45

In a world increasingly bereft of transcendence, sexual expression 
is emerging as an intrinsic value. Sex is the new opium of the masses, 
Baumeister and Vohs claim, a temporary heart in a heartless world.46 
Unfortunately, something so immanent as sex will not— and cannot— 
function in the manner in which religion can, has, and does. (To be sure, 
some replace it with an appreciation and devotion to nature.) Sex does not 
explain the world. It is not a master narrative. It has little to offer by way of 
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convincing theodicy. But in a world increasingly missing transcendence, 
longing for sexual expression makes sense. It should not surprise us, how-
ever, that those who (unconsciously) demand sex function like religion 
will come up short. Maybe that is why very liberal women are also twice 
as likely to report being depressed or currently in psychotherapy than very 
conservative women.

Writer Anna Mussmann perceives the loss of nonsexual human 
touch in mundane social space, laments this, connects it to the loss 
of a compelling narrative, but refuses to turn it into yet more partisan 
politics:

It might seem (to liberals) that by embracing sexuality we are sim-
ply freeing ourselves from the bonds of convention, or (to conserva-
tives) that we are simply afflicted by the overly- sexualized, moral 
rot that accompanies the rejection of moral values. However, our 
obsession is something both more innocent and more desperate 
than that. We are uncomfortable with greater intimacy not because 
we don’t like touch, but because most bodily contact has been so 
sexualized. Sex used to be a bit farther from people’s minds. Before 
central heating, sharing a bed could be asexual.47

I like living in the twenty- first century as much as the next person, but 
I concur with Mussmann that our ancestors were simply better about this 
than we moderns are. And they were not sexless:

They sang bawdy ballads, chased after girls, and produced offspring. 
However, sex was simply one part of bodily life— much like birth, 
aging, and death. Modern sex is different. Modern sex is not sup-
posed to be part of the same cycle as aging and death. Instead, it is 
part of a strangely innocent, oddly desperate attempt to deny death’s 
power over our sexy, tanned, and well- toned lives. We have wedded 
sex and youth in sacred union.

Sexual Economics and “Lesbian Bed Death”

Speaking of death, the unpleasant term “lesbian bed death” was coined 
by sociologists Philip Blumstein and Pepper Schwartz in their 1983 book 
American Couples, and refers to the empirical revelation that lesbian sexual 
relationships tend to be characterized by much- less- frequent sexual activity 
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than gay or straight sexual relationships.48 It is a finding that has been dis-
cussed and re- evaluated at considerable length in the decades since it was 
coined.49 The contest over the veracity of the “bed death” claim continues 
unabated, though seldom assisted by random samples large enough to do 
more than speculate about whether the difference was real in the broader 
population of lesbians or just restricted to the nonrandom samples com-
monly employed to evaluate the hypothesis.50

In reality, the phrase indicates a process by which lesbian couples are 
thought to diminish the frequency of sexual activity within a relationship 
over time, until their baseline average is well under that of gay men’s or 
straight couples. Estimates from respondents currently in a relationship 
reveal, in keeping with the stereotype and hypothesis, notably less recent 
experience of paired sexual behavior among lesbian women when com-
pared with gay men and heterosexual men and women.51 Table 3.1 notes 
that only 46 percent of women who identified as entirely homosexual in 
the Relationships in America data reported sexual activity in the past two 
weeks. “Bed death,” however, is an overstatement: only 19 percent report 
no sex in the past three months. But the numbers do not lie— straight 
couples and gay men are far more likely to report recent sexual activity.

The reason for the disparity is, like many social science findings, 
disputed. Some scholars suggest lower sexual desire among women in 
same- sex relationships.52 Others assert that women’s sexual behavior pref-
erences are simply different than men’s, with women more apt to be satis-
fied with non- genital forms of sexual expression than men, regardless of 
sexual identity.53 Both can be true at the same time, and both interpreta-
tions can make sense of the results in Table 3.1. And yet sexual desire is 
often out of step with actual sexual behavior. That is, many Americans 
report wanting more sex than they are currently having— 44 percent in 
all. Just over 53 percent say they are content— 61 percent of women and  

Table 3.1 Percentage reporting sex in the past two weeks, 

among those currently in a relationship

100% Heterosexual 
(Straight) (%)

100% Homosexual (Gay or 
Lesbian) (%)

Men 75 80
Women 71 46

Source: Relationships in America.
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45 percent of men— while only 3 percent of adults report wishing they 
could have less sex.

Table 3.2 displays responses to the question about desire among gay 
and straight respondents currently in a relationship. While no more than 
1 percent of men (and lesbian women) say they would prefer less sex, 4 
percent of straight women said the same. So it is a rare American (in a 
relationship) who wishes for less sex. By contrast, 52 percent of self- identi-
fied lesbian women (in relationships) say they want more sex than they 
are having, signaling that self- reported desire for sex is not lacking among 
them. In fact, it is an estimate equivalent to that of straight men and well 
above that of heterosexual women (at 29 percent). Why the disparity in 
recent sexual activity among them, if the desire for more sex is as high as 
among gay and straight men?

Sexual economics provides an answer rooted in evolutionary psychol-
ogy which suggests that just because someone self- identifies as something 
other than heterosexual does not mean they are able to just opt out of 
deeply embedded sex differences in socio- sexual behavior. The data clearly 
suggest that lower sexual frequency is not due to lower sexual desire, since 
their overall reports of unfulfilled sexual desire are not lower. No— the fre-
quency is lower due to the fact that the couple is comprised of women, who 
are historically sexual gatekeepers. It is the very same reason that the other 
three estimates in Table 3.1— each of which involves a male component— 
are quite comparable. (They are not statistically significantly different 
from each other.) When women are in a relationship with a man, far fewer 
of them will be dissatisfied with the amount of sex in their relationship, as 

Table 3.2 Contentment with amount of sex, among those currently  

in a relationship

100% Heterosexual 
(Straight) (%)

100% Homosexual (Gay or 
Lesbian) (%)

Men Content 47 51
Wants More 52 49

Wants Less 1 1

Women Content 67 47
Wants More 29 52

Wants Less 4 1

Source: Relationships in America.
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Table 3.2 indicates. Within many same- sex couples, one partner will often 
emerge as more consistently “interested” in sexual intimacy, such that 
they too will mimic the heterosexual exchange model. But mimicry it is, 
and the evidence in Table 3.1 suggests it is less successful among women, 
as the exchange model would lead us to expect.

Kara, a 24- year- old bisexual woman from near Washington, DC, illus-
trates this. She is currently in a long- distance (open) relationship with a 
woman who lives in Switzerland, where she herself hopes to move soon 
after securing a visa. We asked about aspects of their sexual relationship and 
were told that she has a higher sex drive than her girlfriend. We then posed 
the question of who tends to initiate sex. Her response is illuminating:

She does for the most part in our relationship. Which isn’t necessar-
ily my preferred choice, but so it is what it is. [Is most of the sex that 
you have mutual, sort of pretty equitable?] For the most part. I have a 
higher sex drive. So if anything, I get off more than she does, um, 
just ’cause that’s what she prefers, so.

Two gatekeepers, but one wishes to have more sex than the other; it’s a 
common scenario, no doubt. But unlike in a typical heterosexual relation-
ship, Kara— the one with the higher sex drive— awaits her partner’s initia-
tion rather than pursue it herself (as men would tend to do). She doesn’t 
like it that way, and it’s not hard to understand why.

It is not accurate, however, to claim that Tables 3.1 and 3.2 tell us the  
sexual behavior and desire levels of the same people. What of the 54 percent 
of coupled lesbians who report no sex at all in the past two weeks? Perhaps 
they also report much less sexual desire. In ancillary analyses (not shown), 
59 percent of the sexless group reported wanting more sex than they are cur-
rently having. So no, the sexless among them do not exhibit lower reports 
of sexual desire.

Dietrich Klusmann, a noted German evolutionary psychologist, rep-
licates gendered sexual motivational differences across data sets, age 
groups, and over the duration of partnerships, and observes the pattern 
that gives rise to the “bed death” claim:

Female sexual motivation matches male sexual motivation in the 
first years of the partnership and then steadily decreases. … This 
pattern is clearly evident for some measures of sexual motivation 
and less so or not at all for others.
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Klusmann, like Baumeister, recognizes the hallmarks of “evolved design” 
differences that are “fine- tuned to the different conditions governing the 
reproductive success of males and females.” Women’s sexual motivations, 
they both hold, have evolved “to solve the adaptive problem of procuring 
male resources by establishing and maintaining a pair bond.” It would be 
foolish to presume that our postmodern sexual identities will quickly and 
thoroughly do away with what are clearly old, biologically rooted realities.54 
While psychologists Jacqueline Cohen and Sandra Byers rightly observe 
that “the ideal sexual script for women has changed toward a great valu-
ing of female sexual agency, especially with respect to sexual initiation,” 
I would argue that the scope of such change is neither as wide nor as deep 
as many think it is.55 Giddens may have held that gay and lesbian couples 
“have staked out new sexual ground well in advance of the more sexually 
‘orthodox,’ ” but historically stable sexual behavior patterns do not disap-
pear in a generation or two (or three …).56 As David Buss claims about the 
advent of online dating, so we can claim about the considerable advance 
in social acceptability of same- sex relationships.57 Each are novel social 
environments, but “we come to those environments with the same evolved 
psychologies” as men and women have long held.58 Very little about XX 
and XY are new.

Witnessing feminists commodifying relationships and making a con-
sumer good out of sex seems like a lesson in futility. And yet Leslie Bell 
speaks openly and often of women’s orgasms using language of con-
sumption and acquisition, as if women’s sexual agency is being put to 
use systematically and effectively in the same manner as that witnessed 
in men.59 It will not work, at least not widely, and sexual economics tells 
us why. Even anecdotal accounts of lesbian attraction based on a “nesting” 
instinct (a desire to make a home with another woman) track with the 
estimates in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. That is, genital sexual desire is only one, 
and not likely the strongest, component of lesbian attraction. Bell herself 
sees it in her interview data and admits as much: “In relationships with 
women, for there to be any sex at all, desire must reside in women, not 
only in men.”60

Among men, gay or straight, desire is a far more central and stable 
component. The sexual agency of women should not be measured in the 
manner that men tend to evaluate it, but rather in the ability to accom-
plish what one wishes in the domain of sex and relationships, and— as 
explained in Chapter 2— women are in a poorer position, on average, to 
do that with other women.
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So are claims about lesbian “bed death” accurate? Yes and no. Yes— 
their reported recent frequency of sex remains notably below sexual rela-
tionships that involve men. And this is not because of diminished desire, 
as just articulated. But I could also answer “no,” since the phrase itself is 
unnecessarily extreme, suggesting a complete cessation of sexual activity. 
That is untrue.

Sexual Partnering: Theories and Realities

Sarah’s story, outlined at the beginning of the book, raises numerous ques-
tions about the sexual partnering practices of young adults today. Recall 
that Sarah delayed first sex until well after her adolescence was over, in 
step with a trend that the CDC data has long noted: from 1988 through 
2013, the share of teenage girls who were sexually experienced declined 
from 51 to 43 percent, respectively.61 And yet that did not seem to matter 
much about what happened next. Over the course of her twenties, Sarah 
slept with numerous men. Among the adults in our interview pool— not a 
random sample, I realize— many delayed first sex until age 20, 22, or even 
later, only to “make up for lost time” during the back half of their twen-
ties. Many relationships I heard about track in the pathway of the “pure” 
relationship, which, to repeat, “refers to a situation where a social relation 
is entered into for its own sake, for what can be derived by each person 
from a sustained association with another; and which is continued only 
insofar as it is thought by both parties to deliver enough satisfactions for 
each individual to stay within it.”62 We should expect young Americans to 
be partnering with more people, and for shorter durations. Romance has 
given way, in part, to sheer desire.

The 20/ 80 Theory of Sexual Partners

But if sexual economics is right, the desires of some are more compelling  
than others. And even among men, there will be winners and losers, people 
whose wishes— for cheap sex, for lifelong love, or something in between— 
are more easily attained than others. Nick, whose story is featured in the 
Vanity Fair article discussed earlier in the chapter, told Nancy Jo Sales how 
he had “hooked up with three girls,” thanks to the Internet and to Tinder, 
and that over the course of four nights, had spent a total of $80 between 
them. And he got what he came for with all three. Some observers of the 
(heterosexual) mating market hold that a small percentage of men like 
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Nick are monopolizing the market, circulating enough to prevent others 
from circulating at all, and functioning to prevent the mating market from 
“clearing,” that is, from efficiently doing its job of helping people couple 
and get out (that is, off the market). If this is true, some fear, many singles 
could end up unhappily floating around the mating pool indefinitely— the 
women wondering why they cannot find someone who will stay and some 
men wondering why they can’t find anyone at all.

The theory suggests a “20/ 80” split, namely, that 20 percent of men 
are responsible for 80 percent of the (female) sexual partners tallied across 
male respondents. This theory is an extension of the Pareto Principle, 
named after Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto’s observation that 80 percent 
of the land in Italy was owned by 20 percent of the population. The idea is 
often extended to other observations of inequality in social behavior and 
economic status. For example, when I was more actively studying religious 
behavior in America, it was a rule of thumb among church leaders that 
20 percent of congregational members were responsible for 80 percent of 
the volunteer hours expended.

I tested this theory using the Relationships in America data, focusing on 
men ages 25 to 50 years old in order to allow for more significant num-
bers of lifetime partners.63 Pareto would be proud, or nearly so. It turns 
out that 20 percent of men (between the ages of 25 and 50) account for 
about 70 percent of all self- reported sexual partnerships with women in 
the United States. It is not 20/ 80, but it is not far off.

Some hold that the Pareto Principle, if it fits sexual partnering pat-
terns in the United States, means that claims I have made about the wide 
availability of cheap sex are not true for the majority of young- adult men 
in the United States.64 I understand their logic: sex may seem cheap, but 
it is only cheap for a minority of men. The rest do not share their experi-
ence. But I see no reason to conclude this. The thesis of cheaper sex in the 
era of wider contraceptive access assumes nothing in particular about a 
high average number of lifetime partners among men. It asserts, rather, 
that cheaper sex should lead to more sexual relationships overall, more 
one- night stands and “friends with benefits” relationships, and especially 
to the more rapid addition of sex within romantic relationships, to say 
nothing of making greater use of pornography and masturbation. Cheap 
sex is all of that. The fact that John has had 17 sexual partners by the time 
he turns 25 but Fred has only had two does not mean sex is “expensive” 
for Fred, extracting more from him than from John. It could be true, of 
course, but it may also be that Fred has simply not pursued more sexual 
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relationships, and yet the two he reports became sexual quickly— within 
days. That, too, signals the ease of access to cheaper sex.

The Pareto Principle, applied here, would lead many to believe that 
the 20 percent is preventing the remaining 80 percent of men from hav-
ing a stable partner. But it has little direct ramification for the marriage 
(or stable, long- term) portion of the mating market unless we have infor-
mation about the strong preferences of marriage market participants. For 
example, if among the remaining 80 percent of men fidelity and a modest 
sexual history among their beloved are key values, then yes— the 20/ 70 
phenomenon may well be dragging down marriage rates in the peak years 
of fertility (twenties to early thirties).

Moreover, for a man to have sex with a woman— or with many women— 
says little about his ability to “monopolize” the mating market indefinitely. 
Brief relationships of the sort Nick described are hardly monopolizing  
others’ access to sex or relationships. What would constitute a more 
appropriate measure of monopolizing would be the prevalence of long- 
term overlapping sexual relationships.65 Thus, modern polygyny is a better 
assessment of the monopoly theory. Establishing the duration of the 20/ 70  
group’s relationships would be helpful as well. Are the 20 percent of men 
stringing along one or more women for years against their wishes for 
security or commitment, or not? I don’t have the data to say, but I doubt it 
in this era of increasingly confluent love.

Additionally, it is easy to misinterpret the 20/ 70 figure by assuming that 
70 percent of all women are sleeping with 20 percent of men. That would 
be an understandable but incorrect interpretation. Rather, 20 percent of all 
men are reporting 70 percent of all relationships. We can get some clarity 
on this misinterpretation by assessing the same among women. When we 
do, we find that 20 percent of women in the Relationships in America data 
report 65 percent of the lifetime reported male sexual partners. So what 
do the two figures together tell us? That high numbers of sexual partners 
are largely concentrated among a minority of both men and women. Since 
men yield a 20/ 70 account and women a 20/ 65 account, it means that 
there is a great deal of coupling going on within 20 percent of the popula-
tion. Nick, as well as his three women in four days, is almost certainly part 
of that 20 percent.

Is the smart cut- off at 20 percent? No. That is just the Pareto Principle’s 
benchmark applied to the study of sexual partnering. When I trim the 20 
to 10 percent, more interesting information is yielded. The most prolific 
10 percent of men report 52 percent of all opposite- sex relationships, while 
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the same share among women report 48 percent of the total male– female 
coupling reported in the data. So by shaving 10 percent, or half, from these 
baseline figures we have cut out 18 percent and 17 percent of opposite- sex 
relationships reported by men and women, respectively. It is a sensible 
move, revealing that this “second” 10 percent sleeps with far fewer part-
ners than the top 10 percent.

Of more urgent sociological concern than the ratios cited here are 
the perceptions of the mating market and its monopolization. If young 
Americans perceive the market as dominated by a small cadre, then it 
is certainly real in its consequences, to borrow from early sociologist 
W. I. Thomas’s claim about the social construction of reality. But from the 
numbers I can guess that there is little long- term monopolizing going on 
in what amounts to a very dynamic mating pool.

All this does not mean that no one is left out of the mating market. 
It only means that, over time, no one need be left out. But plenty are left 
out. Far more men than women come up empty in the mating market. An 
example of this is Matt, a 32- year- old from Johnson City, Tennessee. He’s in 
a tough spot, no denying it: he’s overweight, burdened by multiple insecuri-
ties, working a part- time job requiring modest skills, has nearly $100,000 
in college loans, is living with his mother, and has never been in a roman-
tic or sexual relationship in his life. A Christian, he wishes to save sex— 
something he’d very much like to have— for marriage, but marriage seems 
out of reach. (Even sex is out of reach for men like Matt in a way that it 
seldom is for women.) The whole situation depresses him, clinically, which 
compounds the problem. Matt’s challenges are a reminder that the mat-
ing market— and especially the marriage part of it— has never been simple 
for someone in his situation. I spent the first 13 years of my life in rural 
Iowa, one of the most marriage- friendly locales in the nation, and can read-
ily recall a handful of women— but always more men— who did not marry, 
not quite having fit in well enough to attract a suitor in spite of what may 
have been admirable character. But it takes more than character to bridge 
what the Irish rock band U2 dubbed the “mysterious distance between a 
man and a woman.”

Predicting Partner Count

So what characterizes men and women (ages 18– 60) who report having 
had lots of partners in their past? Here are several social and sexual char-
acteristics that distinguish people with twenty or more sexual partners, a 
figure which— despite conventional wisdom to the contrary— is not often 
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reached (yet). There is not enough information here to discern causality, 
but one can certainly speculate how the pathways are most apt to work. 
When compared with their peers who report fewer partners, those who 
self- report 20 or more in their lifetime are:

 • Twice as likely to have ever been divorced (50 percent vs. 27 percent)
 • Three times as likely to have cheated while married (32  percent vs. 

10 percent)
 • Substantially less happy with life (p < 0.05)
 • Twice as likely to report having had an abortion (44 percent vs. 22 percent)
 • More likely to be on medication for depression or anxiety (19 percent vs. 

14 percent)
 • Three times more likely to have been told they had a STI (38 percent vs. 

13 percent)
 • More likely to have tragic sexual histories: 23 percent reported having been 

forced to have sex against their will, compared with 13 percent of those 
with fewer than 20 sexual partners. They are also more likely to have been 
touched sexually by a parent or adult caregiver (16 percent vs. 9 percent)

To be sure, their appetite for sex is for more than just variety. They also 
have sex more often (about 2.4 times vs. 2.1 times in the past two weeks), 
and are less satisfied with the amount of sex they are having (55 percent 
“want more” vs. 45 percent of those with fewer partners).

Perhaps such persons are just not cut out for monogamy. Maybe they 
were not “born that way,” as some polyamory proponents are now claim-
ing. Writing in Slate— hardly an academic site but nevertheless a popu-
lar source of left- leaning conventional wisdom in this domain— Michael 
Carey poses the question of whether non- monogamy, like homosexuality, 
just might be innate in some people:

There are some people whose innate personality traits make it very 
difficult to live happily in a monogamous relationship but relatively 
easy to be happy in an open one. … So, sure, there may be a larger 
fraction of non- monogamists for whom their unconventional rela-
tionship is “optional” or “a choice.” But there are almost certainly also 
some “obligate” non- monogamists who would never feel emotionally 
satisfied and healthy in a monogamous relationship, any more than 
a gay man would be satisfied and healthy in a straight marriage.66

The patterns, however, suggest that non- monogamists are more apt to feel 
emotionally unsatisfied and unhappy, regardless.
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Monogamish

Non- monogamy is a gentle mouthful of a word, a much politer replace-
ment of sorts for terms like “adultery” and “infidelity.” The same kind of 
transformation has already happened to “virginity loss” and “prostitute,” 
terms no longer considered appropriate among sex- positive Americans. 
In their place, we now speak of sexual debut and sex worker, respectively. 
The lingo certainly tracks the emergence of the pure relationship model’s 
relaxation of norms.

Most young Americans— but more women than men— remain invested 
in monogamy, at least in theory. But talk of “monogamish” has no doubt 
increased in frequency. It took a leap forward with Mark Oppenheimer’s 
biography of sex columnist Dan Savage, which appeared in the New York 
Times Magazine on June 30, 2011.67 In it Savage, who is gay and married 
with an adopted son, admits to having had nine extramarital partners, 
and spends considerable time outlining both the benefits and costs of 
monogamy, and concludes that monogamy simply does not fit very many 
people. The reality of monogamish— especially but not exclusively among 
gay men— is slowly emerging in scholarly circles as well.68 It was once an 
open secret, since it was thought to be politically damaging to gay rights 
causes to admit it. But as support for same- sex marriage increased, how-
ever, so did this broader admission. It feels safer now in a post- Obergefell 
America. Even gay journalists are saying it’s time to set the record straight 
here.69 What does the data say about monogamish? That Dan Savage is 
hardly alone.

Table 3.3 reports estimates from the longitudinal Add Health study’s 
fourth wave and reveals that bisexual women and gay men are the most 
likely to report having had another sexual partner during their current 
relationship, at 43 percent each. But the percentile gap in non- monogamy 
between men and women within a shared sexual orientation is worth 
highlighting.

Whereas only 9.1 percentage points separate straight men’s and wom-
en’s report of outside partners in their current relationship, a full 24.4 per-
centage points separate gay and lesbian admissions. In step with the data 
from Add Health, the National Survey of Family Growth reports a similar 
pattern: multiple partnerships are far more common among gay men than 
among lesbians. In the NSFG, 62 percent of gay men report having two 
or more same- sex partners in the past year, compared with only 21 percent 
of lesbians.
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Table 3.3 also features a unique measure of suspicion about (or in some 
cases, open awareness of) their partner’s outside sexual behavior. Only 
bisexual men, a small population, are more apt than these two groups to 
think their partner has had another sexual partner. And in keeping with 
sexual economics expectations, straight men and lesbian women are the 
least suspicious of their partners. Why? Because only their partners are 
reliably women.

These numbers exemplify the “monogamish” life. Gay men have 
more partners than straight men, as sexual economics would expect. 
It is not because of sexual orientation but rather due to stable male– 
female differences in relationship preferences and sex drive. Gay men 
do not wish to have more sexual partners than straight men. They are 
simply far more apt to be in relationships that permit non- monogamy 
because their relationships are with men, who tend— on average— to 
be more sexually permissive than women. “In almost every way,” write 
online search analysts Ogas and Gaddam, “the brain software of gay 
men appears identical to that of straight men.”70 The difference is in the 
permissiveness of men. Early gay activist and journalist Randy Shilts 
remarked that among gay men there was “no moderating role like that 
a woman plays in the heterosexual milieu.” The remark comes from 
Shilts’s book And the Band Played On, in which he noted still more evi-
dence favoring the interpretation of gay sexuality in line with sexual 

Table 3.3 Perceived and actual non- monogamy in current sexual relationship

Hetero- 
sexual 

Women 
(%)

Hetero- 
sexual 
Men  
(%)

Bisexual 
Women 

(%)

Bisexual 
Men  
(%)

Homo- 
sexual 

Women 
(%)

Homo- 
sexual 
Men  
(%)

Respondent 
thinks partner 
has had 
another sexual 
partner

20.5 15.0 38.4 40.4 15.5 29.1

Respondent 
admits having 
had another 
sexual partner

17.3 26.4 43.2 17.4 18.5 42.9

Source: Add Health study, never- married 24-  to 35- year- olds.
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economics: “So much of the gay community’s sexuality, right down to 
the cruising ritual, seemed more defined by gender than sexual orienta-
tion.” Exactly. He continues:

Some heterosexual males privately confided that they were 
enthralled with the idea of … immediate, available, even anony-
mous sex … if they could only find women who would agree.71

Vincent, a 32- year- old gay man, lives in Austin, works in finance, told me 
that he had had between 60 and 100 partners in his lifetime, and was very 
familiar with what Shilts had described:

I don’t know about the straight community but I think in the gay com-
munity there’s a strong inclination towards people who are single and in 
a relationship to want to pursue the thrill, the hunt or the whole ‘Catch 
me if you can,’ let’s go online and see how quickly we can get laid.

Many straight men— whether married or just in a relationship— wonder what 
that is like. We asked all interviewees about whether they keep in touch with 
previous partners on social media, and whether they’d like to get back with 
any of them, even if only for a night. Their answers ranged widely, but notably 
more men than women said yes, they were interested in a brief “reconnec-
tion.” But such overlapping tends not to be so readily perceived as threatening 
to gay men’s primary relationships as it typically remains among straights. 
Sociologist Judith Stacey concurs, in her interview with Mark Oppenheimer:

“They are men,” she [Stacey] said, and she believes it is easier for 
them— right down to the physiology of orgasm— to separate physi-
cal and emotional intimacy. Lesbians and straight women tend to be 
far less comfortable with nonmonogamy than gay men.72

The same conclusion was reached by my colleague Debra Umberson in 
her qualitative study of gay, lesbian, and straight couples:

Men partnered with men were more likely … to report sexual 
encounters outside their primary relationship and to indicate that 
such sexual encounters posed minimal threat to their long- term 
relationship, as long as emotional intimacy was absent.73

In other words, sex with someone else besides your primary partners is 
not the same as cheating.
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The exchange model’s hallmarks are all over this. When both partners 
are male and hence pursuers or “purchasers,” two things are far more apt 
to occur:  (1) one partner wishes for more sex than the other (given typical 
within- couple variation), and (2) bargaining about acceptable sex outside the 
relationship ensues, or— alternately— bargaining does not ensue but sex out-
side the relationship still takes place. Miguel, a 26- year- old gay man from 
Austin, articulated the reality of the first of these. When asked about initiat-
ing sex, Miguel said his partner initiates sex and wants to have sex more often 
than he does, a pattern consistent with those in his previous relationships.

The second thing we should expect— bargaining— is a pattern much 
less likely (though hardly unheard of) to be observed among two women 
or between a man and a woman, not because he doesn’t wonder about it 
but because she will not stand for it and he has to navigate her wishes lest 
the relationship collapse. Seth, a 24- year- old gay man and computer engi-
neer living in Austin with his 52- year- old partner, Bill, helps shed light on 
the bargaining process. He met Bill online when he was 19, hit it off, and 
moved south from upstate New York. They have been together five years 
now. His mother considers them married, something they were legally 
unable to do at the time of the interview (and for which they had made no 
impending plans). Unlike Miguel, Seth has not been in a sexual relation-
ship with anyone else except Bill. Nor has Bill since they’ve been together, 
so far as Seth knows. He qualified the question we posed to him about it, 
noting that while some people may perceive outside relationships as cheat-
ing, “I guess I could frame that in a different way,” at which point he men-
tioned open relationships. How common is that, I asked. Seth responded 
both with an estimate as well as a helpful illustration of how the subject is 
broached:

Well, not in our relationship, but in the gay community, mmm, from 
what I’ve seen, maybe 50– 50. [So this is not characteristic of your rela-
tionship because you both wish for that to be true?] Yeah. [Okay. And you 
don’t feel actively like cheating on him or having an open relationship?] 
No. We’ve talked about it, but no need or desire at the moment. [And 
how does a couple come to sort of say “Ok, we can try this,” versus you 
guys have talked about it and didn’t do it?] Well, my partner more or 
less started it because he has sometimes trouble getting erections 
so, and he knows I’m younger so it’s a lot more common. He went, 
“All right, since you’re more active, if you want to we can talk about 
it, I’d be fine if we set some ground rules but …” [So he offered it?] 
Yeah. [You said no. You said no because … ?] Didn’t need to.
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In Seth’s case, the one who commenced the discussion about an 
open relationship was not the one who wanted it. It beggars belief,  
however, to imagine very many women making such an offer to their 
husbands simply because they’re aware of higher male sex drive. They 
still expect sexual and emotional monogamy, on average. And it is for 
that reason that even most coupled lesbians overwhelmingly disapprove 
of such “extradyadic” relationships. (Only 1.8 percent of cohabiting lesbi-
ans in the Relationships in America data agreed that “marital infidelity is 
sometimes OK.”)

And yet Table 3.3 reveals that the most likely to have had another 
sexual partner on the side are bisexual women, at 43 percent.74 If Kara, 
the 24- year- old bisexual from DC, had been in that random sample, she 
would certainly have been part of the 43 percent. Monogamish has been 
her trademark since the first time she had sex with a woman at age 18 
and a man at 19. Since then it has been more women than men, but 
the future is uncertain. How did she figure out she had a problem with 
monogamy?

It was with another guy. And that was kind of my first inkling. And 
after we broke up I was dating this other guy who wanted to be 
much more serious, and I remember thinking like, “God, I feel like 
I’m— he’s my ball and chain.” I really, I really hated that feeling. 
And that was definitely true then when I dated the woman that I 
lived with for two years. Towards the end I was just like, “I can’t 
do this. Apparently I’m not made to be this way.” Which was great 
when I found my current girlfriend who’s, she was kind of in the 
same boat. And I was like, “Great, I don’t have to worry.” And it 
doesn’t mean that I don’t want a serious relationship, it just means I 
have a high sex drive and I like, I like that. [And do your parents know 
about that?] No. [No, okay.] Of course not (chuckles). My parents are 
actually pretty liberal, but not that liberal.

Speaking of liberal, Kara unwittingly identified a trend. In the Relationships 
in America survey, 64  percent of the pool of “very conservative”  
Americans who had ever had overlapping sexual experiences told us 
those relationships had occurred over 10 years ago. Only 3 percent said 
they were ongoing (or very recent). Not so among the most politically 
liberal: 17 percent of all self- reported overlapping partners among them 
were happening now.
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The Timing of First Sex in Relationships

When a couple begins to have sex in their relationship is arguably the 
best indicator of the price of sex among them. The quicker sex begins in 
heterosexual relationships, the less women are “charging” for it: less time 
spent by men nurturing women’s confidence in them, less romance, fewer 
signals of commitment and intention to remain with her. Remember, sex 
is her resource and in a consensual relationship she controls access to it. 
It doesn’t happen if she doesn’t permit it. And according to most observa-
tions, as well as Duke economist Peter Arcidiacano’s research on “habit 
persistence,” once sex commences it is very unusual for a couple to inten-
tionally cease having sex without jeopardizing the relationship itself.75 
Arcidiacano distinguishes between the “fixed cost” of beginning to have 
sex and the “transition cost” of later discerning whether to continue to 
have sex or not. The fixed cost, he writes, typically appears as a moral 
or psychological barrier— whether they should have sex with someone or 
not. In Chapter 1, Sarah recounts this barrier as she described the logic 
by which she makes decisions about first sex. The barrier for her seemed 
less moral than psychological— attached to whether she really enjoyed 
her date or not (if she did, then she would delay sex for another date or 
two), as well as to her wishful thinking that ideally she would wait longer 
than she has. Other interviewees concurred. Cheryl, a 24- year- old African 
American from the DC area, signaled the same pattern as Sarah. If she 
didn’t particularly like the men, she would have sex with them promptly 
because “it was just sex.” Nothing else seemed at stake. What is hard is 
“to find quality people that you want to be with.” Most of the male inter-
viewees we spoke with did not recount lengthy waits. The most common 
refrain was after a second or third date, a week or two, “definitely” within 
a month. But nearly as frequently we heard of first- date encounters. Ben, 
a 28- year- old Denver- area man, noted the need to navigate “the subtle-
ties of male/ female interactions.” Those skills, he suspects, “have been 
cheapened with the advent of uh, I guess you could call it information- age 
sex.” He added economically, “I think it’s made sexuality a commodity in 
a huge way.”

Elizabeth is 25 and recently moved from Minnesota to Colorado. She 
works two jobs, one with developmentally disabled adults and the other 
in an alternative mental health center. She has a spirit of service and likes 
working with people. And she is interested in marrying someday but is 
in no hurry. When asked whether sex tends to precede the beginning of 
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a defined relationship, her answer was not complicated. She and her cur-
rent boyfriend had sex after their first meeting, and their relationship was 
clarified that night, by him:

And it was kind of odd ’cause I know, for me, with dating, it’s really 
kind of a gray area. Like you meet somebody, and it’s like, “Okay, are 
we dating yet? Should I talk to this person … like, I don’t, I don’t 
really— it’s very, very gray and I see that with a lot of young people. 
. . . I myself try to stay open about it and try to stay communicative 
about that, ’cause I don’t like that whole gray area thing. I wanna 
know what’s going on (sigh).

Other friends, Elizabeth asserts, struggle mightily with the matter of clari-
fication, too. When asked why, she wanders in search of an answer:

I really wish I knew. I think a lot of it has to do because relationships 
are more casual than they use to be. It used to be, even my mom 
told me when she was my age she didn’t have friends that were 
guys. That didn’t, that didn’t happen. “Live with four guys? Pshhh, 
this girl’s a hussy,” you know? Like if you were hanging out with 
a guy, you were with him. It’s like you didn’t have (male) friends. 
So I think now that may, maybe it’s because women have taken on 
a stronger role in both relationships and, and pretty much every-
where that that might have something to do with it.

Is she unique in holding this perspective? Hardly. When she was asked, 
“In the things that you observe, in your friends’ and (in the lives of) 
other people your age, has sex entered the equation yet, before things get 
defined or not?” Sarah responds affirmatively, and asserts her normality 
in this:

I would say . . . most of the time, yeah. … (At) my age it’s uncom-
mon though for somebody to wait a significant amount of time 
before they sleep with the person that they’re seeing, you know it’s, 
or I mean, but it’s also not uncommon for them to do it right away. 
I mean me it’s a case by case basis (chuckles). [Okay. Um, how soon 
do you observe sex entering the relationships among people your age? Or 
when do most people expect it to begin?] I would say at least in the first 
couple of weeks.
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Figure 3.2 displays, using Relationships in America data, the time until 
sexual initiation in respondents’ current (or most recent) sexual relation-
ship.76 It includes marriages but is not limited to them. Sarah’s experi-
ence has now become the modal one in American relationships. That is, 
sex before a relationship begins is now the most common experience. (It 
is still a minority one, though.) Between 20 and 25 percent of men and 
women say they first had sex in their current relationship “after we met, 
but before we began to consider ourselves as being in a relationship.” It 
may be the case, as it often was with Jennifer, that the introduction of sex 
is “the thing that makes it become a relationship.”

The day we met

0% 10% 20% 30%

The day we began a
relationship

Within 2 weeks of
starting a relationship

Within a month

Within a year

More than a year

After we got married

Within 3 months

After we met, but
before in a relationship

Men Women

Figure 3.2 Time to sexual initiation with current (or last) sexual partner
Source: Relationships in America.
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According to Figure 3.2, Sarah is quite normal: 45 percent of women 
said they first had sex with their current (or most recent) partner no later 
than the first two weeks of the relationship. Sarah estimated that she has 
had around 20 partners in her life. She professed a preference for see-
ing someone for a month before becoming sexually intimate with them, 
but that if marital material— vaguely defined as “some chance that we’re 
gonna end up married”— is not obvious within six months, it’s time to end 
the relationship:

When I get to that point I think then “What am I doing here?” You 
know? . . . Some people might consider it kind of, um, oh I don’t 
know what you’d call it, like I’m looking too far ahead, I’m worry-
ing too much about that. … I would be perfectly happy not getting 
married, but I mean I’m not gonna date somebody if … I do not 
see them in my future.

This repetitive pattern signals how women, though gatekeepers, do not 
unilaterally control the price of sex. That is set socially as men and women 
do the work of perceiving the cost of sex among other couples around 
them. While the “fixed cost” of beginning to have sex for Sarah was psy-
chological, for others it is certainly moral. The commencement of a sexual 
relationship still has much to do with what people perceive as morally 
appropriate, not simply what they wish to do.

First- meeting sex (in an ongoing relationship) remains less common, 
reflecting the reported experience of 6 percent of men and 4 percent of 
women. Waiting for marriage is rare, and likely increasingly so in an era 
of cheap sex and a mating market where men have more sexual options 
and women need their resources less than previous eras. The interviews 
reflected Figure 3.2 closely, with a clear majority of interviewees stat-
ing realities shorter than their preferences, the latter of which tended 
to hew to a range between two to six weeks after the first expression of 
mutual affection. The realities of first sex timing— a negotiated thing 
subject to the vagaries of the moment— tended to be notably earlier, 
commonly either just before, at, or within two to three weeks follow-
ing the start of the relationship. Their great- great grandparents would 
have remarked, and probably not with approval, at the pace with which 
couples become sexual before commencing a slow and uncertain crawl 
toward the altar.
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Waiting for Marriage?

Abstinence is increasingly out among the majority of young Americans, 
while speed is in. And the sexual impulse in developing relationships does 
not slow down with age, either. Figure 3.2 is largely impervious to age effects. 
Twenty- two percent of the youngest cohort (18– 24) reported first sex after 
they met but before the relationship commenced, and so did 20 percent  
of 40-  to 49- year- olds and 50-  to 60- year- olds (results not shown).

So how many Americans wait until they are married to have sex? The 
answer is not nearly as simple to discern as it sounds. Several qualifiers 
have to be talked through first. Must their first experience of sexual inter-
course be with their spouse, or not? That is, are we talking about virginity 
until marriage, or about a particular couple not having sex with each other 
before they marry? And what about other kinds of sexual experiences short 
of vaginal intercourse— do they count? Any estimate generated requires a 
host of qualifications. So how best to interpret Figure 3.2 here?

Figure 3.2 does not signal that 11– 12 percent of Americans waited until 
marriage to ever have sex. It means that among all Americans currently 
in a sexual relationship, 11– 12 percent of them waited until they married 
to do so.77 If we reduce the sample to only currently married Americans, 
regardless of age, 17 percent reported first sex after marrying, an estimate 
comparable to the 18 percent of them who reported first sex after they met 
but before their relationship began. Again, this does not mean that 17 per-
cent of married Americans were virgins when they got married, but that 
17 percent of married Americans first experienced sex with their current 
spouse after marrying. (Both, one, or neither of them may have had previ-
ous sexual experience.) Confused? I don’t blame you.

When I  zero in on the 12  percent of men and 11  percent of women 
among all sexually coupled Americans who said they waited until marriage 
to have sex, and then look at the share of them who also reported only one 
lifetime sexual partner— presumably their spouse— we learn a little more. 
Fifty- five percent of those men reported only one lifetime partner, mean-
ing 6.4 percent of all men currently in sexual relationships didn’t have sex 
until they married their one and only lifetime partner. The same is true 
of 54 percent of women in the same scenario, meaning that 5.7 percent 
of women didn’t have sex before they married their one and only partner. 
The closest we’re going to get to a premarital virginity rate, then, is to call it 
about 6 percent, a finding comparable to other recent estimates.78 It won’t 
be higher than that, but it could be a point or two lower.
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So who is most willing to pay, or charge, the highest price for sex? 
When I  predict “waited until marriage” (in the respondent’s current or 
most recent relationship), several robust predictors stand out:

 • Attendance at religious services
 • Political conservatism
 • Higher age at first sex (remember, the respondent could have had previ-

ous partners)
 • Self- rated happiness (which may be a result rather than a predictor)
 • Holding more restrictive attitudes about sexual relationships (obviously)
 • Married parents

This is after controlling for a variety of other measures, including age, 
race, sex, importance of religion (which didn’t matter independently 
of attendance), education, evangelical self- identification, experiences 
with family of origin, and attractiveness. (Table A3.3 displays the 
results.)

Nothing in this list stands out as particularly novel or revealing. 
Beliefs about the prudence of waiting to have sex are largely channeled 
through religious behavior rather than subjective religiosity or particu-
lar religious affiliations or attitudes. That conclusion is not new, either; 
I discerned the same thing in my 2007 study of religious influence on 
the sexual behavior of American teenagers, drawing primarily on the 
Add Health project and the National Study of Youth and Religion.79 And 
yet it is remarkable, when you think about it, that a factor like church 
attendance remains influential even after accounting for a key presump-
tive pathway of its influence— that of holding more restrictive attitudes 
about (and having less previous experience with) sexual relationships. 
There is clearly far more to “pricing” sex than just what people think 
about it.

Does Cheaper Sex = Better Sex? On 
the Elusiveness of Sexual Satisfaction

Cheap sex is having a tough time creating lasting love. Many relationships 
appear to burn passionately with a sexual spark, then flame out. But per-
haps the trade- off is worth it. Perhaps cheaper sex can spell better, hotter 
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sex, even at the cost of relational connection. What do we know about the 
sexual satisfaction of American adults in this era of easier sexual access?

One thing is clear— there has been a surge in research on sexual sat-
isfaction since 2005.80 It’s a hip thing to study, and the concept itself is 
emerging as a key barometer of overall individual well- being.81 That makes 
perfect sense, given the parallel emergence of the pure relationship model. 
After all, if a relationship isn’t sexually satisfying, the standard script says 
it’s time to get help or time to move on. Brent is a 24- year- old real estate 
agent from Austin and seemed to use our interview questions as a means 
to work out his thoughts about sex and the future of his three- year rela-
tionship with his girlfriend, Betsy. (This is an example of how researchers 
can unwittingly affect their subjects just by asking them questions.) While 
he definitely wants to get married someday, he was growing ambivalent 
about getting married to Betsy. We asked him if they would be together a 
year from now:

You know, I don’t know. We’ve been together for so long. We’ve 
been together for a long time, and like you asked me earlier, do 
you see yourself married to her, and since I can’t say yes to that I 
don’t— I am in the process of evaluating things. I don’t understand 
why I can’t say yes, or wouldn’t want to say yes. I don’t see myself 
wanting to marry her. … I just don’t picture it. I don’t see it. I 
don’t see the white picket fence; I just don’t see that for some rea-
son … and I kind of feel perhaps like I am missing out on some 
things, I guess. [Missing out on what? On marriage or being single?] 
No, I guess, on being single. And I don’t, I remember being sin-
gle, being single stinks at least from my perspective. I like hav-
ing someone around. I like having, you know, I like having a best 
friend because she truly is my best friend and maybe that’s why it’s 
so hard for me to take. I don’t know. It’s hard for me to imagine 
us together long term, and I don’t know why. [You’re not sure why?] 
No, I’m really not. You know, she is a bit of a prude still. And not 
actually a prude, she just has weird, (this) sounds weird, but she 
has a lower sex drive (claps hands). [Tell me about that.] So that’s 
not fun. Yeah, I don’t feel like we’re compatible in that sense. I feel 
like we’re compatible sexually, pretty much, but like I said her sex 
drive is pretty low which doesn’t, you know, sometimes it can be 
a real bitch.
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So how often do they have sex?

It varies. Um, you know, there will be some weeks the max in a 
week probably would be three. And then it can go as bad as like once 
in two weeks. [And what do you think about that?] I think you can see 
(it in) my face about what I think about that.

Brent describes Betsy as “beautiful,” tells us she is his best friend, but 
wonders “if it’s waned a little bit.” (She’s only 21.) It’s clear that Brent 
privileges sexual flow— the frequency of sex— to diversity, or new experi-
ences with other partners. He doesn’t have trouble with fidelity, but sexual 
frequency is for him a key indicator of relationship health:

You know this is the longest relationship I have ever been in, and 
so I am sure that probably happens but if, you know, like I said if 
she was ready to go (that is, have sex) every day I don’t know if that 
would, you know what I  mean— like the grass is always greener 
kind of thing. So yeah, I don’t know. So not too frequent sexually, 
but like I said, I am wondering if I am … I’m sorry I am all over 
the place.

After we turned off the microphone at the end of the interview, Brent asked 
if we thought he and Betsy should break up. (We declined to respond.)

Sexual satisfaction is a big deal today, more pivotal than in the past 
insofar as norms of confluent love increasingly characterize our relation-
ships. It also raises the social science question of what exactly constitutes 
sexual satisfaction. And that takes us quickly back to sex differences: men 
and women may well perceive and measure it differently. For men, access 
to consistent sex is a common priority: the more, the better. And if men 
are in the driver’s seat of how quickly relationships become more serious, 
observers have no choice but to pay attention to how their partners navi-
gate their interests. Men also desire diversity in sexual experiences more 
than women do, on average. Meanwhile, plenty of research tells us that 
women much prefer relationships to hookups.82

We shouldn’t characterize Brent as a jerk just because he wants more 
sex. He claims, after all, to be a relational guy (and seems to be so). And 
he’s on to something. Over half of Relationships in America respondents 
who were in relationships and who reported sex more than 10 times in the 
past two weeks told us they were at or near the top of the 1– 10 relational 
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happiness scale, compared with 22 percent of those in relationships who 
reported no sex in the past two weeks (other results not shown). Table A3.4 
(in the appendix) reveals that sexual frequency is associated with relational 
happiness independently of a good many other effects, including mari-
tal status, gender, age, race/ ethnicity, self- rated happiness (the strongest 
predictor), pornography use, social media use, political liberalism, and 
religiosity.

Not all sex is equal, though. Sweden’s Sexuality and Health Project 
found that although high rates of penile- vaginal intercourse (or PVI) 
were associated with better health and increased sexual and life sat-
isfaction, high rates of masturbation were associated with decreased 
satisfaction with sexual life and with life in general.83 Meanwhile, 
masturbation was negatively associated with satisfaction on all mea-
sures: sex life, relationship, mental health, and life in general. In other 
words, vaginal intercourse paid psychological benefits, but masturba-
tion not only did not, it extracted costs. The study’s authors point out 
how often we are led to believe that all sexual practices foster com-
parable effects. But the reality may well be otherwise.84 Likewise, the 
Relationships in America survey data reveal that those who masturbated 
recently were less likely to be happy with life in general— and less 
happy with their current romantic relationship— than those who had 
not (results not shown).

When it comes to relational happiness, then, sexual frequency is nei-
ther necessary nor sufficient, but it is certainly a net positive for most.85 
And as Baumeister articulates, when men perceive a decline in their part-
ner’s sexual interest, it depresses them more than it does their partner. 
That was clearly the case with Brent.

There are other measures of sexual satisfaction, of course. But schol-
ars and popular observers, however, are increasingly privileging one— 
orgasm— as a comparable way to measure sexual satisfaction for men and 
women alike. (It seems even in the study of sex men’s interests dominate.) 
It may well be the only means by which to estimate equality in sexual 
pleasure, and we know how sociologists adore equality and standardized 
measures. It’s not a perfect fit, though. When asked about it, Elizabeth, 
the 25- year- old transplant to Colorado, reported climaxing in her current 
relationship about half of the time, but says that the 50th percentile is not 
a problem: “Even if I don’t orgasm, sex still feels really good. And I don’t 
have to have orgasm to enjoy sex.” I know few men who would agree, but 
plenty of women would, and do.
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In a 2012 study in the flagship journal American Sociological Review, 
Elizabeth Armstrong and Paula England examined data from England’s 
OCSLS study, a large survey of university students, supplemented with 
interview data from Armstrong’s research project among female students 
at Indiana University and Stanford University.86 They were chasing the 
mystery of women’s sexual enjoyment, hoping to understand the role of 
orgasm in both long- term and hookup relationships. And they did a pretty 
thorough job. In the survey component of the study, they asked whether 
the respondent experienced orgasm in four different scenarios— their 
most recent (1) hookup, (2) hookup with intercourse, (3) relationship sex-
ual event, and (4)  relationship sexual event with intercourse. What did 
they find? That familiarity and relationship matters. Orgasm rates for 
women were as follows:

 1. Most recent hookup, no previous hookups with this partner: 11 percent
 2. Most recent hookup, one to two previous hookups with this par-

tner: 16 percent
 3. Most recent hookup, three or more previous hookups with this 

partner: 34 percent
 4. Most recent sexual event in relationship lasting more than six 

months: 67 percent

While there is a linear association visible here, the study authors also asked 
respondents how much they enjoyed their (respective) experience, regard-
less of orgasm. In keeping with the gendered nature of sexual satisfaction, 
reported rates of enjoyment hovered well above those of orgasm and sig-
naled the importance of relationship: recent hookups yielded self- reported 
enjoyment around 50 percent of the time, while enjoyment of relationship 
sex exceeded 80 percent.

Moreover, it’s not just the presence of the relationship that matters. 
It’s also the hope of one. In their regression models predicting orgasm, 
the authors found that even if the respondent was only interested in being 
in a relationship (prior to hooking up), their odds of experiencing orgasm 
increased by 30– 40  percent, and the odds of enjoying the hookup by 
around 2.4 times, controlling for a variety of other factors. Meanwhile, 
among those women in relationships already, those having experienced 
another (that is, simultaneous) partner reported diminished enjoyment 
of their current experience, while being interested in marrying their 
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current partner created a surge in enjoyment, boosting the odds of such 
by 4– 5 times.

There is far more to their study than I  will mention here, but what 
shouts at me from it is the importance of relationship security (or even the 
hope of it), and with it, a sense of romance, mutuality, and desire for mari-
tal commitment. Women were (1) far more apt to enjoy hookup sex if they 
thought there was the possibility of a relationship, and (2) far more apt to 
enjoy relationship sex if they hoped to marry their boyfriend. (Not exactly 
a vote in favor of the pure relationship model.) And yet Armstrong and 
England elect to focus mostly on sexual technique, something they note 
was more apt to occur when sex partners liked each other enough to be in 
a relationship. Indeed, they seem to characterize relationships as means to 
an end: “[t] he benefit of a relationship is that you can tweak your skills.”87

Their illustrative study suggests that cheap sex is not satisfying sex 
to very many women. Instead, it shows women prefer (and enjoy) cost-
lier sex— in the form of closed relationships with high expectations for a 
secure future together. That is the kind of sex in which they are most apt to 
experience orgasm and that they claim they enjoy most. So while cheaper 
sex may spell more sex for many young Americans, it does not promise 
better sex. Better sex costs more.

Conclusion

Online dating, now normative, is a cheap sex delivery system. It can be 
used in the ways in which it is often advertised— as a means of meeting a 
mate— but on the way to lasting love it makes efficient the cycling of short- 
term relationships and the commodification of sex and persons. It brings 
into stark relief the economics of mating as well as highlights the average 
differences in men’s and women’s preferences. That something like Tinder 
has caught on among women, however, signals their weak position in the 
mating market. Opportunistic men are pressing women to operate more 
like men by privileging the physical over all other traits, and women— 
to mate at all— feel like they must play along. Most Tinder “swipes,” of 
course, lead to nowhere— because of her wishes, not his. Comparing the 
sexual desire and behavior patterns of gay and straight Americans reinforce 
claims about the elevated sexual interests of men. And yet the actual sex 
lives of average young Americans are not as glamorous— or as frequent— 
as the media makes them out to be. Just like in high school, opportunity 
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matters:  cohabiting and married Americans report notably more sex 
than singles. And although an elite of men and women— between 10 and 
20 percent— exhibit most of the sexual partnerships— they neither domi-
nate nor monopolize the mating market. No, cheap sex is democratized 
and more widely available to the masses, who report— on average— short 
waits for sex in their relationships. In fact, the modal romantic relation-
ship in America becomes sexual before it becomes “official,” that is, before 
a couple even acknowledges that they’re in a relationship.
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 The Cheapest Sex
Trends in Pornography Use and Masturbation

pornogrApHy And mAsTurbATion are nothing if not the cheapest 
forms of sex. Men, as Roy Baumeister notes, used to toil for days, weeks, 
months, even years, in order to earn a glimpse of a shapely woman naked 
in front of him.1 Now they can do that in seconds in a way unanticipated by 
their genetic material. Men can see more flesh in five minutes than their 
great- grandfathers could in a lifetime. In other words, humans are not 
evolutionarily familiar with the accessibility, affordability, and anonym-
ity that Internet pornography offers. Men especially seem to have been 
unprepared to navigate the advent of cheap (or free) online pornography 
that commenced in the early 1990s but received a big leap forward with 
“streaming” content in the mid- 2000s. Glimpsing a topless pinup on a 
garage wall is not really equivalent to today’s video sex on a 42- inch moni-
tor with surround sound. Both appeal to men’s greater interest in cheap 
sex, but the former depicts a potential sex object, whereas the latter mim-
ics real sexual interaction. The difference matters. The distinction between 
private, solitary sexual activity and paired sex is eroding, and the resulting 
abundance of real and imagined sex has transformed what Illouz calls the 
“ecology of choice” such that the explosion in sexual options has begun to 
inhibit real commitment. Imagination, in this case, tries to imitate, aug-
ment, replace (if necessary), and shape reality.2

Many have welcomed porn. Others view it with regularity but wish they 
did not. And while some couples utilize pornography as part of paired sex-
ual activity, most of us think of pornography as a largely solitary activity, 
but one with potential social and sexual consequences. Baumeister sug-
gests that we would best understand pornography as reflecting the basic 
observation that men have elevated levels of interest in sex. And given that 
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pornography is essentially a cheap form of sex, it stands to reason that 
many men, and certainly more men than women, will gravitate toward 
it. Other scholars, he notes, perceive darker forces at work here, includ-
ing ideas of male domination of women. Giddens himself shares this lat-
ter perspective, asserting that in it “rage, blame, and awe of women are 
unmistakably mixed.”3 Baumeister dismisses them and thinks the sim-
plest explanation is the best one: excess sexual desire meets modern tech-
nology delivery systems. “Craving for sex is precisely what is behind those 
acts,” he holds.4

Masturbation, meanwhile, is as old as humanity. But there is good rea-
son to believe it has gotten a significant boost in popularity from pornog-
raphy’s explosion into the digital world. Compare for a moment sexual 
intercourse before the wide availability of pornography with music before 
the advent of Edison’s phonograph. You simply had to be there, meaning 
coupled sex and music were going to be live performances if they were 
going to be experienced at all. Not so anymore. Many people prefer record-
ings to a live concert. (How many prefer porn and masturbation to actual 
intercourse?) And yet listening to my own tailored Pandora.com algorithm 
as I write this has not affected me— or anyone else— in quite the same 
way that pornography affects nearly everyone, even those who do not give 
it a second look. Online music is simply a more efficient vehicle than a 
cassette or a concert for a comparable experience— listening to desired 
sounds. Digital pornography is not just a more efficient delivery system, 
though it is that. It replaces sex (for some), augments it (for others), and 
alters real sexual connection with real persons. It has changed sex and 
altered relationships in ways that iTunes has not changed music.

Modern pornography is distinctive in that it not only supplies cheap sex 
but stimulates interest in it, too. That is not how supply- and- demand curves 
typically work. Instead, porn creates— then meets— demand with a near- 
infinite supply kept afloat by a propensity toward compulsion. Even the 
market in actual sex work (that is, prostitution) does not function like that.

Naomi Wolf Was Right: “A Vagina … 
Used to Have a Pretty High Exchange Value”

I am well acquainted with the criticisms of sexual economics by sociolo-
gists of gender, many of whom dislike its roots in evolutionary psychology, 
its assertions about robust male– female differences, and its aversion to 
the idea that gender is socially constructed. So it is unusual to witness a 
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liberal feminist author eloquently criticize pornography using economic 
language, but Naomi Wolf unabashedly did so.5 Wolf captures the sen-
timents of many women who came of age before Internet pornography 
really began to surge in supply and popularity:

For two decades, I have watched young women experience the con-
tinual “mission creep” of how pornography— and now Internet 
pornography— has lowered their sense of their own sexual value 
and their actual sexual value. When I came of age in the seventies, 
it was still pretty cool to be able to offer a young man the actual 
presence of a naked, willing young woman. There were more young 
men who wanted to be with naked women than there were naked 
women on the market. If there was nothing actively alarming about 
you, you could get a pretty enthusiastic response by just showing 
up. … Well, I  am 40, and mine is the last female generation to 
experience that sense of sexual confidence and security in what we 
had to offer.6

The fact that she wrote this in 2003— and nothing has changed since, at 
least in terms of what Wolf would label as improvement— reinforces the 
gravity of the situation. It is difficult for those of us who grew up before the 
Internet to truly identify with how sexual education and assumptions about 
relationships have changed because it exists. While there are many aspects 
of the “pure relationship” that Naomi Wolf would applaud— including its 
being made possible by fertility control— there have been unintended con-
sequences, and she is not alone in either discerning or disliking them.

Women are entirely correct when they perceive, as Wolf does, that 
pornography creates competition. It lowers the price of sex among sexual 
gatekeepers:

The young women who talk to me on campuses about the effect of 
pornography on their intimate lives speak of feeling that they can 
never measure up, that they can never ask for what they want; and 
that if they do not offer what porn offers, they cannot expect to hold 
a guy.7

Jonathan, a 24- year- old from Austin, described his experience of using 
pornography while he was in a relationship with someone: “It’s just an 
unfulfilling cycle. It’s stressful, um, it, you become dissatisfied sexually 
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with the person you’re with. How can you not?” He echoed the sentiments 
of Anthony, a 26- year- old from the same city: “If you’re, you know, look-
ing at porn every single day, you’re gonna want something else. You’re not 
gonna want what you’ve got. There’s no way you could be happy with it.”

When Academy Award- winning actress Jennifer Lawrence found her-
self the victim of hackers who illegally downloaded nude photos she had 
taken of herself (and sent to her boyfriend who was living elsewhere at 
the time), she explained why she snapped the photos in the first place 
with this remarkable concession: “Either your boyfriend is going to look 
at porn or he’s going to look at you.”8 If even the most desirable, high- 
status (and thus “expensive”) of women— Hollywood actresses— take 
the men- and- porn association for granted, what does that say about the 
relationship and behavior assumptions among average American young 
adults?

Men are apt to disagree with Wolf here and assert that there is no 
competition. But what men fail to understand is that the competition 
is for their monogamous attentions. Men do not perceive competition 
between women and porn because many men are content to have both 
a real and virtual partners. It is this distinction that leads many women 
to perceive porn as a form of cheating— the transgression of monoga-
mous intentions. Men tend to disagree, suggesting that cheating is only 
when it is with a real (other) person having real sex, not a virtual one and 
masturbation.

Carlos is a 24- year- old from Austin, a college graduate whose parents 
are assisting financially until he can do better than the last job he had 
(which paid $8.25 an hour). He’s been with Melina, his girlfriend and fel-
low college graduate, for nine months. She’s the first woman he has not 
cheated on (yet), unless you count virtual partners and old memories. “I’m 
happy with her,” Carlos claims, “and okay, sure I’ll get married, but with 
Theresa (an ex), like, she’s exactly what I want in a girl, like sexually, physi-
cally, you know.”9 Carlos keeps videos of his sexual escapades with exes. 
What does Melina think of that?

Yeah, she knows I watch, that’s why she hates touching my com-
puter cuz (if) she like types anything, I have everything bookmarked, 
I guess, and like it just comes up. … She knows and she doesn’t, 
she doesn’t like to use my laptop, but what bothers her is not the 
porn, but the pictures I have of my ex- girlfriends naked and videos 
of them, of us. Like videos of me and my ex- girlfriends having sex, 
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and just pictures of them, like that’s the only porn that she doesn’t, 
pornographic material that she just cannot stand and hates. [How 
many of those do you have?] You know, pretty much every girl, you 
know every relationship I’ve been in, you know.

We asked Carlos what Melina thought of masturbation, which he does at 
least daily.

(S)he knows. Um, she doesn’t like it. She doesn’t like that I mas-
turbate because then when it comes to her like I’m not 100%, you 
know, so she’d rather me not, but I mean then I’ll tell her, “Well, 
have more sex with me,” but she just doesn’t have a high sex drive, 
like she, you know, she never masturbates and you know we’re com-
pletely honest with each other. … She finds it repulsive, you know 
to touch herself, you know, so she doesn’t understand why I  do 
it a lot. [And, um, has that caused any tension in your relationship?] 
No, just sometimes when I can’t function just cuz I’m too desensi-
tized, you know, I can’t get it up. You know there’s some, of course, 
there’s some disappointment, but you know it’s okay. But the one 
time where it was a problem was when my laptop was broken tem-
porarily and I was with Serena (another ex) and I asked her, “Hey, 
can I use your laptop, I need to like write a report” while she went 
off to class or work, and um, like I used it to watch porn but she 
like checked the history and she got so pissed off at me. But I don’t 
know, I didn’t give a shit, so.

There may have been an era in which Carlos would have had trouble 
retaining the sexual interest of a woman, but that era is no more. In its 
place has grown a culture of tolerating pornography among men’s sexual 
partners— the interviews confirm this— including those that vehemently 
dislike it. Like Wolf observes, it’s the new cost of doing business with men.

Wolf’s withering criticism, which has gone unheeded, could eas-
ily be aimed at Giddens’s claims that modern sexuality has been liber-
ated by the pure relationship. The advances of technology in one sexual 
domain— fertility control— are not unrelated to the advances of technol-
ogy in another sexual domain— the explosion in online pornography. 
Each in their own way seek to “purify” sexual relationships, the Pill 
from the exigencies of reproduction, and porn from the exigencies of 
self- control and the challenges that come from navigating relationships 
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and the real- time wishes of real people. Wolf would like the former but 
bemoans the latter:

But does all this sexual imagery in the air mean that sex has been 
liberated— or is it the case that the relationship between the multi- 
billion- dollar porn industry, compulsiveness, and sexual appetite 
has become like the relationship between agribusiness, processed 
foods, supersize portions, and obesity?10

Not only have Americans witnessed the increasing standardization of 
expectations about women’s physical appearance, creating a hierarchy of 
sexual attractiveness. The same has also occurred to the sexual encounter 
itself. Pornography has not variegated sexual experience; on the contrary, it 
has fixed it in predictable sequences. Critics— rightly, in my view— suggest 
that the “capitalist cultural grammar has massively penetrated the realm 
of heterosexual romantic relationships,” and this is one way it has done 
so.11 It is the most obvious way in which sex has been commodified. Eva 
Illouz identifies pornographic culture as having dismantled any sense of 
“sexual honor” or norms of monogamous commitment.12 It is difficult to 
disagree, after listening to so many interviewees answer our blunt ques-
tions. Even Christopher Ryan, the author of Sex at Dawn and a proponent 
of non- monogamy, sees reason for concern. Speaking about Tinder to 
writer Nancy Jo Sales in her Vanity Fair article on the death of dating, Ryan 
admits there can be problems with sexualized technology:

“It’s the same pattern manifested in porn use,” he says. “The appe-
tite has always been there, but it had restricted availability; with new 
technologies the restrictions are being stripped away and we see 
people sort of going crazy with it. I think the same thing is happen-
ing with this unlimited access to sex partners. People are gorging. 
That’s why it’s not intimate. You could call it a kind of psychosexual 
obesity.”13

Pornography and Compulsive Sexual Behavior

Psychosexual obesity. Gorging. Supersize portions. Industrialized sex. 
The effect of pornography on the market in relationships— whether short- 
term or long- term— sounds deleterious. And all that from authors who 
are openly and firmly committed to aspects of liberalized sexuality. But 
pornography, they hold, sows the seeds of compulsive behavior. This too 
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Giddens anticipated in 1992, writing just before the popular advent of the 
Internet. The sexual and technological shifts that he described (and that 
I recounted in previous chapters) should lead us, he asserted, to “expect 
male sexuality to become troubled and, very often, compulsive . . . acting 
out of routines that have become detached from their erstwhile supports.”14 
About pornography, in particular, Giddens was even more specific, assert-
ing that it “easily becomes addictive because of its substitutive character.”15 
That substitutive character quietly bespeaks the exchange model, for what 
is substituted is access to real sexual behavior, the part of the equation to 
which women hold the key (in heterosexual relationships).

Pornography is also unique among sexual behaviors today in that seg-
ments of both Left and Right are now openly expressing concern about it. 
Conservatives, of course, have long fretted about it (hamstrung only by their 
higher allegiance to free speech), but they are no longer alone.16 Liberals who 
otherwise loathe appearing restrictive here are nevertheless increasingly con-
cerned that indulging porn has gotten out of control and is now harming 
persons and their relationships. And since “protection from harm” is a funda-
mental principle that liberals care deeply about— more so than conservatives— 
it should not surprise us that figures like Naomi Wolf and Christopher Ryan 
(and Noam Chomsky and Andrea Dworkin) are concerned.17

But liberal concern about pornography has not yet been consolidated or 
organized, and it has failed to make inroads in scholarly circles.18 For exam-
ple, sex addiction is widely presumed to exist. The same is true of addiction 
to pornography. Celebrities have sought in- patient counseling for what has 
been medically labeled “hypersexual disorder.” Yet none of these is given 
much space in the DSM- V, the newest edition of the bible of psychological 
and psychiatric problems. In fact, sex addiction was in the DSM- III, but 
was removed from the 1994 edition and remains that way today— out.19 It is 
a matter of mild controversy, too.20 “Sexuality, with its moral ties, is handled 
much less objectively in scientific debate,” suggest a pair of neurosurgeons 
in a commentary on how researchers fail to evaluate pornography:

This is no casual, inconsequential phenomenon, yet there is a ten-
dency to trivialize the possible social and biologic effects of pornog-
raphy. The sex industry has successfully characterized any objection 
to pornography as being from the religious/ moral perspective; they 
then dismiss these objections as First Amendment infringements. If 
pornography addiction is viewed objectively, evidence indicates that 
it does indeed cause harm in humans with regard to pair- bonding.21
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But when Utah governor Gary Herbert signed a resolution in April 2016 
declaring pornography a public health hazard, the move was met with 
more guffaws and LOLs than serious consideration.

Meanwhile, hypoactive sexual desire disorder, or the unwanted experi-
ence of low sexual desire, remains squarely in the DSM- V.

Getting a Best Estimate of Pornography Use

But perhaps we are overestimating the problem. As with most data on sex, 
we only have quality information going back a few decades. There are not 
a plethora of population- based surveys that ask about porn use, either, so 
we have had limited options. Health surveys seldom include it, given little 
conceptual link between pornography and physical health markers. (Public 
funding for research on this subject is scarce.) The old standby General 
Social Survey asks only about annual use, which is not very helpful.22 The 
result has been wide variation in estimates of pornography use— not ideal.

So a pair of colleagues and I  explored the reasons for the variation 
in such estimates using data from four recent nationally representative 
samples— each of which asked a different type of question about pornog-
raphy use and each of which came up with quite different estimates.23 
We attributed the variation to differences in question wording and answer 
options, and argued that the “general use” approach to asking about por-
nography lends itself to a few standard problems. First, there is social 
desirability:  for many, pornography use is unpleasant to admit. Second, 
there is a tendency to regress toward a lower mean when asked about 
“average” use. That is, someone who looked at pornography several days 
in a row might think such a bender was uncharacteristic of their average 
use patterns and instead report “once a week” or “a few times a month.” 
Third, people are prone to recall bias: who remembers what one was doing 
“on average” six or eight months ago?24 One otherwise- fine survey asked 
the number of times the respondent looked at pornography in a year, as if 
people keep a diary of such things.

We concluded that a survey question asking respondents about their 
most recent use of pornography is the best way to assess the overall preva-
lence of pornography in a population. That is what the Relationships in 
America survey did. Everyone was asked, “When did you last intentionally 
look at pornography?”25 The results reveal just how gendered (and just 
how frequent) pornography use is: 43 percent of men and 9 percent of 
women report watching pornography in the past week. If I limit it to 18-  to 
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39- year- olds, the estimates shift upward, to 46 percent of men and 16 per-
cent of women. In a manner unlike women’s estimates, men’s porn use 
clusters around the most recent options, hinting at possible compulsive 
behavior: 24 percent of American men reported their most recent use of 
pornography as either today or yesterday. When expanded out to encom-
pass the past month, the estimate barely doubles— to 53 percent.

Many cultural critics and parents associate porn with teenage boys or 
young adult men, but Figure 4.1 reveals that assumption is inaccurate. 
Weekly pornography use (by group) peaks among men in their mid- 
twenties, remains elevated until the late thirties, then exhibits a very grad-
ual decline. But 60- year- old men are still only slightly less likely to have 
viewed pornography within the past week than men in their twenties and 
thirties, and remain more likely to do so than women ever are. Cheap sex 
is not an idea that is lost on men as they age. There is certainly demand 
that has been stimulated among older Americans as well. While only peo-
ple born before the early 1980s can be said to remember a world absent of 
Internet pornography, by the looks of it they have caught up, making up 
for lost time. Porn attracts both those who never knew a world without it, 
and those who did. Hence, porn use in America is common among men, 
and that has occurred not because attitudes toward it have eased entirely 
but because access to its attractions has.26
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Figure 4.1 Percent reporting pornography use in the past week, by age and sex
Source: Relationships in America.
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Women and Porn: A Growing Trend?

Minutes after I finished a talk about the contemporary mating market at 
a mainstream religious college in the mid- South, a conversation ensued 
with two female students and a male administrator about how pornog-
raphy shaped the experience of dating. One of the women declared that 
she knew more women than men who watched porn. While her anec-
dotal claim does not hold at a population level, it was true in her world 
and she was convinced that the sex drive of women thus exceeded that 
of men. (That observation won’t hold, either.) But social scientists know 
better than to shrug off her statement as simply incorrect. She was telling 
me something: women her age were into porn at rates that people around 
her underestimated. I heard a similar story at a more conservative college 
several months before.

She is on to something: a second look at Figure 4.1 confirms the nar-
rowest phase of the gender gap in porn use occurs early— among late ado-
lescents and young adults. Among women, there is a more linear (but 
slow) downward trend in pornography use with age. While 19 percent of 
18-  to 29- year- old women report viewing pornography in the past week, 
only 3 percent of women in their fifties report doing so, meaning that— 
unlike among men— the youngest women are over six times as likely to 
have viewed pornography recently as the oldest women.

Might this signal a new and more enduring openness to pornography 
among women? While it is possible, it pays to be skeptical. While porn 
use remains subject to greater- than- average risk of biased estimates, and 
such bias may be more pronounced among women than men, it stretches 
the imagination to suggest that social desirability bias entirely accounts 
for— explains away— the gender gap in porn use.

Porn use is not exclusively tied to sex drive among women. If it were, 
we should see greater use among older women than we actually observe. 
In fact, when asked whether they were “content with the amount of sex 
you are having,” the youngest women (ages 18– 23) were the least likely 
to say “no, I want more” (30 percent vs. 39 percent among 24-  to 32- year- 
olds). However, the correlation between wanting more sex and looking 
at porn recently was highest among the youngest group (0.19). In other 
words, there is a stronger connection between unmet sexual desire and 
pornography use among younger women than older women. (It is still 
far weaker than the same link among men.) The correlation between 
actual reported frequency of sex and porn use is highest (but still modest, 
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at 0.11) among the oldest group of women (ages 50– 60), reinforcing the 
standard explanation that— unlike men— those women who use porn 
are augmenting sex rather than replacing it. Recent sexual frequency 
and past- week porn use are altogether unrelated among the sample’s 
youngest women.

That pattern doesn’t characterize everyone, though. Alyssa, the 27- year- 
old from Milwaukee, is not where she wanted to be in life at this age. She 
wants stability and permanence— she wants to be married by 30 and have 
children shortly thereafter— but they’ve been elusive from the beginning 
(her parents split before she was born). She narrated a history of multiple 
relationships, three different colleges, and a series of job transitions. Most 
recently she was fired from a public accounting firm for not progressing 
amply in job performance. She is currently unemployed and defaulting 
on three different college loans (totaling $40,000). But a ray of hope for 
her lies in a new relationship— started online seven months ago— about 
which she is optimistic. They slid into cohabiting after five months of 
spending most of the time at his apartment. They waited two months to 
have sex, at his request, which was unusual for Alyssa and made her “frus-
trated as hell.” “I’m not used to waiting. That’s not my preference,” she 
explained, which was closer to two or three weeks. She initiates sex more 
than he does, a fact she attributes to an elevated libido that she describes 
as “annoying.”

In her adult relationships, she has been “interested in rough sex,” 
something not all of her partners have taken to. The trajectory of Alyssa’s 
sexual development made it unsurprising when she revealed a proclivity 
for pornography. Indeed, her sexual behavior and interest pattern reflect a 
more traditionally masculine form. She is reflective and insightful about 
her unusual relationship with pornography. The thought of her boyfriend 
looking at it “makes me feel icky,” but she considers herself having been 
an addict in college. “It’s definitely a double standard,” she admits. She 
first saw it at age 9; her older brother left a trail of it: “I remember finding 
pictures in the shower and, just, all over. It was omnipresent.” Porn “was a 
daily habit all the way through college, and it didn’t really slow down until 
maybe my, my last long- term relationship.” What about it attracted her? 
“It was definitely a sexual outlet … there’s an inverse relationship to if I’m 
in a sexual relationship or not. … For a long time I was really attracted 
to a very rough and very, um, like power- play, dominant and submissive 
sort of things, and um, rape fantasy and things like that,” an interest that 
has diminished as she’s gotten older but a pattern clearly shaped by events 
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that occurred when she was younger. “Being older,” she deduced, “I’m a 
lot less interested in a lot of things that are seemingly self- destructive, and 
I think that there was part of my brain that saw that as like, a projection of 
personal, sort of debasement that was on some level psychologically attrac-
tive. That’s my guess.” The effect of porn, she holds, is not just a personal 
thing. It’s social:

I have come to believe that people from my generation, anyone who 
grew up with the Internet, get a lot of their ideas about sex from 
porn, and I think that sex didn’t used to be the way it is now, and 
we are emulating porn currently. [Describe how you think sex is now, 
how you think it was before, and how do you think you’re emulating it.] 
Sex today in my experience, from me personally, and from knowing 
other people, talking about this, seeing other people have sex, [it’s] a 
lot less romantic. I mean it’s much more mechanical, and um, you 
don’t necessarily have to be connected to that person in any way. 
That seems slightly unnatural and out of line with my idea of kind 
of purpose and function of romantic sex in a traditional relation-
ship. I feel like even within the context of relationships, even when 
it’s not casual sex, people are still, I mean the act of sex is, it’s not 
about … like the concept of making love, people think is cliché, and 
weird and silly, and sex is just very, um, physically serving, and it’s 
much less of an emotional and a loving act.

Alyssa does not exempt herself from its effects, about which she is 
ambivalent:

I can see in myself the effect that watching porn has had on me. 
[Describe that a little bit for me.] Um, I  think that uh . .  . I  guess 
I can’t say for sure how I would have turned out, or what I would 
have liked if I had never seen it before I did it. [Okay.] But I know 
that I  feel a little bit sexier when I’m having sex like a porn star. 
[Okay, how does a porn star have it?] Um, porn sex is not, like I said, 
not romantic and it’s not, like, it’s not slow. It’s not seductive, it’s 
much more about um, like the thrusting and the grunting than the 
touching and the sighing, you know. The gentle loving aspect is 
not hot. The hot, sexy, um, like really exciting part of sex, is like 
porn sex, where it’s just fast, and hard, and loud, and all that. … 
I  just know that, um, the feelings that I’m feeling and the things 
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that I am choosing to do will, when I’m engaging in sexual activity, 
I am recalling in my mind things that I have seen before, so I know 
that there’s an effect on it.

She became sexually active with a boyfriend at 15 after a year of “foreplay 
activities,” has had nearly 20 partners (most of them brief), and reported 
several instances of touching or making out with a woman. She struggles 
with monogamy and is “on kind of the border line of identifying as bisex-
ual,” but “given the nature of how much easier it is to find male partners, 
and just comfortable, and like I know what I’m doing, and there’s just sort 
of this fear of the unknown with female partners, I really haven’t explored 
it too much.”

Despite all the sex- related problems she has endured and, in some 
cases (by her own admission) provoked, Alyssa has remarkable insight on 
sexual influence, and, at age 27, hopes the future is more stable. She can 
even envision marriage, something she has seldom witnessed:

I used to think that marriage was ridiculous and that everyone was 
just forcing themselves into it, but, as I’ve gotten older, just, I’ve 
lost my interest for partner hopping and for experiencing you know, 
new people and new styles and lifestyles and it’s just, I want to settle 
down. I want to stay put.

That impulse was simply not present in years past. In keeping with 
Alyssa’s observations, younger adults are less likely to object to pornogra-
phy (and to no- strings- attached sex, etc.) than older adults. This, however, 
has always been the case.27 What has changed for all, however, is access 
to this form of cheap sex. By their uptake of modern pornography young 
women are acting more like men— certainly more so than women only 
10– 12 years older than them. But they are not more or less permissive in 
their attitudes about uncommitted sex than women in their upper twen-
ties and low thirties. And their frequency of sexual behavior does not seem 
strikingly different. But among the youngest adult women, the correlation 
(or connection) between past- week porn use and past- week masturbation 
is more than twice as strong as it is among the oldest group of women 
in the survey (0.61 vs. 0.26, respectively). This is not a function of non- 
heterosexuality, either, since the correlations remain comparable when 
I  limit the sample of women to only those who profess to be “100 per-
cent heterosexual.” For men, the association between recent porn and 
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masturbation is strong across all age groups (ranging from 0.64 to 0.55). 
What I see in the data is that the youngest women mirror men here far 
more than do women not much older than them. While overall porn use 
is much lower among women than among men, its connection with mas-
turbation is tighter than I expected. Will they “grow out of it,” as the saying 
goes, since women in their upper twenties do not display a close associa-
tion between pornography and masturbation? It’s hard to say. We need to 
revisit that one in a decade.

All these observations do nothing to answer the why question: Why the 
greater attraction to pornography among younger women? Speculation is 
difficult to avoid. The simplest suspect is that they have had more long- 
term exposure to digital porn’s availability— this is Alyssa’s hunch— or 
perhaps feel less embarrassment about saying so on a survey than have 
women just a few years older than them. Porn may simply be more nor-
mal for them than for others 5, 10, or 20 years older than they are. But 
exposure need not mean attraction and uptake.

Have younger women always glimpsed more porn than older women? 
Yes. Data from the General Social Survey reveals that the youngest women 
in nearly every survey iteration since 1972 have reported being more apt 
to “watch an X- rated movie” in the past year than women older than them. 
And yet the delivery system has changed, and we do not have a good sense 
of how much pornography young women were actually consuming (or 
how often) in the past. An “annual” rate tells us something, but not much.

Does this mean that women who report weekly porn use are somehow 
more sexually jaded— however defined— than men who do the same, simply 
because it is more uncommon among women than men? Not necessarily. 
Some speculate that women’s porn use is not the solitary thing that it often is 
for men, who typically use it as an aid in masturbation. But here too, the con-
ventional wisdom is beginning to crumble: whereas 80 percent of men who 
said they watched porn within the past day also said they had masturbated 
within the past day, 74 percent of women who did so reported the same.

What can be known with confidence, however, is the basic mes-
sage: regular porn use is notably higher among the youngest adult women 
than among women in their upper twenties or thirties. Is this consequen-
tial? Very likely, in ways Alyssa eloquently spelled out. If porn use under-
mines long- standing ideas about marriage— such as the expectation of 
sexual fidelity/ monogamy and relationship permanence— then it stands 
to reason that greater porn use among women should undermine those 
marital values. That much is true: women who say they never watch porn 
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are the least likely to report having cheated on a romantic partner and 
the most likely to express disagreement when asked whether “traditional 
marriage is outdated” (results not shown). It makes sense. Porn use thus 
appears to constitute a liberalizing force, at least when it comes to support 
for traditional institutions and arrangements.

To suggest— as some critics do— that pornography lacks the ability to 
alter desire or behavior does not make sense. Of course it can. Pornography 
is not like the passive consumption of any given movie. Instead, it is as if 
you were watching the same movie over and over again, with minimal 
variations. It is a repetitive and powerful narrative about sex that certainly 
contains the capacity to shape us.

Plastic Sexuality and Pornography

We tend to equate porn use with straight men ogling women online, and it 
is true— most pornography is consumed by heterosexual men. But that is 
only because they comprise the vast majority of American men. Their porn 
consumption patterns, however, are eclipsed— dramatically so— by the 
rates visible among sexual minorities. Table 4.1 displays pornography use 
rates both in the past day (today or yesterday) and in the past week, among 
men and women ages 18– 60 in the Relationships in America data. I thought 
about displaying only those ages 18– 39, but the additional cases provide 
more robust estimates and the two tables do not look radically different.

Over half of gay and bisexual men self- report pornography use in the 
past day, and between 71 and 76 percent in the past week, respectively. That 
is well above the 20 and 38 percent rates, respectively, reported among het-
erosexual men. This is not new news, either. In their study of billions of 
web searches, analysts Odi Ogas and Sai Gaddam found that when com-
pared with straight men, gay men watched more porn, had larger porn 
stashes, searched for more porn online, and subscribed to more porno-
graphic websites.28

But the same pattern is visible among women. Whereas only 2 per-
cent of straight women reported past- day pornography use, 17 percent of 
bisexual women did so, 11 percent of “mostly heterosexual” women said 
so, as well as 8 percent of lesbian women. In most estimates displayed 
here, the pornography use rates of sexual minority women are three times 
that of straight women.29 Bisexual women even give straight men a run 
for their money. (In fact, their past- week use rates are higher than among 
heterosexual men.)
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Why the clear link between sexual minorities and more fre-
quent pornography use? This really should not surprise us. Back to 
Giddens: “plastic” sexuality is a precursor to the development and pop-
ularization of the “pure relationship,” of which sexual minorities rep-
resent the vanguard. What does the pure relationship model have to do 
with porn use, which tends to be a solitary activity? Plenty. Remember 
what the pure relationship involves— concern for the personal satisfac-
tions that can be derived from it. And recall the new mentality around 
sexuality that Giddens describes: (1) it becomes the property of the indi-
vidual, (2)  it is open to being explored and cultivated (or shaped) in 
diverse ways, and (3) the generation of sexual pleasure now far eclipses 
any concern for what Giddens called the “exigencies of reproduction” 
(that is, the connection of sex with baby- making.) Sex is for fun and 
experimentation, and if pleasure can be derived from pornography, 
then those most apt to seek it out are not simply men— due to their 
elevated sex drive— but especially those men (and women) in the van-
guard of this new model.

What this explanation does not leave, however, is any room for alter-
native causation. Leaning on Giddens, we are left to conclude that either 
non- heterosexual orientations cause elevated pornography use or else 
something else causes both. An altogether different hypothesis is that we 
may be shaping or molding our sexuality, at least in part, through interac-
tion with pornography.

How, after all, do people learn about different sexual positions, sex toys, 
fetishes, and different kinds of partners— tall, blond, short, hairy, masculine, 
multiple, etc.? They are certainly not apt to be immutable preferences— as 
if a person was born to find brunettes more attractive than blondes or was 

Table 4.1 Pornography use in past day and past week,  

by self- reported sexual orientation

Today or Yesterday Within Past Six Days

Men (%) Women (%) Men (%) Women (%)

100% Heterosexual 20.3 2.3 38.0 6.7
Mostly Heterosexual 43.1 11.2 69.4 23.9
Bisexual 54.5 16.6 70.6 43.8
Mostly Homosexual 42.2 6.5 62.6 18.3
100% Homosexual 54.1 8.4 75.6 21.4

Source: Relationships in America.
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hard- wired to prefer bondage or big breasts. No, they are largely learned. 
Learned where— from a partner? Perhaps, but even partners learn from 
someone, or somewhere. It is no longer a leap to assert that pornography 
is not just a response to demand, but is itself an influential teacher. Some 
of its lessons are learned, attempted, and rejected— of the “been there, done 
that, don’t wish to try that again” sort— while others are learned, liked, and 
repeated.

As an example of the hypothesis I  am posing, straight men are 
glimpsing other men having sex (with women) in pornography— the 
“cumshot” scenario in porn is not just common but listed as popular 
and desirable by straight men when queried about their own pornog-
raphy preferences.30 In reality, then, straight men are attracted to the 
sexual pleasure of other aroused men. I  am not suggesting here that 
porn use leads straight men to “turn” gay. No. What I think is a reason-
able interpretation, however, is that pornography is indirectly shaping 
(and increasing) the sexualization of situations, what people are willing 
to try, and what they come to desire sexually. Sociologist Jane Ward’s 
evaluation of men who have sex with other men— but consider them-
selves straight— is hence not an oxymoron.31 To be gay, in her perspec-
tive, is not simply about sexual attraction or behavior patterns, but about 
the (additional) adoption of a community and culture. Pornography, 
then, is blurring the lines between sexual orientations, contributing 
to the growth of what is sexually attractive. This may be why bisexu-
als’ porn use rates are among the highest in America. As pornography 
increasingly saturates American private life, it is becoming scientifically  
untenable to maintain that porn doesn’t matter.

The Politics of Porn

In surveys, most sex- related variables are correlated with political affili-
ation, with liberals more apt to back the sexually permissive response. 
Support for pornography is certainly an example. In the Relationships in 
America study, agreement with the statement “Viewing pornographic 
material is OK” hews closely to political lines:

 • 63 percent among very liberal respondents
 • 60 percent among liberal respondents
 • 38 percent among moderate or “middle- of- the- road” respondents
 • 25 percent among conservative respondents
 • 19 percent among very conservative respondents
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Moreover, support for the statement “Viewing pornographic material is 
OK” is nearly as strong among liberal women as it is among liberal men.32 
For them sexual freedom is a principle, a freedom to back, even if the 
expression of that freedom via porn use is utilized far more by men of 
all political persuasions than women. Fifty- four percent of “very liberal” 
and 57 percent of “liberal” 24-  to 35- year- old men in the Relationships in 
America data reported porn use in the past week, compared with 31 percent 
of “very conservative” and 43 percent of “conservative” men of the same 
age. (Past- week porn use ranged among young women from 10 percent 
among very conservative women to 19 percent among the most liberal.)

How do we account for such politico- sexual distinctions? Is there con-
sonance between political liberalism and a pornographic vision of sexuality 
(e.g., as no- strings- attached)? Or are the conservatives lying hypocrites— 
saying one thing and doing another?33 Or is it possible that pornographic 
technology is actually helping turn America “blue” (that is, more politically 
liberal) by socializing attitudes toward committed sexual relationships that 
are more consonant with a liberal vision than a conservative one? Sound 
crazy? It may not be.

Does Porn Shape LGBT Support?

Take, for example, same- sex marriage, an idea that garners far greater sup-
port from political liberals than conservatives. Not so long ago— a blink 
of an eye in the study of social behavior— the majority of Americans felt 
differently. Today, many have changed their mind. Does heightened porn 
use matter for fashioning political attitudes about marriage?34 It does 
among men.

Data analyses from Relationships in America— fielded just about 
18  months before the US Supreme Court ruled in favor of a consti-
tutional right to same- sex marriage— reveal that when young adult 
Americans ages 23– 39 are asked about their level of agreement with 
the statement “It should be legal for gays and lesbians to marry in 
America,” a modest gender difference emerges, just as expected and 
consonant with most polls:  41  percent of men agreed or strongly 
agreed, compared with 45  percent of women.35 But of the men who 
view pornographic material “every day or almost every day,” 43 percent 
“strongly agreed” that gay and lesbian marriage should be legal, com-
pared with around 12 percent of those whose porn- use patterns were 
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either monthly or less often than that. Regression analyses (in Table 
A4.1) confirm that last pornography use is a (very) significant predictor 
of men’s support for same- sex marriage in the full sample, displaying 
a linear association even after controlling for other obvious factors that 
might influence one’s perspective, such as political affiliation, religios-
ity, relationship status, age, education, sexual orientation, and social 
media use. It’s even significant after I control for their attitude about 
pornography (which is also very influential).

The same pattern emerged when I considered the statement “Gay and 
lesbian couples do just as good a job raising children as heterosexual cou-
ples,” a question I asked on the NFSS survey. Only 26 percent of the light-
est porn users agree, compared with 63 percent of the heaviest consumers. 
It is a linear association for men: the more porn they consume, the more 
they affirm this statement.

Of course, correlation doesn’t mean causation. On the other hand, I am 
pretty confident a causal arrow wouldn’t run in the other direction. (Why 
would supporting same- sex marriage prompt men to look at porn?) Still, 
we should consider alternative explanations. What might predict both 
porn use and support for new family forms? Religion? Politics? Perhaps a 
general rise in permissive sexual norms predicts both porn use and LGBT 
rights. While religiosity matters for perceiving marriage as outdated, it 
does little to alter the stable link between porn use and same- sex mar-
riage support. The same is true of political affiliation. And recall I already 
controlled for permissive attitudes toward pornography. These all matter; 
they just don’t explain the association between porn use and supporting 
nontraditional family forms.

Why might this association exist? Given that I  study sexual behav-
ior, I cannot help but note the contrast between classic descriptions of 
marital sexuality and how sex is portrayed in modern pornography. The 
latter redirects sex away from any sense of it as involving relationships 
of permanence, exclusivity, or expectations of fertility. On the contrary, 
pornography typically treats gazers to a veritable fire- hose dousing of 
sex- act diversity, and presses its consumers away from thinking of sex 
as having anything to do with love, monogamy, or childbearing— all 
traits that most Americans long equated with marriage.36 So, add to the 
sharing of bodies temporarily and nonexclusively a significant dose of 
alternative sexual activities— different positions, roles, genders, and 
varying numbers of participants— and that is basically where porn leads 
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today: away from sex as having anything approaching a classic marital 
sense or structure.

In the end, contrary to what very many people might wish to think, 
men’s support for redefining marriage may not be the product of 
actively adopting ideals about expansive freedoms, rights, liberties, and 
a noble commitment to fairness. It may be, at least in part, a passive 
byproduct of regular exposure to the diversity of sex found in contem-
porary porn.

I’m not alone in seeing the connection, either. Other scholars are 
documenting the same pattern in their data sets, too.37 When asked to 
explain the link he found between pornography use and same- sex mar-
riage support, Indiana University media professor Paul Wright remarked 
that “pornography adopts an individualistic, nonjudgmental stance on 
all kinds of nontraditional sexual behaviors” and added that “since a 
portion of individuals’ sexual attitudes come from the media they con-
sume, it makes sense that pornography viewers would have more posi-
tive attitudes towards same- sex marriage.”38 It’s not just about same- sex 
marriage. Researchers cannot locate empirical support for claims that 
pornography is anti- feminist, something it has long been accused of. In 
a 2016 study appearing in the Journal of Sex Research, social scientists 
found that porn users are more apt to identify as feminists and hold 
more egalitarian attitudes— toward women in positions of power, women 
working outside the home, as well as toward abortion— than are nonus-
ers.39 You think technology cannot change people’s minds? It may be 
time to reconsider.

First Porn, then Sexual Violence?

While Giddens noted the addictive nature of pornography in 1992, he 
and others suspected pornography to be associated with sexual violence. 
But the link, he held, would not be obvious. The connection between the 
two would be through the “episodic” nature of male sexuality. It is not 
a simple logic Giddens traces, but some forms of sexual violence (like 
rape) display by their nature an episodic form of sexuality. Pornography, 
he holds, typically portrays not intimate, relational sex but instances (or 
episodes) of sex characterized by a man’s conquest of the complicit, over-
come woman. Giddens is right about pornography— that it fosters the epi-
sodic sexuality he describes. It is corrosive to the decidedly non- episodic 
rhythm of relationships, especially settled married life. So it is that men 
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often “compartmentalize their sexual activity from the parts of their lives 
in which they are able to find stability and integrity of direction.”40

But Wolf is more right than Giddens in her claim that “far from hav-
ing to fend off porn- crazed young men, young women are worrying that 
as mere flesh and blood, they can scarcely get, let alone hold, their atten-
tion.”41 Pornography use has not, as many suspected, led to a surge in 
interpersonal sexual violence.42 If porn use expresses an underlying pen-
chant for dominating women, as Giddens suspects, it is certainly a virtual 
rather than real form of such.43

Futurist George Gilder, who wrote an interesting book of sexual predic-
tions in the early 1990s, similarly feared for the sexual violence that he 
believed was close at hand.44 What a society cannot handle for long, he 
held, is a culture of the “unmarried male,” that is, when long- term com-
mitments are undermined by short- term opportunistic philosophies. For 
men, marriage combats that. But Gilder’s prediction of violence in the 
wake of this has not materialized, at least not in the West. Ease of sexual 
access— real or virtual— has, if anything, deadened men.

Our in- person interviews, which posed several questions about por-
nography use, reinforce this conclusion. My research team found men 
consistently inarticulate about the subject. It is as if they themselves do not 
know what to make of their own penchant for spending hours online gaz-
ing and ejaculating. “You don’t have to look at it,” one experienced looker 
reminded us. While true, his is a remarkably unhelpful statement about 
a behavior that has a track record of tracking toward compulsivity. Just 
like the psychiatrists debating the matter, these men are seldom prepared 
to label it a problem, but they also clearly display enough halting conver-
sation about it that neither are they prepared to suggest that nothing is 
wrong or off- kilter. Their porn use certainly seems to make them less, 
rather than more, confident in their interactions with women.

Porn use also deadens religious impulses as well. Duke University 
theologian Reinhard Hütter makes a compelling case for the connection 
between pornography and what was once called “acedia,” a listlessness or 
apathy more often found in solitary acts that yield boredom, sadness, and 
a rejection of the personal and social goods typically located and experi-
enced within relationships (and, by extension, within sexual intercourse).45 
Acedia was labeled a vice by the ancients, who associated it with the sub-
sequent development of malice, spite, sluggishness, and faintheartedness. 
Others, like the economist Tim Reichert, identify it as ennui or apathy. 
The end result is spiritual passivity. And the empirical evidence supports 
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this claim. Using two waves of survey data collected from the same peo-
ple, University of Oklahoma sociologist Samuel Perry notes that pornog-
raphy use predicted subsequent growth in religious doubts and declining 
personal importance of religion.46 Even being prompted to recall sexual 
experiences was found to diminish subsequent religious/ spiritual aspira-
tions in a series of controlled experiments conducted by researchers at 
Belgium’s University of Louvain.47

Into Porn and Off the Market

So 46 percent of American adult men below age 40 are weekly porn 
watchers, and one in four of them stared at it yesterday or today. It is 
possible that a significant shift has occurred, a barrier breached, and 
we didn’t even notice it. That is, the quality of porn- and- masturbation 
may well have reached a level significant enough to satisfy many men, 
such that the pursuit of real sex with real women— heretofore considered 
worth it in comparison with masturbation— seems no longer a benefit 
worth the costs of wooing. Fake sex is closer to real sex than ever before, 
and the dopamine hit along the way extends foreplay. Now men can ogle 
and stare at the women they (almost) have sex with. They ejaculate at her, 
rather than in her. They may not declare virtual sex great sex, but they 
may conclude that it’s “good enough.” A key concern about pornography, 
at least from a sexual economics perspective, involves its effects on the 
mating market. Does pornography use— together with masturbation— 
satisfy enough of the male sex drive that it has prompted some share of 
men to actively or passively remove themselves from the mating market? 
If so, how many?

While it is probably a rare woman who would be interested in com-
mencing a serious relationship with a man she knows to be hopelessly 
hooked on pornography and masturbation, this scenario— if repeated 
among enough men and women— threatens to exacerbate the gender 
imbalance in the mating market. The threat, in the form of fewer men 
seeking a committed sexual relationship with a real woman, further under-
mines women’s power in the market— that is, their ability to get what they 
want. (I explained the outlines of this in Chapter  2.) A  sex- ratio imbal-
ance created by men retreating from relationships with real women would 
then boost the power of the remaining men to navigate the mating market 
to their advantage. This means women who have no interest or experi-
ence with pornography— but are seeking a committed relationship— can 
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be harmed by porn’s effects on the mating market if enough men retreat 
from it because they have decided that porn is “good enough.”

Provocateur and gay British writer Milo Yiannopoulis summarizes the 
basic argument here in a two- part article entitled “The Sexodus,” a frank 
discussion of his perspective on the market that generated much popular 
commentary when it was published in December 2014. He writes, some-
what presumptively (at least about academics and scientists, who tend to 
reserve judgment until the evidence warrants it):

Social commentators, journalists, academics, scientists and young 
men themselves have all spotted the trend: among men of about 15 
to 30 years old, ever- increasing numbers are checking out of society 
altogether, giving up on women, sex and relationships and retreat-
ing into pornography, sexual fetishes, chemical addictions, video 
games and, in some cases, boorish lad culture, all of which insu-
late them from a hostile, debilitating social environment. … Why 
bother trying to work out what a woman wants, when you can play 
sports, masturbate or just play video games from the comfort of 
your bedroom?48

Other men actively exit the market because they feel that they themselves— 
not women— have a problem with pornography that first requires a 
solution before they can engage in a healthy relationship. Jonathan, the 
24- year- old quoted earlier, would like to marry someday, exhibits realis-
tic ideas about its challenges and gratifications, but deduces that he’s not 
marriage material yet. He’s working at Chick- fil- A, is scoping out a woman 
at his church, but thinks his penchant for pornography will get in the way. 
So he’s stopping short:

If I’m not capable of doing that (quitting porn), then I shouldn’t be 
in a relationship with her. And honestly I shouldn’t be in a relation-
ship at all because that’s not, um, gonna set me up for any healthy 
relationship. … I can always go back to having sex, you know, when 
I want. Um, that’s always on the table. Um, but, I don’t want to wait 
forever to find out if I’m even capable of doing it right, you know? 
(But) porn is one that uh, that I can’t get away from. It’s always an 
option. Sex you have to go look for, usually. Where I mean once I get 
out of the bar scene, now that I’m not there to get it I have to look 
for it. So that’s easier to resist. But porn is something that if you’re 
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bored or alone, like it’s always an option, and that’s why it’s so hard. 
Um, so I mean, I was um, I’m kind of using her in a sense for uh, 
just some kind of encouragement or motivation that, that there is a 
chance, or there is still hope for me, because there’s someone who’s 
still willing, that someone’s who’s still waiting, or, uh, there’s a pos-
sibility on the table.

The question is not whether some men have exited the market, courtesy of 
porn. The question is how many. Sociologically, is it enough to make a dif-
ference in the mating market? It is going to be difficult to tell, since partici-
pation in the mating market requires no application or certification, and 
people are more or less active in it with regularity. Being “off the market” 
can go unrecognized even among those of whom it is true, and anyone can 
get back on the market without acknowledging or realizing it. So if market 
participation is not simple to document, how can we tell if there is a porn- 
fueled retreat from it by a substantial share of men? Indirectly.

The Relationships in America survey asked a variety of questions about 
respondents’ marital status, their dating behavior, their pornography use, 
etc.— enough to make a guesstimate of the share of men who are off the 
mating market due (in part, perhaps) to their porn use habits. In the data 
are 1,170 men and 1,206 women under the age of 50 who reported having 
never been married, and who were asked a question about their recent dat-
ing behavior: “What’s been your experience of the ‘dating scene’ in the past 
year?” Respondents could select one of five responses:

 1. I’ve dated some in the past year, and it’s been fairly easy to navigate
 2. I’ve dated some in the past year, but the dating scene is more challeng-

ing than I expected
 3. I haven’t really dated in the past year because I’m not interested in it
 4. I  haven’t really dated in the past year because no one has exhibited 

interest in me
 5. None of these answers fits my experience

That last response was selected by 34 percent of all men and women who 
were eligible to answer it. (There was less than 1 percent variation by sex.) 
So clearly the other four answer options are only resonating with two- 
thirds of the respondents. Be that as it may, we can still learn about the 
respondents who explicitly identify as off- market. Among men, I honed 
in on the 29 percent who said they had not dated in the past year, either 
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because they were not interested in it or because no one exhibited interest 
in them. I have to consider the rest of the men “on the market.” Among 
that off- market group, 33  percent reported pornography use in the past 
day and 53 percent within the past 2– 4 days (a figure which includes the 
past- day reporters). It may be too much of an assumption to hold that 
such frequent pornography consumers who report no dating in the past 
year because they don’t want to or they think they’re uninviting are off 
the mating market because of their pornography use, but I hold that their 
porn use may be undermining their participation. When extrapolated to 
the share of all never- married heterosexual men under 50, I estimate that 
between 9 and 15  percent of them are frequent pornography users and 
have seemingly exited the mating market (at least temporarily). That’s a 
hefty share of unmarried men.

However, men are not the only ones who exit the mating market. 
Seventeen percent of never- married women under 50 (who identify as 
heterosexual) said they had not dated in the past year because they were 
uninterested in doing so (for reasons I  could only speculate about). So 
while I suspect a not insignificant share of men are off the market and 
entertaining themselves with pornography, it is no larger a group than that 
share of women who do not wish to date. Perhaps it’s a wash, in terms of 
mating market dynamics.

The Pornographic Double Bind

Another mating- market casualty of pornography is the relationship that 
begins but fails to thrive, done in by revelation of pornography use.49 That 
is, porn use prompts an end to an unknown number of relationships.50 
Breaking off a relationship because of pornography use can be a ratio-
nal and moral reaction to someone’s predilection for peering at nudity 
online— but few recognize that such actions contribute in ways not often 
noted to the broader retreat from marriage and significant relationships 
about which many claim to be concerned.

I recently observed an online dispute over the matter of men, marrying, 
and pornography. A  crestfallen young woman discovered her boyfriend 
“struggled” with pornography. I  am never quite sure what “struggling” 
actually means, since it can be code for anything from shame at taking 
pleasure in women’s unclothed beauty all the way up to addiction to hard-
core porn. (There is a difference. Without the former, the human race is 
doomed.) This young woman elected to remain in her relationship, but 
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she was counseling other women to consider the “path of least resistance,” 
that is, leaving. Departing, she suggested, is the best option.

It was not the first time I had encountered this. Not long before that, 
I sat around a campfire with a couple dozen enthusiastic young adults, lis-
tening to the women recount their list of relationship deal- breakers— porn 
use was a common one— while the men sat by sheepishly. Although I am 
sympathetic to the women’s concerns, the numbers just cited on porn use 
suggest widespread departures would likely backfire on women (as many 
things tend to do in the domain of relationships), who would leave for 
pastures that may well not be any greener.

I would never dream of telling anyone— devoid as I am of information 
about particular situations— what they ought to do in such a situation. 
However, I have no trouble or qualms in declaring that collectively a cate-
gorical call to leave relationships because of the other partner’s pornography 
use makes little sense if you value a social world marked by the normative 
presence of committed relationships. By the numbers— 41 percent of never- 
married 18-  to 39- year- old heterosexual men report past- week pornography 
use— this would rule out a great many men as unworthy marriage material 
for women. Heck, one in three married men age 60 or under said they’d 
looked at pornography in the past week. (What are their wives supposed 
to do?) If so many men are off limits, a comparable number of women 
will not find themselves in a committed relationship at all. (And, of course, 
the remaining men would seize the advantageous position, as outlined in 
Chapter 2.) This is the pornographic “double bind,” wherein women find 
themselves stuck between unhappy scenarios— the unwanted porn use of 
the man they are with, the elevated odds of the same among the men they 
might leave him for, and the risk of being alone. On the matter of men and 
pornography, the data suggest you may not be able to flee far enough.

Masturbation: Are Americans Increasingly 
Going Solo?

It is impossible to talk sensibly about pornography today without also talking 
about masturbation. Historically, masturbation has been considered an even 
more embarrassing or invasive subject to study than pornography, despite its 
common occurrence in human experience and its far older history. Giddens, 
however, tells us to pay heed. He directs our attention back to the dramatic 
social shifts in sexual expression that have taken root:  “Such changes (in  
sexuality) are nowhere better demonstrated than in the case of masturbation.”51
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Survey administrators didn’t get the memo, though. Few large, 
population- based survey projects have included measures of masturbation 
in their inventory of sexual behaviors. While the Kinsey reports were the 
first to collect and publish figures on masturbation in the US population, 
Kinsey’s study was far from nationally representative. It was not until the 
NHSLS of 1992 that a population- based data set documented Americans’ 
masturbation practices. Drawing upon their probability sample of 18-  to 
60- year- olds, the NHSLS reported that 61 percent of men and 38 percent  
of women masturbated in the past year.52 This figure was comparable 
to reported rates of masturbation in other countries.53 But here again 
annual rates are just not helpful, since for many masturbation is— or has 
become— a far more regular behavior. Nor does it make sense to lump  
20- year- old men together with 60- year- olds, given testosterone levels 
diminish with age.

So in an era of cheap sex and shifting norms about sexual expression, 
who masturbates more? Who masturbates less? Is the practice increas-
ing in frequency over time? What— besides its popular association with 
pornography— predicts variation in it? Does having a stable sexual partner 
diminish masturbation, or not really? Does social media usage (e.g., time 
on Facebook) stimulate it? These are all answerable questions.

The Numbers on Masturbation

The two most unsurprising things we know about masturbation are its 
association with age and sex (that is, male/ female). Rates of masturbation 
increase during adolescence, peak in young adulthood, and then decrease 
throughout the rest of the life course. And in analyses of sex differences in 
sexual behaviors, significant distinctions are consistently observed here, 
exceeded only by pornography use.54 In the 2010 National Survey of Sexual 
Health and Behavior (NSSHB), the cohort with the highest overall rates 
of masturbation (25-  to 29- year- old men and women) still display obvi-
ous sex distinctions, with 44 percent of men reporting masturbating two 
or more times per week while only 13 percent of women say the same.55 
While these trends are occasionally offered as evidence of repressive soci-
etal sexual scripts that constrain women’s pursuit of physical pleasure, 
or social stigmas that hinder women from reporting their actual (higher) 
rates of masturbation, others critique such arguments as unnecessarily 
cumbersome and instead consider the data simply evidence for a higher 
male sex drive.56 (That’s my preferred explanation as well.)
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The 2010 NSSHB sex study included a measure of masturbation that 
assessed how often the respondent masturbates, on average. The 2014 
Relationships in America survey, however, measured frequency the same 
way it did pornography use, by asking the respondent, “When did you last 
masturbate?”57 While this approach may not be preferable as a measure 
of average masturbation frequency among individuals, I  argue that it is 
a more valid measure— and one subject to considerably less social desir-
ability bias— given that the question is specific rather than general, and 
makes no attempt to solicit an average from the respondent. (A respondent 
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who typically masturbates about once every six months is not likely— on 
average— to have done so yesterday.) So what does the data say about mas-
turbation among 24-  to 35- year- olds, an age group assumed to be in the 
peak period for sex drive?

Sorted by sex of respondent, 24 percent of young- adult women report 
never having masturbated, while the same was reported by 9 percent of 
men. A few characteristics are worth noting about this population. They 
are more likely to be:

 • Pentecostal (30 percent of whom said they had never masturbated)
 • “Traditional” Catholics (25 percent)
 • Politically “very conservative” (36 percent)
 • Sexually inexperienced (i.e., no sexual intercourse) (33 percent)

You may call them deceptive— some may well be— but that is the sample 
who say they have never masturbated, and certainly some significant share 
of them are telling the truth.

Figure 4.2 displays the percentage of 24-  to 35- year- old Americans who 
report last masturbating on given dates, sorted by sex. Predictably, men 
report higher levels of very recent masturbation, with the modal answer 
(20 percent) being “2– 4 days ago,” followed closely by both “yesterday” 
and “today” (at 17  percent each). Fully 54  percent of young- adult men 
report masturbating within the past four days. For women, the distribu-
tion of answers is more even, but with a modal answer of “never.” But 
while the data suggests notable sex differences, they are not quite as dra-
matic as at first glance. Just over one in four female respondents said they 
had masturbated within the past four days.58 When you contrast that with 
the 27 percent who report “never,” it suggests a bimodal distribution— 
fairly recently or not at all.

Figure 4.3 expands the age range and displays the percent of Americans 
ages 18– 60 that report masturbating at least once in the past week (or 
rather, as the survey language states, in the past six days). More than 
Figure 4.2, this graph gives us a sense of how many men and women of 
varying ages tend to masturbate regularly. The numbers reinforce the gen-
dered nature of regular masturbation. The trend lines (which minimize 
fluctuation) indicate women’s regular masturbation peaks in the early 
twenties, whereas men’s peaks in the late twenties (just below 70 percent) 
but remains above 60 percent until after age 40. The gap between male 
and female trend lines here is smallest in the early twenties and widest in 
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the late thirties and forties. Even the oldest men in the sample report more 
regular masturbation than virtually all ages of women except for early to 
mid- twenties, where the two lines are statistically comparable.

The interviews we conducted reinforce these estimates rather 
remarkably, and even though we had already cycled through a variety 
of questions about sexual relationships and behavior, the question on 
masturbation still tended to catch men off guard; most quickly recov-
ered. Answers followed the survey estimates, with the caveat that men 
seemed more apt to round down (or further back) for masturbation in 
contrast with their tendency to round up (that is, more) on sexual part-
ners. Masturbation is not as masculine as sexual “conquests,” it seems. 
When asked the last time they masturbated, a sample of male interview-
ees responded:

 • I don’t know, probably like a week ago, or a week and a half ago.
 • Last night.
 • Three days ago.
 • Gosh, probably a month ago.
 • Earlier this month?
 • Twice a day.
 • It has been awhile.
 • Probably like six or seven weeks ago.
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Figure 4.3 Percent who report masturbating in the past week, by age and sex
Source: Relationships in America.
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 • I would probably say yesterday. It was yesterday.
 • About a year ago.
 • Last night.
 • Um, this morning.

Women’s self- reports similarly reflect Figure 4.2, especially the bimodal 
distribution visible there. It was either pretty recently or well back in the 
past, with several who reported none. A sampling includes:

 • Probably like a week ago.
 • Probably in the last couple days?
 • Back in, like, January (six months ago).
 • Like, the day before yesterday.
 • Six years ago maybe.
 • Two days ago.
 • I think maybe it’s been about five months ago.
 • It’s been probably about a month.
 • Never have.
 • Two weeks ago, about.
 • I would say, six months ago, maybe.

Such ranging answers and guesstimates make the 1992 NHSLS’s ques-
tion about annual masturbation seem profoundly unhelpful in light of the 
high frequencies we heard about in the interviews as well as in the 2014 
Relationships in America survey. If in fact masturbation is the cheapest sex, 
and the purest measure of excess sexual interest, it is fair to say that there 
is more than ample sexual interest in the American population below age 
40, and— from the looks of Figure 4.3— above it as well.

While the estimates on masturbation are notable in their own right, 
they are dominated by the fact that most Americans identify as hetero-
sexual. But heterosexual Americans, it turns out, are the least likely to 
self- report recent masturbation. The differences (not displayed) are not 
only significant, they are stark. Over three times as many lesbian women 
(25 percent) and five times as many bisexual women (36 percent) report 
masturbating in the past day, when compared with straight women (7 per-
cent).59 The pattern holds when I push out the time horizon to the past 
week. Just over one in five straight women (22 percent) report masturbat-
ing, compared with 51 percent of lesbian women, 65 percent of bisexuals, 
and 53  percent of women who perceive themselves in between straight 
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and bisexual. Men, whose overall levels of masturbation eclipse those of 
women, display a comparable— if slightly less dramatic— pattern. One in 
four straight men reports masturbating in the past day, whereas 56 percent 
of bisexual men and 59 percent of gay men do. Pushed out to one week, 
the figure for straight men doubles to 52 percent, while bisexual and gay 
men’s estimates climb to 78 and 89 percent, respectively. Interestingly, 
straight men’s past- day and past- week masturbation estimates track les-
bian women’s closely and actually lag behind those of bisexual women.

Why the difference? Giddens, who noted that masturbation has 
“come out” as openly as homosexuality, argued that being gay (or lesbian) 
is to live in the vanguard of the Western shift toward a lifeworld more 
focused on sexual pleasure. This is not at all exclusive to gay men, as the 
estimates of other men and women signal. It is just more pronounced 
among them. This lifeworld is glimpsed in part by the elevated estimates 
of masturbation— the frequent practice of which serves to reinforce an 
embodied narrative that genital pleasure, solitary or otherwise, is close 
to the heart of what it means to be human. Plenty of straight men would 
concur. But they are not in the forefront of the movement.

Is Masturbation Increasing in Prevalence?

Is it fair to say that young adults are masturbating more than, say, their 
parents did at their age? Or is masturbation simply easier to admit on a 
survey than it was 20 or 30 years ago? While it is impossible to say for sure, 
the existing evidence supports the notion that masturbation has increased 
in frequency— recently— and is arguably at an all- time high. (This is not 
to say that it hasn’t become easier to admit, too; it certainly has.) What sort 
of evidence favors such a claim, especially since the practice itself is as old 
as humanity?

To help us here we have to look around the neighborhood— at 
other data collection projects and what they reported in the recent 
past. When I  do that, there emerges plenty of reason to believe that 
the frequency of masturbation is increasing. Here’s why I say that: the 
1992 NHSLS data noted that 29 percent of men aged 18– 24 reported  
masturbating, on average, at least once a week.60 The 2014 Relationships 
in America data, meanwhile, finds that 25 percent of 18-  to 24- year- old men 
report having masturbated in the past day— either today or yesterday.  
When expanded to encompass the past six days, that figure rises to 
49 percent.
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Although the measures are not directly comparable— and social desir-
ability concerns may have diminished some over the past 20 years— the 
gap in estimates nevertheless suggests not a minor uptick in masturbation 
but rather a potential surge in its frequency among men. In 1992, there 
simply was no online pornography to (further) stimulate sexual desire. 
While genuine demand for masturbation could have naturally increased 
in 20 years, there’s no reason to think it would at this point in history, 
unless the technological and social fostering of sexual desire (and hence 
demand) has increased. And it has, revealing that male desire and arousal 
is not fixed; it is malleable and can and is being stimulated. The same may 
be happening to women, too.

Frequent porn use has come to be equated with masturbation, and the 
data reinforce this. Among 24-  to 35- year- old men who said they have never 
intentionally viewed pornographic material, a mere 4.4 percent reported 
masturbating in the past day (that is, yesterday or today). But as frequency 
of porn use increased, so did masturbation. The two track along a diago-
nal: 74 percent of such men who said they looked at pornography today 
also reported having masturbated today; 79 percent who said “yesterday” 
to the former also said “yesterday” to the latter; 66 percent of those who 
said “2– 4 days ago” to the question about last pornography use also said 
“2– 4 days ago” to the last masturbation question.61 The causal order here 
is not complicated, and given the refractory period after male orgasm, it 
would be ridiculous and nonsensical to suggest that masturbation leads 
to porn use.

Ian Kerner, a popular New York City sex therapist often featured on 
CNN and NBC’s The Today Show, concurs:  “By my estimate, men are 
masturbating 50 to 500 percent more than they would normally without 
Internet porn.”62 Kerner’s dramatic guesstimate is of the range of growth 
in frequency because of pornography. That is, he thinks some men mas-
turbate 50 percent more frequently than they would if porn didn’t exist, 
while others masturbate six times as often because of the same (account-
ing for variation within men). I’m unable to tell, given I don’t have data that 
can map someone’s masturbation history. The contrast of Relationships in 
America data with that of the 1992 NHSLS, however, suggests something 
not far below 100 percent growth in the share of men who masturbate 
weekly or more often.

Something similar has likely occurred among women as well. 
Whereas 9 percent of 18-  to 24- year- old women reported masturbating an 
average of once a week in the 1992 NHSLS, past- week masturbation was 
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reported by 32 percent of same- age women in the Relationships in America 
survey. To be sure, some portion of this may be due to increasing com-
fort in admitting masturbation, but to suggest that a nearly 275 percent 
increase in just over 20 years is due solely to ease of admission seems 
pretty unlikely.

The same diagonal pattern— or alignment— between last pornogra-
phy use and last masturbation appears for 24-  to 35- year- old women as 
well. Whereas 2.5 percent of women in this age range who report never 
looking intentionally at pornography also reported masturbating “today,” 
that number leaps to 57  percent among those whose last pornography 
use was “today.” (Keep in mind, however, that less than 5 percent of all 
women reported masturbating “today.”) Sixty- nine percent of women 
who reported last pornography use “yesterday” also reported “yesterday” 
as the date of their last masturbation experience. And although I’m ana-
lyzing 1,779 women ages 24– 35, numerous cells are empty. For example, 
no women at all reported pornography use “today” and last masturbation 
either 2– 4 days ago or 5– 6 days ago.

What’s my point? It’s this:  although overall pornography and  
masturbation self- reports are notably lower for women than men, the 
effect of pornography on masturbation seems comparable for women 
and men. The story here is not just about simple access to pornogra-
phy, though. It is about the unprecedented exponential multiplication 
of sexual memories and the fostering of a more erotic imagination (in 
the brain). In other words, modern pornography use contributes to a 
more sexualized existence. In an earlier era where adult magazines 
were perused by fewer men (and far fewer women), had to be hidden 
(in most cases), and were a fixed, finite product, the effect on men’s 
and women’s erotic memory was far more modest than in an era of 
high- definition video pornography accessible from every web- access 
portal. Basically, use rates suggest we are making far more sexual  
memories than our grandparents did, on average. Porn comes with 
strings attached.

This, too, is sexual malleability. It is also about developing new sexual 
interests, proclivities, and preferences.63 Newfound interests in particular 
sexual practices do not arise from nowhere. It would be untrue to assert 
that the forms our sexual expressions take today are either fixed or ran-
dom. Aspects of sexuality are malleable for everyone, though some experi-
ence or nurture these more than others.
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Is Masturbation a Satisfactory Substitute 
for Sex?

If masturbation is, at bottom, a form of cheap sex, then it stands to reason 
that some may use it to altogether replace coupled sexual behavior. This is 
difficult to discern, though, since uncoupled persons may use masturba-
tion to replace the coupled sex they cannot (or do not) have. What exactly 
is the relationship between masturbation and real sex?64

A pair of popular theories is thought to explain it. In the compensa-
tory model, masturbation and coupled sexual activity are believed to be 
inversely associated. Masturbation is seen as an (inferior but better- than- 
nothing) outlet for sexual energy when paired sexual activity is unavailable, 
either because of the lack of a partner or the unwillingness or inability 
of a partner to engage in sex as often as desired. In this way, masturba-
tion is considered a substitute.65 Darren, a 30- year- old man from northern 
Virginia, characterizes this model succinctly from observing his own his-
tory: “I hardly ever masturbate when I am in a relationship. If I am in a 
sexually- active relationship with somebody, almost never.”

The complementary model holds that masturbation supplements paired 
sexual activity, enhancing the sex life of sexually active adults. Sociologist 
Ed Laumann, who oversaw the NHSLS in 1992, saw more evidence for 
this than for the compensatory theory (but in a data set that didn’t map 
frequent masturbation very well at all).66

If masturbation and paired sex are linked in a compensatory relation-
ship, then the following should be true:  access to a sexual partner and 
recent sexual frequency will decrease masturbation. If the complementary 
theory is true, we ought to expect the opposite results. (It is also conceiv-
able that the two are unrelated. Very few scholars suspect this, however.)

What do the Relationships in America data say? It appears to depend 
on an altogether different factor— sexual contentment. (It makes sense.) 
For women who are content with their sexual frequency— whatever that 
is— those who report sex four or more times in the past two weeks are 
36 percent more likely to report recent masturbation than those who had 
no sex in the past two weeks. For women, then, masturbation appears to 
augment rather than replace sex. Sexually discontented women are more 
apt to masturbate in general, but their recent frequency of sex seems not 
to matter much. For men, the evidence points toward the compensatory 
model, a substitution of sorts— in keeping with the claims I have been 
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making throughout this book. Those who are not content with the amount 
of sex they are having are 29 percent more likely to masturbate recently 
if they have not had sex in the past two weeks than if they have had sex 
twice a week. But the link between the two— masturbation and sex— is 
largely contingent on subjective sexual contentment. More frequent sex— 
but only in the context of contentment— predicts recent masturbation 
among men. This conclusion flies in the face of long- standing popular 
assumptions (embedded in the compensatory theory) that men simply 
or mechanically replace a lack of partnered sexual access with masturba-
tion. For women, on the other hand, the strong, linear baseline association 
between sexual frequency and greater likelihood of recent masturbation 
appears after closer scrutiny entirely contingent or dependent upon sexual 
contentment.

One storyline often goes unspoken but is evident in more complicated 
models (not shown): men and (especially) women who report contented-
ness with no recent sex are comparatively unlikely to have reported recent 
masturbation, net of other effects (including their partnered status, etc.). 
Contentedly sexless persons are less apt to masturbate. Thus masturba-
tion seems to have much more to do with subjective contentment and 
unmet desire rather than any fixed need for periodic sexual release. All 
this reinforces the claim I made earlier that whatever shapes subjective 
perceptions of desire or discontentment— media and pornography both 
come to mind— are powerful forces in shaping solo sexual behavior.

Conclusion

Pornography and masturbation— the cheapest forms of sexual experience— 
are surging in popularity among both men and women, though the base-
line level of interest in the former remains well above that of the latter. For 
most women, pornography remains uninteresting— if not revolting. The 
supply of realistic sexual alternatives lowers the price of real sex, access 
to which real women still control (as gatekeepers). Hence, Wolf is right 
to lament that a vagina used to have higher exchange value. Women cor-
rectly perceive in porn competition for the sexual attention of men and are 
increasingly finding themselves in a bind— annoyed with their partner’s 
use but uncertain that future partners will avoid it. A  minority of men 
may have even opted out of the mating market due to porn’s satisfactions. 
But given the latent character of mating market behavior, it’s difficult to 
tell for sure. Like porn, masturbation is far less common among women 
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than men. Having been stimulated by the explosion in porn, the share 
of American men masturbating weekly appears to have doubled over the 
past few decades, and surged even more among women, who started from 
a lower baseline. Porn is shaping Americans’ sexual tastes, and perhaps 
even pressing their political ideals in liberal directions. Rates of both por-
nography use and masturbation are notably higher among sexual minori-
ties, in keeping with Giddens’s portrayal of them as in the leading edge of 
the “pure” relationship system.
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 The Transformation of Men, 
Marriage, and Monogamy

recenTly i wiTnessed an odd online exchange. A New Yorker temporarily 
residing in France had discovered his girlfriend had participated in some 
salacious photography (as a model). Disturbed, he was seeking more 
information about the circumstances of the shoot, the photographer, and 
whether there were other (i.e., more revealing) photos of which he was not 
aware. While I am not sure why he elected to air his concerns and efforts 
so publicly, it was one of the many terse and unsympathetic responses he 
subsequently received that caught my eye. It read, “She doesn’t belong to 
you.” This blunt claim opened a window onto modern dating and mating 
mentalities, and prompted me to reflect on the place of belongingness in 
a “pure relationship” era. Do people belong to other people? At face value, 
the idea sounds archaic, implying a chattel arrangement from which mod-
erns recoil.

And yet to be married (which admittedly this man and woman were 
not) was long understood to mean that the spouses belonged to each 
other. Even family law long treated marriages as a unit of consequence. 
But something tells me that the online critic would have said the same 
thing— she doesn’t belong to you— even if the desperate man was writing 
about his wife. I say this because it is consonant with the rise of conflu-
ent love and the circulation patterns in the mating market. To belong to 
another is to have somehow opted out of this new regime, a path that is 
becoming more difficult. “Opting out” is a good way of putting it because 
it means that the default mode is the pure relationship— no one belongs 
to anyone else and agreements are temporary and can be voided. We par-
ticipate in romantic and sexual relationships (including marriage) for so 
long as we are discerning ample satisfaction. To opt out of this model is 
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to assert brashly (and oddly) that a relationship between two persons can 
have a sacred, binding quality to it.

That such a description now sounds pre- modern signals that mar-
riage is in the throes of deinstitutionalization, as sociologist Andrew 
Cherlin has detailed. It is a capstone now rather than a foundation. It is 
an achievement attained by two independent individuals, not a shelter 
ducked into wherein two are dependent upon each other. Understood 
in this way, it is not surprising that many recoil at the thought of a 
person belonging to another person. What marriage means, what it 
entails and what it does not, public perceptions about it, and opti-
mal timing for it and behavior within it— everything about marriage 
seems in flux today. Marriage, and perhaps even monogamy, is being  
transformed. Westerners are increasingly privileging the idea 
of marrying, if at all, after peak fertility has begun to wane, or of 
embracing the child- free life. Giddens asserted that marriage too 
“has veered increasingly towards the form of a pure relationship, 
with many ensuing consequences.”1

And yet at the same time Americans’ marriages have never been 
stronger or happier. This is true largely because Americans are far more 
selective about their marriages than they have ever been. They are slower 
to enter them and quicker to leave poor- quality ones. This is especially 
true of women, who are apt to be choosier today than ever before. Why? 
Because they can (literally) afford to be and because most women perceive 
a poor- quality marriage as worse than remaining unmarried. Our great- 
grandmothers were not in such a position.

Figure 5.1 reveals the basic story of Americans’ very recent flight from 
marriage (on the front end). The X depicted there is a really big deal. 
There was, at the turn of the millennium, a 21- percentage point gap differ-
ence between married and never- married 25-  to 34- year- olds in the United 
States. As recently as 2000, during that period when people tended to 
get married (after education but before peak fertility waned), most people 
were doing exactly that. Less than 10 years later, that gap had not only van-
ished, but reversed: by 2014 there was an 11- percentage point gap between 
never- married and married young Americans, with the former now more 
numerous than the latter. Thus, in an unbelievably short period of time— 
15 years— the share of young adults in the United States who have never 
been married has eclipsed those who are married, with little evidence 
that the trend will dissipate anytime soon. The lines continue their march 
in opposite directions. Americans are slowly but surely giving up on  
marriage.2 Why now? Perhaps because “cultural lag” is nearing its end.
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Contraception and Cultural Lag

Cultural lag is a term coined by early American sociologist William 
Ogburn, who theorized that a period of “maladjustment” often follows 
in the wake of a significant material change. That is, people fail, for a 
time, to synchronize their attitudes and behavior to the new reality.3 
Cultural lag occurs when one part of culture— typically the development 
of technology— changes faster than another, with normative behavior 
struggling to catch up. For a simple example, think about how cell phone 
etiquette has changed in just the past 10  years. A  line full of adults all 
individually staring down at their smart phones is now considered normal 
rather than odd or pathetic. Meanwhile, talking on the phone while driv-
ing (remember they were once called car phones) is not only illegal in my 
own city but is increasingly treated socially like failing to buckle your chil-
dren in their seats— a mark of poor character. First comes the technology- 
driven change, then new norms slowly begin to emerge, then we wonder 
how we could have ever thought and acted differently.

We are now more than 50 years removed from the advent of artificial, 
hormonal contraception. But contraception is not just another technol-
ogy. It is different than the uptake of cellular and smart phones. Smart 
phones enable persons to call others almost anywhere, check personal cor-
respondence, read the news, update their calendar, and map their travels. 
They make more efficient common actions people have long undertaken. 

35%

40%

45%

50%

55%

2000 2005 2010

Year

Married Never Married

Figure 5.1 Share of married and never- married Americans ages 25– 34, by year
Source: American Community Survey, 2000– 2014.
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The Pill, on the other hand, is a technology characterized not by its effi-
cient delivery of the mundane— like online dating— but by its novel phys-
iological ability to prevent something personally and socially seismic 
(pregnancy) from happening. It did something new and unheard of in the 
realm of the private— easing access to desired pleasures without the his-
toric anxiety (welcomed or unwanted) over whether an orgasm might have 
unwittingly generated a pregnancy. Sexual access, before contraception’s 
wide uptake, was simply rarer for most men. The Pill did not deliver effi-
ciency. Nor did it undo the exchange model of sexual relationships. But it 
helped create new felt needs and altered how we interact, and what we say 
we want (and when).4

Applied to marriage, cultural lag here has become quite visible. Indeed, 
many people are marrying because they are still following the cultural prac-
tices of their parents and grandparents, even though historically compel-
ling reasons— like babies, financial and physical security, or the desire for 
a “socially legitimate” sexual relationship— no longer hold. As an example, 
my wife recently attended a wedding and was caught up in a conversation. 
The mother of the bride had married at age 19, shortly followed by two 
children and— 13 years later— a divorce. The bride herself was marrying 
at age 30, after several years cohabiting. A younger friend of the groom, 
sitting next to my wife, declared that she would create her own wealth, her 
own provision, and perceived any dependence on a man as risky, despite 
the fact that she was in a long- term relationship herself. Here is the cul-
tural lag in full view. Mom marries young and regrets it. Daughter marries 
at the conclusion of “peak” fertility and years of co- residential coupling. 
The next generation, today no older than teenagers, will wonder why they 
should marry at all.

All this occurs comparatively slowly, over decades and generations, 
because normative behavior in the domain of marriage, family, and 
childbearing is saturated with meanings, hopes, and expectations that 
will not respond quickly to shifting material conditions around them, 
according to demographer Jennifer Johnson- Hanks and her colleagues.5 
To use the example above, marriage is simply much less necessary in 
an era like ours today. But marriage contains a long- standing package of 
norms and values that doesn’t just transform overnight. Although the 
mother of the bride married in 1978, the erosion of the “companion-
ate marriage” normative package was far from complete. What followed 
was a tumultuous pair of decades for the institution as behaviors and 
attitudes began to catch up and adjust to the new realities— described 
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earlier— that fertility technology now enabled. Hence, the bride married 
at a far older age than her mother did, and after years of taking advan-
tage of access to the Pill. What is worth noting, however, is that she still 
wanted to marry. Marriage was, to her, the sign of a successful and desir-
able adulthood and the context into which she wanted (optional) children 
to be born. The normative package in which marriage is now embedded 
has changed with the advance of the “pure” relationship model, but the 
marrying part— and the hope for permanence— has not yet disappeared 
from it. Will it ever?

Marriage is very old, but it’s hard to see how it could survive solely 
on its symbolic and desirable merits. It will survive because it works. It’s 
functional, even if the meaning of marriage has become far more a symbol 
of consumption than of production. Poorer Americans would benefit pro-
foundly from marriage’s functionality, but they too have adopted marriage 
as a status marker and seem unlikely to reverse course on the matter any-
time soon. Marriage is in the throes of “deinstitutionalization.” Not disap-
pearance, but deinstitutionalization; it is losing, or perhaps has already 
lost, its foundational status. But it will not disappear.

Cheap Sex and the Declining 
Marriageability of Men

One reason that men are proposing marriage less often these days (as 
Figure 5.1 implies) is that they are increasingly considered unfit for the 
long run. Have sex with him? Sure. Marry him? Not so fast. And many 
men, too, perceive that they are not prepared for marriage.

Marriageability is an old but powerful idea. What does it mean? In 
his landmark book The Truly Disadvantaged, Harvard sociologist William 
Julius Wilson defined it as the ratio of employed men to all women (of 
comparable age), and concluded that declining marriage rates among 
African Americans could be attributed to poor economic opportunities 
among men.6 But there are other ways of defining marriageability, such as 
the ratio of employed men to employed women, a measure more sensitive 
to the reality that very many women are in the workforce today.7

Marriageability resonates as an individual concept as well, not just as 
a contextual one like Wilson’s. The fact that so many women work today 
has certainly altered the criterion of marriageability to include not just the 
economic prospects of men but other latent traits as well. Since women 
can now be pickier about a spouse, personal traits like affability, flexibility, 
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“personality,” social support, and ideological homogeneity matter more 
than they once did.

Meanwhile, men are seemingly becoming less marriageable, not more. 
They have faltered in adapting to obvious labor market shifts, both that 
toward work requiring more specialized education and away from work 
that is readily (and typically) outsourced or automated. And it has befud-
dled economists, as New York Times writer Binyamin Appelbaum details:

“I think the greatest, most astonishing fact that I am aware of in 
social science right now is that women have been able to hear the 
labor market screaming out ‘You need more education’ and have 
been able to respond to that, and men have not,” said Michael 
Greenstone, an M.I.T. economics professor. … “And it’s very, very 
scary for economists because people should be responding to price 
signals. And men are not. It’s a fact in need of an explanation.”8

Men, mysteriously and in contradiction to economists’ expectations, have 
not responded as expected. Might cheap sex— ease of access to desir-
able sexual experiences— have anything to do with this failure to adapt? 
Baumeister thinks so. Building upon the proposition that a key priority for 
young men is sex, the social psychologist and his colleague Kathleen Vohs 
observe the ramifications of simplified sexual access:

Nowadays young men can skip the wearying detour of getting edu-
cation and career prospects to qualify for sex. Nor does he have to 
get married and accept all those costs, including promising to share 
his lifetime earnings and forego other women forever. Female sex 
partners are available without all that. … Sex has become free and 
easy. This is today’s version of the opiate of the (male) masses. . . . 
Climbing the corporate ladder for its own sake may still hold some 
appeal, but undoubtedly it was more compelling when it was vital 
for obtaining sex.9

Wide economic growth is taking a sustained hit in the wake of the Great 
Recession, entrepreneurship levels— long dominated by men’s efforts— are 
way down, and all of it is prompting long- term bearish outlooks.10 Is cheap 
sex due any blame for this? Is men’s far greater compulsive porn use pattern 
part of the equation— sapping their motivation? Perhaps. It’s certainly true 
that women seem better suited than men to effectively navigate not only 
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this economy but this era of cheap sex as well. Political economist Nicholas 
Eberstadt notes in his 2016 book entitled Men Without Work that 25-  to  
54- year- old men who are neither in the labor force nor seeking work watch 
5.5 hours of television and movies per day. His assessment of them is grim:

To a distressing degree, these men appear to have relinquished 
what we think of ordinarily as adult responsibilities not only as 
breadwinners but as parents, family members, community mem-
bers, and citizens. Having largely freed themselves of such obliga-
tions, they fill their days in the pursuit of more immediate sources 
of gratification.11

How do they get by? With the help of parents— and girlfriends.
Wen, a bubbly 28- year- old Asian American from Austin, is in her 

fourth year of a relationship with Jeff, whom she claims she intends to 
marry someday. When? “Whenever he feels confident enough, because 
I make a lot more (money) than he does,” Wen holds. Jeff was unemployed 
for the past year and a half— in a city known for its low unemployment 
rate— until recently landing a job as a warehouse associate. “I don’t know 
if that job’s gonna last or not, ’cause he says it’s mindless and boring,” she 
relays. The better money he once made as a commercial fisherman is out 
because “if he does, he loses me, yeah,” due to the long- distance relation-
ship to which she objects and because “he said every moment he spent on 
that boat made him dumber. [Dumber?] Yeah, ’cause it’s just the crowd on 
the boat and, um … just a very mindless job.”

The two met (online) when Jeff came to Austin from New Orleans on his 
time off. They began a sexual relationship on their second date— one date 
earlier than her average experience with previous partners— and moved in 
together a year later. Like many accounts of cohabitation decisions— the most 
common scenario, in fact— Jeff’s lease ran out and it “made more sense for 
him to just move his stuff into my condo.” (Another interviewee described it 
this way: “My lease is ending. Your lease is ending. Let’s move in together.”)

Wen is more liberal than the average Asian American young woman 
and knows it. She has HPV, which she monitors closely following a cer-
vical cancer scare at age 23. Her boyfriend watches porn, and it doesn’t 
bother her. And about the prospect of marriage, she has concerns:

I don’t have any successful marriage in my family, either side. Like 
none that lasted, like none. All my uncles divorced, every one of 
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them. [Even though Taiwan is kind of traditional?] Umm, yeah but, 
yeah their marriages were so bad that in the traditional society like 
that they still all divorced, so. Um, and the ones that are not divorced 
I know they cheat for a fact, like I know my dad cheated on his cur-
rent wife now, and I know my dad cheated on my mom before and 
I was a mistress myself for five years all because of the stupid idea 
in Asia that you’re not supposed to get divorced, so people cheat and 
people get married too early. It’s a stupid thing that they do there.

But on other matters she recognizes the value in tradition. Wen relayed the 
practical inconvenience of “reversed” gender expectations; she has had notably 
more sex partners than he has, and makes more money than he does. It has 
made for an awkward status quo. But she has been a tradition- buster in other 
domains of life, having started college early and having preferred the sciences 
to humanities. She thinks she will eventually marry Jeff, anyway. But not yet:

I’m not gonna marry him while he doesn’t have a job … just because 
I know it’s not gonna work. He’s not gonna be happy that way, I mean. 
I told him if he’s happy being my wife, you know, taking care of kids 
at home, I would happily marry him as my wife, but like he found that 
very offensive. Apparently I said it when I was drunk, like two years ago 
and he didn’t talk to me for a whole day the next day so. [That is not his 
anticipated role?] No, he’s very like a macho person; he’s a body builder.

But what would marriage alter about their existing relationship? Not 
much. “Tax deductions,” she deduces, and perhaps a better environment 
for having children.

Because Wen, too, likes sex, she questioned whether men should work 
to get it. Many (though not most) women balked at the notion of men 
“earning” sex. On the pill since she was 16, Wen reported that she and 
Jeff have sex (on average) two or three times a week. Both initiate. In an 
unusually effective account of signaling, Wen said “he kicks the couch, 
which is our signal to go upstairs and do it.” I asked, “And this is like a 
stimulus- response thing?” Yes:

It’s a code for get off of the couch (laughs) and let’s go. [OK. And do 
you always go up?] Yeah. [Because that’s what you want, too, or do you 
ever like sigh and say, ‘Please don’t kick the couch!’] Occasionally yes, 
but 95 percent of the time I’ll happily go up.
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It would be difficult to establish whether ease of access to sex in the 
contemporary mating market aggravates men’s marriageability, and if 
so, by how much. It is, in the end, a chicken- and- egg conundrum: when 
more and more men are considered less and less marriageable, the  
resulting sex- ratio disparity in the pool of marriageable men tends to 
spell greater and greater problems for women in how they conduct 
their relationships. Atlantic writer Hanna Rosin is aware of all this, 
but seems unconcerned by any of it. The author of The End of Men 
holds that:

[W] omen benefit greatly from living in a world where they can have 
sexual adventure without commitment or all that much shame, and 
where they can enter into temporary relationships that don’t derail 
their careers.12

Perspective may be in the eyes of the beholder. What Rosin calls a “long 
sexual arc” through which many emerging adults now move, I  am 
more apt to label as a boulder- strewn pathway or a history of relational 
wreckage that most women would prefer to avoid if they could. It is  
decreasingly possible; Rosin asserts that “feminist progress (now) is 
largely dependent on hook- up culture.” The longer pathway to marriage, 
however, will pose a problem. Economist Marina Adshade describes 
what to expect:

When marriage markets do not clear efficiently, the end result 
can be lower overall fertility rates, a higher percentage of births to 
unmarried women, and higher expenditure on fertility treatments 
as men and women delay marriage into their 30s and 40s, or never 
marry at all.13

Fertility is at its lowest in US history. But from the looks of it, young 
men and women don’t seem to mind. The greater likelihood is that 
plenty find the marriage market frustrating but feel constrained and 
helpless.

One thing is clear and not just from Wen’s account: cheap sex does 
not make men more productive. And it will not contribute to their mar-
riageability in an era in which marriage rates are tumbling. Baumeister 
and Vohs hold that “giving young men easy access to abundant sex-
ual satisfaction deprives society of one of its ways to motivate them to 
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contribute valuable achievements to the culture.”14 It is not a new theory. 
And it need not hold for all men for it to make a profound impact on 
the American marriage system. (Indeed, it does not hold for all men.) 
Even Christopher Ryan, no fan of monogamy himself, recognizes this 
principle, noting Sigmund Freud’s observation that “civilization is built 
largely on erotic energy that has been blocked, concentrated, accumu-
lated, and redirected.” Ryan and his Sex at Dawn co- author claim (accu-
rately, it seems) that “societies in which women have lots of autonomy 
and authority tend to be decidedly male- friendly, relaxed, tolerant, and 
plenty sexy.”

Sex, of course, is not the only male motivator and perhaps not even 
the most important one, but it is an underestimated one. (For example, 
men are powerfully motivated by competition in sports and business, but 
seldom over women anymore.) Baumeister and Vohs (and Freud) are on 
to something, and human civilization is no mean accomplishment. Many 
Americans still profess their admiration for what has been dubbed “The 
Greatest Generation,” that cohort of men who liberated Europe and the 
Pacific, and the women who played a critical supply- chain role in making 
it all possible. But perhaps a key reason why today’s young men could not 
replicate their great- grandfathers’ accomplishment is because of dimin-
ished or dulled motivation.

Technology has created still other anti- marriage forces to contend 
with. Educational debt delays plans to marry.15 Disappearing work 
and shrinking living wages go hand in hand with technology and 
increasing mechanization. We are living in a globalized era wherein 
companies can outsource work, move operations, find cheaper labor, 
and replace people with machines.16 Demographic historian Steven 
Ruggles speculates optimistically that our “silicon servants” (that is, 
automated assistance) will free us “to pursue our dreams and pas-
sions.”17 I agree, but when it comes to men, their dreams and passions 
are pretty predictable.

Compulsive Sexuality and the Collapse 
of Traditional Structures

“Men are the laggards in the transitions now occurring,” observed Giddens 
in The Transformation of Intimacy.18 Virtually everyone is in agreement. 
What is seldom considered, I just observed, is whether men are increas-
ingly the unwitting victim of their newfound sexual successes. Some will 
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counter that most men are not so sexually successful— that the cornucopia 
of flesh is available only to more desirable men, among whom the “good 
times” are better than ever. That is, they can poach short- term sexual part-
ners from across the spectrum of female attractiveness, something less- 
attractive men are not readily able to do. But this, however, presumes that 
cheap sex is only about real sex. It’s not. It’s virtual, too. High- definition 
pornography functions similarly, and Chapter  4 detailed its popularity. 
A laptop never says no.

Cheap sex, regardless of the delivery system, does little to stimulate the 
“laggards” of our modern economy toward those historic institutions— 
education, a settled job, and marriage— that created opportunity for them 
and their families. In its place is an increasingly compulsive sexuality 
uprooted from familiar narratives:

Addiction has to be understood in terms of a society in which tradi-
tion has more thoroughly been swept away than ever before and 
in which the reflexive project of self correspondingly assumes an 
especial importance.19

I have not said much about this “reflexive project of self” (nor will I), but 
Giddens is asserting here that more than ever what we become is up to us 
today. And he’s not just talking about one’s educational or career achieve-
ments. The self, Giddens suggests, is more tightly connected to matters 
sexual than ever before, a reality which has a dark side:

Compulsive sexuality has to be understood against the backdrop of 
circumstances in which sexual experience has become more freely 
available than ever before, and where sexual identity forms a core 
part of the narrative of self.20

I could not agree more. Margaret Archer, a British social theorist quite 
familiar with Giddens’s work, labels this idea of personal identity “Homo 
inconstantus” (or serially reinvented man), a widely held (but seldom rec-
ognized) perspective on personhood and identity that has replaced the 
“burden of conformity” to, say, traditionally masculine roles of worker, 
husband, and father, and replaced it with the imperative of “do- it- yourself 
biographies … in short, inventing and reinventing their personal identi-
ties.”21 It is the lack of social structure, Archer notes, that characterizes 
moderns’ exhausting concern with status. And it is doomed to failure, 
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since in our postmodern era one’s personal identity “is ultimately an ide-
ational self- construct rather than a seat of action.”22 In other words, the 
identities we are chattering about today tend to be more rootless and direc-
tionless than those of the past. They do not instruct us in how we ought 
to live. In turn, this lack of social structure, as well as a dearth of tradition, 
means a lack of constraints, leaving people vulnerable. Chronic “ontologi-
cal insecurity,” Eva Illouz detects.23 This is neither flourishing nor diver-
sity, Archer holds, at least not in any appreciable sense of the terms.

Even my own academic discipline— sociology— now seems rooted 
and united in pre- commitments to resisting the historic encroachments 
of strong social obligations. Archer would agree. But all we have done 
is replaced the burden of conformity to traditions (like marriage, reli-
gious community, or ethnic heritage) with the imperative— at least as 
burdensome— of creating, sustaining, and expressing a “personal cul-
ture,” as Archer calls it.

The solidarity people once felt toward each other as women or men, or 
as friends, or neighbors, or fellow Catholics, or as Irish— and that formed 
the subject matter of many sociological classics— is in rapid retreat in 
the United States. In its place is an emergent genre of self- help and self- 
identity, since kinship, marriage, neighborhood, faith, and common cul-
ture can no longer be counted upon, whether you live in Boston, Billings, 
or Baton Rouge. No wonder anomy and desperation are rising and suicide 
rates among men are inching upward.24 We lack social solidarity.25 There is 
no dignity— and no notable accomplishment, either— in being faithful to 
one’s preferences or to one’s own amorphous, shifting identity.26 New York 
Magazine’s Elizabeth Wurtzel understands this. In reflecting upon a ser-
ies of relationships that failed and matrimony that never launched, she 
waxes wistfully on the social point of marriage:

Convention serves a purpose: It gives life meaning, and without it, 
one is in a constant existential crisis. If you don’t have the imposi-
tion of family to remind you of what is at stake, something else will.

Instead of resting, if even uncomfortably, in social structures (like mar-
riage) not of our own making, moderns cannot seem to rest at all, for the 
self— the new primal unit of postmodern society— requires renewal and 
remaking and, most important, the dogged pursuit of acceptance and love. 
Hence, identity politics have emerged as pivotal narratives in the United 
States in a way they have not in much of the Western world.27 It makes 
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sense, since the collapse of traditional social structures has left a vacuum 
of legitimacy, and the social conflicts over new statuses is as yet far from 
settled.

The Fragile Future of the “Pure” Relationship

In step with fragile identities, confluent love relationships are evaluated 
more critically, and more often, than spouses have historically evaluated 
their own marriages. Even today marriage— though influenced by the 
pure relationship and modeling aspects of it— is still considered more 
robust than it. Elizabeth, the 25- year- old Minnesotan living near Denver 
who we first met in Chapter 3, speaks of marriage with trademark serious-
ness and selectivity: “I’m only gonna do it once and I’m not gonna divorce 
so I’m gonna be damn sure before I do.” So why does she want to marry 
in the first place?

I don’t know, I guess it’s, I don’t know. That’s a good question. Like, 
kind of like to know that this person, like I belong with this person 
and they’re mine and I’m theirs and we’re like bonded together in 
that way, that’s like, you know, that’s really significant and that’s, 
that’s something that I’d like to experience.

This sounds different from Giddens’s description of the pure relationship. 
It has high boundaries for entrance and exit. That may be why Elizabeth 
said she would need to be in a relationship for at least two years before 
she could know. So far, she has never been in a relationship for more than 
a year.

American young adults profess to desire a variety of fine- but- dissimilar 
things for their relationships. They want security and freedom, fidelity and 
good sex, predictability and fun. And most still wish to add children to a 
marriage. Is it all too much? Can relationships in an era of radical amounts 
of choice, fueled by persistent discontent fostered by social media and real- 
time marketing, possibly meet the high expectations people set for them? 
Or have we entered the era of the “suffocation model” of marriage without 
realizing it— one in which some couples hit the jackpot but far more find 
themselves frustrated and eyeing the exit?28 And how long do the rela-
tionships of unmarried persons like Elizabeth last? The pure relationship 
model is believed to shorten the duration of romantic and sexual relation-
ships. Has it?
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Yes. Demographer Michael Rosenfeld explored over 3,000 persons 
through three waves of data collection (2009– 2012) in his How Couples 
Meet and Stay Together survey and notes a variety of interesting findings 
about modern couple longevity. First, most wash out early:

Of the unmarried couples whose relationship duration was shorter 
than two months at Wave 1, 60 percent had broken up by the next 
yearly wave of the survey.

That’s remarkable: three out of five new relationships were over in little 
more than a year. But getting past the initial hurdles reveals more longev-
ity. Over 20 years, unmarried (heterosexual) couples witness a decline in 
their annual breakup rate from 60 percent down to about 10 percent. But 
those are unmarried couples, whose security remains more precarious 
than married couples, whose annual breakup rate begins at 10 percent but 
dwindles down to 1 percent as their marriage lengthens. These are dra-
matic differences. What else, besides time and getting married, predicts 
a breakup? A few obvious factors emerged, like money and relationship 
quality. Most other factors, however, did not matter, including education, 
presence of children, meeting their partner when they were teenagers, 
race (and being an interracial couple), and parental approval. It’s all rather 
surprising.

One that did matter, however, was self- reporting a lesbian orientation. 
Even after controlling for a host of other measures, lesbian respondents 
were more likely to break up than straight or gay respondents.29 If Giddens 
is right that same- sex relationships are in the vanguard of the pure or 
“confluent” relationship model, then perhaps we should expect this. He 
did.30 Other studies, including both random and nonrandom samples, 
likewise reveal that two women are significantly more apt to break up 
than other pair combinations.31 Are such differences a function of lack of 
access to marriage? While it is possible— and we will soon find out now 
that same- sex marriage is legal in the United States— there is reason to 
doubt. Sociologist Tim Biblarz and his co- author Judith Stacey (quoted 
earlier about male orgasms) noted this phenomenon in their review of 
research on lesbian couples who are parents, asserting that they face a 
“somewhat greater risk of splitting up,” due in part, they argue, to “their 
high standards of equality.”32 A decade earlier the two, having discerned 
the same patterns, wrote that same- sex parents (which typically meant les-
bian parents)
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tend to embrace comparatively high standards of emotional inti-
macy and satisfaction…  . The decision to pursue a socially ostra-
cized domain of intimacy implies an investment in the emotional 
regime that Giddens (1992) terms “the pure relationship” and “con-
fluent love.” Such relationships confront the inherent instabilities 
of modern or postmodern intimacy.33

In other words, being in the vanguard of egalitarianism and high stan-
dards for relational satisfaction is tough, especially under conditions of 
homophobia. And so it takes its toll. And yet Biblarz and Stacey held that 
the differential dissolution rate was not causally related to sexual orienta-
tion and would erode “were homophobia to disappear and legal marriage 
be made available to lesbians and gay men.”34

They are half right. The dissolution rates are not caused by sexual ori-
entation. They’re wrong, however, to think that lesbians have distinctively 
higher standards of emotional and relational satisfaction. No— it’s women 
in general. Men and women tend to conduct their relationships differently 
and exhibit different preferences in their relationships. When the partner-
ship diverges from sexual complementarity— that is, a man and woman in 
relationship— decidedly sex- typed preferences are consolidated, not mod-
erated. It means that same- sex couples are ironically more subject to deep- 
rooted gendered relationship patterns and habits, their stated egalitarian 
attitudes aside. There is nothing political about this; it is just the empirical 
reality, one that sexual economics makes ready sense of. If the sexes were 
a simple social construction, utterly malleable, we should see very little 
distinction in how men and women pursue relationships, how they act 
within them, how they act apart from them, what they prioritize about 
them, and how they conclude them. But we see all of that.

Demand for Divorce in an Era 
of Confluent Love

You may have heard that divorce rates are dropping.35 Is it true? It depends 
on which segment of the population you are looking at. Keep in mind 
that divorce rates are very sensitive to marriage rates. (When fewer peo-
ple marry, fewer will get divorced.) Younger Americans are finding their 
unions more stable today, due to greater “social selectivity,” that is, their 
reticence to marry in the first place. Caution no doubt nixes some subop-
timal matches.
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While Elizabeth’s high hopes for enduring marriage seem noble, her 
disdain for dependence upon a husband and her knee- jerk criteria for leav-
ing nevertheless suggest the pure relationship mentality has profoundly 
altered how she understands marriage:

I see this with women a lot too, um, that they rely so much on the 
guy for their happiness and their well- being and their financial sup-
port, you know, that they like either they wanna leave this person or 
they can’t or this person leaves them and they’re left with nothing. I 
don’t wanna do that. … [So is that like a fear of divorce, you mean, or 
separation?] Yeah, I mean I’m still, like I said, I don’t wanna divorce 
like my parents [did], but I don’t know what’s gonna happen. Maybe 
one day my husband will fall in love with somebody else. What am 
I gonna do? Or he cheats on me or he hits me. You know, then I’m 
gonna have to get out.

Amid a sea of parental divorce experiences, risk aversion and anticipa-
tion of marital regret has become a far more significant feature of the 
ecology of choice for young adults today.36 That is, the specter of divorce 
haunts their relationship decision- making. In turn, Elizabeth demands an 
exit option, and in that she is not at all unusual. Economist Tim Reichert 
details how the split mating market I described in Chapter 2 now wars 
against settled relationships, forcing women to build a hedge of protection 
against their collapse before they even marry:

Because of the lower relative bargaining power that women wield 
relative to men in the marriage market, at the margin more women 
will simply strike “bad deals” and will want a way out of the mari-
tal covenant ex post. In the era before contraception, roughly equal 
numbers of women and men in the marriage market meant that 
men and women roughly split the gains from trade that stem from 
marriage. By contrast, in the postcontraceptive era women give 
away many, indeed most, of these gains to men.37

What Reichert means is that in the exchange relationship, which is 
intended to produce more together than they could create separately, 
women sense they are now putting in more than their fair share, both 
before and during marriage. American parents are (ironically) tacitly 
encouraging this pattern, perceiving it as the safer path. They prefer a 
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higher age at marriage for their children and diminished importance of 
marriage as a life goal.38 They would like their daughters to marry even-
tually but they want their daughters to never need marriage. And while 
no one wishes to watch their child go through a divorce, most Americans 
want the option. Older Americans, meanwhile, are increasingly exercising 
that option, having become just as skeptical about their marital futures as 
their unmarried children. Divorces have doubled over the past 20 years 
among Americans over age 35.

It nevertheless remains true that women tend to like the idea of mar-
riage more than men. Among Americans who are either cohabiting or in 
a non- marital (romantic) relationship, women remain more than twice as 
likely as men to say that they are more interested in marrying their current 
partner. Men, meanwhile, are more likely than women to report that their 
partner wants to get married more than they do. This is nothing new; no 
transformation here.

But the contemporary mating system now openly wars against the kind 
of marriage that economist and Nobel laureate Gary Becker evaluated in 
his landmark 1973 article entitled “A Theory of Marriage.”39 There Becker 
asserted not simply the existence of a marriage market but the distinctive 
“gains from trade” that men and women each made by exiting the market 
through marriage. Such a theory assumes men and women bring their 
differences— strengths and weaknesses, skills and needs— into marriage. 
But that is not how most marrying men and women tend to perceive the 
matter anymore. And it’s the kind of marriage most parents now warn 
against. In a marriage market wherein men and women look more similar 
than ever, Reichert holds women’s net gain from marriage declines:

This lower level of “surplus,” or marital benefit, for women means 
that there is precious little room in the course of their marriages 
for downside. In other words, when things go wrong relative to 
what was expected, women who expected to be somewhat better off 
because of the gains from marriage now find themselves in a posi-
tion of being worse off within marriage than they would have been 
as single persons. This, in turn, leads quite naturally to an increase 
in the demand for divorce ex post.40

Others agree.41 Reichert notes that women are the strongest supporters 
of access to divorce. Is he right? Absolutely. In the NFSS, among those 
respondents most at risk for splitting up— that is, the share that ranked 
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themselves as being in the bottom 40 percent of relational happiness— 
women are 48 percent more likely than men to disagree (or strongly disa-
gree) with the statement “Society would be better off if divorces were hard 
to get.” Among over- 30- year- olds in the Relationships in America survey, 
48 percent of women (but only 32 percent of men) disagree with the state-
ment “If a couple has children, they should stay married unless there is 
physical or emotional abuse” (and another 30 percent of women report 
being unsure about it). Mediocre marriages have long existed; women are 
simply in a better position to leave them than ever before. So are women 
more apt than men to actually leave?

Yes. But since many states now permit cooperative divorce, it has become 
unhelpful to ask divorced survey respondents whether they or their spouse 
filed for it. That had been, until recently, the go- to method for discerning 
sex distinctions in the pursuit of divorce. Figure 5.2 displays results from a 
question posed to just under 3,900 ever- divorced respondents (about their 
first, and for most their only, divorce) in the Relationships in America study. 
It asked respondents who wanted the marriage to end (more). Women are 
far more likely to want out of their marriages than men. Among divorcees, 
55 percent of women said they wanted their marriages to end more than 
their spouses, while only 29 percent of men reported the same. (These fig-
ures come from combining the percentages displayed in the first two pairs 
of columns in Figure 5.2, where the respondent is talking about their own 
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desire for a divorce.) The gap is not due to sex differences in perception, 
either: 42 percent of men report that their spouse wanted the marriage 
to end more than they did, but fewer than 20 percent of women said the 
same. Both men and women’s perceptions converge here; they agree that 
the majority of the time the wife wanted a divorce more than the husband.

Demographer Michael Rosenfeld, assessing longitudinal data he 
collected in his “How Couples Meet and Stay Together” project, claims 
that his analyses point to marriage as “an anti- feminist trap,” since he 
documents a gendered breakup effect only among marriages.42 (It is not 
present among cohabitations.) He found that among marital breakups, 
69  percent were sought after by women, compared with 56  percent of 
cohabiting breakups and 53 percent of non- marital, non- cohabiting rela-
tionships. I see it differently: first, 56 percent (vs. 44 percent) may not be 
statistically significant when you are assessing only 76 cases (of cohabita-
tion dissolution), but if that were a presidential vote, it’d be a landslide. 
I  think this is a statistical power problem.43 But even if it was not, men 
and women approach cohabitation and marriage decisions differently, as 
I articulated in Chapter 2. (Rosenfeld’s hypothesis does not presume so.) 
That is, women, who are generally more interested in marriage than men, 
tend to perceive in a tough mating market that cohabitation is a solid step 
toward marriage and often are the protagonists of moving in together.

Men, on the other hand, perceive a much stronger divide between cohab-
itation and marriage. Committing to marriage signals a greater willingness 
to sacrifice and invest in a particular woman, a decision more significant in 
a mating market that favors their interests. Men will be less prone to end 
a marriage because they were far more serious about nuptials than about 
moving in together. Meanwhile, divorce is incentivized among women, 
who tend to lose less than men from the legal dissolution of marriage than 
from a collapsed cohabitation. Marriage may or may not be an anti- feminist 
trap, but neither entering nor exiting different kinds of unions is commen-
surate and cannot yield the kind of evaluation Rosenfeld is seeking.

Are MGTOW?

Men actually enjoy their marriages more today than women do. Economists 
have noted this for years now.44 And men tolerate poorer- quality marriages 
more readily (and for longer) than women do. And they are less likely 
to think about separating than women are, whether they are married or 
cohabiting. Table 5.1 documents this, as well as makes clear the far more 
precarious state of cohabitation in America.
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But this pattern entails risk. Given (1) heightened economic egalitari-
anism, (2)  women’s diminished need for what men historically offered 
in marriage, (3) women’s support of easier and more generous (to them) 
divorce laws, and (4) ease of access (for men) to premarital sex and por-
nography, some popular observers hold that men rather than women 
will ultimately— and imminently— opt out of marriage altogether. It even 
has an acronym: MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way). To be sure, the 
MGTOW phenomenon is real, and there are plenty of men who feel mar-
riage is a bad deal for them, and that cheap sex is a welcome shift from 
expensive promises that can, in the end, leave them alone and with a child- 
support tab to pay.

So are men done with commitment? So far as I  can tell, no, or at 
least not yet. They may be slower to marry than before, but that doesn’t 
mean that M are GTOW. Brian, a 27- year- old carpenter from Milwaukee, 
grieved the loss of his live- in girlfriend of eight years (who he neverthe-
less had cheated on several times when she was away in college). After 
she left him,

I always just wanted her back. I  was like, you know, like “Dude, 
I  love you,” you know, “I don’t really understand this all. I mean, 
I’m happy with you. Like I don’t need … I’m not looking for the 
perfect woman or anything. I’m content.”

Perhaps too content. They were going nowhere, by his admission. The child of 
divorce, Brian was skeptical of going too fast and wondered aloud to her about 
the real difference between marriage and cohabitation. So he didn’t rush it:

I mean we’d always talk about it (marriage), and I’d, I mean, I don’t 
know, I don’t feel like I need to be married at the age of, you know, 
before 23, 24, 25, and you know I would tell her like, just, I mean, 
“Give it a little more time, I mean, we don’t … this is nothing to 
really rush, (or) to worry about.”

Hence, there were no markers of time or relationship maturation, 
save for her moving in, which wasn’t even a decision. It just happened 
when she finished college. In a manner consistent with numerous inter-
viewee accounts of dying relationships, the sex slowed, then the breakup 
occurred— slowly, over several weeks— but with enough post- breakup sex 
to confuse the two of them about what exactly was going on. Finally even 
Brian had had enough.
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For both men and women, cohabitation doubles the likelihood of 
thinking and talking about separating, as well as actually doing so (see 
Table 5.1). To be sure, there is selectivity at work, meaning that more 
relationally confident people are more apt to get married in lieu of, or 
following, a spell of cohabitation. (And thoughts about separating— or 
conversations with one’s spouse or partner about it— do not signify that 
a relationship is over.) My point is more basic:  men like their signif-
icant relationships more than women and are less apt to think about 
leaving them.

The NFSS survey posed a series of questions about the significant 
romantic relationships in which many respondents are embedded. When 
I restrict the sample to only those who are currently married, more women 
than men disagreed with each of these statements, sometimes by a 3- to- 1 
margin:

 • We have a good relationship.
 • My relationship with my partner is very healthy.
 • Our relationship is strong.
 • My relationship with my partner makes me happy.
 • I really feel like part of a team with my partner.
 • Our relationship is pretty much perfect.

Married women were also more likely than married men to report “numer-
ous times” that they thought their relationship “might be in trouble” and 
that they and their husband discussed ending their relationship. Gratefully, 

Table 5.1 Percent of respondents who thought about separation, talked 

about it but didn’t separate, and talked about it and did separate, 

by sex and relationship status

Sex/ Gender Thought about 
leaving in the past 

year (%)

Talked about it  
but didn’t  

separate (%)

Talked and  
did separate  

(%)

Married men 13.4 9.6 0.6
Cohabiting men 25.6 19.2 1.8
Married women 19.5 12.0 1.1
Cohabiting women 40.9 27.6 3.3

Source: Relationships in America, married and cohabiting respondents ages 25– 60.
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those were not the modal responses from either husband or wife, but the 
point remains— women are typically quicker than men to sense dissatis-
faction in their significant relationships.

So why would anyone conclude that men are done with marriage 
and are going their own way? MGTOW rightly notes that the terms for 
marriage are becoming less and less attractive to men. When things are 
not working out well within marriage, the exit has become legally more 
appealing to her than to him: loss of access to one’s children, half of all 
savings and retirement accounts, and a share of present earnings. Hence, 
marriage is more expensive. And in an era wherein more and more mari-
tal horror stories are accessible online (which is itself an echo chamber of 
self- selectivity), more men are thinking twice about it and concluding that 
cohabitation or the bachelor life may better represents their interests than 
marriage.

And yet M are not GTOW. Why not? Because the Becker model of mar-
riage has not disappeared in lived reality. The trade- offs of marriage still 
work for them, if less optimally than before. This is when it pays to keep in 
mind that marriage is a massive social structure spanning ages, eras, cul-
tures, and nations. It is inextricably linked to the exchange model. It may 
be in the throes of deinstitutionalization in the West, and it may not rep-
resent men’s interests so well anymore, but this hardly means that people 
in 2050 or 2100 will not marry. Marriage may well shrink significantly— I 
think it will— but it will not disappear. It is not that malleable.

Putting the Brakes on Marriage

It is not just in demand for divorce that the influence of confluent love 
is felt. It is also recognizable in the brakes applied to marriage like never 
before. One in every three persons now in their early twenties will never 
marry, claims one noted demographer.45 It’s a startling statistic. Until 
recently the share of women who never married had fluctuated between 
5 and 10 percent since data recording began with women born in 1825. 
Among those that do marry, median age at marriage continues to rise, to 
the current 27 for women and 29 for men. (Canada and much of Europe 
exhibit older median ages.) While neither 27 nor 29 are strikingly high, 
they should be juxtaposed with Figure 5.1, which indicates the concurrent 
flight from marriage altogether, age aside.

The collective valuing of a higher age at first marriage has become pro-
nounced, itself reflecting a shift from being marriage “naturalists” (more 
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characteristic of marrying in the early twenties) to marriage “planners” (late 
twenties to mid- thirties) and from the idea of marriage as a foundational 
signal of adulthood to that of marriage as an achievement, a status symbol 
of a young adulthood lived shrewdly and wisely.46 The Becker model of 
marriage is fading. The marriages Americans are fashioning today seldom 
emphasize the idea of marriage as a functional form, enabling two people 
to accomplish things they otherwise could not alone. Now we can accom-
plish a great deal— certainly enough— on our own.47 Hence, marriage in 
America has shifted away from being a populist institution— a social phe-
nomenon in which most adults participated and benefited— to becoming 
an elite, individualist, voluntary, consumption- oriented arrangement.

The “pure” relationship system underwrites this shift, providing ample 
time in Americans’ twenties and early thirties to sexually experiment, love, 
leave, and date around before “getting serious” about marriage. Accounts 
like that of Sarah (in Chapter 1), who abstained from sex through her teen 
years but exhibited a series of partners in her twenties, are consonant with 
this mentality and norm. The pattern is also a response to the painful 
experience of parental divorces and the resulting sincere desire for young 
adults to avoid marital breakdown.

Melinda is a 32- year- old editor for a publisher in Austin and is a text-
book case of anxiety about marriage and its seeming finality. The men in 
her past were more interested in her than she was in them:

I have a problem committing. Um, yeah it’s frightening. I don’t, 
you know, um, my parents are divorced. They fought a lot, you 
know … during the times when they had to have contact which 
was you know, all the time until I  turned 18 and left . .  . I’m not 
worried about it, I know that I won’t, (but) I’m afraid that I could let 
this happen to me.

Declining marriage rates and a rising median age at first marriage do not 
necessarily tell us that women are newly uninterested in marriage, but 
perhaps that they— together with many men— simply prefer to marry 
later. It is an empirical question, and an important one at that: Are women 
still interested in marrying? Figure 5.3 displays a fitted curve outlining 
the share of unmarried women (by age) in the Relationships in America 
data who said yes to a very basic question posed to them: “Would you pre-
fer to be married?”48 It is a different question than one like “Would you 
like to get married someday?” It is more specific, and responses to it are 
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certainly more sensitive to the particular relationship context of those who 
are answering the question. So what does Figure 5.3 tell us? Several things 
stand out:

 1. Preference for being married rarely eclipses 60 percent.
 2. Peak interest coincides with median age at first marriage (ages 26– 28).
 3. Interest in marriage is nearly as high among 50-  to 60- year- olds as 

among 18-  to 23- year- olds.
 4. While odds of marrying are believed to decline with age, interest in it 

never dips sharply.

There are other interesting items of note: 55 percent of currently cohab-
iting women said they preferred to be married, compared with 47 per-
cent of never- married women who were not cohabiting. (That is less 
of a difference than I  anticipated.) Church attendance is largely unre-
lated to wanting to be married (among those who are not), but self- rated 
importance of religion is a good predictor of it— ranging from 38 per-
cent among the least religious women to 57 percent among the most. 
Yet even many very religious women say they prefer their (current) 
unmarried status, in contrast with the prevailing conventional wisdom 
about them.

Being on public assistance— in this case, receiving only one form of 
it— is associated with desiring marriage (56 percent of women), but that 
figure declines in a linear manner with each additional report of public 
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assistance, such that only 36 percent of women who report receiving four 
forms of public assistance wish that they were married. (The more they 
need the help, the less confident they are that marriage will deliver it.) 
Heavy Facebook and social media users wish they were married at rates 
significantly higher than non- users. Women who report being sexually 
dissatisfied are much more likely (58 to 43 percent, respectively) to wish 
they were married than women who were sexually content.49 The same is 
true with masturbation. Indeed, it seems the wish for a settled sexual part-
ner is behind a share of this longing. It makes sense. And yet the marriage 
rate continues to tumble.

The vast majority of our (mostly heterosexual) interviewee pool— who 
were in the crest of Figure 5.3 by age— still wished to marry. What was 
stopping those who were already in relationships? The three most com-
mon scenarios among them could be characterized as follows:

 1. They are cohabiting, but their union is not stable and trusting enough 
yet to bet on it.

 2. They are financially insecure, especially if his employment trajectory 
was iffy.

 3. They have few successful exemplars or no clear narrative about mar-
riage to follow.

On average, most interviewees exhibited at least two— and some all three— 
of these scenarios concurrently. Only 41 of the 100 interviewees’ parents 
were still together, leaving many no obvious or optimal immediate exem-
plar to help them navigate how to stay married and surmount difficulties. 
Like Kathryn Edin and Maria Kefalas’s interviews in Promises I Can Keep, 
many interviewees with whom we spoke wanted to marry, liked the idea of 
it, were not yet ready, often were not sure when they would be ready, and 
inadvertently relayed a variety of reasons for us to believe that— in spite of 
their stated interests— they would not actually marry the person they are 
currently (living) with. Why? Because marriage remains a big deal— most 
seem to get that— and their situations seemed too risky to them.

Scholars talk plenty today about the concept of resilience, that is, faring 
better than expected given the high odds against success. But it is an idea 
commonly applied to individuals, not relationships. I could not help but 
pore over the transcripts of our 100 interviews and come to the conclusion 
that the men and women we listened to displayed plenty of admirable, 
resilient traits. But their unions? Not so much.
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I first mentioned Jennifer in Chapter 3, where she detailed the dat-
ing scene in and around Bristol. Following a variety of retail sales posi-
tions and a stint as a coffee shop barista, she had been hired recently by 
Verizon to work as a sales representative in a local retail outlet, making 
around $12 an hour. A high school graduate, she would like to go to col-
lege someday but isn’t sure she has what it takes. In love as in work, she 
has met with only modest success. She’s had 10 sexual partners in her life-
time, but wishes there were fewer. Like many women following a popular 
cultural script, Jennifer did not want that number to be in double digits. 
She had been in a relationship with four of them; the rest were casual or 
brief, or both. At age 19, Jennifer began a four- year relationship with Nick. 
Halfway through it, and without warning or signals, Nick became physi-
cally abusive, including holding her head underwater. At one point she 
was trying to escape him, and a neighbor saw him chase her and drag her; 
he threatened Nick with a gun (and called the police). The end result was 
a temporary restraining order. The abuse, she related, occurred when he 
drank too much. Nick’s addiction to pain pills, so common in that region 
of Tennessee and in the accounts of our interviewees there, didn’t seem 
as pertinent to her. For others, it mattered. In a twist on the exchange 
relationship, Jennifer relayed how area men use opioids in order to ease 
access to sex:

It’s called the Appalachian mating call. … It’s so true that it’s a 
mating call, you know, the sound of pills in the bottle. … Basically 
giving girls things, I mean they still know what’s going on, but they 
know it too. It’s like a two- way thing, I guess, like giving girls drugs 
in exchange for sex, but not in the way that you’re whoring, [since] 
it’s unspoken.

Nevertheless, they continued dating and even became engaged. She broke 
it off after three months. She didn’t breathe a word of the violence to her 
friends or her parents (who split when she was three). The reach of old 
flames— even troubled ones— can be long, however. When asked if she 
would ever like to reconnect sexually with any previous partner, if only for 
a night, Jennifer said yes. With whom? Just one— Nick, “if it was just for 
a night.”

For the past year, Jennifer has been dating someone different, a 
man named Trevor. Although he pressed for sex, she held out— by her 
account— for two months, after which they had sex and a conversation in 
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which they clarified they were, in fact, in a relationship. The two moved 
in together (out of convenience) after six months. Nevertheless, Jennifer 
has grown unhappy in the relationship and plans to end it soon. But as 
with many relationship sagas, this one is easy neither to continue nor to 
conclude. Jennifer lapsed in taking her birth control and got pregnant four 
months before we interviewed her. She didn’t want to have a baby with 
Trevor, so she got an abortion. Jennifer reported no regrets about the deci-
sion, but told us she struggled a great deal emotionally when it happened. 
Since then her libido has plunged; she and Trevor have only had sex a few 
times in the past three months. If the pregnancy had occurred with some-
one else, someone “who is gonna take action and who’s gonna do some-
thing,” then she would not have gone through with the abortion. Trevor, 
however, is financially irresponsible, younger than Jennifer, is not seeking 
a better- paying job— he’s a short- order cook at a restaurant— and does not 
do his fair share at home. He doesn’t even split the rent equally. Marriage 
was out of the question.

Every Woman for Herself: The Collapse 
of the Cartel and the Rise of Career Trade- Offs

One obvious conclusion to be drawn from the explosion in women’s labor 
force participation (and hence their rising standards for the marriagea-
bility of men) that followed upon the uptake of artificial contraception 
and the concomitant drop in the price of sex is the collapse of the “cartel” 
of women. That is, the patterned behavior by which unmarried women 
would police— sometimes subtly, other times bluntly— each other’s pub-
licly discernible sexual behavior for the purpose of fostering an elevated 
price of sex within the community. It simply no longer made sense to arti-
ficially withhold sex from men in an era of effective contraception, since 
pregnancy was no longer a predictable outcome and the threat of STIs too 
private and often manageable or ameliorable with antibiotics. I say “arti-
ficially” because the restriction was seldom because women didn’t like 
sex and wished to hold out until they simply must agree to it. Women 
have appreciated sex for a very long time. (That ought to go without say-
ing.) But a woman’s precocious behavior threatened her peers’ ability to 
command (and receive) a high price for sex— relationship commitment 
in the form of engagement or marriage, together with its accompanying 
resources. That remains the case today, though few women recognize 
it and fewer still attempt to proscribe their peers’ sexual choices. It is a 
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social conundrum. That is, proscriptions do not work unless deviance is 
socially— not just personally— sanctioned. But I cannot see it happening. 
Instead, they seldom even recognize the quandary they are in or how they 
unwittingly contribute to it.

A former graduate student of mine relayed a conversation she had 
with a friend of hers, a woman 31 years of age, who was in a serious (and 
sexual) relationship with a man several years her senior— both well above 
the mean age at first marriage. My student’s friend said she was going 
to have a conversation with him about engagement, in the hopes that it 
would move things along toward that goal. “Wish me luck,” she texted 
my student. A day later, another text came from her discouraged friend. 
It read: “Marriage is not around the corner.” I  told my student that her 
friend ought to consider a sex strike (not unlike the plot of Spike Lee’s 
2015 film Chi- Raq). That won’t happen, she said. No wonder women have 
so little authority to make their relationships move forward in the manner 
in which they prefer. The sex may be good. It may be great. But it does not 
cost enough. We know where this relationship will most likely go: nowhere 
fast. Why? Because her boyfriend said so, and she has invested too much 
time to risk leaving a man she loves in order to start over. So long as she 
stays, he controls the pace.

Success in the marketplace has cost women in relationships. It has 
not harmed all women, of course— that is never the case— but enough 
of them for the new challenges to be widely discernible. Some object to 
this claim, citing statistics that marriage is still reliably experienced by 
college- educated women. It is true, at least for now, unless you’re African 
American. (I could make other qualifications as well.) There are enough 
success stories to (erroneously) convince most women that any problems 
they experience here must be their own fault.50 But the profound sex- ratio 
imbalance in college graduates spells the coming doom of educational 
homogamy, or the common practice of women marrying men who are 
at least as educated and well- compensated as they are.51 If educational 
homogamy is a key measure of marriageability— I am not convinced it 
is— then the institution is in even more dire straits.

Women have begun responding to these challenges in the way a sexual 
economics approach would expect them to. In a series of experiments, 
social psychologists conveyed impressions of local sex- ratio disparities (via 
photographs and newspaper articles) to different sets of undergraduate 
women, seeking to assess the effects of “sex ratio manipulation” on the 
participants’ reported relative desire for a satisfying career versus a happy 
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and well- adjusted family life.52 Perceptions of scarcity of men in the local 
area led women to believe it would be difficult to attract a mate, led a dif-
ferent research pool to prioritize starting a career over starting a family, 
and prompted still another set to prefer a lucrative career to family— but 
especially if women perceived themselves as less desirable (that is, less 
attractive) to men. Three different studies, three identical results, each 
issuing in the same, predictable response to emerging sex- ratio challenges 
confronting women today.

Education and careers are good things. And they are hedges against 
relationship failure (or failure to launch). Young women understand it, 
as do their parents. So marriage waits. But many years spent on the mat-
ing market can yield the unintended consequence of extending market 
mentalities— notions like cost- benefit estimates, risk assessments, and 
concern about settling— into the marriage itself, if only by force of repeti-
tion or habit. It is not that marriages cannot survive market mentalities; 
they can. But they are not optimally designed for it, since marriage is not 
an instrumental good, a means to meet some individual preference or end. 
Instead, marriage optimally leads us to “mint our own non- convertible 
‘currencies’ of love, caring, and concern,” something “entirely alien to the 
market exchange” model.53 Agreed. Perhaps this is why sociologists of the 
family continue to note the existence of a “sweet spot” for age- at- marriage 
that rests between the ages of 23 and 27, a social age range characterized 
neither by too little maturity nor too much long- term independence.54

So it is that the market- savvy (or weary), who experience extended expo-
sure to the bluntest realities of the mating market, can find their confi-
dence in men, women, and marriage waning. That was the case for Debra, 
a 30- year- old nurse and Austin transplant from California who, during an 
exchange with me about her experiences with men in the two years she 
had lived in Austin, declared “the men here (in Austin) are all douche-
bags.” She elected not to expand in greater detail, other than to remark 
that the men were skilled at feigning interest in order to more readily 
access sex. It was not an unusual experience: “I have given them numer-
ous opportunities (to prove otherwise).” Like many other women, the road 
to marriage was more circuitous than she expected, leaving her wondering 
whether it would ever happen, and— increasingly— whether she should 
even continue to hope for it. Cheap sex has a way of doing that.

Critics retort that most who wish to marry still do. Yes, but the pathway 
to marriage is lengthening, and the journey there increasingly circuitous. 
And more than ever no longer arrive at a destination they were aiming 
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for.55 Other patterns accompany this: more living alone, more dual- earner 
families (and with that, higher cost of living in urban cores and greater 
relative poverty among those living by themselves), more infertility con-
cerns, more solitary sex. All of these patterns are not, I hold, because the 
average woman prefers it to be this way. Even the average man is not a 
fan of many of these developments. They need not be because that is how 
trade- offs work: a desire is sought and acquired, but comes seeded with 
unintended consequences. In the end, the sky is not falling. But it is time 
we acknowledged the reality of cheap sex and its consequences, instead of 
recasting all of it in only positive light.

Was Gary Becker Wrong?

So was Gary Becker wrong on marriage, or is he just hopelessly behind 
the times if taken seriously today? Neither. On the contrary, he was pre-
scient. Becker’s model, rooted in the concept of social and sexual exchange 
described earlier, predicts— accurately— that the benefits of getting mar-
ried decline as women’s earning power rises. For a key decade (1973– 1983) 
young women’s wages climbed steadily while men’s fell, never to recover. 
As a result, marriage rates dropped, as you should expect.

And yet many scholars act as if contraceptive technology, a desired fait 
accompli, played only a bit part in the transformation of family behav-
ior and attitudes that we are witnessing, rather than the starring role that 
it actually occupied. Ruggles, quoted earlier, asserts that “the decline of 
young men’s wages since 1975 is the main reason for the retreat from mar-
riage in that period,” but then treats that decline as if it were an exogenous, 
uncaused force.56 The most he admits in his otherwise excellent article on 
marital shifts is that, with regard to young men’s declining wages, “One 
factor was doubtless the mass entry of married women into the labor 
force.”57

Give credit where credit is due— the world would be a rather different 
place without artificial hormonal contraception.58 It was a quiet but monu-
mental grand bargain that has resulted in some unintended fallout in the 
domain of marriage and relationship formation and continuity. Previous 
cohorts of men who did not make ample wages were simply not consid-
ered marriageable and hence were unable to access sex with the regularity 
they craved. They worked for it, and some became marriageable. The real-
ity for men today is quite different. This matters in ways that sociologists 
unfortunately dismiss and economists have difficulty mapping.
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Marriage Prep in an Era of Confluent Love

Like Jennifer and Debra, nearly all of the women— and a solid majority 
of the men— with whom we spoke in person want to marry. But many of 
them do not know how to make it happen. Marriage as it has been conven-
tionally understood— faithful, closed (to others), enduring, kids, the whole 
package deal— is a desired state into which very many young Americans 
hope someday to naturally and passively find themselves. They do not 
think of it as a pathway requiring their present- time discipline, discern-
ment, sacrifice, self- control, and prudent judgment, together with ample 
amounts of the same from their peers. Young Americans are not practic-
ing to be married, but rather hoping to someday wake up in it. I realize 
that the in- person interviews we conducted are not a random sample of 
young Americans, but this theme recurred so consistently that it demands 
sustained attention. An example will help.

Nina is a 25- year- old transplant from South Florida to Denver, Jewish 
by birth but presently “more spiritual than religious,” and is emblematic 
of many of her peers’ quests for settled love. She is petite in stature, attrac-
tive, and faring well professionally in her position with an insurance com-
pany. But Nina is struggling emotionally. She weaned herself off Zoloft, an 
antidepressant, a couple years ago after a decade on it. But then she lost 
her mother late last year. (She had a good relationship with her, which typ-
ically eases the experience of loss.) Her father died when she was 5. She is 
young for being an adult orphan. But it is obvious that the pain in Nina’s 
life ranges well beyond the death of her parents and stands in contrast to 
her educational and professional successes.59

Nina historically sequestered particular men as good friends— 
confidantes— with whom sex would be “too risky,” that is, it could screw 
up a good relationship. Other men were for sex. That was the pattern she 
had witnessed in herself and in other women, a pattern that led her to 
develop a “cynicism for dating.” When we asked her if she ever felt guilty 
about having sex— a question which yielded a wide variety of responses 
across the interviewee pool— she said yes. When asked to describe an 
instance, she didn’t mince words:

Um, when I knew that I wouldn’t have [had sex] if I had used my bet-
ter judgment, you know, or followed my intuition knowing that this 
probably wasn’t a good idea, or um, whenever I’ve gotten involved 
with somebody too quickly and I regretted it. Um, particularly like 
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if I  ended up hurt afterwards. [How often would that happen, that 
you would end up hurt afterwards?] I  think my cynicism for dating 
has a lot to do with that. Um, I think that even though I know the 
guy’s a loser and he sucks, I stopped realizing that I need to care 
too… . [How would you say your cynicism for dating developed?] Um, 
just one shitty thing after another. One bad guy after another. Like 
I said, I think particularly after my last relationship in college, the 
one where I had the abortion and he cheated on me and I think that 
just totally skewed my perspective on guys and what’s the point of 
dating, you know? I think even my guy friends that are in relation-
ships lie to their girlfriends and I think that makes me sick. It turns 
my stomach. I don’t wanna be with anybody who lies or cheats or 
manipulates, or an abusive relationship.

And yet Nina had experienced all of that. She is not old, 25, and has not 
given up on love or marriage or children, but confessed “I was raised by a 
single parent and I don’t want my kids to have to go through that.” When 
will marriage happen for her? “When I was a kid I used to say 27, and 
now, now that I’m 25 I’m thinking maybe 32 (laughs).” She believes that a 
marriage ought to develop differently— as friendships first— than most of 
the relationships she has been in. She feels very protective about David, a 
man from Florida whom she once dated and with whom she remains in 
contact.

He’s the only guy I’ve ever dated that I would consider marrying. 
Um, he’s getting his masters in neuroscience now, and um … 
[And what happened to that?] Oh, we’re still really good friends, but 
he lives in Florida and I  live here. We’re gonna see each other in 
six weeks and . . . [Is that a deal breaker, long distance?] No, he had 
already gone to medical school in Georgia and he had started dat-
ing some other girl after we started dating because he thought that 
I was still talking to my ex- boyfriend or something like that. And 
this was in college, and we haven’t seen each other for three years, 
but um, we’re gonna get together in six weeks. [Do you think you’ll 
have sex?] My goal is not to. [Okay.] Because I’ve already told him, 
like I joke around with him, I’m like “Oh, don’t worry, we’re gonna 
get married one day, you’ll see,” and I, uh, and I told him, I was like, 
’cuz he tells me about all, because now he’s back at where we went 
for undergrad, but he’s getting his masters there now, and um, and 
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I told him, I was like, “You can date all these dumb little girls, just 
tell ’em you’ve got a wife in mind,” you know (chuckles) and just 
kind of joking with him. [But you’re being serious?] I’m dead serious. 
[Would you …] I would marry him, I would raise his kids, raise a 
family.

Nina thinks it could work with David. It’s ideal, in fact. It’s how she imag-
ines marriage happening: “Yeah, I think I’d wanna be best friends first, 
and fall in love with my best friend.” It would be for keeps, too:

I don’t really believe in divorce. I feel that the person that you married, 
and I don’t think anybody ever goes into marriage planning on divorc-
ing them, but I still, I think that if I can marry you then we can, we 
can work anything out. Because you’re supposed to be that one that’s 
above the rest. You’re the one that I married, not the one I dated.

It’s hard not to admire Nina’s ideals, ambitions, and wishes. But her 
“I hope not” response to our question about whether she’d have sex with 
David when they see each other in a few weeks reminded me of Sarah’s 
admission about men and first- date sex in Chapter 1. Both Sarah and Nina 
“waste” sex on men they willingly identify as poor quality:

These days we give in too easily and I  think that, you know, oh, 
because he’s nice and he’s cute and he’s sweet and I really wanna 
be with him. We think that sex might kind of lure them into being 
more attracted, or, I don’t know, you know? And it just doesn’t work 
out. [Um, what does it usually take then for a guy to end up getting sex 
with some girl?] I don’t know. [Does he …] I think for me it’s just dif-
ferent, though. Like for me I’d rather, I think the sexual chemistry 
is the most important and if I really want to I will.

What Nina and Sarah (and numerous others) do not realize, however, is that 
even wasted sex is priced— cheaply— and contributes to the socially discern-
ible cost of sex in the surrounding mating market. It matters. Kristin, a 29- 
year- old from Austin, betrays a naivety about this when we asked her whether 
men should work to access sex, or not: “Yes. Sometimes. Not always. I mean, 
I don’t think it should necessarily be given out by women, but I do think 
it’s okay if a woman does just give it out. Just not all the time.” Nina justi-
fiably wishes to be treated better, to not be cheated on, to be sacrificed for, 
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to be wooed, but she and so many women are in the unenviable position of 
simply hoping that some man will someday do those things for them, even 
while they are unwittingly teaching the men in their lives that such things 
are noble and nice but just not required in order to be with them. It reminds 
me of how Cheryl (from Chapter 3) struggled “to find quality people that you 
want to be with,” but perceived no connection between this and her habit 
of having sex promptly with men if she didn’t particularly like them, since 
“it was just sex.” She wishes to be a free rider— in this case, to find a good 
man— without contributing to the kinds of normative relationship behavior 
that make men better. It won’t work. It can’t work. Good husband mate-
rial doesn’t occur naturally, but is instead the product (in part) of socializa-
tion, development, and social control. The same is true of the “douchebags” 
Debra keeps meeting. They too are made, not born. In the domain of sex and  
relationships men will act as nobly as women collectively demand.

This is an aggravating statement for women to read, no doubt. They do 
not want to be responsible for “raising” men. But it is realistic. To be sure, 
I could put on an altogether different set of lenses through which to under-
stand Nina’s life and relationship choices. I could truthfully assert that she 
is exhibiting control over her body, pursuing consensual pleasures when 
and with whom she pleases. I could admit that she is old enough to own 
her own troubles and fashion new ways of dealing with men so that they 
are not able to hurt her. I could counsel her to be patient about marriage— 
that the right man may be just around the corner. And that she doesn’t 
even need marriage to enjoy a successful life. It would all be the truth, of 
a sort. But it would be a short- sighted truth, one that mistakenly equates 
elective decision- making about sexual and reproductive health with sig-
nals of deep human flourishing. Nina’s choices contribute to an obvious 
share of her suffering. She does not know how to get what she wants. 
When she looks around her, she knows something is wrong while perceiv-
ing normative (but problematic) behavior patterns in others and in herself. 
She is one of the countless victims of cheap sex and the transition toward 
the pure relationship system, which delivers orgasms with a side of loneli-
ness. It’s the “confluent love plate” at the Pure Relationship Diner. Even 
Giddens recognizes that more loneliness is part of the deal.

What if Non- Monogamy Became the Norm?

Perhaps loneliness can be solved by spreading love around. Monogamy’s 
critics seem to be growing in number and visibility, lining up to take their 
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turn punching the idea of committing to one person for life, or even for a 
while. Maybe we all just have to get used to a more individualistic world in 
which adults form relationships for a season. Perhaps this is the shrewd-
est way to make the best of a difficult situation.60 After all, assuming stabil-
ity or monogamy is no longer central to the Western way of relationships, 
right? Giddens alerted us:

Unlike romantic love, confluent love is not necessarily monoga-
mous, in the sense of sexual exclusiveness. What holds the pure 
relationship together is the acceptance on the part of each partner, 
“until further notice,” that each gains sufficient benefit from the 
relation to make its continuance worthwhile. Sexual exclusiveness 
here has a role in the relationship to the degree to which the part-
ners mutually deem it desirable or essential.61

Non- monogamy— the practice of supplementing a primary sexual partner 
with one or more others— has even became hip in some corners of the 
United States, and I’m not talking about rural Utah.62 Our interviewees 
brought up the subject of monogamy with a good deal of regularity in our 
interviews: 27 percent of them used the word, even though it was not a 
term or theme that we directly inquired about. Something is afoot.

Note the terminology. Polyamory is different than polygamy. Polygamy 
is still off limits, but it is so not because of the poly part but because mar-
riage is out of vogue in places where polyamory has emerged as a minor-
ity practice. For polyamorists to think of marrying more than one person 
is laughable— it would esteem marriage far too much. The distinction 
between the two, however, may be splitting hairs: NYU sociologist Dalton 
Conley labels Americans’ sexual behavior patterns “dynamic polygamy.”63 
It doesn’t look like “old school” polygamy, with multiple marriage partners 
at once. But multiple it is. Divorce, he reminds us, does not actually sever 
a relationship. It just concludes the marriage part of it. Financial and other 
obligations can long linger. And when children are involved, you remain 
in contact— even if on acerbic terms— with your ex for years. And remar-
riage compounds it. Conley thinks we tend to overlook all this. He’s right.

Instead, contemporary polyamory or non- monogamy is popularly pre-
sumed to refer to the negotiated practice of consensual sex outside of a 
primary relationship. That is, when both partners in a relationship have 
agreed to allow one or the other or both to experience sexual activity— 
and possibly form ongoing sexual relationships— apart from their primary 
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union. This new version includes women forming such relationships, too. 
(The old school version did not.) The lack of commitment that character-
izes modern cohabitation, together with the sexual malleability outlined 
in Chapter 2, has enabled the emergence of polyamory. Monogamy, it is 
increasingly held, is unnatural. But, of course, people “need” multiple 
partners like they need four houses or six automobiles. These are wants, 
not needs. And when seemingly reasonable people argue that in previous 
eras people didn’t live so long, such that the death of a spouse functioned 
as a way for humans to fulfill their “need for sexual variety” it pays to be 
skeptical.64 (Since when did golden anniversaries become something to 
pity rather than something to celebrate?)

No, the new turn away from monogamy was made possible not because 
we figured out that we were still animals but because we figured out how 
to effectively prevent pregnancies or end them prematurely, freeing us up 
to pursue the art of sexuality— the body as a tool of consumption rather 
than production. Giddens called it.

So what if non- monogamy became more popular? Private choices 
wouldn’t harm anyone else’s way of life, right? Wrong. As poly becomes 
more popular, marriage retreats even quicker. Sociologists Yoosik Youm 
and Anthony Paik helpfully demonstrate what non- monogamy does to the 
marriage rate even when the sex ratio remains stable.65 Figure 5.4, repro-
duced from their analysis of the implications of sex market patterns for 
family formation, details how expectations of monogamous sex are apt to 
issue in more marrying than when polyamorous sex is available. They are 
identical sex ratios— both favor men but only one hews to monogamy. And 
because of that we should expect men to partner differently. If monogamy 

Women

Men

Marriage

Non-marital sex

Figure  5.4 The effect of non- monogamous sex on the marriage rate, with sex 
ratio constant
Source: Youm and Paik 2004: 174.
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is socially reinforced, as in the model on the left, all three men will marry 
and two women will go un- partnered. If non- monogamy is permitted, as 
in the model on the right, only two of the men would marry and one of 
those will engage a second partner. More of the women in the second  
scenario will be partnered but fewer will be married. Youm and Paik con-
clude that non- monogamy directly decreases the marriage rate. It fits the 
contemporary American mating market experience well.

We asked survey respondents whether they had ever overlapped sexual 
relationships, meaning they were still in a sexual relationship with one per-
son while having begun a sexual relationship with another person. To be sure, 
respondents might not think of these relationships as non- monogamous 
or polyamorous. They may well have considered themselves as “cheating” 
on someone, or in the process of ending one relationship and beginning 
another. That is fine— what interests me is less their description of it than 
how many have experienced it. Analyses of the data reveal that two- thirds of 
American adults ages 18– 60 said they had never been in a sexual relation-
ship that overlapped with another one. An additional 20 percent said they 
had, but that the overlap was brief— less than a month. Just under 10 percent 
said they had been in a longer overlapping situation (over one month).66 If 
we were searching for genuine polyamory, I think it would be wise to use the 
more- than- a- month measure rather than likely misrepresent those 20 per-
cent of respondents whose relationships overlapped for a brief period.

Although race/ ethnicity is not a central theme in this book, the sex- ratio 
imbalance in African American communities should lead us to hypothe-
size that African American men are more likely to report longer term over-
lapping sexual partnerships, due to their optimal ability to navigate their 
local sexual economies as they please (given the presence of more women 
than men). Is that the case? Yes. While the overall experience of longer 
term overlapping sexual partnerships is just under 10 percent of American 
adults, it was the case among 17 percent of African Americans. And since 
women may be unaware of such relationships, it pays to distinguish 
between men and women here as well: 22 percent of African American 
men report overlapping partnerships that exceed a month in duration 
(while 28 percent report overlaps of less than one month). Moreover, the 
most educated (and hence most marriageable) African American men 
were also the most likely to report long- term overlaps, at 31 percent among 
those with post- graduate education, compared with 18  percent of high- 
school dropouts, a phenomenon Youm and Paik noted as well in their 
study of Chicago neighborhoods.
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Yes, monogamy is still preferred, but it’s more preferred by older than 
younger Americans, and by the religious more than the irreligious. But 
most of all it’s more preferred by women than men; that is, it’s more pre-
ferred by those in a weaker position in the mating market.67 Women are 
less apt to get what they want in that market, so of course it is reasonable to 
perceive that expectations of monogamy, too, have receded some as well.

Perhaps, then, Americans are on a trajectory to get over their hang- ups 
about poly and instead display what some call “compersion,” or appreciat-
ing the sexual pleasure that a spouse (or primary partner) receives when 
with someone else. Huffington Post writer “Gracie X,” who advocates for 
the socialization of compersion, realizes the challenge it represents:

Feeling all warm and gooey because your spouse had a great time 
banging someone else is not something we’re socialized to feel. 
We can be thrilled for our partner if they get a raise or promotion 
or receive some kind of unexpected windfall, but why can’t we be 
happy for our partners who find joy in bed with someone else?68

Compersion, however, faces long odds. Antagonism toward marital infi-
delity remains very high in the population— 72 percent versus 7.5 percent 
(who think it is permissible), but the share of respondents who are not 
sure is notable, at 17.5 percent.69 Social change concerning the permissibil-
ity of polyamorous (and extramarital) relationships will begin with them, 
no doubt.

The authors of Sex at Dawn welcome the idea, suggesting that trying 
to rise “above our nature” is problematic. It is an “exhausting endeavor,” 
they caution, “often resulting in spectacular collapse.” But to believe that 
loosening sexual standards, like monogamy, means that everyone will be 
free to do as they please is flat wrong, as I just detailed. Groups and com-
munities do not work like that. There will always be rules— with resulting 
winners and losers— in any sexual system.

A monogamous system, however, allows for more winners. That is, 
more men and women are in successful relationships. How so? A team fea-
turing an economist, an anthropologist, and an environmental scientist set 
out to solve what they called the “puzzle” of monogamous marriage. That 
is, why monogamous arrangements comprise a historical minority of the 
globe’s societies, but the vast majority of the more successful and flourish-
ing ones. Monogamous marriage, they detail, fosters savings and economic 
output, and reduces competition among men for women, which functions 
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to reduce the pool of low- status, risk- oriented, unmarried men. (It reduces 
competition not through sex- ratio manipulation but through normative 
expectations of one partner.) And that, in turn, lowers multiple types of 
crime, abuse, household conflict, and fosters greater paternal investment 
in both their work and in their children, who are more apt to enjoy their 
attention and exhibit notably lower stress levels than in households display-
ing all manner of outsiders.70 Speaking of outsiders, a review of data from 
69 polygamous societies from around the world failed to reveal a single 
case where the relationships between a man’s partners or wives could be 
described as consistently harmonious. Sexual- economics expert Marina 
Adshade jokes that “if I had to live in a household where my husband had 
more than one wife, there would have to be alcohol involved.”71

Monogamy also means confidence in the biological link between 
mother, father, and child, a combination long known to reduce the threat 
of abuse, violence, and homicide in the household.72 And monogamy 
means greater equality— more men and women have the opportunity 
to meet, marry, save, and invest for the long term, instead of competing 
(and spending resources, etc.) for others’ available attention. This is why 
monogamous marriage systems preceded the emergence of democratic 
institutions in Europe, and the rise of notions like human rights and 
equality between the sexes. This “package of norms and institutions that 
constitute modern monogamous marriage systems spread across Europe, 
and then the globe,” precisely because it competed well.73 Monogamy, 
after all, is disciplined— by definition. No other form of organizing rela-
tionships between the sexes does a better job of fostering a fair exchange 
between the distinctive interests of men and women. Societies that disre-
gard monogamous norms undermine their own long- term interests.

So men win. Women win. Children win. Entire societies benefit. 
Sounds good. What’s not to like? Not so fast, modern polyamorist skep-
tics say. That is not the kind of relationship system we’re talking about, 
they claim. We are not pushing polygamy, but rather supporting “open” 
relationships, not closed ones between one man and several women. And 
women are free to be poly, too. It’s “ethical” polyamory, after all.

It is true— modern polyamory does not look or feel like old- school 
polygamy. Poly men and women typically do not share spouses and chil-
dren and homes, but rather just sex and dinner dates. It sounds simple. 
But the reality of it gets complicated— the specter of envy is never far away, 
and the “over- sharing” of information and renegotiations that are coun-
seled in order to avoid drama can unwittingly stoke it instead.74
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At bottom, polyamory means a great deal of trust is constantly required of 
people who openly resist the idea of fidelity. It is pretty ironic, and it’s also 
why such relationships almost never last. Unlike with marriage, most of 
which involve childbearing and rearing, there is little incentive to continue 
polyamorous relationships. Moreover, a polyamorous life is only conceiv-
able when no one actually conceives. Paternity concerns and jealousy, 
especially among primary partners, would abound. Working hard at one 
relationship— not many— historically paves the way for a father’s invest-
ment in his children. Few popular accounts of polyamory ever discuss 
what happens when poly meets fertility. It is there that non- monogamy 
contributes to no shortage of anxiety, misery, and agonizing decisions— 
especially for women.

A child is not the only thing polyamory can leave one with. Overlapping 
partners is the single biggest factor accelerating the spread of sexually 
transmitted infections in a network of partners. In sub- Saharan Africa, 
concern about “multiple partners” is the focus of a major public health 
effort.75 But among trend- setters in the United States, it’s part of the attrac-
tion. Unsurprisingly, white Americans in the Relationships in America sur-
vey who have had at least two STIs are 52 percent more likely than those 
who’ve never had an STI to agree with the statement “It is OK for three or 
more consenting adults to live together in a sexual/ romantic relationship.”

Is Non- Monogamy a Free Rider Problem?

Is it possible that the West is living off the social capital accrued by genera-
tions of monogamy— albeit imperfectly lived out— only to watch those it 
has benefited turn on it, oblivious to the social hazards that will accom-
pany undermining a monogamous system? A poly society will require a 
more vigilant public health system, a more active security state to protect 
its citizens— especially women— and a more aggressive social welfare sys-
tem, since invested fathers will continue to recede. Misogyny is embed-
ded in polyamory, too, however “ethical” it claims to be. That’s because 
sexual objectification— the treatment of persons as objects— is unavoid-
able in a non- monogamous system, especially a modern one characterized 
less by plural marriage than by the serial circulation of multiple, over-
lapping sex partners. A non- monogamous future, were it to occur— and 
I have my doubts that it will— would decidedly rest on a very undemo-
cratic approach to relationships. Sociologist Catherine Hakim notes that 
monogamy remains popular, especially among women, precisely because 
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it offers sexual democracy.76 A  non- monogamous sexual system, mean-
while, would undoubtedly be Darwinian, hierarchical, and patriarchal. 
The New Polyamory masquerades as egalitarian at present. It can afford 
to for the moment because of the “free rider problem.” That is, polyamor-
ists can be a minority who flout (but still benefit from the fruits of) the 
trust, fidelity, and stability exhibited by the vast majority of couples. But 
it cannot become a majority system while retaining the benefits that only 
monogamy consistently delivers.

Historically, getting (monogamously) married meant “getting serious.” 
It meant higher expectations of one’s proper behavior.77 The social ties 
of marriage create interdependent systems of obligation, mutual sup-
port, and restraint. Marriage meant having someone to care for and hav-
ing someone to take care of you— yes, being interdependent— and these 
responsibilities and obligations only grew stronger when children entered 
the family. Non- monogamy flouts such norms, exhibits little constraint, 
a great deal of “checking in,” and invites partner jealousy and pernicious 
bugs, all in the pursuit of genital pleasures and perceived “needs.” Some 
things may just be more important than that. And some facets of marriage 
will endure, like the link between the wish to have children and the desire 
for monogamous commitment. No one actively hopes to have children 
by multiple men or women. Individuals may elect not to form marriages 
or families— and they may openly resist the forms of both presented to 
them— but they are not capable of socially constructing monogamy out 
of existence. We are simply not free to write off fertility’s debt to love, its 
desire for exclusivity, and its idealization of marital union. It will resist and 
reemerge, if even only in wounded form.

Secularization and Support for Confluent Love

There have always been forces that have pulled marriages apart. But it 
is the forces that push people together that were once common but are 
now increasingly rare. For example, although 21 states retain adultery laws 
on their books, they are largely historical curiosities today. Legal cases of 
“alienation of affections” are uncommon now and very difficult to win. 
The US military, long trusted to help safeguard the sexual behavior of hus-
bands away on deployment, is following suit. The military’s recognition 
of same- sex marriage in spite of its definition of adultery as penile- vaginal 
penetration means that enforcing its own adultery codes would first 
require considerable revision before new prosecutions can move forward. 
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I cannot imagine that occurring. Hence the armed forces’ recession from 
actively supporting marriage and generously benefiting married spouses 
leaves organized religion as the only obvious, active institutional supporter 
of marriage.

Religious Americans clearly continue to idealize and exhibit marriage 
the most.78 That is not surprising, since religion and family are institu-
tions that look to each other, figuratively speaking, for mutual support. 
Social reinforcement of marriage elsewhere— from sources such as the 
workplace, the law, entertainment, the school system— is fading rapidly 
or has completely collapsed. But Americans are still comparatively more 
religious than the rest of the West, and the way our citizens couple, split, 
and recouple is distinctive as well.79

Figure 5.5 displays the share of Americans ages 24– 35 who are married 
or cohabiting, sorted by their religious service attendance patterns. It rein-
forces the claim that organized religion is still a friend of marriage: one 
in three married young adults report weekly (or greater) religious service 
attendance. The same is true of less than 7 percent of currently cohabiting 
young adults, who are far more likely to never attend religious services at all 
(74 percent, compared with 44 percent of married persons). If we reverse 
the axis (results not shown), we learn comparable things. Married per-
sons comprise 68 percent of all weekly attenders between ages 24 and 35. 
Sociologist Jeremy Uecker, assessing longitudinal data from the Add 
Health study, comes to the same conclusion about cohabitation: it is toxic 
to religious behavior. His study assessed religious “returns,” that is, people  
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Figure 5.5 Frequency of religious service attendance, by current relationship status
Source: Relationships in America, Ages 24– 35.
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who drift away from religious participation in early adulthood and return 
later (most commonly after marriage and children), a phenomenon that 
was predictable for generations. Not so much anymore as marriage lags. 
Cohabiters without children are far and away less likely to return either to 
regular or even sporadic attendance when compared with unmarried (but 
uncoupled) adults, to say nothing of married adults with children.80

Religious Americans are not only more likely to be married, at any age, 
they are also the most likely to balk at the idea of many of the sexual behaviors 
discussed earlier in this book. Assessing religious influence on such behavior 
is not my intention, so I spent little time on the subject in the interviews.81 But 
it deserves some discussion if I am to make claims about the coming primacy 
of confluent love, for it is this group that should be the last holdouts. Are they?

To begin, keep in mind that among this age group (24-  to 35- year- olds) 
about 23 percent of Americans claim to attend religious services weekly. 
Another 22 percent say they do occasionally, and 52 percent say they never 
do.82 Does that matter for what they think about marriage, cohabitation, 
pornography, no- strings- attached sex, extramarital sex, and polyamory?

It absolutely does, but there are clear cracks beginning to show in the 
foundation. Figure 5.6 displays the share of 24-  to 35- year- olds who either 
“disagree” or “strongly disagree” with a set of statements they were asked 
about. I  will not detail every estimate here; you can get the big picture 
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Figure 5.6 Percent disagreement with statements on sex/ marriage, by religious 
attendance
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just by glancing at the graph. Except on extramarital sex, where occasional 
and weekly attenders hang very closely together, attendance habits are a 
linear predictor of what young Americans think about various sexual prac-
tices and relational arrangements. The weekly attenders are consistently 
more skeptical of confluent love ideas and practices than those who never 
attend, by a long shot. Since “nevers” make up half of the American pop-
ulation at this age, this graph also demonstrates just how much sexual 
permissiveness and secularization go hand- in- hand. It is not just that reli-
giously proscribed sexual activity promotes religious guilt. (I am sure it 
does.) Rather, it is often an expression of religious distancing. Cheap sex 
has a way of deadening religious impulses. We overestimate how effective 
scientific arguments are at secularizing people. Narratives about science 
don’t secularize. Technology secularizes. And sex- related technology does 
so particularly efficiently.

Perhaps the “moralistic therapeutic deism” of which sociologist 
Christian Smith has written is partly a result or unintended consequence 
of trends in non- marital sexual behavior among American Christians.83 
Perhaps the New Atheism has arisen— now of all times— in the wake of 
the expansion of pornography and other tech- enhanced sexual behaviors. 
The pure relationship model has prompted plenty of soul searching over 
the purpose, definition, and hallmarks of marriage. It may be doing the 
same with religious belief.

While it is common to display the extent of agreement in graphs like 
that in Figure 5.6, I elected to reveal disagreement with those six state-
ments because it reveals just how much cohabitation, pornography, and 
no- strings- attached sex are barely contested by half of the population of 
American young adults (that is, those who never attend religious services). 
While in one breath Figure 5.6 can reassure many religious Americans 
that they are far more restrictive when it comes to sex and marital mat-
ters, the glass could just as easily be perceived as half- empty. The graph 
serves to highlight how far south of 100  percent the most religious of 
Americans are on these subjects. Only about extramarital sex is there over 
80 percent firm disagreement. Uncertainty— that is, neither agreeing nor 
disagreeing— about such practices and attitudes dominates much of the 
remaining portion of the faithful. Among weekly attenders:

 • 14 percent are unsure about marriage being outdated.
 • 23 percent are unsure about the wisdom of cohabiting before marriage.
 • 21 percent don’t know what they think about no- strings- attached sex.
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 • 25 percent don’t know if viewing pornography is okay or not.
 • 10 percent are unsure about whether extramarital sex might ever be 

permissible.
 • 17 percent don’t know if consensual polyamorous unions are okay.

One can interpret “fence sitters” as movable— open to being convinced. 
But when it comes to sexual matters, most who claim neutrality eventually 
drift toward the more permissive position. Expect that to become true here 
as well, not because sexual attitudes evolve in a more permissive direction. 
(They don’t.) Expect it because American religion as it is practiced tends 
to foster it. Andrew Cherlin, author of The Marriage- Go- Round, holds that 
America’s version of Christian culture exacerbates rather than relieves our 
elevated divorce rate and our predilection to serial partnering. How so? 
In several ways, he asserts. America’s Christian culture, tilted toward a 
generic evangelical Protestantism:

 • Exemplifies a therapeutic expressive individualism
 • Becomes a site for self- development or “personal growth”
 • Fosters a spirituality of “seeking” rather than “dwelling”
 • Emphasizes the importance of meeting people “where they’re at”
 • Encourages the creation of personal religious styles rather than shared 

traditions
 • Emphasizes general social support rather than religious social control

 While these traits may be most visible in evangelical Protestantism, they 
do not stop there. (And to be fair, it is much less true of devoutly observant 
evangelicals.) It is “in the water” here, so to speak, in ways not seen in 
other Western (and certainly non- Western) nations. Annulments granted 
to Catholics in the United States dwarf the number approved elsewhere, 
Cherlin notes.84 Before the Second Vatican Council (1962– 1965), about 
400 annulments were granted annually. After it, but not likely because of 
it, the rate surged, peaking in 1991 at 63,000. The United States accounts 
for only 6 percent of the world’s Catholic population but makes up 60 
percent of all annulments granted. Americans may be more religious than 
Europeans, Cherlin observes, but we are not more traditional, at least 
when it comes to marriage and family. The six traits noted above spill 
over into relationship development and conduct, making us more likely 
to get into romantic and sexual relationships earlier, sacralize them, grow 
dissatisfied with them, exit, and try again with others who have done the 
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same. Twenty- one percent of Americans between the ages of 18 and 60 
have either been divorced before (13.5 percent) or are divorced presently 
(7.2 percent). Not half, as the typical American often misperceives. And, 
curiously, weekly attendance habits are more evident among divorcees the 
more times they have been divorced. I think Cherlin is on to something.

The Religious Consequences of a Bifurcated,  
Gender- Imbalanced Mating Market

Martin is a 28- year- old property inspector in Austin. He’s also a de facto 
organizer of the singles ministry at a large evangelical church, where he is 
very active. While he anticipated a vibrant dating scene there, given how 
evangelicals typically esteem marriage, it has oddly not materialized. It 
has been a disappointment because he’s a big fan. Marriage, he holds, is:

Just a real beautiful thing. I have gotten to see it done well with my 
parents and just creating that covenant with someone and the inti-
macy that’s there and having a family you know. Sharing your life 
with somebody rather than living it by yourself.

This is the kind of talk we expect of devout Christians in America. They 
remain friends of marriage. But they too have been affected by the mat-
ing market dynamics around them. Martin has pursued online dating (on 
Match.com, not something more traditionally religious like eHarmony), 
even though he told us there are at least 80 women in the single’s group. 
Martin and his last girlfriend were sexually active in their relationship, 
even though he said it made him feel like a hypocrite. They managed to 
stop, but in keeping with Duke economist Peter Arcidiacano’s research 
on “habit persistence,” young relationships that cease sex seldom survive, 
and Martin’s was no different.85 It was over within five months. She was 
his first and only sexual partner. Martin has struggled with pornography 
at times, though less so in the present. Like most, he perceives the “eco-
nomic” effect of porn on sex— that it raises men’s (real) sexual expecta-
tions and lowers women’s.

It is not the case that there are separate mating markets for evangelicals 
like Martin, as there tends to be for some American religious minorities 
(such as ultraorthodox Jews or Mormons). Hence what happens among 
many religious Americans in their later twenties and thirties is seldom 
radically different from that which other Americans narrate except by 
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degree. They want love, like nearly everyone else. They couple. Sex often 
follows after a (longer) period of time, a pattern which confuses them 
more than most, since premarital sex remains proscribed— meaning it is 
actively discouraged, but impossible to effectively prevent— among them. 
Moreover, plenty of religious Americans have taken breaks from the faith 
for periods of time, been burned, returned, and then struggle to navigate 
relationships in a manner distinctive from their previous mating- market 
experiences (which have established price points for sex, patterned expec-
tations for behavior, etc.). To be sure, there are “ideal types” among them 
who hew to a more orthodox path— that is, dating without sex, “courtship,” 
marriage in a timely fashion, etc. They are just becoming rarer by the year.

We ought to expect all this to take a toll on marriage rates among reli-
gious Americans, and it may already be occurring. Whereas only 37 per-
cent of the most irreligious of never- married adults in the Relationships in 
America survey said they would prefer instead to be married, 56 percent of 
the most religious never- married adults said the same. But 56 percent is a 
far cry from, say, 80 or 90 percent. What is happening in the wider mating 
market is affecting religious Americans, too, as well as their congregations 
and denominations.

Sociologist Justin Farrell assessed the sexual and marital attitudes of 
evangelicals and found consistent age differences— younger evangelicals 
(below age 30) were notably more permissive on nearly all outcomes (espe-
cially on pornography).86 Critics might claim that this is nothing more than 
the standard age effect on sex visible from time immemorial— that older 
Americans have always been less permissive about sex than younger ones. 
However, exceptions to Farrell’s age effect were apparent among married 
evangelicals, meaning that under- 30 evangelicals who were already mar-
ried were notably less permissive. But the age at first marriage of evangeli-
cals is climbing, in step with (but a little over a year behind) the median 
age of other marrying Americans. The same challenge is now facing the 
LDS Church. Mormon age- at- marriage is climbing as well. Hence, current 
mating market dynamics are affecting how the faithful think and act.

This puts added market pressure on denominations and congrega-
tions, operating as they are in a free religious market in the United States. 
How so? Because it signals that the predictable “return” to organized reli-
gious life of late twenty- somethings after they marry and begin having 
children is receding because the return is either delayed (among many) or 
may not occur at all if Steven Ruggles’s prediction that one in three twenty- 
somethings will never marry proves true.
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It’s not only in diminished numbers of returnees that mating- market 
dynamics are affecting congregations. Long- standing Christian sexual eth-
ics are making less and less sense to the unchurched— a key niche market 
for evangelicals— giving church leadership fits over just how “orthodox” 
they can be or should be on matters of sex and sexuality.87 “Meeting people 
where they’re at” becomes more challenging when where they’re at has 
become the population norm rather than the exception. Congregations are 
coming face to face with questions of just how central sexual ethics are 
to their religious life and message. The issue is a live and very poignant 
tension, exacerbated by the fact that Protestant churches operate in a free 
market, meaning that positions on sexual matters are more sensitive to 
the wishes of the faithful.

American Catholics, meanwhile, have access to more robust and 
developed (and less democratic) conservative teachings on sexuality and 
marriage than do Protestants, but suffer from a profound “supply chain” 
problem. Average Catholics are unaware of their Church’s own teachings 
or are insufficiently trained in them, due to Catholicism’s historically poor 
theological education system.88 American Catholics also tend to approach 
religious life with a spirit of independence and an anti- authoritarian streak, 
out of step with the hierarchical nature of the Magisterium. As a result, the 
average Catholic’s sexual behavior looks (and is) more permissive than the 
average evangelical Protestant’s.

Conclusion

Young Americans are taking flight from marriage— by avoiding it, delay-
ing it, or exiting it. It should not surprise us, either, since this is cultural 
lag in action: the uptake of contraceptive technology is slowly undermin-
ing long- standing reasons for marrying. And yet we still want to marry, but 
the difference between needing and wanting marriage is a big one. Cheap 
sex— that is, the wide availability of sexual access— is arguably diminish-
ing men’s marriageability, since the quest for sex was long a key motivator 
for men to marry. No more. Cheap sex has transformed modern men (and 
women), undermined and stalled the marital impulse, and stimulated crit-
ics of monogamy, who fail to recognize the goods historically secured by 
it and polyamory’s reliance on a male- dominated mating market. Despite 
increasingly unfavorable terms for marriage, men are not going their own 
way. Once in it, they tend to like marriage. Women, on the other hand, 
exhibit higher ideals for marriage. They remain far more likely to want 
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out once in. And given their comparative recent economic successes, 
women are in a better position to leave— and still thrive— than ever before. 
Marriage has changed, no doubt. Once a staid institution characterized 
by its functional gain in trade between men and women, it has become 
a symbol of success shared by two increasingly similar spouses. All of 
it has thrown organized Christianity— marriage’s biggest supporter— 
for a loop. Cheap sex, it seems, secularizes. The more traditional ways 
American Christians think about marriage and family remain distinctive 
from emerging norms of confluent love for now. Cracks in the foundation, 
however, are visible.
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 The Genital Life

despiTe sHrinking double standards and growing egalitarianism, 
something seems amiss with sex these days. Most Americans— left or 
right, religious or not— can sense it. We have sexualized childhood. We tit-
illate each other online. We’re catching more pernicious bugs in bed than 
ever.1 Online porn is now standard operating procedure for a near- majority 
of men. We construct comprehensive identities and communities around 
sexual attraction in a way unfamiliar to most of the Western world, includ-
ing Western Europe.2 Cultural struggles over marriage continue— now out 
of the political limelight— in households, congregations, and workplaces. 
Meanwhile, the common date has eroded, now quaint in light of the ubiq-
uitous, unromantic hookup. Programs aimed at “sexual health” prolifer-
ate, cost bundles, but seem to meet only modest success in the realm of 
consent. We medicate low sexual desire and market Fifty Shades. We can’t 
seem to get enough of sex— so we focus on technique— but what we get is 
leaving us hungering for still more or longing for some emotion or tran-
scendent satisfaction that cheap sex seems to promise but seldom delivers. 
Social and interpersonal trust erodes; solitude and atomization increase. 
Mothers and fathers split. In light of these common realities, how many 
of us would confidently declare that yes, these are the best of times in 
American sexuality, that we are making progress, that we have modeled a 
template of more satisfying, fulfilling sexual unions?

Sex is cheap. It is more widely available, at lower cost to all than ever 
before in human history. What has emerged is not at all unlike the decline 
of the locally owned boutique shops and the rise of big- box, discount 
chains. Cheap sex has been mass- produced with the help of two distinc-
tive means that have little to do with each other— the wide uptake of the 
Pill and mass- produced high- quality pornography— and then made more 
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efficient by communication technologies. They drive the cost of sex down, 
make real commitment more “expensive” and challenging to navigate, 
have created a massive slow- down in the development of long- term rela-
tionships, especially marriage, put women’s fertility at risk— driving up 
demand for infertility treatments— and have taken a toll on men’s mar-
riageability. The “pure relationship” regime, which has flourished along-
side the dramatic rise in cheap sex, is not nearly so consonant with other 
long- standing priorities like childrearing and relational stability. But it is 
becoming the norm in the West— the template for evaluating relationship 
development. And it has changed how men and women perceive them-
selves, their sexuality, each other, and the point of relationships. Cheap sex 
does not make marriage unappealing; it just makes marriage less urgent 
and more difficult to accomplish.

I offer no wistful elegies for earlier eras. They all had their problems. 
My point in writing this book has been more basic, namely to document 
the expectations of sexual economics in light of new, influential technolo-
gies, and to reveal how keeping an eye on the timeless exchange relation-
ship behaviors of men and women helps us better understand the sexual 
activity patterns we see around us, whether gay or straight.

There is no creating new winners without losers. That should not sur-
prise anyone; every sexual system has inequalities. If a critical mass ever 
successfully snubs relationship commitment, permanence, and sexual 
exclusivity— and that is a possibility, given ample time— it will become 
difficult for a minority to do otherwise.

Who are the winners in this new relational regime? The easiest to spot, 
of course, are career- minded women, for whom access to the contracep-
tion that made sex far cheaper also enabled them to finish education and 
commence careers in far greater numbers than previously, in so doing 
fostering new structured patterns (and a culture of expectation) of career 
building. And the world is no doubt better off for their economic, intellec-
tual, and social contributions.

There are other winners. Sexual minorities have begun to flourish, as 
Giddens predicted. Sexually opportunistic men have taken wide advantage 
of the greater access to sex. The wealthy (as always) have found economic 
opportunities to exploit. For instance, gentrified urban neighborhoods 
have appealed to childless, dual- income couples, sending central business 
district and inner core real estate prices skyrocketing and concern about 
affordable housing surging. And there is short- term corporate profit both 
in curbing births— expanding disposable income— and, on the backside, 
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medically stimulating faltering fertility. (Assisted reproductive technology 
is often very expensive.) Indeed, America’s late modern capitalist economy 
now relies upon those technologies that have made sex cheap.

There is no free lunch, however. This grand bargain yielded trouble 
forming enduring relationships. (Some mislabel it a paradox.) The high 
“opportunity cost” of having children among women has led them to have 
fewer children in general. While most of them are just fine with that, 
plenty of women have fewer children than they had wished to have, and 
nearly twice as many women today (compared with the mid- 1970s) have 
no children at all. Moreover, half of such women in their mid- 30s to early 
40s still wish for a child.3

And there are obvious losers in this system shift. Working- class 
Americans— both men and women— would benefit more from the func-
tionality and dual- income possibility of marriage, but are uniting in 
matrimony at dismally low levels. The marriage prospects of lower SES 
women have turned sour. Many children, too, are losing out. They thrive 
in the presence of stable parents and exposure to siblings and intergenera-
tional communities— all arrangements that the pure relationship system 
erodes. Giddens said precious little about children in The Transformation 
of Intimacy, but what he did say reads like a haunting understatement: “It 
would certainly not be right to suppose that childhood has remained unaf-
fected by the world of pure relationships.”4 Giddens’s expectation of trou-
bled and compulsive male sexuality has come true as well, as Chapter 4 
describes. Many men feel powerless to say no to the cheapest of sex, but 
wish they could. The women who love them lose out on their monoga-
mous attentions. There are other losers, too. Women who prefer a shorter 
and nobler search for a mate won’t likely get their wish. A holistic, person- 
centered dating service is not just around the corner, either. And those 
who prefer childrearing to career— they form like- minded communi-
ties to counter the cultural disdain they feel from their career- minded 
counterparts.

We find ourselves in a liminal spot, one between long- taken- for- granted 
traditional relationships anchored in marriage and the future relationship 
system characterized more consistently by “confluent love.” There will not 
be two dominant systems. Marriage as it has long been understood is in 
the throes of deinstitutionalization. Meant to be a “haven in a heartless 
world,” as the late social critic Christopher Lasch described it, marriage 
is fast becoming a contest, another tenuous social arena in competition 
with the economic marketplace (for our limited time and energy) and the 
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remarriage market (for second chances and sexual variety). Marriage will 
not disappear, of course, but it will someday become a minority practice, 
as Figure 5.1 suggests.

Confluent love may make for compelling films— manipulated nar-
ratives, really— but it will not serve persons, families, or communities 
well. Instead, it will be the source of profound relational inequality and 
solitude, navigated with aplomb only by the most successful. It will 
trade the limited but clear benefits of a monogamous marital system 
for the lure of constant desiring. Social conservatives tend to bemoan 
these and other developments, but what they really want is what they 
cannot have— a culture in which marriage is normative and expected, 
together with all the desired fruit brought about by the pure relation-
ship and confluent love model:  greater freedom, flexibility, time, and 
opportunity.

The Genital Life

For winners and losers alike, sex is different today. Kristin Dombek, while 
reviewing a trio of books on American sexual behavior for the New York 
Times, hit it on the head: “Sixty years (after Kinsey), many of us have come 
to regard sex— preferably passionate, hot, transformative sex— as central 
to our lives.”5 Great (infertile) sex is now a priority, a hallmark of the good 
life, signaling that our genital and psychosexual life— sexual expression  
and how we experience it— is close to the heart of being human. Those 
who do pity those who don’t, won’t, or can’t experience toe- curling 
orgasms. This is the Genital Life. Its advent coincided with, but was 
not caused by, a shift in the dominant language around sexuality and 
its expression from that of sexual desires to that of sexual needs in the  
service of “well- being,” a lingo dominated by public health, psychiatry, 
and now even law.6 (Any form of suffering in relationships, on the other 
hand, is now widely considered an unequivocal signal of an unhealthy 
state.) Quality sexual experiences are increasingly perceived to be just 
as pivotal to human flourishing as clean air, potable water, edible food, 
ample shelter, and antibiotics. And in social theorist Zygmunt Bauman’s 
words, “When the quality lets you down, you seek salvation in quantity,” 
a decidedly male sexual virtue.7 Giddens predicted the genital life. He 
just didn’t call it that. Others refer to it by different names. “Orgasmic 
sexuality” is what Illouz dubs it, noting how it has become a form of com-
petence to be developed.8
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While our most distant ancestors were no doubt acquainted with sexual 
pleasure, they associated it with babies. They were part of the deal. No more. 
Today, in the unabashed words of a sexuality educator friend of mine, “it’s 
all about the fucking.” Sex is about pleasure, with a side of bonding. About 
fertility, the pinnacle of natural human creativity and women’s unique 
capacity, Westerners have become ambivalent.9 The US fertility rate has 
dropped 10 percent in the past decade alone, and it wasn’t very high before 
that.10 The very word procreative is typically met with eye- rolling, LOLs, and 
contempt.11

“Sex is, like, a big, big, big, big part of everything now,” reported 
Miguel, whom we first met in Chapter 3. He continues: “I feel like people 
don’t care no more. Nowadays people are so free about their thoughts, 
their actions, and um, people don’t even care … how they come off to 
other people.” A gay man, Miguel nevertheless conveys ambivalence about 
the developments Giddens holds made it possible for the flourishing of 
homosexuality. His words describe unintended consequences:

Forty percent of me is kind of, like, not happy with how things have 
progressed. I  think they should have progressed a little bit differ-
ently, but … the other 60 (percent) I  feel like, it’s a big step for 
society, um, to be more comfortable with other things, um, one of 
those (being) leading up to gay marriage.

While Miguel described at length the patterns described in Chapter  3, 
what he detects is hardly limited to gay men. Men in general expect a rich, 
diverse genital life today. And many women are following suit. Numerous 
men with whom we spoke told of women whose sexual demands and 
kinky interests exceeded their own.

If this is evolution, the widely respected naturalist writer (and same- sex 
marriage supporter) Wendell Berry wonders just what sort of higher ver-
sion of humanity we are evolving toward. “It is odd that simply because 
of its ‘sexual freedom’ our time should be considered extraordinarily 
physical.”12 But physical it is. Berry tags it all with far less optimism than 
most have, choosing to perceive the shift as constituting an element not 
of the organic, local, and virtuous life but as a synthetic compound of our 
Western penchant for bigger, cheaper, better, diverse, and more— an ironic 
postmodern intersection where Wal- Mart meets Dan Savage. “Industrial 
sexuality,” he calls it, our latest effort to “conquer nature by exploiting 
it and ignoring the consequences, by denying any connection between 
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nature and spirit or body and soul.”13 And, he holds, there’s a significant 
price to pay for thwarting our ecology:

The spiritual, physical, and economic costs of this “freedom” are 
immense, and are characteristically belittled or ignored. The dis-
eases of sexual irresponsibility are regarded as a technological 
problem and an affront to liberty. Industrial sex, characteristically, 
establishes its freeness and goodness by an industrial accounting, 
dutifully toting up numbers of “sexual partners,” orgasms, and so 
on, with the inevitable industrial implication that the body is some-
how a limit on the idea of sex, which will be a great deal more abun-
dant as soon as it can be done by robots.14

The robots comment would be laughable were it not for genuine, mount-
ing concern about exactly that.15

Industrial sex is a fitting term for plenty of what we heard about in our 
interviews. The personal narratives I detailed in Premarital Sex in America, 
which interviewed emerging adults up to age 23, had nothing on the orgas-
mic experiences, partner numbers, time in pursuit, exotic accounts, one- 
night stands, regrets, pain, addictions, infections, abortions, wasted time, 
and spent relationships we heard about from 24-  to 32- year- olds, all in the 
service of an industrial sex whose promises consistently exceeded its deliv-
eries. That we even felt comfortable asking rather explicit questions of 
strangers— and expected and received articulate answers— is a testimony 
to the advancement of the genital life.

This new regime is harder on women than men because the detach-
ment of love from sex has made the establishing of self- worth a great deal 
more precarious for women. I can readily affirm that women (and men) 
have inherent dignity, or intrinsic worth, apart from their performance 
and conduct in relationships. But it is more difficult to convince women 
of it.16 They tend to draw a straighter line between success in relationships 
and self- image than men do and are more apt to blame themselves when 
things go wrong. They seldom finger the new relationship ecology brought 
about by the split mating market. Efforts at “self- care” among them prove 
popular but fleeting, more cliché than anything.

Meanwhile, the “organic” citizens in our midst— those who are skepti-
cal about the boundless promises of the sterile and undisciplined life— are 
commonly portrayed as restrictive, misogynist, and backward. Among the 
many ironies that greet us in the domain of human sexuality, this is one of 
the most profound. But classic sexual restraint, typically more a product of 
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social than personal control, fostered a future orientation that dovetailed 
well with a productive life.

Even when sex becomes about reproduction, we presume (incorrectly) 
that we retain complete control over the when, where, and how we have 
children. Anticipated by Giddens, we are increasingly outsourcing con-
ception and treating assisted reproductive technology (ART) as if it is as 
plausible and natural (and as inexpensive) as sexual intercourse:

What used to be “nature” becomes dominated by socially organized 
systems. Reproduction was once part of nature, and heterosexual 
activity was inevitably its focal point. … We have not yet reached a 
stage in which heterosexuality is accepted as only one taste among oth-
ers, but such is the implication of the socialization of reproduction.17

Live- birth deliveries from ART jumped 60 percent in the decade leading 
up to 2010, and another 10 percent in the three years after that, issuing in 
just under 68,000 babies in 2013. It is certainly a growth industry.18 And 
yet one of the greatest myths believed by educated persons today is that 
science can fix infertility. But failures far outstrip successes. The CDC esti-
mates that ART’s success rate at age 40 is only 19 percent. At 42, it’s down 
to 10 percent, and by 44, success rates languish under 3 percent.19

Let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves, though, since 98 percent of 
human reproduction remains of nature. But it is nevertheless significant 
that we no longer automatically associate the two, a product of media 
priming and the reality of a great deal of sterile sexual experience. Even 
my use of the word “nature” here aggravates many, I suspect. But to assert 
that what has happened in the domain of sex was anything but a concerted 
accomplishment of synthetic technology undermining nature in the ser-
vice of human consumption is to say something that is untrue. Cheap sex 
was a trade- off. In its wake, human sexuality has become anything but 
natural and “green.” Once something that belonged to the physical world, 
sexuality is now characterized by a postmodern dualism— the consump-
tive, malleable body housing the essential self.

It is no surprise that the Genital Life is leaving us lonelier. Its sup-
porters even said it would. Sex educator and relationship therapist Laura 
Berman, describing a world no doubt dystopian to Berry’s, concludes— 
together with Giddens— that there is a trade- off:

I suspect for the next decade or so we will be riding a wave, seeking 
more stimulation in less time, quick transitory couplings, and the 
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next big thing to make sex more exciting. The good news is that sex 
will be safer and more exploratory than ever, given the virtual capa-
bilities. The bad news is that we will likely see an uptick in sexual 
addiction and a decrease in emotional connection with partners. 
People struggle with the existential depression and loneliness that 
comes from a lack of rich, authentic connections.20

Naomi Wolf is less sanguine than Berman, reflecting on the pornog-
raphy that was— in 2003— still nascent in its capability of mimicking 
reality:

Mostly, when I ask about loneliness, a deep, sad silence descends on 
audiences of young men and young women alike. They know they 
are lonely together, even when conjoined, and that this imagery is a 
big part of that loneliness. What they don’t know is how to get out, 
how to find each other again erotically, face- to- face. Other cultures 
know this. I am not advocating a return to the days of hiding female 
sexuality, but I am noting that the power and charge of sex are main-
tained when there is some sacredness to it, when it is not on tap all 
the time. In many more traditional cultures, it is not prudery that 
leads them to discourage men from looking at pornography. It is, 
rather, because these cultures understand male sexuality and what 
it takes to keep men and women turned on to one another over 
time— to help men, in particular, to, as the Old Testament puts it, 
“rejoice with the wife of thy youth; let her breasts satisfy thee at all 
times.” These cultures urge men not to look at porn because they 
know that a powerful erotic bond between parents is a key element 
of a strong family.21

It is not often that you hear an avowed, consistent feminist approv-
ingly quoting the Bible— the Old Testament, no less— on sexual norms. 
Addiction, relationship anxiety, and failed unions. Good times ahead?

Eight Predictions for 2030

In Aldous Huxley’s most famous work, his dystopian 1932 novel, Brave New 
World, the civilized elite neither married nor were sexually monogamous, 
both out of principle and commitment to the “stability” of society. (Like 
the authors of the nonfiction Sex at Dawn, the emotions and suppressed 
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passions of monogamy were thought to be a key source of social instabil-
ity.) For the sake of social order, polyamory is normative and sex infertile, 
with birthing outsourced to a lower caste. And yet one of the book’s key 
protagonists (John) objects, preferring the pursuit of a solitary affection. 
His quest, however, is considered bizarre and unhealthy to a population 
socialized to believe that sex ought to be easy and cheap, because sex is 
just sex, and he should not complicate it with thoughts of exclusivity or 
challenge. He demurs, however, expressing genuine love rather than lust. 
It won’t work, so socialized are the natives in gratification. John concludes, 
“Nothing costs enough here.”22

I enjoy a good dystopian novel on occasion— especially older ones like 
Huxley’s— if for no other reason than to see what they get right, what they 
get wrong, and to discern how the intellectual, economic, and cultural con-
texts of the era in which they write emerge despite their best efforts to 
think into a future that is foreign by definition. Most are way off base. But 
Brave New World gets more right than it does wrong. We live in a world 
where technology has eclipsed fertility, making it voluntary (though still 
common). We are getting more talented at artificial reproduction. Use of 
escapist substances or experiences is normative. Some gay men— to the 
chagrin of most lesbians, I  suspect— reference heterosexuals as “breed-
ers,” a class referent more visible in the novel The Wanting Seed but still 
perceptible in Brave New World. Non- monogamy is creeping up in prac-
tice, but surging in attitudinal support. “Dating” technology, like Tinder, 
emphasizes sex appeal above all other qualities, a trait novelist Gary 
Shteyngart dubbed “fuckability” in his 2010 dystopian Super Sad True Love 
Story.23 Extreme individualism is coming into focus as we retreat (rather 
than recoil, as in the book) from marriage. And cheap sex has become the 
operative assumption.

Those who balk at such trends today are considered misfits, threat-
ened with social isolation and shaming, a tactic Huxley’s characters were 
well acquainted with. Not every dystopian prediction of his has a shot at 
becoming reality, but a realist human anthropology and sociology will 
recognize that technology is increasingly separating sex from love, from 
fertility, and from meaningful human connection. And the human society 
that results from wide uptake of this will be filled with orgasms, but will 
be relationally less pleasant and lonelier. Love is not gone, but it’s reced-
ing. Think Fifty Shades of Gray— the pursuit of pleasure while starving for 
real connection. We seem unwilling to admit that cheap sex came with 
strings attached.
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As I write this, the year 2030 is 13 years away. A great deal of scrutiny 
has been given to marriage and family lately, especially in light of politi-
cal and legal wrangling over same- sex marriage in the West and in the 
United States in particular. The resulting “quiet” of sorts that emerged in 
the wake of the Supreme Court’s June 2015 decision to recognize a consti-
tutional right to same- sex marriage has created an opportunity to reflect 
on what has happened and to give attention to what is likely to occur 
next. In that spirit, I offer eight educated guesses at what we will witness 
in the realm of sex, relationships, and marriage by the year 2030. Some 
of these predictions are easy to make, so confident I am in the ingredi-
ents necessary for them to emerge. Others are a bit more speculative, but 
not so much that I lack confidence in them. Some are concrete— about 
this or that rate or figure— while others are more subjective, concern-
ing latent concepts and trends. Some predictions are of continuity rather 
than change. Some are about acceleration; others about slowing down. 
While I  am confident in each of them, I  am even more confident that 
they will not all come true. The odds are simply against being right all the 
time. Here is what I expect.

First, Sex Will Get Even Cheaper

This one is easy. Little evidence points in any direction but this one. 
Fertility control is getting better. Moves are afoot— including among 
conservatives— to promote long- acting reversible contraceptives (LARCs) 
for women.24 Less risk of pregnancy equals cheaper sex. It is an unin-
tended consequence, I realize, but a certain one. It cannot stimulate stabil-
ity in relationships. That’s not how it works.25

Contraception, however, is not the only technology altering sexual 
behavior. Men’s pornography use is high and shows no sign of abating, as 
Chapter 4 detailed. So long as our economy is oriented toward technology 
and efficiency, men will harness it toward making erotic experiences more 
accessible, a pattern which further cheapens the real thing. Pornography, 
the subject of increased consternation, will have become conventional by 
2030. That is, most persons will take it for granted— the new normal. It 
will be very difficult for mainstream companies to shun advertising there, 
so great will be the lure of its popularity. Men’s actual social skills, once 
honed to enable them to navigate the complexities of real relationships, 
will recede apace, creating a cottage industry in social skill development 
that outpaces the one that has already emerged. If you do not think this 
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will happen, then you do not understand men. Where the ground may 
give here is not with regard to men’s preferences for cheap sex, but wom-
en’s. The latter will be pressured to increasingly accept such outsourcing 
as socially and relationally legitimate. Some will not, but many will feel 
forced to compromise or lose out.

It’s not just about men and porn, either. The 2013 film Her explored the 
challenges of a relational world in which men and women— struggling 
to make their marriages work— turn to form emotional relationships 
with their computers’ operating systems. Understood by most as a dys-
topian fiction, I’m not so sure, given the way that very many Westerners 
remain in far closer contact with their smart phone than with their family 
members, spouses included. Together with the anxiety that many sense 
when separated from the Internet for several hours, the evidence suggests 
rather that persons are quite susceptible to such “relationships.” Men 
may be more susceptible to porn than women, but women may be more 
prone to this— an interactive operating system that not only talks to them 
but listens and learns. I see no reason why this wouldn’t become more 
popular. (Preferred, however, may be a stretch.) Nor does Laura Berman, 
who predicts— with seeming approval— an increase in use of sex- related 
technologies:

Virtual romantic partners like Samantha in the movie “Her” will 
be a reality. … We will be able to have robust sexual experiences 
without touching. Talk about disease prevention! Imagine engag-
ing in anything from targeted foreplay to exploring your wildest 
fantasies by stimulating your partner with a click of a mouse, even 
when you are across town or in another country. Meanwhile, our 
understanding of the neurobiology of sex will lead to a new ability 
to stimulate the brain directly to simulate mind- blowing sex regard-
less of physical contact. This will not only have endless recreational 
implications, but will significantly improve the sex lives of people 
with disabilities, as well.26

I cannot imagine any politicization of such “outsourcing” of sex, nor do 
I  perceive any impending curbing of it. Indeed, legal changes around 
sex— like those I  wrote about earlier in this chapter— have historically 
concerned the space between persons. I  am speaking here about the 
space that persons occupy largely by themselves (and their devices, of 
course).
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Like Giddens, though, Berman recognizes a downside: “We will likely 
see an uptick in sexual addiction and a decrease in emotional connec-
tion with partners.” More loneliness. Solitary sexual experiences have a 
way of doing that, of leaving one hungering for something richer than 
satiation. Masturbation may be a good teacher (of sexual preferences), 
as Leslie Bell holds, and sex dolls may come to look, sound, and feel 
rather life- like, but only real human beings make for good help- mates, 
confidantes, and comforters.27 Love cannot be outsourced. And the sex 
is better, too.28

Second, Age of (Sexual) Consent Laws Will Be Enforced 
Only in the Most Egregious Cases

Consent as a key legal guarantor of sexual freedom from harm is 
stronger than ever, as recent contests over campus “rape culture” have 
revealed. But age of consent is quietly up for grabs.29 Among the many 
socialized fictions in the domain of sexual expression, age of consent 
is a big one. That a 16- year- old is unable to consent to sexual activity 
in New York but a 17- year- old is ready to do so is an obvious social con-
struction. (Remember, just because something is socially constructed 
does not mean it is arbitrary or meaningless.) Age of consent laws were 
meant to protect the vulnerable, but instead of age concerns, values like 
mutuality, positive body image, sexual exploration, and autonomy have 
begun to emerge as lynchpins of a “healthier” sexuality at the same time 
as the language of public health and social science have come to domi-
nate discourse in this domain.30 American parents will not embrace ado-
lescent sex anytime soon.31 But you should expect less enforcement of 
the age component of consent laws, especially among those adolescents 
near the legal age of consent (which vary by state).32 The “powers- that- be 
no longer seem interested in drawing the boundary between ‘right’ and 
‘perverse’ sex,” Bauman laments.33 Indeed, the term “perverse” itself 
is rapidly receding in use. Prosecutors will not wish to press charges 
unless the victim is visibly pre- pubescent. Of course, the laws them-
selves will not be changed. There is not nearly enough political will for 
that. But they will not be enforced.

Sexual interactions between teachers and minor students— now explod-
ing in number— may soon be decreasingly enforced as well, or dealt with 
less severely than at present. This will be especially so in the case of female 
teachers’ relationships with male students.
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Third, the Rising Age at First Marriage for Women 
Will Begin to Slow and Might Even Peak, but 

the Share of Unmarried Americans Will Continue 
Its Upward March Unabated

For Americans, marriage remains a key value and ideal, and it is cogni-
tively connected with childbearing, especially among those that marry in 
their late twenties or thirties. Given this connection, the median age at 
first marriage for women (currently just above 27) will likely rise, but will 
peak below age 30. There is less of an urgent ceiling for men, but the age- 
gap difference between marrying men and women is smaller than it has 
ever been— less than two years— so I anticipate when women’s median 
age at first marriage peaks, men’s will soon after. If it does not, it will 
signal a new pattern— an increasing gap in age between marrying men 
and women— and with it, predictable power differences (in men’s favor, 
of course).

Meanwhile, the share of Americans who marry will continue to slide, 
as demographers project. The dominant narrative continues to finger 
men’s fear of commitment. But men are not afraid of commitment. They 
never have been. Commitment is just not needed to access sex today in 
the split, gender- imbalanced modern mating pool. Women no longer need 
men to socially, culturally, and economically succeed in life. In step, there 
is less motivation for men to “be noble” and respect women’s interests. 
Cheap sex slows down the road to marriage, makes its would- be partici-
pants think twice about it, and draws their attention toward consumption 
rather than production.

In an era wherein marriage has become more of a symbol than a proj-
ect, it becomes easy to forget that marriage’s still- viable functional purpose 
is for the material protection of its members. Marriage remains power-
fully associated with all manner of optimal outcomes in American life— 
among children, adolescents, and adults. While I empathize with scholars 
who assert that marriage rates will not recover if men’s wages remain low, 
other policy analysts demur. Moreover, poverty is a long- standing nemesis. 
Hence, it is unlikely the sole (or even the primary) culprit in the flight 
from marriage, especially since extreme poverty has recently diminished, 
not increased.

Marriage involves relationships with other fallible human beings. 
There is no other way around this, except by generous public assistance 
policymaking that would unwittingly serve to further atomize us. What 
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governments and communities cannot do, however, is love. And, as social 
theorist Margaret Archer notes, “Love is something that human beings 
cannot thrive without, whether giving or receiving it; it is also indispens-
able to the good society.”34 Such love is best fostered, rooted, and flourishes 
within the context of a comprehensive stability and social reproduction, 
whether you label it marriage or something else.

Thus, we will find that as marriage retreats so will enduring love, giv-
ing way to the dominance of confluent love. And with it will recede less 
expensive forms of stable social order. In its place we will attempt to secure 
some semblance of solidarity by intervention or by virtual communities, 
but it is just not the same. A nation of partnering singles— a country in 
which the pure relationship becomes the norm— is ultimately a lonelier 
and far more vulnerable one than we have been led to believe.35

Fourth, after a Brief Period of Pent- Up Demand,  
Same- Sex Marriage Will Recede

Given Giddens’s incisive prophecies, it is difficult to imagine that— as 
American heterosexual marriage rates continue to decline and the aver-
age age at first marriage climbs— marriage will become the preferred rela-
tional arrangement of American same- sex couples. Early evidence from 
England and Wales already hints in this direction.36 There are several rea-
sons for this. To begin, the success of political and legal challenges to long- 
standing marriage law constitutes a sign of the deinstitutionalization of 
marriage and not of a revitalization of the same. Claims to the contrary— 
that same- sex marriage will give a boost to an institution lagging among 
the masses by convincing men and women to tie the knot more— make 
little sense. Another reason to be skeptical of its future is that marriage, 
however defined, remains more of a conservative arrangement than a cos-
mopolitan one. It is the stuff of Lubbock, not Chelsea. But some same- sex 
couples have legally married, and will marry— especially the more tradi-
tional among them. The best man in my own wedding came out of the 
closet about 15 years ago and got married in Massachusetts not long after 
it became legal to do so. It should not surprise anyone: he and I are both 
from the same small, rural community in northern Michigan. Marriage is 
in his cultural script. Less so for many of his peers.

Confluent love, however, strains at the reins that marriage entails. If sex-
ual economics understands men’s and women’s union formation patterns 
correctly, on average, then it means we should expect non- monogamy to 
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characterize a significant share of gay men’s unions. In that case, I would 
expect the uptake rate (for same- sex marriage among men) to peak quickly 
before commencing a slow decline because an institution whose historic 
trademarks include expectations of monogamy and childbearing will not 
shed those easily. (Early evidence from Sweden tracks in this manner.)37 
Old narratives are not undone in a decade or by legal fiat. If gay men are 
able to both successfully integrate non- monogamy into marriage on a 
wide scale— and enjoy broad social support for doing so— it would signal 
a cultural accomplishment heretofore unheard of. But the most likely sce-
nario remains that, after pent- up demand is met and the novelty has worn 
off (about five to seven years), civil marriage will be selected by proportion-
ally far fewer gay couples than heterosexuals or lesbians. This is in part 
because marriage remains embedded in long- standing expectations about 
permanence, fidelity, and children— values more tightly held whenever 
women are involved. In lesbian marriages, children will be comparatively 
few— the property of the most prosperous because they are expensive 
to artificially create or adopt. Emotional satisfaction in such unions will 
remain a key priority, however, lending itself to heightened instability.

In the end, the exchange relationship is heteronormative, and that 
will not change. While marriage is in the throes of deinstitutionalization, 
the essence of the union itself will survive. It will not be deconstructed, 
because it is not a mere social construction, despite convictions and legal 
moves to the contrary. Given enough time, long- standing (general) male 
and female preferences will trump sexual identity in marital matters. By 
2030, there is a good chance that a look- back at June 2015 will reveal same- 
sex marriage as a quest for rights and a cultural land grab rather than a 
product of the genuine desire to access an historic institution.

Fifth, Men’s Sexuality (Not Just Women’s) Will 
Become More Evidently Malleable

A significant share of young- adult women have same- sex sexual experi-
ences and self- identify as something besides entirely heterosexual, as 
Chapter 2 detailed. Men are presently much less likely to report either of 
these, but scholars are beginning to reveal that men exhibit a degree of 
sexual malleability as well.38 While they may not shift across the Kinsey 
scale, men nevertheless learn to sexualize new things and in new ways. 
Men were not “born to” have sex with robots, or stare at high- definition 
porn for hours, or pursue rimming, prostate massage, sadomasochism, or 
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dozens of other emergent sexual practices, but plenty have adopted new 
practices (to varying degrees). I  expect more men will experiment with 
same- sex sexual behavior as well, short of identification as exclusively gay. 
Why? Because the evidence suggests so. Even casual observers can note the 
following four developments: (1) increasing popular emphasis on diverse 
sexual experiences; (2) tightening secular regulations— not to mention a 
double standard— on heterosexual but not homosexual events (e.g., verbal 
consent law, anxiety over subsequent accusations);39 (3) “omnivorous” por-
nography delivery that blends straight, lesbian, and multi- partner forms, 
together with clear interest among straight men in the depiction of male 
pleasure and ejaculation;40 and (4) declining stigma of non- heterosexual 
identities. When men marinate in the Genital Life in a social context that 
esteems if not promotes sexual diversity, of course more same- sex experi-
mentation will occur. As sociologist Jane Ward describes in her 2015 book 
Not Gay: Sex between Straight White Men, this phenomenon is not uncom-
mon but is likely to be limited to sexual behavior, rather than to the adop-
tion of a (gay) culture or community. So while the share of American men 
who self- identify as bisexual may increase, it will not grow as much as the 
share that dabbles, if even temporarily, in bisexual behavior patterns.

Sixth, Polygamy Will Not Make a Comeback, but 
Polyamory May Emerge as a Minority Norm

Polygamy— that is, plural marriage— may make a formal return appear-
ance, since we have now demonstrated the legal malleability of the struc-
ture of marriage. The historic importance of one man and one woman, 
now dismissed, concerned the tight connection between coupled sex and 
fertility and the long- standing state interest in protecting women and chil-
dren. Hence, the significance of a union of two persons is no longer a 
profound one. Plural marriage, which has a far longer social history and 
contemporary precedents around the globe, may well make a legal come-
back in the United States. But it may not:  Canada’s high court did not 
reverse its sentiment on plural marriage in a 2011 case, which is a signal 
that the US Supreme Court may not pay it much attention, either. Even 
if it does return, Americans are fleeing legal marriage. They certainly are 
not interested in more than one marriage, at least not on any notable scale. 
Moreover, the long- term legal shift in family law is toward privileging 
individuals, not the unions they form. I cannot imagine a political envi-
ronment in America wherein the people’s representatives (local, state, or 
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federal) come to agree upon showering more benefits on those unions that 
have more members. Given that unlikelihood, legalized polygamy would 
thus come with a penalty (that is, three or four spouses would receive the 
same legal benefits as one pair). Moreover, polygamy is profoundly anti- 
feminist and historically hinges on the dependence of multiple women on 
one man. But won’t “new” polygamy also feature one woman marrying 
two or three men? No. That is not how men roll, nor how the exchange 
model of relationships works. But leave it to the mass media to feature the 
handful they would no doubt uncover.

What about “open” marriages and polyamorous unions? The first has 
no future, but the second one may. Few people claim to be in (stable) open 
marriages in the first place, but the odds are against any “second genera-
tion” of open marriages. We could witness non- monogamy among parents 
and then among their children, but only the parents’ generation would 
think to pass it off as a type of marriage. Remember, marriage is in the 
throes of deinstitutionalization.

Far more likely is the rise of polyamory, given it has achieved an ele-
ment of (modest) popularity among younger Americans and cultural 
elites (e.g., positive coverage in media). So yes, I think polyamory will 
have its day and may well emerge as a minority norm. Given it is, at bot-
tom, a reflection of male power in the mating market— more sex with 
more women without the responsibilities of plural marriage— polyamory 
will certainly be tolerated. Since unlike polygamy it is not currently illegal, 
states will pay it no attention. And since it is already a de facto arrange-
ment among a significant minority of gay couples, consensual overlap-
ping unions have a future in America. It also has numerous enemies, 
including many feminists, most Christians, relationship traditionalists, 
and more women than men. Again, polyamory will emerge insofar as 
men hold the upper hand in the mating market. But as the Pareto prin-
ciple discussed in Chapter 3 suggests, only a small fraction of men will 
experience it.

Seventh, the Retreat from Marriage in the United States 
Will Not Be Stemmed by Organized Christianity

The share of nonreligious Americans is rising. While some hold that 
secularization has brought about a more tolerant sexual era in the 
West, I think the causal order runs best in the other direction.41 Most 
religious disaffiliation occurs not because of a deliberate move away 
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from Christian belief but because of passive alignment of religious 
behavior with secular (sexual) practice. Cohabitation, now rocketing 
in popularity, is prompting sustained disaffiliation, a break from the 
once- normal pattern of return to active participation after marriage and 
childbearing.42

Even among those that return— or who never left— there is a retreat 
from marriage. American Christians still value lifelong, monoga-
mous matrimony. But many have an aversion to actually doing what it 
takes to accomplish it. This is due in part to the same thing that makes 
American religion popular yet institutionally weak— its sensitivity to the 
free market. The free market in religion encourages competition among  
congregations for adherents, a system which has made for vibrant worship 
communities. But this same system radically decentralizes Christianity. 
How does that undermine marriage? By fostering profound diversity of 
thought, teaching, and practice, hamstringing the ability of any particular 
Christian denomination or organization to speak and act with authority 
widely recognized as legitimate. Nobody speaks for American Christianity 
because there is no center. For every congregation, pastor, or public per-
sona that presses young adults toward chastity and marriage, there is 
another that yawns at both. Denominational schism— a legacy of the 
Reformation— remains visible, disabling the ability to effect institutional 
accomplishments. Since matters of sexuality and marriage tend to be navi-
gated locally or through denominations, any cooperative efforts among 
Christians here tend to be half- hearted, and always subject to the boundary 
maintenance concerns of their respective bases. This is why America can 
be considered a religious country— with weekly church attendance around 
21– 23 percent— and yet any joint efforts among them almost certainly fail.

Additionally, congregational competition tacitly encourages a turn 
away from social control, which can drive away “customers,” and toward 
social support, which woos them. Princeton sociologist of religion Robert 
Wuthnow sees this in action:

The meaning of divine guidance shifted subtly away from behav-
ioral norms and focused instead on reassurance. People talked about 
receiving divine guidance, but what they meant, when pressed to 
explain, was that they felt better about what they already were doing.43

Enforcing behavior in a truly free market in religion is rather dif-
ficult. What of value can be denied those who are openly thwarting 
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congregational sexual and marital standards? In an evangelical mega- 
church, nothing except perhaps leadership roles. The Catholic Church, 
on the other hand, counsels such persons to refrain from receiving the 
Eucharist, the highlight of the Catholic Mass. That they continue to 
counsel this multiplies accusations of meanness (that is, an absence of 
social support).44

The free market in religion, however, has been a hallmark of America 
since the Bill of Rights and the collapse of established state churches. 
(Massachusetts was the last to give it up, in 1833.) Why haven’t these 
problems materialized before now? While the seeds of revolution 
were always present, a shared sexual matrix managed to prevail within 
the various strands of Christianity, according to sociologist Philip 
Rieff.45 There was a “sacred canopy” of sorts over the erotic instinct, to  
borrow Peter Berger’s term. Since the time of St. Paul’s missionary 
venture to Corinth, “renouncing the sexual autonomy and sensuality of 
pagan culture was at the core of Christian culture.”46 And Christianity 
did so, embedding the sexual instinct within a community. Is sex the 
linchpin of Christian cultural order, the source of its power as a social 
force? That’s what conservative columnist Rod Dreher wonders.47 It  
might be.

That cosmology is suffering today, having taken a big hit with the 
advent and uptake of contraception. Today only a small number of 
American Catholics consistently avoids artificial birth control, and among 
evangelicals there is now talk about whether it’s more moral for sexually 
active unmarried Christians to be on birth control than not.48 By the time 
the same- sex marriage movement gained momentum, the old order had 
already been rent asunder.

In its place, the new American Christian cosmology privileges indi-
vidual rights and the pursuit of happiness— wherever it may lead— over 
notions of solidarity and the common good. Marriage is typically con-
sidered a private matter, not the public foundation of societal order. 
Any “return” to a robust familism— that is, the esteeming of marriage 
and family over the individual— will not originate in the United States, 
a nation with deeply atomistic tendencies. Some hold that given enough 
time, demographic change will favor higher Christian birthrates. But it’s 
hardly enough to suggest any demographic shift could be in sight by 2030. 
Moreover, much of this elevated birthrate is confined to Latino immi-
grants who, while above average in religiosity, are prone to secularization 
patterns by the second or third generation.49
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Eighth, Efforts to De- gender Society and Relationships 
Will Fall Short

To be sure, women no longer need men’s resources so much, and men 
have unparalleled means of accessing sexual experiences today. But the 
exchange relationship has not disappeared. The assumptions behind sex-
ual exchange are robust, readily discernable in popular media consump-
tion, online dating behavior, campus sexual assault debates, and men’s 
propositions of marriage. Men and women still pursue each other, and 
often want each other to stay. Men still appreciate the feminine genius, 
and women are still attracted to masculinity. They pair off because each 
wants something the other has. Many still commit because each has some-
thing the other wishes not to live without.

Yes, I  realize the idea of “complementarity” is not a popular one, 
falsely pitted as it often is against visions of a utopian egalitarianism. But 
like it or not, complementarity remains obvious in the social and natu-
ral world. In fact, egalitarianism depends upon the complementarity of 
men and women; that is, it perceives sex distinctions that it then actively 
seeks to minimize. But even same- sex relationships seldom exhibit such 
blunt egalitarianism, and instead often recreate the roles common among 
opposite- sex unions. Difference, after all, attracts. And it works.

Some passionately object to this sort of talk, especially in the United 
States. This is partly because the intellectual and political movements to 
“de- gender” society largely originated here. The successful movement to 
de- gender civil marriage in the West has reinvigorated efforts aimed at the 
general dismantling of gender and the male– female distinction (dubbed 
“gender theory” elsewhere). Influential feminist law scholar Susan Moller 
Okin held that a “just future would be one without gender. In its social 
structures and practices, one’s sex would have no more relevance than 
one’s eye color or the length of one’s toes.”50 Expect such efforts to have 
a modicum of success, well short of its hopes. Why? Because while the 
globe’s inhabitants may exhibit sympathy for the equal treatment of its 
citizens, and perhaps efforts to ensure equal economic access, they have 
much less patience for efforts aimed at obliterating all sexual difference— 
that is, eradicating the truth of sexual dimorphism.

Being male or female is different than matters of sexual orientation, as 
I have repeatedly asserted in this book. The former is more powerful, more 
robust, more evident, and more resistant to malleability. There is certainly 
more to it than just social, legal, or linguistic construction. Chromosomes 
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do not care what you think of them, and sex is observed, not “assigned,” at 
birth. Bauman notes with profound irony that culture is now perceived as 
the inherited part of identity that should not be tinkered with, while what 
we long understood as “nature” (the stuff of genetic inheritance) is “ever 
more presented as amenable to human manipulation and [thus] open to 
choice.”51

Back in 2000, Dick Udry, a demographer at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (my graduate alma mater) and co- founder of the 
Add Health project, wrote about the biological limits of gender construc-
tion in the American Sociological Review. It drew sharp barbs from the 
feminist community in sociology, which constitutes the obvious scholarly 
nucleus of the discipline. Udry’s crime was an intellectual one. He won-
dered whether gender may not be simply or solely socially constructed, as 
many of us sociologists- in- training were taught to believe:

Traditional social science models of gender begin with the postulate 
that in humans, males and females are born neutral with respect to 
sex- dimorphic behavior predispositions. These models assume that 
behavioral differences between the sexes emerge as a consequence 
of socialization and social structure.52

But the empirical evidence to support this model, he showed, just wasn’t 
there.53 He is not alone, either. In fact— and in what amounts to a great 
irony— a recent review of 21 sources of data revealed that most sex dif-
ferences are actually larger in magnitude and variability in cultures with 
more egalitarian sex role socialization and greater gender equity.54 The 
notion that males and females have evolved to be the same is not just 
untrue, it’s nonsensical.

This does not amount to dismissing the effects of socialization and 
social structure. Hardly. It’s about recognizing that boys and girls are 
not blank slates to begin with, and that limitations are often paired with 
strengths, and interests with disinterests. Biology, Udry concluded, sets 
limits on the construction of gender and the effectiveness of gender social-
ization. We can push against those limits, but only draconian efforts, he 
concluded, will get anywhere:

Humans form their social structures around gender because males 
and females have different and biologically influenced behav-
ioral predispositions. Gendered social structure is a universal 
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accommodation to this biological fact. Societies demonstrate wide 
latitude in this accommodation— they can accentuate gender, mini-
mize it, or leave it alone. If they ignore it, it doesn’t go away. If they 
depart too far from the underlying sex- dimorphism of biological 
predispositions, they will generate social malaise and social pres-
sures to drift back toward closer alignment with biology. A social 
engineering program to de- gender society would require a Maoist 
approach: continuous renewal of revolutionary resolve and a toler-
ance for conflict.55

Maoist approaches. Social engineering. Revolutionary resolve. Heavy 
words from a man who explicitly asserted that he was “certainly willing to 
mess with Mother Nature” and took no position on the morality of it all. 
Even an empathetic Pope Francis recognizes this isn’t about rights. It’s 
about ideological colonization. And since it builds upon a theory of sex 
differences that is empirically groundless, it won’t work.

Conclusion

Professor Udry survived his professional pillorying over the sex differ-
ences study by not overreacting, not apologizing, not being intimidated, 
but instead by continuing to pursue the uncomfortable empirical truths as 
best he could discern them. I seek to do the same. I wrote this book not to 
make a personal case for social change but a professional case for better 
understanding the social change that has already come about in the sexual 
relationships of men and women. Our contemporary sexual and relational 
realities are far more the accomplishment of technology than of human 
quests for a more expansive social justice or a return to our “primal roots.”

Women are learning to have sex like men. But peel back the layers, and 
it becomes obvious that this transition is not a reflection of their power but 
of their subjugation to men’s interests. If women were more in charge of 
how their relationships transpired— more in charge of the “pricing” nego-
tiations around sex— we would be seeing, on average, more impressive 
wooing efforts by men, fewer hookups, fewer premarital sexual partners, 
shorter cohabitations, and more marrying going on (and perhaps even 
at a slightly earlier age, too). In other words, the “price” of sex would be 
higher: it would cost men more to access it. Instead, none of these things 
are occurring. Not one.56 The route to marriage, something the majority 
of young Americans still assert as a key goal, is more fraught with years 
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and failed relationships than in the past. Once- familiar narratives about 
romance and marriage— how to date, falling in love, whom to marry, why, 
and when— are no longer widely affirmed, creating a great deal of conster-
nation among young adults about how to move forward. They ask me for 
advice, but since this is a social problem, not a personal one, I have little 
to offer other than to counsel them to perceive the realities of the mating 
market early rather than fail to see it until it has duped them.

We are now a quarter- century removed from Giddens’s prophecies in 
The Transformation of Intimacy. He got a great deal right. Change in sexual 
behavior patterns continues apace, further stimulated by yet more tech-
nology making sex and sexual experiences even cheaper and more widely 
available. Giddens, like Udry on gender, was keen not to object. I am not so 
reticent, having become convinced that the Genital Life we are adopting is 
misanthropic, ultimately anti- woman, and not sustainable. The exchange 
relationship, on the other hand, is old. It is deeply human. It fosters love 
when navigated judiciously. And it remains the historic heartbeat, and the 
very grammar, of human community and social reproduction.
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Appendix

 Regression Models
Table A3.1 Estimated coefficients from OLS regression model 

predicting frequency of sex in past two weeks

24-  to 35- year- olds 18-  to 60- year- olds

Demographics
Age −0.04* −0.03***
Female −0.21* −0.27***
Hispanic 0.24 0.57***
Black 0.32 0.45***
Other race −0.02 0.11
Educational attainment −0.27*** −0.08**

Relationship status
Cohabiting 0.22 0.44***
Never married −1.56*** −1.57***
Divorced −1.24*** −0.85***
Separated −0.83 −0.85***
Widowed −0.73 −0.94***

Other controls
Heterosexual −0.10 −0.04
Self- reported health 0.22*** 0.16***
Number of biological children 0.21*** 0.13***
Religious service attendance 0.00 0.01

N 3,192 14,264
R- Square 0.18 0.17

Notes: Reference groups are white, married, and non- heterosexual.
* p < .10.

** p < .05.

*** p < .01.
Source: Relationships in America.
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Table A3.2 Estimated odds ratios from logistic regression models 

predicting wanting more sex, women ages 24– 35

Political liberalism 1.39*** 1.24* 1.24

Demographics
Age 1.00 1.01 1.02
White 1.05 0.94 0.96
Educational attainment 1.20* 1.17 1.16
Married 0.63** 1.10 1.11

Sexual Behavior
Masturbated in past week 2.89*** 2.89***

Pornography in past week 0.75 0.76

Lifetime N of male sex partners 1.10* 1.10*

Heterosexual 0.74 0.73

Frequency of sex in past 2 weeks 0.77*** 0.77***

Emotional Well- being
CESD (depression) 0.98 0.97

Self- rated happiness 0.75** 0.75**

Religion

Importance of religion 0.99

Less religious than 10 years ago 1.68**

Religious service attendance 1.03

N 1,387 1,387 1,387
Constant 0.13* 0.47 0.27

Notes: Dependent variable comparison group (0 = respondent is content with sex or wants 
less sex).
* p < .10.

** p < .05.

*** p < .01.
Source: Relationships in America.
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Table A3.3 Estimated odds ratios from logistic regression models predicting 

no sex (with current partner) until married

Demographics
Age 1.00 0.99
Black 0.19*** 0.37***
Hispanic 1.43** 1.49**
Other race 2.64*** 2.49***
Female 0.74** 0.67***
Educational attainment 1.18*** 0.94

Religion
Importance of religion 1.45*** 1.01
Religious service attendance 1.48*** 1.30***
Evangelical self- identification 1.40** 1.05

Other controls
Political conservatism 1.37***

Heterosexual 1.23

Higher age at first sex 2.17***

No- strings- attached sex is OK 0.50***

Considers self attractive 1.00

Self- rated happiness 1.26***

Parents are still married 1.32*

Family- of- origin positive experience 0.93

N 12,688 12,688
Constant 0.00*** 0.00***

* p < .10.
** p < .05.

*** p < .01.
Source: Relationships in America.
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Table A3.4 Estimated coefficients from OLS regression model 

predicting relational happiness (on a scale from 1– 10)

Frequency of sex in past two weeks 0.16***

Key controls
Self- rated happiness 0.86***
Currently/ recently in therapy −0.29*
Last pornography use (0 = most recent) 0.04**
Social media use frequency 0.01

Demographics
Female −0.30***
Age −0.10***
Age- squared 0.00***
Educational attainment −0.02
Black −0.68***
Hispanic −0.33***
Other race −0.14
Household income 0.02*
Household size −0.03

Relationship status
Cohabiting −0.33***
Never married −0.64***
Divorced −0.68***
Separated −1.31***
Widowed −0.72*

Other controls
Political liberalism −0.08*
Importance of religion 0.07***

N 10,884
R- Square 0.26

Note: Relationship status categories are compared to “currently married” 
respondents.
* p < .10.

** p < .05.

*** p < .01.
Source: Relationships in America.
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Table A4.1 Estimated coefficients from OLS regression model predicting 

support for same- sex marriage among men

Last pornography use (behavior, 0 = most recent) −0.03***
Pornography is OK (attitude) 0.42***

Key controls
Heterosexual −0.45***
Political liberalism 0.27***
Thinks government regulations protect consumers 0.07***

Demographics
Age −0.01***
Educational attainment 0.09***
Black −0.25***
Hispanic 0.03
Other race −0.07
Household income 0.02***

Relationship status
Cohabiting 0.07
Never married 0.01
Divorced −0.08
Separated −0.25
Widowed −0.06

Other controls
Social media use frequency 0.04**
Religious service attendance −0.01
Importance of religion −0.21***

N 6,904
R- Square 0.42

* p < .10.
** p < .05.

*** p < .01.
Source: Relationships in America.
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